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AUTUMN AWAKENS 

by 

Janet L. Loftis 

CHAPTER 1 

1 

There was no celebration the day Tergard came home. Goldleaf clan was gone, 

their homes abandoned. Twelve longhouses, low structures made of old, graying timbers, 

sat alone and empty under a canopy of orange and red oak leaves. He wasn't completely 

surprised to find no one; he'd suspected something odd ever since he first entered the forest 

three days ago. He'd seen no signs of activity, no hunting parties, no women gathering nuts 

to supplement the winter food stores, and no animals of any kind. Strangest of all, he'd 

seen no signs of winter which, in this high inner-montane northern valley, began to show 

itself shortly after the autumnal equinox: cold rains, killing frost, then snow flurries-a hint 

of deeper snows to come. 

He'd pushed himself and his bay horse, Rost, to make the five month, 3000 mile 

journey from the human kingdom of Amar in time to beat the worst of winter only to find a 

perpetual autumn: leaves refusing to drop, grasses refusing to brown, and a strange quiet 

disturbed only when the chill wind rustled leaves. No voices, no sounds of the people who 

inhabited the forest. 

Tergard stood in the open doorway of one of the longhouses- his childhood 

home-debating with himself. He'd returned to reconcile with his past, with his father, as a 

promise to a woman. A woman who had come to understand him, to know how unhappy he 

was among humans. Go home, Magdalena had told him, you can not accept the adult you 

are until you make amends with the child you were. You'll always stand between two 
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worlds, human and elven, if you don't want to be either. She was right, although he knew 

that he could never be a human, nor ever again be an elf-or rather, a Torumbur as his 

people called themselves. But he could be both. He only needed to unite his two souls. 

He did not expect his clan to remain unchanged during his fifteen year absence; at 

the least, his two sisters should be gone now, married and living with their husbands' clans. 

But he never expected his father, Gunnard, to abandon the ikam-a geographic territory 

controlled by a given clan within which the clan was politically independent-that Goldleaf 

had inhabited for ninety-three generations. There were reasons for clans to relocate, yes, but 

he saw no signs of a disaster. The trees appeared healthy, the longhouses structurally 

sound. Remnants of the fall harvest, rotting squash and shriveled plant tendrils, dotted the 

garden plots adjacent to each longhouse. Even the well, which he had quickly checked, held 

clean water. He briefly considered that the clan was late returning from their equinox 

pilgrimage to Mount Ringsaker, but that was weeks past and only a quarter of the clan went 

each year. 

Tergard hesitated to enter the longhouse, feeling strange standing there dressed as a 

human in black wool pants, a light green cotton shirt and a thigh-length dark green wool 

coat with brass buttons and gold brocade trim along the edges. The Torumbur made their 

clothing from skin and fur, from the animals they killed for food. The humans insisted on 

calling his people elves because of their familiarity with elves who inhabited the southern 

scrub forests. Even Tergard had come to speak and think of himself as an elf during his 

years with the humans. The Torumbur were neither human nor elven, but another race 

altogether. Looking much like humans, but generally a bit shorter and stockier, about the 

only thing in common they had with elves was their pointed ears. 

He told himself to walk inside, to look for something, a piece of himself, or maybe a 

message. It was Torumbur custom to leave messages for departed clan members in the 

event a clan had to relocate. Most often it was widows, wishing to return to their natal clan, 

who came home. Sometimes, however, it was children like him who refused to follow the 
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ways of his clan or the ways of his father, or who sought adventure with the hunters or 

human traders who visited them. Tergard was the only child to ever leave the forest, to live 

with humans in the far south. 

His hard-soled riding boots thumped on the wooden floor, echoing in the 

emptiness. It only reminded him of the duality of his existence, that he was far from 

achieving the balance he sought between his two lives. 

When he had last walked out of this longhouse, away from his crying mother and 

his silent father, there had been life here. The communal area next to the door should be 

filled with chairs, cushions, tables, stoves ... places to eat and cook. Behind this, the living 

spaces belonging to the twenty families in residence would be curtained off by thick 

blankets, creating a narrow corridor on the left side. Tergard's father, Gunnard, as one of 

the clan elders, had the most private section at the rear. Tergard walked back there now, 

remembering how he used to brush his fingers against the colorful blankets. 

The far comer, where he used to sleep with his brother and two sisters, was as 

empty as the rest of the house. He'd not been close to his siblings during the last years he 

was home, so this meant little, but something kept him from walking away. All but one of 

the floorboards was worn and smudged from years of use. He stared at the new, unstained 

one for a moment, then tapped the heel of a boot against it. Hollow. A hiding place. He 

told himself he was imagining things, after all there were logical reasons to replace 

floorboards, but with all the oddness he'd seen in the forest he could not dismiss this 

anomaly. 

Kneeling, he used his dagger to pry up the board and found a small wooden box 

nestled in the dirt beneath. His initial disappointment at finding one of his childhood toys, a 

top, turned to puzzlement as he picked it up to discover it was one that he had carved himself 

when he was ten years old. Three inches high, its round body had four white symbols 

carved into it, each symbolizing a season. Its paint was badly faded. Was this the message? 

Tergard set its tip on the floor and spun it with a twist of his thumb and forefinger. He 
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watched its random path across the floor, watched it do nothing but what one would expect a 

top to do, then snatched it up, stuffed it into his pocket and strode out of his home. If it was 

the message, he did not understand it 

He looked up at the trees, their color fading as twilight deepened, blending all colors 

to gray. There would be no more time to continue searching the ikam, nor go on north to 

Blackoak ikam, their closest neighbors. The chilly wind picked up, rattling leaves and 

blowing strands of his long blond hair into his face. He pushed it back, weary of its length, 

weary of the beard that accompanied it 

Rost neighed impatiently. The retired warhorse was fatigued and thirsty. Leading 

him back to the well to fetch him some water, Tergard wondered if his parents expected him 

to return. Maybe the years had softened Tergard's memory, but no, he still painfully 

remembered his father's bitter disappointment in Tergard's poor aptitude for magic. He'd 

been a failure and embarrassment to his father-the clan's most learned magician-and 

Gunnard told him so many times. Gunnard had done nothing to prevent Tergard from 

leaving, only encouraged it Maybe Gunnard had packed up the clan as soon as Tergard 

was out of sight, but that wasn't true either. The ikam looked only recently abandoned, 

within a few months he guessed. 

Frustrated, he kicked at the old stones of the well. Rost stopped drinking to stare at 

his antics, then stuck his snout back into the bucket. Tergard cursed this place, momentarily 

forgetting the loneliness and uncertainty that made him return. 

Maybe it would have been better if Magdalena had let him die in the Koroneb desert 

and buried him in that accursed sand next to her husband. After living among humans for 

so many years he'd had enough. He had never found acceptance, only misunderstanding 

and misconceptions of who and what he was. The only role he was allowed to play as a 

human was a soldier in the border war between Andara and Koroneb provinces. But he had 

also convinced himself that it was pointless to return to his forest. He'd felt he belonged 

nowhere and begun taking stupid risks on the battlefield, not caring if he survived. 
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It was Marco d'Senese, one of his rare Andaran friends, who offered him an 

alternative. Marco's brother-in-law, Rodrigo d'Fiornese, a cousin of the duke, 

had been assassinated. Marco believed his sister, Magdalena, was in grave danger and 

arranged for Tergard to escort her to safety in Koroneb where Marco had been stationed as 

a spy during the latter half of the war. It had nearly been a disaster. Andaran traitors almost 

killed Tergard. Magdalena willed him to survive and then bound him to a promise knowing 

that his personal and cultural sense of honor would make him keep it 

Flashes of light among trees several yards to his left startled him. At first it 

reminded him of lanterns with their shutters being opened and closed, and he felt a faint 

hope that it was some clan members returning. Perhaps there had been an overly long post

equinox festival at Lake Arendal. The flashes turned into a steady, unmoving glow. It 

seemed to be coming from the ikarn' s central clearing, which was ringed by the sacred eyan 

(which loosely translated as "the trees that were not trees"), a stand of ancient oaks that 

clan history said magically began to grow just as the first Goldleaf immigrants reached this 

piece of forest, signaling to them their long journey from their mountain homeland was at an 

end. 

Going to investigate, he found the light source to be glowing rune symbols carved 

into the trunks just above eye level. This surprised Tergard. Only humans were barbaric 

enough to carve things, such as their initials or some other silly thing, into a living tree. And 

the eyan, which possessed a sacred quality never explained to Tergard because he had never 

succeeded at the rites of passage making him a full adult member of the clan, were afforded 

more than the ordinary respect of any other live tree. The symbols themselves weren't so 

unusual; before autumn began runes of blessing were placed upon the trees, but those runes 

were made of moss and vines. He didn't know why these runes glowed. 

Tergard reached toward a rune and, feeling no heat, placed his palm against it to feel 

an intermittent thrumming. He tried to imagine his last equinox festival, but it was difficult 

because he'd been so upset at his father for refusing-again-to take him on the Mount 
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Ringsaker pilgrimage. 

Looking closely at the runes, he recognized the kill which thanked the tree for its life 

energy and protected it from death-a promise that the dying leaves would be replaced in 

spring. But next to it, and partially overlapping, was a symbol Tergard didn't know. From 

the scarring around the carvings, he judged this had been done about three months ago. 

As he turned to walk back to the longhouse, he felt something dig into his 

hip-the top. When he pulled it out, he found that it, too, glowed, its old white paint as 

bright as when freshly done. He stared incredulously at the toy as it fitfully spun in his 

palm and fell out. Landing in the overgrown grass, amongst weeds with thorny heads, it 

caused the stalks to glow with a strange pale green light. Magic. It could not be by his 

hand for he had no magical skills. He also recalled that his father had never touched the 

wood. It had to be some kind of message incorporated into the toy after his departure. 

Gunnard would know how to do that. 

Stooping over, he picked it tip and carried it back to the horse. He stuffed it down 

into the bottom of the saddlebag for safekeeping, hoping he would find someone tomorrow 

at Blackoak who could interpret it for him. 

It was now completely dark, reminding him of his exhaustion. He was sore and 

dirty, just like Rost. Old war wounds bothered him the more miles he traveled. His right 

biceps, where he suffered an especially deep gash from those Andaran traitors last year, 

ached the most. He had not minded the pain or weariness knowing he would soon be home 

among his family, seeing his mother again, meeting his siblings' spouses and children for 

the first time. But he still hurt and he was still alone. 

It felt strange to sleep in his old home when no one else was there, but it was shelter 

and Tergard had had enough of sleeping in the open. He carefully led Rost inside his 

family's longhouse while imagining the women's cries of protest. A rare moment of 

lightheartedness, it gave him a reason to grin while brushing the horse to clean the sweat and 

dirt from his coat 
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Wishing for a real bed, Tergard bedded down with a blanket that, somehow, after all 

these months, still smelled of Magdalena. Sleep came slowly and when it did screaming 

trees filled his dreams. The scream itself became a living thing-the only life in the forest 

as the sacred trees withered and died, their limbs outstretched toward Tergard, just a 

bewildered child in the dream, as if to beg something of him. The scream grew and grew, the 

ground vibrating with the pitch until the very earth could no longer take the strain. As he 

clapped his hands over his ears the ground fell out from under his feet. Falling, falling, he 

tried desperately to fly, to pull himself up away from the hot quivering maw of the earth 

waiting to swallow him. Just as he felt it-that first welcome puff of air under his 

wings-clawed hands grabbed at him from below and pulled him down. The faces 

belonging to those greedy hands terrified him. Then he saw nothing because hot, moist soil 

covered him, smothering him; heat withering his wings. The ground shook with his 

struggles to free himself from its depths. But when he could no longer breathe and had 

ceased struggling, the earth continued to shake and Tergard realized he was no longer 

asleep. 
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CHAPfER2 

Tergard sat up, throwing the blanket aside and groping for his two weapons, a large 

dagger and a short sword, from the floor next to him. Rost snorted in surprise at the 

inhuman scream that rose and fell from beyond the walls. For a moment Tergard sat in 

complete darkness, listening, his mind searching for a parallel in his childhood memory. 

But sitting still did little good. He grabbed his boots and stood up, padding softly to the 

doorway in bare feet 

Outside, a greenish yellow lit up the central clearing, backlighting the sacred eyan so 

that they looked more like blackened hands groping for the vault of the sky than trees. Rost 

nudged him from behind, but he ordered the horse to stay put as he slid his weapons into 

their belt scabbards, then pulled on his boots and headed for the clearing. 

A half dozen shadowy figures moved about a large bonfire in the middle of the 

clearing; three clustered in front of one tree, the other three passing around the fire and out 

ofTergard's line of sight. The screaming got louder the closer he got to the ring of sacred 

trees but he could see no person or animal that could be making such a horrible wail. It had 

to be the trees. 

He circled around to the left, using the trees to hide, until he had all six people in 

view. The first three remained near the one tree, the others huddled about a tree on the 

opposite side of the clearing. They were Torumbur males, dressed in long-sleeved tunics 

decorated with white, brown and black squares, and striped breeches. He could barely 

distinguish the black acorn symbols stitched into their shirt collars. Blackoak. 

Of the three closest to him, a gray-haired elder was carving something into the tree 

trunk with a long blade. The other two, younger in appearance, had both palms flat against 

the tree, their eyes squeezed shut in concentration. The bark under their hands rippled like 

the surface of a lake in a stiff wind. 
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Tergard knew that inter-clan relationships among the Torumbur were not always 

harmonious. As autumn clans, both Goldleaf and Blackoak performed as arbitrators in 

disputes over land, resources and access to human traders. For an autumn clan to be 

involved in a conflict themselves was rare, but not unheard of. Some sort of irreconcilable 

disagreement between Blackoak and Goldleaf could explain his clan's absence although he 

believed Goldleaf would have prevailed in a territorial dispute because they outranked 

Blackoak. Nor could he recall any dispute between the two clans when he was a child. 

Nothing explained why a Blackoak would do this to a sacred tree. Regardless of clan, 

regardless of tree species, the trees called eyan were inviolate. 

As the closest trio took their hands and blade from the tree, the younger two backed 

away and turned toward the fire. The elder leaned his face toward the trunk, examining his 

handiwork. Tergard sneaked around, drawing his short sword, and took the elder by 

surprise, jumping from behind the adjoining tree. He grabbed the man's collar and thrust 

the sword point at his throat 

"Stop what you're doing!" Tergard ordered, belatedly realizing he'd spoken in the 

human language, not his own. The younger two turned at the sound ofTergard's words; 

neither was armed. 

Frustrated with his inability to come up with the right words, he settled on human 

ones. All Torumbur knew that language. ''Tell the other three to come over here," he 

yelled to the younger two. ''The five of you, stand by the fire, keep your hands in view." 

He wanted no one casting a spell on him without warning. 

Slowly, the five Torumbur came to stand between the elder and the bonfire, the 

backlighting obscuring their faces. They held their hands away from their bodies, fingers 

still. 

The elder stared at him for a long moment, but Tergard couldn't quite define the 

man's expression. Fear? Surprise? 

Finally he said, "Do not touch me." His voice was frail with age. 
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'"Tell me why you are killing our eyan. Tell me where Goldleaf clan has gone." 

"No." 

"I will kill you if you don't tell me what I need to know." He emphasized his point 

by pressing hard enough to draw a trickle of blood. "A Torumbur dies much like a human 

does. I've killed many of them." 

threat 

"Let me go, Goldleaf." The elder's voice regained strength. Tergard sensed a 

"I am Tergard, son of Gunnard. Identify yourself." 

"We know what you are." 

"Identify yourself and your purpose in our ilcarn." 

"It is not your ikarn." 

"Goldleaf clan has held it-" 

The elder interrupted him. "-I said it is not your ikarn, son of Gunnard." 

He decided to change his line of argument. '"The lot of you must have gone insane 

to do this to our eyan." 

'"The sacred trees must die," the elder said in a hollow voice. 

"What has happened in this forest in the last fifteen years?" 

"You do not know? Then my brother was wrong." For a moment the elder looked 

defeated. "We all wanted to believe .... " 

Brother? Tergard stared at the old man's face. Despite the wrinkles, the age, he 

knew this man. The green eyes were the same as his, so were the wide cheekbones. Their 

jaws, however ... Tergard had inherited his mother's family's strong well-shaped jawline, but 

the old man bore Gunnard's narrow, pointy chin. It was Hingard, Gunnard's younger 

brother who, following a family dispute, had chosen to marry out of the clan into Blackoak 

and forsake his right to the Goldleaf lineage. 

The expression on Hingard's face told him he knew he'd been recognized. He 

struggled to pull away from Tergard's grasp. "You do not understand!" Hingard cried. 
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"You have been gone too long." 

''Then explain it to me, uncle. I am your nephew ... your bacjur." A term for close 

kin. "Don't you remember'r' 

"You should never have come back! You will only die." 

Seeking to tighten his grasp on Hingard's tunic, Tergard's hand brushed Hingard's 

exposed neck. Hingard screamed and pulled free, falling to the ground. Just before 

Hingard raised a hand to his neck, Tergard saw the angry red mark left by his touch. What 

had he done? 

The younger men started to run forward, but Tergard warned them away, stepping 

down firmly on Hingard's lower leg, with both weapons drawn. "Don't move!" 

"Where is my clan?" he yelled. 

"Gone to pay the penalty for their mistake, your father's ill judgment," one of the 

younger ones said. 

"Quiet!" Hingard ordered, grunting in pain from the pressure ofTergard's thick

soled boots. 

The younger one did not listen to him. "Show that you still respect our ways, and 

let the elder stand and go free without harm." 

"We are using too many words, like the humans," Hingard gasped, gesturing with 

his hands. "We don't fight the way they do." 

Vines lashed out from the scarred tree and wrapped themselves around Tergard's 

arms, yanking him ten feet into the air. The jolt caused him to drop the dagger, but he 

managed to keep hold of the sword. 

Hingard stood up. "You should have learned your father's magic." He gestured 

again and another vine snaked out to wrap itself around Tergard's throat. 

"Uncle-" He couldn't continue to talk around the tightening vine. 

"If you seek your clan you will die. If you stay here you will die." 

In contrast to Hingard's words the vine stopped short of choking him completely. 
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Its loose tip instead reached up and gently caressed Tergard's cheek. The tree's horrible 

scream finally stopped. 

Hingard blinked, seeming surprised. 

Tergard wondered who now controlled the vine. The others had not made any 

move. 

Hingard pulled his collar away to expose the red burn on his throat. "If you stay 

here, we will die." 

The other five men picked up burning branches from the fire and spread out, setting 

fire to other trees in the sacred circle. From behind him, Tergard heard the telltale sounds of 

a charging horse. Impatient in his old age, Rost had come looking for his rider. 

Hingard backed away as Rost thundered into the clearing, turning this way and that 

until he fixed his good eye upon Tergard. Hingard waved his fingers in Rost's direction; 

the air in front of the horse flashed blue, creating a visible slice of air hanging vertically like 

a shield blocking the horse's advance. The sharp odor of ozone stung Tergard's nostrils, 

even more pungent than the smell of burning trees. 

Rost charged, smacked into the air shield and stumbled back, shaking his head. But 

Tergard now had a distraction. Heedless of the thorns piercing his hands, Tergard gripped 

the vines and pulled them in toward his body, twisting himself, so he could chop through the 

vine holding his other arm, freeing it. He spun for a moment, hanging in an awkward 

position, his already sore right arm feeling as if it was being pulled from its socket. Two 

more slashes freed him, and he dropped to the ground, stumbling but managing to stay on 

his feet. 

He ran after Hingard as the elder retreated with the others, but as soon as they were 

out of the clearing and into the forest, all six men disappeared, melding into ordinary oak 

trees. Tergard ran up to the ancient oak into which Hingard had vanished and pounded on 

it, swearing some very inventive oaths he had learned from the Koroneb. Hingard 

reappeared far above his head, swinging onto a branch of the next tree, and disappearing 
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into it 

Tergard could not follow them like this. Not only did he not know how, melding 

with a living tree was very dangerous to all but the most expert magic user. The chances of 

accidentally melding with a sprite, the tree's nebulous symbiote, were too great Gunnard 

had been the only one Tergard knew who could flawlessly execute such a maneuver on a 

moment's spontaneity. 

The crackle of lightning from behind caused him to turn. Blue flames raced up and 

down the trunks of the sacred trees. As arcs of lightning flashed across the clearing, the 

eyan undulated wildly as if made from some bendable substance. Strangely, the flames did 

not spread to any trees outside the sacred circle. 

Rost darted about as if reacting to cannon fire, his head down. Tergard whistled and 

called for him to come and the horse finally did, but only after running out of the clearing at 

the closest point, then circling around to him. 

The high-pitched wail started again as the ground began to rumble. Without 

warning or cause, the fire extinguished itself. The blackened trees looked like the denuded 

limbs of a dead sea creature he'd seen once in Kaiy' s seaport. With another heave of the 

ground these limbs disappeared beneath the earth. 

The rumbling increased in intensity and the empty clearing split open in the center, a 

crevasse that lengthened and spread toward Tergard. Before he could 

react, the crevasse stopped at the clearing's edge with a sharp crack. With another crack 

and an odd "whuumph" sound, the entire surface of the clearing dropped out of sight. 

Rost rolled his good eye and pulled back his lips, clearly upset at these strange 

events unlike any on the battlefield. Tergard patted Rost's face, his fingers rubbing along 

the old scar that ended abruptly at the bony upper ridge of Rost's left eye. That long ago 

sword blow had not penetrated the eye, but the concussion had destroyed its nerves. 

After the horse calmed down, Tergard walked cautiously to the edge to peer down at 

what looked like an ordinary sinkhole. Groundwater welled up, liquefying the soil, which 
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had ceased its drop about forty feet down. There was no sign of the sacred trees or limbs or 

whatever they were. All noises had stopped; even the smell of smoke had dissipated. 

Magic. Tergard had disdained it as a youth, seeing it used for petty purposes 

muscle could perform just as well or for simple convenience. For the first time in years he 

felt the absence of magical knowledge in his education. And, for the first time, he feared 

what he did not know. He realized he would not understand either this madness or the 

machinations behind his clan's disappearance until he found them. 

His clan. He had eagerly parted from them, never intending to come back. He 

didn't regret that decision. No, that wasn't entirely true. He had come home not only 

because of the promise he'd made to Magdalena, but because he'd felt something 

indefinable pulling him back during the last couple of years. He had ignored those urgings, 

not even sharing them with Magdalena, until the day came for him to ride away from her. 

Now he was home, but it had gained him nothing. Instead he felt he'd lost even 

more than that which he'd voluntarily given up. He possessed nothing. He had discarded 

his identity as a Torumbur when he left the forest; he then discarded his identity as a human 

when he came back. Now an identity still eluded him. He drifted between the two worlds, 

each denying him acceptance. He'd hoped to find that here among these trees-the anchor 

of his existence. They told him: you are Torumbur, you are Goldleaf. But he wasn't. And 

he wouldn't be until he found his clan. 
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CHAPfER3 

Neither her dreams, nor her fever, could block out the banging shutter as it 

relentlessly slammed against the multi-paned windows. Magdalena pulled the quilt firmly 

over her head, but the pounding only took on a low, irritating thumping, just like her 

headache. Sounds of sand furiously scouring the once beautiful stained glass, exposed by 

the loose shutter, set her teeth on edge. Marco had promised to fix it so she wouldn't have 

to switch bedrooms, but that had been an hour ago. He must have tried to go outside, but in 

the middle of a treacherous sandstorm-the worst Koroneb's provincial capital ofKaiy had 

seen in more than fifty years-found it too dangerous and retreated indoors. 

A bout of anxiety struck her as she suddenly asked herself where Marco was if not 

outside repairing the shutter. He'd been gone too long. She knew it was ridiculous to 

panic, but in two years she had lost two men who had been the center of her existence. 

Throwing the blankets off, she jumped out of bed, then regretted the quick action. The fever 

made her light-headed and she swayed, grabbing onto the bedpost for support. Her white 

chemise was soaked with sweat, giving her a chill. She wrapped a quilt around her, 

nothing-in some part of her mind-that it was the quilt from Tergard's bed, and walked 

unsteadily across the room to peer outside to see nothing but blowing sand, swirling and 

dancing as it caught in the eddies of the small courtyard which the house was built around. 

Tergard hated sand, hated the desert. So did she. She imagined him out there, 

struggling with the shutter, cursing the stinging bits. 

She turned to go in search of Marco just as a strong gust caught the shutter and 

slammed it hard against the window. The room shook, rattling her precious calendar where 

it rested on a small table. 

Imported wood, carved by Tergard, its multitude of squares were topped with 

miniature objects, each symbolic of the day it rested upon. The majority of Magdalena's 
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markers were plain or unassuming. No brightly painted lizards to celebrate the birth of a 

legendary king named Koro and his sons. Only darkness-like the sandstorm that 

engulfed them-beginning with the day Rodrigo was murdered almost two years ago. The 

only period whose markers held any real meaning were the six months she spent nursing 

Tergard back to health-each day represented by a dried herb-and the subsequent four 

months he spent preparing for the journey home. For those days she had picked up special 

objects: a pebble from the beach where he tried to coax her with offers of swimming 

lessons, a tiny cup she bought on one of their trips to the marketplace, a half empty vial of 

salve that could never cure Tergard's perpetually peeling nose or the redness burnished into 

his fair skin .... 

Jostled from their spots, her symbols lost their connectedness. Magdalena grabbed 

the board to rescue it from the next jolt as she saw the shutter looming for another strike. 

With a boom, glass shattered, driving the wind and sand into the room, ripping the board 

from her hand, scattering its markers; as it hit the floor, the board cracked in half. 

Magdalena screamed and covered her face with the quilt, turning as sand and glass 

shards bit at her exposed legs. Blind, she stumbled away from the window, groping for 

furniture as she made her way to the nearest door. Inside her narrow dressing room, she 

shoved its door closed and sank to the floor in tears. She ignored the cuts and scrapes on 

her limbs, caring only about her shattered connection to Tergard. Wishing that she had 

gone with him. Wishing that he had asked her to go. 

In her dreams, she kept seeing the day Tergard left over and over. It had become a 

counterpoint to her last memory of Rodrigo as he, too, prepared to ride away from her, only 

she had expected Rodrigo to come home. She didn't expect Tergard to return. She was 

filled with uncertainty, wondering ifTergard, like Rodrigo had been killed. That uncertainty 

led to nightmares, imagining Tergard dead. Only her calendar board had kept her hope 

alive, as she marked off the number of days his journey was projected to take. Five months 

gone, he should be home now. If he was still alive. 
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Sobbing, the sound muffled by the howling wind on the other side of the door, she 

wrapped the quilt tighter around herself. She did not want to be here. She wanted her life 

back, wanted to be back at court in Amar, capital of Andara Province, where she led a safe 

existence, sheltered by her family's wealth, her only exposure to the outside world her 

husband's vast library of books. 

But that world had been shattered by her father's greed and foolishness. His 

import-export business, enmeshed in a war profiteering scheme, had unwittingly provided 

transportation to an assassin hired by his partners to kill the Andaran Duke, who had been 

trying to negotiate an end to the provincial border war. The assassination failed, the valuable 

d'Senese estate was confiscated and, in the aftermath, Rodrigo was murdered because his 

father-in-law's partners learned he had discovered their plan and alerted the duke. Rodrigo 

now lay buried in the Koroneb desert near a poisoned oasis, the same oasis where Tergard 

had nearly lost his life defending her while carrying out her brother, Marco's, plan to escort 

her out of Andara to safety. 

Now she and Marco lived in exile in Kaiy, using Marco's old undercover role as an 

expatriate glass merchant to earn a living. And she was an outsider, a former Andaran 

noblewoman who remained unaccepted by the Koroneb nobility. They called her a 

commoner. She had finally begun to understand how Tergard felt. He had found little 

acceptance by his own people or humans. Without him, she had only her brother. It wasn't 

enough. 

Loud, running footsteps pulled her out of her thoughts. She hastily rubbed at the 

tears on her cheeks as she scooted away from the door. Magdalena didn't want Marco to 

know just how unhappy she was, not after everything he'd done to keep her safe. 

Sand swirled in as the door flew open, admitted Marco, and slammed closed again. 

He helped her up and sat her on the small sofa, full of hurried words, asking if she was all 

right, apologizing for not getting here sooner. 

He rummaged through the drawers of her dressing table while sand, shaken loose 
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from his clothes by his movement, fell to the floor. The sand in his dark hair remained 

trapped in its curls. He looked so much like Raul, especially his angular face, it hurt her to 

look at him sometimes. As much as her father had begged for forgiveness, saying he truly 

had not known of the plot to kill Rodrigo, she could not forgive him. Neither she nor 

Marco had spoken to him in over a year. They hadn't heard the outcome of his trial. 

Magdalena looked more like her mother, black hair straight and full. It used to be 

long, but she'd cut it short to fit in with Koroneb styles. It hadn't worked. She hated 

looking at herself in the mirror, hated seeing the way the sun had baked her skin to brown. 

Bandages in hand, Marco turned to tend the numerous cuts on her calves. "I tried 

to get out to fix the shutter. It's damn impossible to even stand up in that wind." 

"I should have switched rooms. I shouldn't have asked." 

He paused in wrapping a bandage strip around her ankle. "You're sick. I want 

you where you're comfortable." He peered at her face. "You've been crying." 

She shook her head. "It's the sand. It got into my eyes." 

"You're not a very good liar." 

"I just-" She didn't know how to express what she was feeling. 

"He's safe at home, in the forest. You know he is." 

"No, I don't." She wanted to weep again as she thought of her calendar. 

"Megs, I think your emotions are confusing your dreams. You fear that 

something's happened to Tergard because of Rodrigo." 

"I know that." 

The door slammed open again. 

Marco turned, looking angry. "I told you to wait in the dining room!" He rose, 

towering over a gnome-like figure standing in the doorway unmindful of the stinging sand. 

"She can't see you. She's ill." 

Magdalena stared at the tiny creature. It-he-stood not even to Marco's waist, 

had pasty white skin, small recessed eyes, with only scraggly tufts of hair on his head and 
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back, which was exposed by the scanty loincloth he wore. It was a dirger, an old one 

judging from his hunched back, one of the humanoids who lived in caverns below the city. 

They supplied humans with metal, tools and, in war, with weapons enhanced by their 

peculiar earth magic. Feared by most humans, they rarely came above ground during 

daylight 

Marco struggled to close the door but the dirger wouldn't get out of the way. 

"Are you a rock, human? Let me pass." Before Marco could shove him back, the 

dirger slipped around his legs to stand before Magdalena. 

Marco uttered a short growl and closed the door. 

"Who are you? You came to see me?" Magdalena asked. 

"His name is Betanya," Marco began. 

"I am not a child, human. I can speak for myself." 

"As you've been doing for quite some time now." 

Magdalena detected frustration in Marco's tone, and knew what had kept him away 

for so long. He'd been trying to get rid of the dirger. 

Betanya glanced up at him and said wryly, "You must be very busy filling orders 

for glass these days." 

Marco glared at him. The recently resumed inter-provincial trade had come to a 

standstill as the result of this sandstorm, rare winter typhoons out at sea and a blizzard in 

Andara where it usually did not snow. 

Magdalena found herself having to suppress a grin. Unlike most of those who 

traded with the dirgers, she knew they had a dry sense of humor. Grateful for a dirger

made weapon which saved her and Tergard's lives in the desert last year, Magdalena had 

taken on the role of courier, delivering glass ornaments to the dirgers which they used in 

their magic and religious ceremonies. 

Betanya turned to her. "Bodun is my nephew." 

''Their trade liaison," Marco explained unnecessarily. 
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Magdalena nodded. Even shorter than Betanya, Bodun was relatively young, with a 

gap-toothed smile and nimble hands. "He taught me some magic tricks, and his daughters 

have sung for me. They're delightful." 

Betanya stepped closer. He smelled sharply of dirt and metal. 

Beginning to think he looked familiar, Magdalena asked, "What do you want?" 

Always squinting, he asked, "Do you hear the earth crying in pain?" 

"I hear only the sandstonn." For five long days. 

"The sand flees the earth, to escape its pain." 

Marco snorted. 

Magdalena ignored her brother and said, "Bodun explained to me that every piece 

of soil, every rock, has its own life essence." 

Sitting down in the chair at her dressing table, Marco said impatiently, "You still 

haven't explained what this has to do with my sister. Or Tergard." 

Magdalena glanced at her brother, and then realized how she knew this dirger. 

''That was you, wasn't it? The one who came to see Tergard when he was illl. You stood at 

the foot of his bed and stared at him, and never said a word." Tergard had not even known 

about the visit until later and then dismissed it as unimportant. He had even less respect for 

dirgers than humans did. 

''These stonns originate in the northern forest Something powerful has disrupted 

the natural order of the seasons. It is an illness, a poison, killing our beloved earth. We can 

not identify or explain it. We can only presume the elves have caused it." 

"His people call themselves Torumbur," Marco corrected. 

Betanya waved a hand in dismissal. ''They have pointed ears. They're elves." 

Magdalena ignored that little exchange. "Why do you think Tergard's people 

caused this?" 

"We have tried to investigate, but they block our attempts to enter the forest 

grounds with their magic, which is far more powerful than our own. Some of my people 
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have died." He pointed to a healing bum on his own forehead as visual confinnation. 

He fixed his gaze on Magdalena. "You made a grave mistake. You should never 

have sent the elf, your friend, back to the forest." 

"Will he die?" Imagining her dreams coming true made her heart race. 

"He has been away too long. If this is an illness, he will have no immunity to it. If 

it is something ... other ... then he will be an outsider to them. He is in danger." He paused. 

"And we will never be able to heal our beloved earth without him." 

"What?" 

"We think-we believe-" he waved a hand in caution, "that we can heal the earth 

if we possess the help of an untainted elf, a Goldleaf elf because they are the most powerful 

of their clans. That is your friend." 

"But Tergard doesn't know his people's magic," Marco protested. 

"He is the magic. They all are in their very flesh. He simply has not learned to 

wield it." He stopped to look at both of them, and then concluded with, "How else could 

we have detected Tergard's presence, from miles below the city, as he lay in his sickbed?" 

Magdalena looked at her brother, whose face was filled with doubt. "I've told you 

about my nightmares." 

tactics. 

"We have no proof that Tergard is in danger." 

''The stonn-" Betanya began. 

"-is not proof," Marco rebutted. 

Betanya studied Marco for a long moment and then apparently decided to change 

Looking intently at Magdalena, he asked, "Will you sit here, wondering if your 

friend is dead? Do you want your dreams to plague you while this stonn shuts you in with 

nowhere to go? Do you deny that you desire to leave this place?'' 

"How do you know what I feel?" 

Betanya ignored her question. "We can not go to the elf. He doesn't know us. 
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You are his friends. He trusts you." 

'7ergard belongs with his people," she argued. 

"Human sentiments are not for all species," Betanya softly chastised her. "Some 

must be alone. Tergard is one of those." He gave her a hard look. "As are you." 

Before she could react, he continued, "It is you who sent him away. You must go 

to the forest and bring him south to us. Or else you can stay in Koroneb and be an 

outcast" 

"You have no need to say such hateful things," she snapped at him. 

"It is the truth. You ignore it, as you ignore your feelings." 

"How do you know what I feel?" she yelled, standing, her fists clenched. The quilt 

fell to the floor. 

He didn't blink. "Your friend's life is in danger. You know it, you feel it, but you 

deny it." 

Marco interrupted, probably to spare her more hurt. "It's a five month journey and 

Magdalena is ill. And, in case you've forgotten, there's a never-ending sandstorm outside. 

It's out of the question." 

"She will recover and we have faster methods of travel that do not require exposure 

to the elements. Bodun will take you." 

"How do we know we can trust you?" Marco asked bluntly. 

Betanya shrugged. "Don't." He looked at Marco. ''Trust your sister. She has a 

gift, a bond she formed with the elf in their months of exile together, a bond so strong she 

echoes his magic. She does not fully recognize it or accept it because she fears the love it 

implies." 

Betanya opened his hand to reveal a tiny carved object, one of the pieces from her 

calendar board. It was an oak tree, delicate, but somehow still whole, just as Tergard had 

made it. It was his parting gift to her. It used to mark the day she believed Tergard would 

arrive home. 
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CHAPfER4 

Tergard could easily pass himself off as human by merely covering up his ears ... to 

humans. But he found he could not pass himself off as human to his own people. An 

aborted attempt to recontact Blackoak clan by approaching their ikam resulted in his being 

chased away by several archers lobbing a volley of arrows at him, in which he and the horse 

narrowly avoided injury. He then headed for Whitefir ilcarn, to the west along the banks of 

the Lower Trogstad River, with the intention of pretending to be a human trader, but they 

seemed to already know who he was. More threats, more arrows and another chase 

followed during which he could never get close enough to another Torumbur to ask 

questions or demand answers. Only four days after making first contact, word of his 

presence was spreading rapidly-no doubt via the long-distance communication method 

developed by his father. 

Inspired by how sound carried on the wind, Gunnard proved that one could create 

an air "bubble" encapsulating words and then direct that bubble with a carefully generated 

puff of wind, letting it glide along the currents like a bird. Most Torumbur could only 

create short messages that would burst open upon contact with any other Torumbur; but 

Gunnard had personally trained key members of each clan to generate long messages that 

also carried the scent of sender and intended recipient ensuring proper delivery. When 

Gunnard chose Tergard's older brother to learn this new technique, Tergard jealously spied 

on the lessons and tried to duplicate them in secret, but he always failed. Nor had he 

learned how to detect or intercept a message bubble, eliminating that tactic presently. 

Backing off to reconsider his course of action, Tergard realized that both clans 

appeared to be purposefully driving him in a northwesterly direction toward Alesund Falls. 

It made little sense if they wanted him to leave the forest to be pushing him along the main 

travel route to the Falls and, above them, to Lake Arendal. But then, Hingard's behavior and 
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comments were also illogical. 

Tergard did not know the details of the dispute between Gunnard and Hingard; it 

was a matter for adults he'd been told. Although Tergard and his siblings were allowed to 

spend time with their uncle and aunt- who had no children of their own and enjoyed doting 

upon nieces and nephews-the two brothers would not speak to one another. Gunnard 

wouldn't even mention Hingard, who had been a bright nonjudgmental role model in 

Tergard's childhood, by name. As Tergard entered his teens, Gunnard made it clear he 

shouldn't spend any more time in Hingard's company. Still, he'd never heard his father 

call Hingard crazy. 

The strangest thing he detected in his encounters wasn't anger or hatred, but fear. 

That moment of terror displayed by Hingard when he touched him was echoed in the voices 

of other Torumbur. He could not explain what had happened. His touch did not affect 

anything else in the forest. Why would his fingers bum his uncle's neck? 

Frustrated and curious, he knew there were answers to be found. He didn't 

necessarily need cooperation. Marco, having worked as a spy in Koroneb, had taught him it 

was perfectly acceptable to use subterfuge, or simply to refuse to adhere to the other party's 

rules. He would find his answers, and his clan, but he would do it his own way. 

Knowing that the other Torumbur likely expected him to approach Blackelm clan, 

the next closest geographically, he skirted wide around their ikam and headed directly for 

Alesund Falls to seek the assistance of Wintermaple clan. A winter clan, Wintermaple acted 

as the caretaker for Goldleaf and all its neighbors in the southeastern part of the forest. As 

such, Wintermaple was required to perform their duties impartially and as ordered by the 

autumn clans. They should possess any information regarding clan movement during 

wintertime. 

Divided politically and religiously according to the four seasons, Torumbur clans 

each had corresponding duties. Because winter was viewed as the time of sleep and rest, 

winter clans ensured the welfare of all clans during the harsh winter by transporting 
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foodstuffs and supplies as necessary and readying themselves to respond to any 

emergency. Tergard's birth, a rare winter debut, had been one such emergency. Because 

spring was the time of rebirth, spring clans were responsible for most medical needs and 

planting. Because summer was the time of growth and learning, summer clans were the 

scholars and teachers. Because autumn was the time of harvest-for both food and 

knowledge, autumn clans were the judges and lawmakers. They held rank over the other 

clans, deciding how the fall harvest should be divided or even if a clan had grown too large 

and should separate into two new clans. 

On a different day he would have taken time to admire the Alesund Falls which were 

more beautiful than he remembered. Over the course of centuries, a series of earthquakes 

and upheavals had created a ninety-foot high rocky bluff that was broken, layered, and split 

at three main points. This caused the one-hundred yard wide Greater Trogstad River to split 

into three smaller rivers: the Lower Trogstad running to the southeast, the Oppdal running 

directly east, and the Selbu running to the west before it lazily looped back to parallel the 

Lower Trogstad in its southeast run. The powerful waters of the Greater Trogstad, the life 

of the eastern half of the forest, thundered down in a trio of nearly identically sized falls, 

cascading and bouncing off the broken bluff, drowning out all other noise and shaking the 

ground, as they separated into their new rivers. Three rainbows, like those he recalled from 

childhood, sparkled at the base of the falls. 

Reluctantly, after letting Rost get his fill of drink, Tergard ordered him to swim the 

Oppdal. The stone and wood bridges which crossed all three rivers had been destroyed, 

their scattered remains littering the ground, making this the only way to reach the well-worn 

path crooking its way up the eastern side of the bluff. The water was colder than he thought 

it would be, setting Tergard's teeth to chattering from the soaking his legs took during the 

ride across. Rost stopped to shake his head, give his rider a one-eyed glare, and then started 

to climb. 

After he crested the bluff, he found a huge bull elk in combat with an otherwise 
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undistinguished maple tree. After recovering from the mild shock of seeing the first animal 

in days, Tergard's first thought was of dinner. His carefully hoarded field rations were 

almost gone and he was, frankly, sick offish and acorns which were the only food he'd 

been able to find in the forest. But this elk-one of the largest he'd ever seen-was 

obviously diseased. Scaly red lesions dotted its hide, and its antlers were horrifyingly 

misshapen, twisted in upon themselves with several spurs growing back into its skull. Other 

spurs were locked in the tree bark. 

Exhausted from its dance with the tree, the elk stared at Tergard with an unblinking 

eye. It moaned, low and long, a sound barely audible over the falls below. He should end 

its suffering. Yelling and screaming distracted him before he could think of a solution. 

Rost took little urging to break into a run; any sounds of combat stirred the old 

horse's blood. As they raced along the path leading to the Wintermaple ikarn the 

screaming got louder; the pitch sounded female. Wanting to avoid a possible ambush, 

Tergard veered off the path and aimed to come into the ikam from the east rather than the 

south. The landmarks leading to it had changed little during his absence. 

War had come to Wintermaple. He began encountering dead bodies while still a 

half mile away. Both men and women lay where they'd fallen, legs splayed as if they had 

been fleeing their ikarn. Arrows protruded from some, others had what looked like knife 

wounds, still others were blue and shriveled. Only once before had Tergard seen a 

Torumbur killed by another through magic: the oxygen in the person's body solidified, 

suffocating them instantly. It was a horrible way to die. Anyone abusing this power was 

condemned to die like his or her victim. 

He continued following the screaming, only to hear it cut off abruptly before he 

reached the central clearing. He paused, peering warily into the clearing from behind a row 

of trees just back from the sacred trees. Those eyan, like Goldleaf' s, were cut and scarred, 

but they remained above ground-withering, drooping, dying. 

For a few moments there was no sound except Rost' s breathing. Then came voices, 
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shouting, on the far side of the clearing. There were too many to single out one, or to 

distinguish words. Eventually he was able to make out about a dozen individuals, on the far 

side behind the trees, struggling with one another. 

A man, dressed in furs too thick for the odd weather, came running into view. When 

it appeared no one was pursuing the man, Tergard grabbed his human-made helmet hanging 

from the saddle hom and put it on, prodding Rost into action once more. Unless the man 

changed direction, when he crossed the clearing he should reenter the trees just a few yards 

to Tergard's right It could be the perfect opportunity to capture a lone individual for 

.questioning or, if that failed, appropriate his clothing for a disguise. 

Marco had taught Tergard basic combat commands to use with Rost One word 

told the horse what his rider wanted him to do. As they plunged through bushes and 

branches, Rost was ready and, when they suddenly encountered the man after rounding a 

wide sugar maple, he reared and lashed out with a front hoof. The blow was hard enough to 

knock the man on his back, but soft enough to only bruise his ribs rather than crack them. 

Tergardjumped from the saddle and grabbed the stunned man, careful only to take 

hold of his clothing for fear of repeating the incident with Hingard. "Who attacks you?" 

The man, only slightly younger than Hingard by his appearance, blinked at him in 

confusion. 

"Who is at war here? Where is Goldleaf clan?" 

The mention of Goldleaf clan had an immediate effect. His eyes widened. 

Tergard had trouble believing his clan was responsible for this. Gunnard disdained 

physical altercations. ''Tell me where Goldleaf is!" 

''There is no more for you to take," the man cried. "Our young men are gone, our 

best magic users. What more could you want?" 

"I have taken nothing from you. I only want information. I won't hurt you." 

All he saw in the man's eyes was fear and confusion. The longerTergard looked at 

him, the more he realized that the old man looked malnourished. His face was thin, hard 
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outlines of cheek and jawbone showing. 

"Tell me where Goldleaf clan is and I will let you go." 

The man opened his mouth, maybe to answer, but never spoke. With a hiss, an 

arrow pierced the man's throat and he sagged in Tergard's grip, blood gurgling from the 

wound. 

Tergard dropped him, pivoting away from the direction the arrow came from, 

intending to use the nearest tree as cover, which possibly saved his life. An arrow struck 

him in the right shoulder, burying itself deep in the muscle. Reflexively, he dropped the 

_ sword. He clamped his teeth together to keep from crying out. He had never given any 

enemy the satisfaction of hearing him scream. Another arrow nicked his left cheek, another 

clanged against his helmet just over the right ear. His ears ringing, the pain in his shoulder 

coursing down through his c~est, Tergard thought of only one thing: protection. He 

envisioned grabbing particles of air as his father had tried to teach him, of manipulating the 

energy inherent in each particle, to make a hardened shell. The pain surged back up through 

his body and seemed to leap out of him when it reached his shoulders, leaving his limbs 

tingling. 

Everything stopped. Tergard blinked away tears of pain to look around him. He 

expected to see members of the Wintermaple clan swarming around his protective shell. 

Instead, four men and one woman, even Rost, stood frozen in place. The Torumburs' arms 

held bows at the ready, arrows nocked. Only their eyes moved as they darted fearful looks 

at him. Rost stood with one foot raised. 

Unsure of what he'd done, he went to check Rost first. As soon as he touched him, 

Tergard felt what seemed to be a thin coating of air melting away beneath his fingers. As he 

made contact with horseflesh, Rost started in surprise. He began to back up, but stopped as 

he recognized Tergard. 

To experiment, Tergard moved to the nearest man and grasped his bow. Nothing 

happened, so he yanked the weapon out of his hands and broke it in half by placing it on the 
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ground and stomping on it. Five pairs of eyes followed him as he quickly repeated his 

actions with the others, but kept one bow and then stripped two more of their quivers which 

each held twenty arrows. He might need them and he considered nothing about his actions 

unethical. They had attacked him, so their weapons were forfeit. He stooped to grab his 

sword and re-sheathed it. 

He could not move his right arm, making it difficult to secure his new acquisitions 

amongst his saddlebags, then climb onto his horse. Tergard was sure the others would be 

laughing at him if they could. 

He regarded the frozen tableau. He did not know how to undo this, although he had 

an inkling from childhood memories, but he didn't want to risk it. He could not fight all of 

them, bows or not, with one arm. He figured they would be found soon enough by their 

own clansmen. He needed to be away from here quickly, to tend to his wound and to stop 

the bleeding. With the arrow still protruding from his shoulder, Tergard pointed Rost to the 

north. 

A sudden, but short-lived wind rattled the leaves. It seemed determined to shake 

them loose, but they clung tenaciously to the tree limbs. Not one fell to the ground where 

Tergard sat, legs crossed, in front of a tiny fire. The point of his sword rested in the flames. 

He was bare-chested and covered with sweat. A heavy bronze chain with a locket hung 

around his neck. He closed his eyes and took several deep breaths before grasping the 

shaft of the arrow with his left hand. His muscles tensed and he shoved hard, trying to push 

the arrowhead through the other side so it could be broken off. It grated against bone, 

blocked by the scapula. He gasped and prepared himself for another try. 

He'd ridden well into the night until overcome by weakness. Truthfully, it was Rost 

who'd chosen to stop, sensing Tergard was about to fall off. He then had to rest for almost 

an hour before he could move, build a fire and make some semblance of a camp. Rost was 

covered with lather from the haste of their retreat, but Tergard could do little for his mount 
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until he'd taken care of himself. His entire right arm was numb, frozen. It reminded him 

too much of the night he spent, half-dead, buried in the sand near Rodrigo's grave waiting 

to ambush the Andaran soldiers who intended to kill Magdalena The thick scar from the 

nearly fatal blow was clearly visible winding across his right biceps. Other, smaller, scars 

crisscrossed his chest All but three had been delivered that night 

He could not push the arrow through. He had no choice but to pull it out the way it 

had entered-a painful prospect considering the barbs on the arrowhead. Grimacing, he did 

it-one sharp, swift tug-and almost blacked out from the pain. He might have, he wasn't 

sure. His vision blurred, sweat dripped into his eyes. Rost's pricked ears told him he 

screamed even though he had no recollection of doing so. 

He threw the arrow into the fire and grabbed the canteen lying next to him, and 

gulped down the water. It was one of three; he'd already emptied one and would have to 

risk going back to the river to refill them. He was now staying away from it, though 

keeping within earshot, because it was a logical place for any Torumbur to look for him. He 

could still faintly hear the muted roar of the Alesund Falls several miles downstream, but it 

was probably just the roaring in his ears. 

Next came the salve from a bottle in his saddlebag. It should stop an infection in the 

wound. Tergard slathered it on and into the jagged hole, grimacing at the sting. It smelled 

too, an acrid stink his instincts told him was bad, but the human healers who made it assured 

him otherwise. Human medicine was all he had to rely upon. Lastly, came the white-hot 

blade of his sword to seal the wound. The smell of burning flesh nauseated him and he 

dropped the sword, too sick and exhausted to do anything else, and closed his eyes. 

He had vague memories of tending to Rost, of putting out the fire and walking about 

camp, but he was sure they were all pain-induced hallucinations. He knew he was asleep, he 

remembered clearly lying down at the base of a tree, remembered watching the last tendrils 

of smoke dissipate into the darkness overhead. So it was obviously just a dream that he was 

walking along the edge of a lake. He did not recognize the lake: it was large, mostly oval in 
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shape. There was a tall peak in the distance and it did look vaguely familiar. It was jagged 

on the east slope, but smooth on the west. Mount Ringsaker! a memory spoke to him, the 

highest peak of the Hardengers, the ancient Torumbur home from the time before magic. 

This meant he stood at Lake Arendal; the reason he did not recognize it was that they 

usually came here in winter for solstice festivals-other clans' religious observations being 

considered minor holidays for those not affiliated with that season-when the lake was 

frozen over. He reminded himself it was supposed to be winter. 

Tergard turned away from the lake, but voices called his name. There, on the far 

shore, were a group of people, outlines indistinct in this odd twilight They waved to him 

and called his name again. The pain in Tergard's heart lifted. It was his clan! They were 

waiting for him. He could hear them now. They had been looking for him, wanted to know 

where he'd been. 

He hurried to join them, careful not to slip on the wet rocks at the lake's edge. He 

called ahead, asking where his father was. Silence answered him. Suddenly he was 

there-standing in front of forty or so Goldleaf. They stared at him. He could think of 

nothing to say. Their faces dismayed him, not the way they looked at him, but their hollow 

cheeks and empty eyes. Their clothes hung on them, their bony wrists and hands stuck out 

like claws. They looked as If they were starving to death. 

Finally, he asked what was wrong. They pointed at him and began screaming. It 

was the most terrible sound he'd ever heard. He turned and ran, covering his ears, but the 

sound only intensified. The ground trembled under his feet He lost his footing and 

slipped into the icy water. 

Tergard woke with a start, but his initial attempt to sit up was hindered. He watched 

in horror as tree roots slowly unwrapped from his body and sunk themselves back into the 

ground. The tree, which didn't look quite the same as the one he'd fallen asleep against, 

shifted as it resettled itself. Its leaves shook, a dry rattling sound that reminded him of 

laughter. 
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He scrambled away from the tree, pain shooting through his shoulder as he put 

weight on the right arm to push himself to his feet He stood, backed up against his horse, 

and stared at the tree. His chest heaved as he took in great gulps of air to clear his mind. 

Very few Torumbur could enchant a tree; it required one to also kill its sprite 

symbiote-an equally difficult task. Gunnard could do both. Tergard wasn't supposed to 

know that, but he had secretly witnessed his father and the other clan elders committing an 

act most Torumbur were warned to never even attempt 

He didn't know if this dream was a culmination of the day's events, perhaps 

influenced by seeing the malnourished Wintermaple man, or part of a message intended to 

convey a direction to Tergard. He had considered Lake Arendal as a possible destination, 

so it could be wishful thinking on his part, fooling him into believing his clan was in trouble 

and needed him. 

It was almost dawn and although it was unwise to continue before he could 

recuperate more, Tergard did not want to remain in the presence of magic he was too weak 

to resist He felt it imperative he be clear-headed enough to understand it He packed up 

his hastily made camp almost as hastily. As he rode away, he imagined he heard laughter, 

but decided it was only the wind. 
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CHAPfER5 

The earth around Magdalena danced, not in the genteel moves of the court dances of 

Amar, but in the frenetic motions of the strange scorpion worshippers who inhabited the 

desert of Koroneb. The sight of the deep earth tumbling past her at incomprehensible 

speeds was terrifying, with her eyes closed the motion was merely nauseating. She had to 

will herself to believe, telling herself the dirgers had powers she would never understand. 

She told herself this over and over, valiantly trying to ignore the physical sensations. 

Soon ... she prayed that it would be over soon. 

For a time, Magdalena remembered nothing, not the dance of the earth, not even who 

· she was. Gradually she realized she was standing in a small dirt-covered clearing 

surrounded by scrubby oaks with wilted orange leaves. She blinked for the first time in a 

very long time; her dry eyes tearing in pain. She reached up to rub them, but stopped when 

she saw her hands were covered with dirt and used a small clean patch of her shirt. 

The sky overhead was a hazy blue, its wispy white clouds seemingly frozen in place. 

The colors of the forest marveled her after spending a year in the drab desert; its 

colorlessness must be why the residents of Kaiy painted everything in such garish colors, 

she realized. When she tried to look through the trees, the forest appeared to be a dark, 

impenetrable barrier because the sun was just bright enough to temporarily blind her. 

The ground beneath her shifted, the loose soil shaking and popping from a steadily 

increasing vibration from below. Soon, the entire smface of the clearing was dancing, loose 

pebbles leaping about like hot oil sizzling in a pan. She stepped back as a hole opened 

before her, watching as her brother, curled into a fetal position, oozed up through the dirt. 

The scene reminded her uncomfortably of a graveyard: the soil loose like a pit that had just 

been filled in, the body motionless and smothered by the earth. 

Knobby dirger hands finished pushing Marco up and toward her, then disappeared 
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along with the hole. Magdalena dropped to her knees, concerned that Marco wasn't 

moving, but as her hands touched his shoulders he began to tremble. 

"Is it over?" he asked in a hushed voice. 

"Yes." 

"For good?" 

"Yes. We're in the forest. .. somewhere in the forest." 

Bodun had identified their destination as the northern foothills of the Stavanger 

Mountains-the farthest point which the dirgers could penetrate-but this didn't look like 

any foothills. She could see no mountain peaks. 

Marco sat up and reluctantly opened his eyes, surveying the area around them. 

''Trees." 

"I'm not sure where we are, but Bodun must know what he's doing." 

Somewhat unsteadily, Marco got to his feet, then quickly regained his composure. 

"Where is he?" 

"I assume he went back for the horses." Although Bodun was a powerful 

magician, he couldn't transport them, their mounts and their equipment all at once. Their 

transit through the deep earth had been done in stages and had taken six days ... at least 

six ... Magdalena wasn't sure if she'd lost count 

Rubbing the dirt from his arms, Marco looked about them warily. Magdalena knew 

he longed to have his sword in hand, but the weapons were being transported separately 

because any sharp edge was a danger to flesh when displacement spells were used. Bodun 

had explained he dido 't want them to emerge with a blade embedded in their backs. 

Magdalena rubbed her arms too, but because of a chill in the air. It was hot beneath 

the earth's surface and they both wore only sleeveless tunics and dark cotton pants; their 

heavier clothing was in the saddle bags. Magdalena had altered some of Marco's clothes to 

fit her for travel. "I wonder how cold the nights are up here this time of year," she said. 

"Not cold enough," came Bodun's bass voice as he emerged from the ground, 
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pushing a horse ahead of him. Because the horses were unconscious, their minds unable to 

survive sophisticated magic, their transit didn't cause the same disruptive tremors as had 

happened with Marco. Magdalena's gelding, a chestnut, lay on the ground, his sides rising 

and falling in gentle breaths. Neither she nor Marco understood Bodun's explanation as to 

why humans had to remain conscious during the transport_..something to do with the 

complexity of the human mind. Bodun had begun to teach her some basic protection spells, 

for her safety, but she only understood basic principles of dirger magic. 

Without elaboration, Bodun disappeared seconds later, then abruptly reappeared 

~ith Marco's stallion. Lastly, he tossed the bundles of weapons and equipment to Marco 

as he reappeared for good. Completing his earlier comment, Bodun said, "This disease 

killing our beloved earth has somehow delayed the onset of winter." 

Magdalena helped Bodun revive the horses with a mixture of peppers and water 

while Marco unwrapped his longsword, replacing it in its sheath which hung diagonally 

across his back. The horses rose on wobbly legs, whinnying nervously. Bodun had 

forewarned them the horses would be unridable for a day. 

"So where are we?" Marco asked. 

"Goldleaf territory." Bodun said it as if it would not cause the shock it did. 

Magdalena and Marco stared at one another. Magdalena glanced around 

expectantly, knowing she was foolish to hope Tergard would suddenly appear. 

"Where is everyone?" Marco asked. 

Where was Tergard? Magdalena asked herself. "But you said you 

couldn't-" she protested to Bodun. 

The dirger gestured at the settling soil. ''There has been some sort of disruption in 

this spot, opening an access portal which is not shielded by the Torumbur's protective 

magic. I detected it as I was transporting you under the Stavangers, and detoured here." 

"But how do you know this is Goldleaf territory?" Marco asked, as he began to 

walk around the clearing, peering through the trees, his stance tense as if he expected 
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someone to leap out at them at any moment. 

'There is an echo ofTergard's magic, similar to that surrounding Magdalena, but 

this is much stronger, more pennanent." He sounded almost reverential when he added, 

''This is his birthplace." 

Hope warmed Magdalena. "Is he here?'' She hadn't let herself reflect much upon 

the moment when she would find Tergard, afraid of the possible outcomes. Just days ago 

they were separated by so many miles, the possibility of a reunion was ludicrous. But 

now ... what would she say when she saw him? 

Bodun shook his head, a frown deepening the lines in his fleshy cheeks. He looked 

almost puzzled. "No. There is no one here." 

"I know why," Marco said from the edge of the trees. He gestured into the 

shadowy woods. "I can see at least one structure from here that has collapsed." 

Bodun shook his head again. ''That is not it. The magic here is poisoned. 

Goldleaf clan has fled." 

"Where?" Magdalena knelt in front of Bodun so she was on eye level. "Where 

are they? Where is Tergard?" 

''There is too much interference from the magic. It is so ingrained throughout the 

forest-in the trees and plants and animals-it masks much, distorts my senses." He 

looked at her with sympathy. "I'm sorry. I can not detect his location." 

She refused to let her hope slip away. "But did he make it home? Is he alive?" 

"Yes. The earth sings to him." Bodun lovingly glided his hand over the loose soil. 

"It doesn't understand why he does not answer." 

Magdalena longed to know, to understand, this strange possessiveness the earth felt 

for Tergard. Bodun could not explain it to her no matter how he tried. He could only say 

that Tergard and his kind were of the earth-its blood and magic-which explained nothing, 

certainly not why the dirgers believed Tergard was the only Torumbur who could help them. 

"Please, Bodun, I want you to explain to me why this is happening. I want to know 
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how you and Betanya can save the earth with Tergard's help." 

He gave her the same frustrated, sad look he had before. ''You are not of magic like 

us or the Torumbur. It isn't something you learn, it is something you are born." 

He appeared ready to say something else, but jerked his head left, his eyes 

widening. He gasped. ''They return. I must flee or they will kill me." 

"No! You have more to explain. I can't do what you ask until I know more." 

He stared hard at her. "You will see for yourself the illness that possesses these 

.people. Then you will understand." 

"I don't see or hear anyone," Marco said quickly as he crossed back over to stand 

by Magdalena. 

''They come." Bodun's eyes took on a wild look. "Listen. You must bring 

Tergard south, below the Stavangers where we can safely speak with him." 

"You're going to abandon us?" Marco demanded to know. 

''They do not kill humans. I must go before they can detect me; my presence 

would endanger you." 

The ground beneath Bodun's feet began to liquefy and he slowly sank. With one 

last gesture, he grasped Magdalena's hand briefly. ''Tell them you have come for the last 

of the Goldleaf." 

"What?" 

Buried up to his chin, Bodun said, ''Tergard. The last born Goldleaf. They will 

know him. They covet him for their own purposes." With that, Bodun was gone. The dirt 

burped and then settled as if it had swallowed a satisfactory meal. 

"What do you mean, the last?" Magdalena called out to the silent earth. Bodun 

couldn't answer. She couldn't hear the earth sing. 

Marco gestured for her to get up as he quickly threw the saddlebags over the 

nervous horses and grabbed the reins of his stallion. "Come on. I want to find a more 

defensible position." 
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The gelding, spooked by the sudden movement, tried to run in the opposite 

direction. Magdalena had to chase him and grab him by the harness, pulling him after her 

brother. They ran through the trees, toward the nearest structure-a longhouse Magdalena 

recalled from Tergard's stories-crushed nearly flat by a toppled ancient-looking oak. 

"Don't you think it's a better idea if we acted normally? Like we were here 

for ... business?" Bodun had promised to provide them with suggestions of how to deal 

with the Torumbur when they reached the Stavangers, but his unannounced detour had 

ruined that 

"We're hardly equipped like your average trader or fur trapper." 

''There's another house," Magdalena pointed to their left, past a well. "It looks 

intact" She wondered which home Tergard had grown up in. 

Marco nodded, turned, and stopped. A look of confusion flashed across his face, 

then fear, as his eyes took on a desperate cast. Mouth open, he reached up to grab his 

throat. 

Just as she realized he was choking, a solid wave of ... nothing ... hit her. Knocking 

her off her feet, it threw her backward against a tree where she crumpled atop its knobby, 

exposed roots. Momentarily dazed, the next thing she knew there was a man standing over 

her with an arrow pointed directly at her throat His features- his ears-marked him as 

Torumbur, but he didn't look at all like Tergard. Too harsh, too angry, too thin. 

She tried to speak but couldn't make any sound. It felt as if the air itself had 

solidified, covering the lower half of her face in a too-tight masquerade ball mask. She 

could barely breathe, spurts of burnt-smelling air making their way into her nostrils as she 

struggled to inhale. 

The man stared at her, fear and anger plain on his gaunt face, as he drew back on the 

bow string. 

Her heart pounded from the effort to draw breath; her arms and legs felt like wood. 

Magdalena couldn't move, could only focus on the sharp point of the arrow as it sprung 
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free to strike. She had never believed that time seemed to pass more slowly when one faced 

death, but that's what happened now. The arrow did not fly; it swam like a rockfish through 

brackish water, then abruptly changed directions as if it had been swatted to the side by an 

unseen hand. 

Her shooter looked away in surprise. Words, or sounds that she thought must be 

words, followed. She couldn't tum her head to find the speaker or see what the shooter was 

looking at He backed away, disappearing from her line of sight. 

Magdalena felt her body rise into the air, rotating until she hung upright, facing 

·Marco and eight Torumbur males. The Torumbur stood between her and Marco, touching 

neither of them. Marco lay spread-eagled on the ground; his face and hands were blue. For 

a moment she feared he was dead, but his hands moved every few seconds, trying to find 

purchase on the ground, trying to push himself up. She realized he was being held in place, 

like she was, kept barely alive by being allowed just enough oxygen. 

The Torumbur were dressed in what Tergard had described as traditional clothing: 

furs and leather. They all looked middle-aged or older, the one who approached her now 

especially so. His hair was shockingly white, his face deeply wrinkled. His eyes were a 

vivid, lively green, reminding her ofTergard. 

He walked up to her slowly, studying her with an undefinable expression. It 

seemed he stared at her for a very long time, without saying a word, then walked away. By 

some unseen command, she pivoted around to face the direction she and Marco had come 

from where she could see-through gaps in the trees-the old Torumbur walking around 

the clearing. He stared at the ground, knelt, and stroked the loose soil in a manner similar to 

Bodun. 

Her fear began to ease. This man appeared more interested in investigating their 

presence than killing them. But then he struck the ground with his fist, the resulting dust 

cloud momentarily obscuring him. He rose and strode toward her purposefully, the look of 

revulsion on his face becoming clearer the closer he got. That expression faltered; however, 
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as he faced her again. 

He placed his palm against her forehead; from there a tingling shot through her 

body. The next moment she was falling, her limbs flailing. She landed on her rear, looking 

up at him. She gratefully took deep breaths to fill her lungs. 

"Name yourself. Name your allies," he ordered. His accent reminded her so 

much ofTergard that she wanted to cry. 

"My brother," she said, gesturing and coughing. 

"Name yourself." He jutted his pointed chin toward the clearing. "Identify the 

method by which you entered our forest" 

Magdalena wasn't naturally dissembling, but her life over the last couple years had 

taught her it wasn't always a good thing to give straight answers. She didn't want to lie 

either. Without Bodun's protection against the Torumbur's magic she and Marco would 

be dependent upon the goodwill of those they encountered. They couldn't make an enemy 

of the first Torumbur they met. 

Instead, she answered, "My apologies, elder. We did not mean to trespass in your 

territory without permission." 

He looked puzzled for a second, perhaps by her proper use of the honorific title. 

Then he snapped, "We are not Goldleaf." 

She thought Bodun had brought them to the wrong ikarn, but then realized that 

while the elder denied being Goldleaf he hadn't said the land wasn't. That gave her an 

opening because Tergard had explained some aspects ofTorumbur culture to her. 

"If you are not Goldleaf clan, than you have no right to hold and interrogate us. 

Each clan holds sovereignty within their ikarn." 

After a brief look of consternation, he said, "Goldleaf clan is no more." 

"Not true." She used what Bodun had told her. ''The last of the Goldleaf has 

returned. We came to find him. His name is Tergard." 

That he didn't object to her description ofTergard as the last of his clan 
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disheartened her. "Why?" he asked. 

"He is our friend." 

He knelt. "Who else do you count as friend?" 

She wasn't sure what he was asking, but saw how his gaze strayed toward the 

clearing. Not knowing how much to say, she said, ''They call themselves dirgers. They are 

earth worshippers, magic users like yourself. They fear the earth is ill and seek to heal it." 

_She paused. "I don't yet know ifl would call them friends, but they've given me no reason 

to distrust them." 

He was silent for a moment. "And your role?" 

She almost told him that the dirgers wanted Tergard's help because they believed 

the other Torumbur were ill or crazy, but didn't believe that fact would improve the 

situation. So she said, "I have dreamed that Tergard is in danger. That the forest will kill 

him. I wish ... to keep him safe." To be with him. ''The dirgers were kind enough to 

provide transportation." 

"Where are these dirgers now?" 

"He left. He fears you." 

"Why?" 

"I'm not sure. I think your magic is too strong." 

The elder fell silent for several moments, alternately staring at her, the trees, and his 

own hand which, she noticed, had blisters on the fingertips and palm. His next words were 

inexplicable. "You are the anchor of the solstice sky." 

"Pardon?" 

He stood up. With a blurred gesture from the elder, Marco sat up, gasping and 

gagging. 

Magdalena slowly got to her feet. 

"Do you believe everything a person tells you?" the elder asked, turning back to 

her, his face intent. 
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After a moment, she said, "No." 

"Neither do we." He knew she'd not been completely forthcoming. But instead 

of pursuing that issue, he continued with, "Only the Torumbur have ever inhabited this 

forest Only we know it The beliefs and desires of others are irrelevant and dangerous." 

"My brother and I mean you no harm." 

Even now, however, Marco was weakly trying to pull his sword free. She gestured 

at him to stop. 

The elder made his own gestures to the other seven Torumbur who had remained 

silent and motionless throughout their entire exchange. They disappeared among the trees. 

"You're letting us go? Won't you help us?" 

"I have been assigned my task. You are not it" 

Intrigued, she asked, "What must you do?" 

"Protect our magic." He reached into what appeared to be nothing but thin air. A 

bubble formed and grew, sticking to his fingertips. With a whisper, a soft blow of air from 

his lips and a gesture, the elder set it free. 

Intrigued, Magdalena watched the bubble dart away as if it had a mind of its own. 

He turned his back on her, saying, "If you encounter other clans you shall tell them 

Hingard of Blackoak has granted you passage." 

"But you have to help us find Tergard. We don't know where to look!" 

As he walked away, Hingard pointed. ''The son of Gunnard went north. Along the 

river." He pointed in the opposite direction. "Your horses ran that way." He, too, 

disappeared, almost as if he'd walked into the trees themselves. 

Marco cursed, at the elder or the horses Magdalena wasn't certain. 
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CHAPfER6 

Eight miles north of Wintennaple ikarn, the Sylling Ravine marked the boundary of 

Redleaf ikarn. The Trogstad twisted to the west here as it followed the confines of the 

forty-foot deep ravine. Fortunately, it was wide with broad shelves on either side which 

served as paths, making the route easier than it first looked. Tergard remembered it well 

from his youth, having traversed it numerous times to attend festivals at Lake Arendal which 

lay just to the north of Redleaf's territory. 

The roar of the river echoed against the walls, drowning out all other sounds. Rost 

picked his way carefully along the pockmarked pathway. Knowing he was exposed to 

anyone who might be spying from above, he urged the horse to move faster. The ravine-a 

remnant of a very ancient rock outcropping eaten at continuously by the Trogstad-wasn't 

lengthy. After only five miles, where the Trogstad turned north again, the ravine leveled out 

to meet the forest floor. The path became a narrow trail which turned away from the river, 

leading him through densely growing red maples. The branches filled with bright red leaves 

hung so low Tergard could not ride in the saddle, so he dismounted and, wrapping his left 

hand in the reins, led Rost along. Tergard's right ann was useless; letting it dangle had 

proved too painful so he had fashioned a sling out of one of his spare shirts. 

The winding trail was almost indiscernible beneath mossy overgrowth, no longer 

straight and clear as during his childhood. No one, it seemed, had visited Redleaf ikarn in 

some time. He wondered if they had relocated. At the time he left the forest, Redleaf had 

been the largest of all clans so it was probable that the clan had been split; however the 

entire clan did not usually move, only the subordinate patrilines did. The dominant 

patrilines, as in Gunnard's case, maintained ownership of the original land. 

Tergard dido 't know whether or not he was relieved that Redleaf ikarn might be 

abandoned. He was hoping for food and medical attention; on the other hand, he dreaded 
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an encounter like the others. As he continued to lead Rost along, he listened for any signs 

of habitation. 

"Outcast .. outcast...go back .... " The words were almost too soft to be heard, but 

they strangely echoed among the dense trees rather than being muffled. 

The words faded, replaced by the wind howling through the trees, which set 

Tergard's nerves on edge. Rost snorted and stomped a hoof. After the wind died, Tergard 

stopped to listen, but heard nothing else. Their only company was the trees preparing for 

their winter slumber. He decided his mind was playing tricks on him. 

He tugged on the reins, but Rost wouldn't move. He looked back at the horse and 

saw a nervous glimmer in his good eye. It was unusual behavior for a combat-trained 

horse-but then these were not the situations Rost had trained for. 

He rubbed Rost's face to soothe him, and the animal reluctantly stepped forward. 

The words came again in a rustling whisper, "Outcast...outcast." 

Tergard spun, his heels slippery on the moss, and drew his dagger while looking for 

movement amongst the trees. He could see no one, but that didn't guarantee he was alone. 

Someone could easily be hiding on a leafy branch. 

It was not a Torumbur that showed itself, but a sprite-a nebulous golden 

cloud-hanging in the branches near his head. His people regarded sprites to be the spirits 

of the trees, a holdover belief from their ancient animistic religion which had become 

syncretized with their newer celestial worship. But one of the hunters had once told him 

that the symbiotic life-forms were really dangerous parasites, sharing all sorts of 

nightmarish stories to keep the young Tergard awake at night. When he repeated the stories 

to his father he'd been resoundingly scolded ... but still warned to never come into physical 

contact with a sprite. 

Whatever they truly were, this sprite was larger than most he'd seen at nearly two 

feet in diameter, although that changed moment to moment as its wispy edges contracted 

and expanded. It was also further away from the tree trunk than sprites were supposedly 
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able to venture. 

As Tergard stared at it, he heard the words again. "Outcast. .. go back." He swore 

it was speaking to him, but that was impossible. Sprites could not speak and they could not 

be enchanted-or so he'd been taught. 

... He ground his teeth, then shouted at the creature, "Go back to your tree! I do not 

want you!" 

It silently shifted shape, looking vaguely like a leaf one moment, then taking on the 

recognizable shape of a head which sprouted pointed ears. An outline of a mouth appeared 

and it spoke in a new voice ... a voice that shocked Tergard. 

"Go back, lost one. We do not want you." 

Tergard felt a tremble in his knees at the sound of his father's voice. He planted his 

feet more firmly in the moss. He didn't fear his father, but rather feared that his 

father _already a powerful magician who had spent three months of every year receiving 

summer clan scholars as visitors who shared with him any new knowledge-had somehow 

gained a magic skill never before heard of. Or that the sprites had done the impossible and 

acquired magic for themselves and, through it, gained influence over the Torumbur. 

It seemed silly to speak to a sprite as if it were Gunnard, but he had nothing to lose. 

"Father, I have come to find you, to find out why the clan has abandoned our home." 

"Do not seek us. You are an outcast!" 

"I am not an outcast!" Tergard shouted. "I left of my own free will. You gave me 

your blessing." Reluctantly. 

The sprite laughed, bringing back memories of childhood. Tergard could imagine 

his father standing before him, saying these exact words. "Is that what you thought? You 

were nothing to me. You refused to study magic. I was glad to see you go." 

Tergard refused to believe it. "No! I would've known how you felt." 

"You know nothing," the sprite hissed. 

Behind him, Rost snorted and stamped his hooves at the menacing tone. 
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"I knew you. You were never disappointed in my not wanting to learn magic. You 

never wanted to teach me." 

"Because I knew you'd be a failure." The sprite captured his father's 

condescending tones perfectly. 

All the anger, and all the shame, Tergard had felt as a child stung by his father's 

bitter disappointment erupted. Knowing it was stupid, and not caring, he flung the dagger at 

the sprite-a creature too physically insubstantial to be banned by a blade. It whistled 

through the sprite's wispy body and embedded itself in a thick branch with a thunk. 

Tergard knew he'd made a mistake when the tree howled. He'd injured it. Before 

he could grab Rost' s reins, the sprite and a dozen others leapt upon him, dancing across his 

body, through his hair and his clothes-and with a sickening oozing feeling, into his body. 

As Tergard fell to the ground like a tree being cut down, Rost bolted and ran. 

The air turned golden, as if millions of leaves had been chopped into fine particles 

and then blown into the sky. But here there was no sky or perhaps it was all sky because 

there appeared to be no ground either. Tergard was not even sure if he was lying down or 

standing up. The only physical sensation that came to him was a tingling in his arms and 

legs, and a prickly feeling along his scalp as if his hair were standing on end. 

Tergard realized the sprite was now in control of his body. Spurred by those 

hunters' nightmarish stories, a sudden fear gripped him. Those stories were at odds with 

Tergard's memory of seeing his father enveloped by a sprite one day long ago-at odds 

with his own father's warnings-but he was still afraid. 

He started at the sound of his name, then realized no words had been spoken. The 

sprite was inside his mind, talking to him there. 

"Give us the magic," came the soft whisper. "You have long desired to be rid of it. 

Give it to us." 

"I have no magic." He wasn't sure if he was speaking the words or thinking them. 

The sprite laughed, tickling his mind. "Fool. Your father is right. You have failed 
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"How do you know so much about my father?" 

"If you truly knew him you wouldn't have to ask." 

''That's no answer." 
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"And you are not your father. When you have failed him, when the magic is lost, 

we will finish consuming the Torumbur, their flesh, their blood." The sprite laughed again; 

the tickling became a painful itch. 

The hunter's stories had been true. 

''The forest will be ours as it was before." 

"It is not your forest!" 

''Thieves!" the sprite hissed. "Wanderers! Outcasts! The magic is not yours to 

possess, nor is the forest." 

"Our magic was given to us by the ancient mountain gods." He felt like he was 

reciting school lessons. "Our ancestors prayed to them, proved themselves worthy by 

building a magnificent city high in the mountains where we could worship them." 

"Gods? City? The Torumbur are nothing but outcasts, driven from their homes 

into the mountains, barely able to survive. They invented their gods." 

"No! The gods created us. We were made from the granite and ice and 

snow- birthed from the high mountain lakes." This creature could not make him 

disbelieve the Torumbur's sacred creation stories. 

"It is only a story, you foolish boy, told to children to hide the shame, the crimes, 

which caused the others to drive you out of your true homeland." 

"You are a liar!" The sprite was trying to manipulate him. 

"We know more about the Torumbur than they know themselves." The sprite fell 

silent for a moment, leaving Tergard to wonder what might be wrong. 

"Do not fight us." 

He could not feel himself struggling in any way; he couldn't even feel the persistent 
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pain in his shoulder from the arrow wound. 

"Your clan did not fight us." 

Were the sprites responsible for their disappearance? 

The sprite knew his thoughts. '7hey gave their flesh to us willingly as 

compensation for their thievery." 

"We stole nothing." 

"You've stolen more than you know. Now, give us your flesh." 

'"Take it, if you can!" he challenged. The sprite had to be lying, trying to upset 

him, to confuse him so he'd give in to their wishes. 

For the first time a physical sensation came to him, as if he were on his hands and 

knees, coughing and gasping. 

"Stop fighting. Join your clan. They are here with us now. In consuming their 

flesh, we now possess their souls. Can't you feel them all around you?" 

"You are lying." He felt that with certainty. 

Purely by instinct, Tergard tried to push the sprite out of his mind using inspiration 

from what he'd seen his father do; he imagined that he was pulling off a shimmering 

second skin and crushing it in his hands. A blinding, swirling white light appeared, like 

millions of snowflakes blasted through him in a terrible, cold blizzard. The snowflakes 

became symbols he didn't understand, filling his eyes, ears and mouth, searing their way 

into his brain. 

That all vanished abruptly and Tergard found himself lying on the trail, shivering 

and covered with a dusting of snow which quickly melted. Directly around and above him 

were signs that a brief winter had passed: dead, fallen leaves, bare branches and wilted 

brown moss. But beyond a fifteen foot radius, autumn still reigned. 

As he struggled to sit up, his limbs trembled with exhaustion and the pain in his 

shoulder felt like a renewed white hot flame. He felt as weak and mud brained as when he'd 

not eaten for two days after hearing that Rodrigo was dead. Too groggy to react quickly, he 
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almost failed to notice the tree-a lone oak-bend down and reach for him with arm-like 

branches. It scooped him up from the ground as if he weighed no more than a sack of dead 

leaves. 

His fight with the sprites had left him unable to struggle against the silent tree as its 

trunk split open like a hungry maw. He flung out his left arm and tried to grab at the bark, 

but his fingers slipped from crack to crack as the tree devoured more of his body. When 

the tree grew still again, Tergard was barely visible. Only his face and one hand protruded 

through the bark. 
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CHAPTER? 

·"That was not a bear," Marco said as they reined in their horses at the river's edge. 

He had to speak loudly to be heard over the triple waterfalls just upstream. 

"I think it was," Magdalena disagreed. As she stared at the shimmering rainbows 

arching over the falls, she couldn't help thinking they looked familiar even though she'd 

never seen them before. 

"Bears don't have six legs or a hump on their back, and they don't eat tents." 

Magdalena shrugged. "It ate ours." One tent down, one to go. "I think 

indigestion may be what finally killed it" 

A marauding bear, or whatever it was, had woken them early this morning as it tore 

their tent into shreds. Despite being severely wounded by Marco, the crazed creature had 

chased them for several miles until it finally collapsed and died just beyond the low hill 

bordering this waterfall basin. 

Marco grunted. "Well, I think this may be a good time to break for lunch. The 

horses need rest." 

They all needed rest Not knowing how many days travel ahead of them Tergard 

was they'd been pushing themselves hard, rushing through the forest-unknown and 

perhaps dangerous territory-at a pace Marco believed wasn't prudent. He had chided her 

for not acquiring that information from the elder Hingard; Magdalena had defended herself 

saying there wasn't time to ask because the man disappeared. It had been one of their few 

arguments. 

"Why don't we just set up camp?" Magdalena was .exhausted, hungry, and she 

had a headache. She'd not slept well the entire week, suffering from a perpetual feeling of 

uneasiness caused by the return of her nightmares-notjust those wherein Tergard died, 

but those in which she imagined Rodrigo's murder. 
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Marco shook his head as he dismounted. "We can't afford the delay." 

She wanted to ask what good it would do for Tergard if they were too fatigued to 

help him, but didn't feel like arguing with Marco. She said nothing and dismounted, 

seating herself on a small stone platfonn which looked as if it had once been part of a 

bridge. 

He seemed to sense how she felt so, after wordlessly handing her a canteen and a 

paper-wrapped sandwich of dried beef, he set the horses to graze. Then he knelt at the 

river's edge to clean the bear's blood off his sword. 

Magdalena sighed to herself. She didn't like it when she and her brother were at 

odds with one another, even if it was minor. They never argued much, as children or adults, 

because they had-for a long time-been the only family for each other. Their mother had 

died giving birth to stillborn twins when Magdalena was only three. After that, their father 

chose to soothe his hurt by making more money rather than bonding closely with his 

surviving children. Neither thought Raul resented them, but they had essentially been raised 

by their nanny and a spinster aunt instead of their father. 

Magdalena wondered if Aunt Helena was all right; Marco had been smuggling 

funds to her since she, too, was disenfranchised by Raul's crime. They hadn't sent word to 

her before they left, although she knew Marco had secretly prepared legal documents before 

their departure to ensure Helena would inherit his business if the two of them did not return. 

She felt like crying whenever she thought too much about her aunt so she tried to 

lose herself in the fanciful rainbow patterns as she ate the sandwich. When Marco, finished 

with his chores, came to stand beside her they didn't interrupt the rhythmic pounding of the 

water for several minutes. 

"I just don't like being in unfamiliar territory," Marco finally said. 

She looked down to hide a smile. That wasn't exactly true. This situation was the 

kind Marco reveled in: new and exciting. She knew he'd had enough of playing merchant, 

and that he considered the role unworthy of his cavalry experience. As much of a soldier 
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that Rodrigo had not been, Marco was. It hadn't been that difficult to convince him to 

undertake this expedition. And he'd come prepared: three longswords, ten daggers, and 

assorted tools. 

Instead of contradicting him she pointed to the falls. "But it isn't unfamiliar 

territory. Don't you remember Tergard's stories?" She had finally realized how she knew 

this place. "All-sooned Falls." Her pronunciation probably wasn't perfect 

Marco blinked a couple time. "All-sun?'' 

"Close enough." 

''The gods created this place when they argued." 

"I thought he said the gods caused earthquakes when they argued." They'd 

experienced a couple of minor ones already. 

"Both. Or at least that's what I remember." Magdalena had loved listening to 

Tergard describe places in the forest, or recite stories and myths of his people. She didn't 

know if it was so much the stories or rather his voice. He tended to lapse into a particular 

tone and tempo when telling tales. 

''The gods, those spirits that inhabit the mountain peaks, did not argue amongst 

themselves, Tergard said, until the day some of them decided to grant the Torumbur's 

prayers and give them magic. And with the magic the Torumbur began to leave the 

mountains to live in the forest Soon, many of the Torumbur had forgotten their old gods 

and they felt betrayed. But not all the Torumbur forgot, as can be seen today in their annual 

pilgrimages to the ancient mountain city. So the gods began to argue amongst themselves, 

those that felt betrayed, those that didn't, those that felt it was time to let their children move 

on to newer things .... After all, that's why they let the Torumbur have magic. But those 

arguments caused earthquakes as the spirits moved the mountain peaks in combat with one 

another. The forest floor cracked open, creating rivers like these, creating waterfalls like this 

one. And some of the gods died, the flames and breath of their life forces disappearing into 

the vault of the sky. So the gods, ashamed of how they had endangered their children, 
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ceased their arguing and went to sleep. Occasionally, one stirs from its rest, and the ground 

shakes a little, but then it goes back to sleep so that the children, the Torumbur, can live in 

the forest in peace." 

tum." 

Marco applauded. "He'd be proud of you." 

Magdalena bowed her head in thanks. 

"Did you memorize it?" 

"I tried." She looked up at him, and gestured for him to sit next to her. "Your 

Marco's eyes widened in dismay. 

"You promised me months ago that you would explain why you trust Tergard." 

"I have to explain it to you? You can see for yourself." It was the same excuse 

he'd given before. 

"No, I'm talking about that first moment You said there was a day, back in the 

cavalry, when you came to know you could trust Tergard completely even though you 

didn't know him well." 

She knew Marco remembered that day; she could see it in his expression. 

He still resisted. "We need to get moving. This isn't a good campsite because the 

noise drowns out the sounds of anyone approaching." Not that they'd encountered anyone 

since Hingard. "And it's getting hot." 

As bizarre as his last comment sounded, it wasn't unusual. They'd experienced 

brief blasts of heat several times over the last two days, which didn't seem to come from any 

particular direction and were accompanied by something even more bizarre: irregularly 

shaped white flakes and chunks which, under other circumstances, they might think was ice 

or snow. The chunks weren't wet or cold, however, and they seemed to be unusually 

attracted to Magdalena. The heat wasn't accompanied by smoke or flame. 

"It'll pass like the other heat waves. Sit." 

Marco sat on the ground in front of her, getting as far as folding one leg over the 
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other, but stood up again as the temperature abruptly began to rise. She could see beads of 

sweat popping out on his face even as she could feel sweat begin to trickle down the sides 

of her-face. Looking up expectantly, she found small crystalline clumps drifting through 

the air. 

When she reached out to catch one, it seemed to land in her hand of its own accord. 

Beautiful and shimmering, a bit like the watetfall rainbows, they caught the sunlight and 

reflected different shapes and colors. 

The clumps avoided Marco. The horses, as before, nervously whinnied and shook 

their heads whenever one touched them. The stallion particularly didn't like the sensation 

and began to prance around. Marco groaned as he went to calm the animal down. 

As Magdalena stared at the one in her hand, it dissolved -evaporating rather than 

melting, but she couldn't quite say if it was one or the other. Just before it vanished 

completely, she imagined she saw several smaller geometrical shapes inside that were either 

identical or at least very similar. In a way, they reminded her of letters, but none she knew. 

The Torumbur didn't have a written language of their own, according to Tergard, so she 

dismissed the idea. 

More of the clumps drifted through the air, the newer ones getting bigger and 

bigger. They began to burst, instead of evaporating, intriguing Magdalena as she smelled a 

fleeting puff of fresh air each time. "Air!" she exclaimed. 

Marco cursed as the stallion grew wilder each time a clump hit it. 

"It's just air!" she yelled again as she ran to him. 

The temperature was still rising dramatically. "Grab the gelding!" Marco yelled. 

"Get in the water!" Hot wind blew through the basin. 

"What?" 

"Smoke!" 

Magdalena didn't smell any smoke, but when she looked up she could see thin 

black tendrils of smoke billowing over the watetfalls. 
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"Fire!" He pushed her toward her horse. 

Magdalena didn't need any more encouragement They had worried about the 

possibility of a forest fire when they first felt one of these heat waves, but nothing had 

happened. They'd begun to think that the heat was not related to flames. 

Although she was a terrible swimmer, she could hold onto the gelding. She grabbed 

his bridle and led him into the river. He took to the water easily, instinctively heading for 

the base of the falls and the protective curtain of water. 

Behind them, Marco had a more difficult time getting the stallion into the river, 

resorting to swatting it on the rump with the flat of his blade. It fought him still as he pulled 

it after the gelding. 

They chose the nearest edge where the waterfall wasn't as strong, but the force of 

the pounding nearly drove Magdalena under as they crossed beneath it Marco risked 

losing the stallion to hold her up, giving the gelding the extra help it needed to push through 

the curtain of water. 

Coughing and spitting, Magdalena was relieved to find a shallow ledge behind the 

fall and pulled herself up on to it She was still sitting in water, but only up to her waist 

Marco and the horses scrambled up to join her in the tight space. Crammed together like 

they were, the nervous stallion nipped at the gelding's flank, causing the startled, smaller, 

animal to lose its footing and nearly fall back under the watelfall. Marco intervened, pulling 

the gelding back to safety, then standing between the two horses. 

Together, they waited for the fire to flash over the falls and through the small basin 

they had just lunched in. Their vision wasn't completely obscured by the waterfall; they 

could see how fast the flames moved and consumed, leaving the grass and trees completely 

black. 

"You were about to tell me a story." 

Marco looked at her askance. "I'm sweltering here," he gestured to the horses, 

whose body heat was obviously making him uncomfortable, "and you want a story?" 

'! 
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"It'll take your mind off it." 

Marco gave a rumbling sigh, then started. ''Tergard had any number of 

opportunities to walk away from disasters on the battlefield. He owed no loyalty to us, to 

any human, especially those that tormented him, but he stayed for the sole reason that he 

had sworn an oath to serve the duke. He wouldn't break his word." 

"That's something you never said before," Magdalena replied softly. 

"Yes, it is." 

"You dido 't say anything about other soldiers tormenting Tergard." She gave him 

an accusatory look. Nor had Tergard ever revealed such to her. It wounded her to think he 

had not confided in her, as close as they had become during his convalescence. 

''Tergard didn't always hide his ears underneath a helmet." 

"And?" she prompted. 

"So you think he wasn't stared at? laughed at? I lost count of the number of elf 

and ear jokes I heard." 

Magdalena shook her head in disgust. As confused as Tergard had been about who 

he should be and where he belonged, such childish behavior must have only made things 

worse-damaged his self-esteem. Then she remembered the one scar Tergard would not 

discuss: a thin line barely discernible across the top of his left ear, just where the pointed tip 

began. Her heart sank. "He didn't try to do something to stop it, did he?" 

"Huh?" 

She pointed to her ear, gestured at an imaginary line. 

Marco shook his head. ''That was the work of Antonio d'Gado. He thought it 

would be amusing to sheer offTergard's ear tips-make him human." 

Magdalena gasped. "Did you stop him?" She knew, from Marco's other stories, 

that d'Gado wasn't a man he'd call a friend under any circumstance. 

"I didn't arrive on the scene until it was almost over." 

"Then who did?" 
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''Tergard. Who else? d'Gado only had him down long enough to make one cut 

Tergard flipped him on his back, took the knife away and then pierced d'Gado's ear for 

him." Marco chuckled. "Even though d'Gado's ear eventually healed, he knew it for the 

insult it was." Only men of the lower classes wore jewelry in their ears. 

He paused, staring out at the fire. ''Two days later, d'Gado was cut down off his 

horse while we were retreating from a Koroneb ambush. The horses panicked and 

stampeded; nobody could get to d'Gado." 

"He survived the war, didn't he?" 

''The Koroneb took him prisoner. Our captain asked for volunteers to rescue him. 

Nobody liked him, nobody volunteered-" 

"-except Tergard," Magdalena finished for him. 

"He sneaked into the Koroneb camp, took out four guards and carried d'Gado out 

on his back." 

"Why?" 

''That's what I asked him. He answered that his oath of loyalty to the duke 

included all of the duke's soldiers. His personal feelings didn't erase his obligations." 

"And that's when you knew you could trust Tergard," she concluded. 

"Even with your life." 

She wondered if that had ended the torment, but decided she probably wouldn't like 

the answer. The two of them fell silent as they watched the flames. 

They emerged from their place of safety some time later into a charred and smoky 

world. The sun was still up, but the sky had become a hazy gray. 

"We need to get out of here," Marco said unnecessarily. 

Coughing, from the smoke this time, not the water, she agreed. "Do you think it's 

safe to go that way?" She gestured to the north, beyond the falls, from where the flames 

had come. 

"If it's burned, it can't bum again. I think." Their experience with forest fires was 
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equal; this was their first. "Let's have a look." 

They followed the trail up the side of the bluff, cautious as to what they'd find up 

top, but the forest above the falls looked the same as below·. The trees were so twisted and 

burnt that when Marco reached out to touch one it crumbled to charcoal underneath his 

fingers. 

Marco suggested they try to find the end of the fire zone before dusk, so they 

hurried, not stopping to examine anything else. Silently, Magdalena prayed that Tergard 

was close enough to the river to seek safety as they did. 

They were both surprised when they reached the ravine, whose name they didn't 

know, and found a clear demarcation line between where the forest was burnt and where it 

wasn't Inside the ravine, the walls were muddy brown, not black. And there was 

something else just within their range of sight a horse. 

The Torumbur didn't keep horses, so they'd been fairly certain the occasional hoof 

print they came across was Rost's whether or not they could discern Marco's initials in 

them; this was a tradition he'd picked up in the Andaran cavalry. "Rost!" Magdalena 

shouted. It had to be him, but even at this distance she could see he carried no rider. 

Marco whistled and then shouted Rost's name. Either the horse was out of earshot 

or it ignored them. Or it wasn't Rost. 

The sun was dropping rapidly to the west, but Marco led them down through the 

ravine heedless of the deepening dusk. He lit a torch as they rode, and continued calling 

Rost's name. Not only did the horse not respond, it kept moving away from them. 

''This doesn't look good," Marco commented. "It can't be him. From the age of 

the last prints we saw, Tergard was at least five days ahead of us." 

"Who else?" Magdalena asked. 

Impatient to solve the mystery, they pushed their weary horses onward. 

They suddenly found themselves at the end of the ravine and in a dark forest with 

branches so low they were forced to dismount. At first they couldn't see the horse and 
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thought they'd lost it, but the stallion began to neigh shrilly, shying away from the trees to 

Marco's left. He let the stallion move away to a distance where it felt comfortable. Shining 

the torch into the trees, they finally saw Rost, staring at them with a baleful eye. 

The horse's saddle was askew, its buckles loosened, one of the saddlebags open. 

His coat was covered with days of dirt and sweat and burs. The bit rubbed awkwardly 

against the sides of his mouth where sores were beginning to appear. He didn't react as if 

he knew them and for a moment they remained uncertain. 

Marco reached into a pocket and pulled out sugar cubes. He called Rost' s name 

softly and held out his hand. When the animal nickered in reply, just as softly, Marco 

grinned. They both knew the animal's voice. Rost stepped forward slowly, sniffed at 

Marco's arm first, then ate the offered treat. 

"You've been carrying that sugar all this time?" 

"Just in case," he said with a sheepish shrug. To the horse, he said, "Where's 

your rider?" 

"I'm worried," Magdalena said. ''Tergard would never allow a gift to be in this 

condition. Something's happened to him." She looked around them, old fears and 

nightmares tugging at her mind. 

Marco lit another torch and handed it to her. She understood his unspoken desire 

to search the area. They tied the horses to trees, keeping the stallion and Rost apart since it 

was obvious, from the rolling eyes and bared teeth, that neither liked the other. 

Marco saw it first. What Magdalena saw was Marco walking down the trail away 

from her, then stopping dead in his tracks. But he said nothing. Afraid that his silence 

boded ill, she ran after him. 

The light of his torch gleamed off metal: Tergard's dagger embedded in a tree. 

There was no mistaking its ownership. The Borallian weaponsrnith with whom Tergard had 

lived and apprenticed during his first five years among the humans had inscribed Tergard's 

name in the blade for him. 
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Magdalena remembered when she had commented on the engraving, how it startled 

Tergard. After some days of embarrassment on his part, he admitted he hadn't known what 

it said. He had never learned to read the human language, only speak it At first he 

disdained the necessity of it; his people didn't need a written one. Later, when he realized 

the handicap illiteracy placed on him in the human culture he was too ashamed to ask. So 

Magdalena taught him. 

She looked at Marco, her heart pounding, but didn't know what to say. Tergard 

didn't part with his weapons easily. 

Marco grabbed the dagger's hilt and pulled; it wouldn't budge. After digging a 

small hole in the ground to hold the butt of the torch, he braced one foot on the tree trunk 

and yanked with both hands. It still wouldn't come loose. 

As he repositioned himself for another try, Magdalena glanced around. She did so 

not because she expected to see anything but because she thought that's what Marco would 

want, someone to keep an eye out so they couldn't be surprised. Turning toward a tree that 

was different than all the others, she saw the strange lump on the trunk but took no special 

notice of it until her torchlight glinted off two pale white spots. Peering more closely, her 

heart went numb with disbelief. The two white spots were eyes. 

She screamed, startling Marco who fell backward onto his rear, the suddenly free 

dagger landing at his feet. He gaped at Magdalena. 

Tergard's face was barely recognizable. It, and one hand, were all of him that 

protruded through the bark. His mouth was wide open in a perpetual soundless scream, his 

eyes wide open but unseeing. 

Magdalena couldn't keep her hand from trembling as she touched Tergard's 

fingers. She dreaded the ice-cold skin she expected and was shocked to find his flesh was 

warm. She could feel his pulse throbbing. 

She snatched her hand away. "He's alive!" 

Marco scrambled to his feet, stashed the dagger in his belt, and placed a hand on 
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Tergard's face. He then wiggled his fingers before Tergard's eyes, but got no reaction. 

The eyelids remained frozen open. He inserted his fingers in the cracked bark covering 

Tergard and tried to peel it away, but nothing gave. 

A feeling of watchfulness caused Magdalena to look up. A shapeless, gaseous form 

hovered on a branch of a nearby tree. There were no recognizable features like eyes or ears, 

but she sensed it was a living creature. It didn't seem particularly threatening. The tree was 

a different matter. 

"We have to get him out." How much longer could Tergard possibly survive like 

this? She didn't want to imagine what was happening to his body. Had the tree absorbed 

him, eaten him? A horrifying image of a half-eaten, chewed-up Tergard came to her, and 

she shuddered. 

"Well, there's one sure way to open up a tree." Marco walked back to the stallion 

and unslung a long-handled axe. 

Two things happened as he raised the axe for a strike at the tree's base. The 

gaseous form dove toward Marco. And as Magdalena cried a warning for him to duck, the 

tree imprisoning Tergard pulled up its roots, looking as if it was getting ready to run away, · 

which she could scarcely believe until it did just that. 

The gaseous creature grazed the top of Marco' s head. He pivoted around to swing 

at it with the axe. 

Magdalena dropped her torch and ran for the gelding and Rost, fumbling for their 

reins. "Follow the sound!" 

Tergard's tree made plenty of noise as it crashed through the other foliage. Pausing 

to scoop up his torch and stash the axe amongst his saddle bags, Marco ran after her, 

stallion in tow. 

It was a ludicrous chase, Magdalena thought, but they couldn't lose Tergard. Her 

muscles ached, sweat slid down her face and stung her eyes, and her legs felt like logs. She 

felt as if she could drop now and instantly fall asleep. To make matters worse, the horses 
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became more agitated the further they went It took more effort to pull them along. Rost 

was downright cranky, periodically nipping at her wrist. 

She was uncertain how long the pursuit lasted, an hour maybe, but the noise stopped 

abruptly and moments later they found themselves at the banks of a large, fast-moving river. 

They had come back to the Greater Trogstad, apparently somewhere north of the ravine. 

Wide and powerful, the Trogstad thundered past them on its journey south. The full moon 

reflected brightly off the surface and thousands of stars twinkled overhead in the black sky. 

There were only a few feet between the river bank and the tree line. Their sides 

heaving, the horses immediately headed for the water's edge to drink, so Magdalena let 

them although she was certain Rost stepped purposefully on her feet as he passed her. 

Marco began searching tree trunks for any sign of their trapped friend. 

Fear and uncertainly paralyzed Magdalena If Tergard. were now dead, or dying, 

or .... She didn't want to see it. In a way she had been glad she'd never seen Rodrigo's 

body after his murder; she hadn't wanted that memory. She realized she might well be 

stuck with a similar memory if they found Tergard once the tree was finished with him. 

She knew she couldn'tjust give into those fears. But she didn't know what else to 

do. So what if Marco found the tree? What would they do? Chase it again, or maybe it 

would transform itself into a fish and jump into the river? 

Maybe it was the sleep deprivation, or maybe insanity, which made her think of the 

solution. Kneeling, she placed her hands on the ground. Interspersed with bits of gravel, 

the soil stung her palms. 

"What are you doing?" she heard Marco ask. 

"Bodun," she said tiredly. "He said if you open your mind you can communicate 

with the earth." 

"You are not a dirger ," he protested as he came to stand beside her. "You can't do 

their tricks." 

Bodun had told her anyone could perform their simpler magic acts if they were 
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willing to accept the earth as a living entity. He also told her the earth didn't communicate 

in words, but in pictures. So, closing her eyes, she imagined a walking tree and tried to 

believe. As she concentrated, her hands slowly sank into the ground up to her wrists. 

Surprise almost caused her to lose the picture, but she struggled to hold on to it 

Subtle at first, the movement escaped her notice until it was nearly upon her. She 

pretended to be oblivious, moving only at the last second, turning her hands to grasp the 

thick roots just as they attempted to wrap about her wrists. She pulled back and up, her 

hands and the root ends coming clear of the soil. A foot of the root tips was still free and 

finished its task, winding about her lower arms and pulling in the other direction. It was a 

mismatched fight; the massive tree was capable of pulling her down into the soil, all of her. 

"The torch! Bum it!" was all she could say. It took all her concentration to keep 

from being pulled down. Her hands were turning blue from the roots cutting off the 

circulation. 

An arc of flame came over her shoulder as Marco brought the torch to descend 

upon the roots. 

At the same time she yelled, "Release him!" she pictured Tergard as clearly as she 

could and projected the image. 

The powerful mental scream of the tree ripped that image from her mind and left her 

gasping for breath. Smoke stung her nostrils as the roots blackened from the flame; Her 

own face was dangerously close to the torch and the heat turned her cheeks red. 

"Release him!" she yelled again and the tree screamed, this time with a great 

wrenching sound like that of a house's timbers cracking under a massive weight. The tree 

before her split open and for a moment, Tergard hung in its heart, suspended in a fetal 

position. Around him, the tree's interior pulsed a reddish-orange like no natural tree. Then 

Tergard tumbled to the ground as the roots let go of Magdalena's arms. The tree leapt into 

the air, its trunk splitting further, and when it cleared the treetops, it transformed into a dark 

winged beast with many tails. With a screech, it disappeared over the forest. 
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They stared after it for only a moment. Their concern was for Tergard. Marco 

rolled him over while Magdalena touched his face and chest. He was coated with a sticky 

resin, but it did not prevent her from being able to feel his heartbeat or his breath. "He's 

still breathing," she said, relieved. His eyes were closed. 

Marco shook him, but Tergard did not awaken. Magdalena tried to wipe the resin 

from his face, which only smeared it. 

"Do you see any wounds?" Magdalena asked as she began to unbutton his shirt. 

"Let's get him into the river-the shallows. It'll be cold enough to wake him up 

and we can clean this stuff off." 

Magdalena let go of his shirt and stepped back as Marco shouldered the stocky 

Torumbur to carry him to the riverbank. She went to retrieve soap from her saddlebags, 

catching Marco's movements out of the comer of her eye. So she dido 't miss when Marco 

stopped, glanced her way furtively, then yanked a chain overTergard's head and stuffed it 

into his pocket before continuing to remove the sticky clothes. 

Knowing Marco's penchant for secrecy, she chose to say nothing as she returned to 

Tergard's side. The cold water didn't seem to be having any effect on him but it did help 

them clean off the tree's residue. As they finished, he shuddered and began to shake. But 

he still dido 't regain consciousness. 

Marco carried him out of the river, seating him against a fallen log, before gathering 

wood to make a fire. Magdalena pulled all the blankets out of their saddlebags and wrapped 

them around Tergard, trying to warm him. As the welcome flames began to rise from the 

pile of wood, she sat on the log behind Tergard, and wrapped her arms around his 

shoulders. Slowly-so slowly she almost dozed off-Tergard's trembling eased and he 

settled against her as if he was simply asleep. 



------------------------------
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CHAPTERS 

Cold wetness assaulted the wann yellow haze of safety enveloping him. A deep, 

painful shuddering shook him down to the bones. He thought he cried out, but couldn't 

feel his lips move. Uke being ripped from the womb before birth, he wasn't ready; he 

didn't want to leave. All he wanted was to be dry and wann and still while the tree sang to 

him those entrancing wordless songs as symbols danced around his head. It was so much 

like the dreams he had as a child, dreams in a language beyond his comprehension, a 

language without sound, a language only of the mind and of the eyes and hands. 

But the song could not stay; the more his body shook, the farther the symbols 

danced away from him until, finally, they were out of his reach. He wanted to sob, but still 

couldn't move his lips or even open his eyes. 

Hands touched him, carried him, and wrapped him in wannth, chasing away the 

cold. At long last, his shaking eased. The hands rubbed at his face with a cloth as if he 

were a small child. He believed he was just dreaming because he knew these hands, and 

knew the woman they belonged to could not be here. So, if he could not recapture the 

dream of the singing tree, he settled for this one. He relished her soft touch as she dressed 

him and laid him down, his head resting in her lap. He cherished the beating of her heart as 

it vibrated through him. 

He had vague notions of time passing and of sleeping. Then, for one solid moment, 

time seemed to stand still as his senses returned. Suddenly, he could hear and smell. Water 

flowed; leaves rustled in the wind; horses snuffled sleepily, and a man hummed. The scents 

of a forest, his forest, surrounded him: dry leaves, clean water, damp soil, a smoldering fire. 

The humming man did not belong. Marco hummed when he groomed horses, sometimes 

even when he stood watch; an Andaran field commander had never managed to break him of 

the habit. 
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It took effort to pry open his eyelids and after he did his vision blurred, refusing to 

focus for more than a few seconds. He could make out little in the gray twilight which 

could've been either predawn or pre-dusk. A small campfire crackled nearby, a 

horse-maybe two-stood a short distance away, and a shadowed man-sized outline sat on 

the other side of the fire. 

"Mar-" came out as a whispery croak. His throat was too dry to speak loud 

enough to be heard. He tried to sit up, but his body felt too heavy to lift He chose not to 

fight the inertia; the warm soft body he lay against was too comfortable. As sleep overtook 

him again, he decided old memories and wishful thinking had conjured up apparitions of 

friends. 

His dreams unraveled. Sprites danced on him, took control of his body, sucked out 

his blood and then used it to spew forth gold magic that ate away anything it touched like an 

acid. Then he was a bird, flying one moment, feeding golden sprite crumbs to his offspring 

the next. As a tree, he could fly. As a young boy, he could watch his father teach trees how 

to fly .... 

This was not a dream, but a memory of the day he'd seen his father kill a sprite. 

Rather than suffering through another pointless lesson in crafting runes, Tergard had taken 

refuge on top of a tree branch twice as big around as he was, where he'd be safely hidden 

from his father. Much to his surprise, Gunnard didn't come looking for him. He'd been 

left alone to sulk and to daydream until some time later, as the sun began to set, his father 

and four other elders: Sigurd, Tevdard, Canard and Nabard, came into the glade. They 

spoke in low tones, looking around furtively. 

The other four surrounded Gunnard, a small man, nearly blocking Tergard's view 

of him. They held their arms out from their bodies, not quite touching each other's 

fingertips as they moved their fingers in the intricate patterns of rune magic. Gunnard 

raised his arms, contorting his face in concentration or maybe pain. It appeared to be some 

sort of religious ceremony, which puzzled Tergard because no religious ceremony could be 
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conducted without at least one representative of each patriline in the clan attending. 

Soon four nebulous forms appeared, hovering over the heads of the other elders. 

Sprites. They melded, flowing into one another like fog on the river, then dropped over his 

father's form. Gunnard stiffened, his hands crooked into claws. His skin shimmered, 

changing from its usual pale white to green to golden. 

To a child of nine, this was a horrifying scene. Tergard thought his father would be 

possessed or eaten alive. But what happened next so startled him he could neither believe it 

nor forget it. That memorable moment is what saved him in his own encounter with the 

sprites. 

Gunnard slowly reached up with his right hand and grasped his hair ... and pulled off 

his skin! Tergard gasped loudly enough the elders should have heard him. Then he 

realized it wasn't his father's skin. It was the sprites. They covered him like a shell and 

now his father freed himself from it But something was wrong with the sprites. They no 

longer gave off their faint luminescence and they were no longer four, but one. Gunnard 

held the sprites like he would a snake skin, then crumpled them into a ball. He stood still 

for a moment, cupping the ball in his hands. Bending his head, he blew on the mass. When 

he opened his hands again the sprites were nothing but glitter which seeped through 

Gunnard's fingers, dusting the grass. 

With a shock, Tergard realized his father had killed the sprites. He wondered why 

Gunnard would want such complete control of trees. He wondered just how much power 

his father held over the other elders to make them do this. 

Mesmerized, Tergard clung to the tree limb as his father walked up to four trees, 

each noticeably different than the rest because of the way they drooped. Each time Gunnard 

stood before one of the four, he positioned himself with his arms and fingers poised in 

imitation of it before stepping inside. Each tree took on new life, standing up straighter, 

purposeful. When Gunnard was done with all four, he stepped back and drew runes on the 

ground. After he was done, he stood in the center of the glade and lifted his muddy hands 
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in the air. 

The trees slowly pulled free from the soil and jumped into the air. Their bark 

unrolled and flattened out as they transformed into huge bird-like creatures with massive 

wingspans and roots that trailed like plumes of black feathers. The green leaves of the 

crown melted and reformed as a shimmering coat of green feathers. A centrally placed 

branch became a head, its beak both dangerous and impressive in size and curvature. Knots 

in the branch became shiny black eyes. The four creatures screeched as they flapped their 

wings for the first time, the downdraft knocking over the five men in the glade and nearly 

blowing Tergard from his perch. Then they flew away, each in a different direction. 

It was long past dawn when Tergard awoke, the dream image so clear in his mind 

that he looked up expecting to see those trees-turned-birds. But they weren't there; the sky 

was empty of life. 

In a rush, memories of sprites, trees and voices all collided with one another until 

Tergard didn't know where he was or how he got there. He sat up, stiff muscles protesting, 

pushing away blankets. To his left, the remains of a fire produced fitful wisps of smoke; 

across from him, Marco lay on his back, hands folded over his stomach, sound asleep. 

Dumbfounded, Tergard stared at him, not knowing what to think. Had days passed while 

he was unconscious, or months? Or was he in the grip of hallucinations spawned by an 

infection in his shoulder? 

With that thought came the realization that he was no longer in pain and that his 

right arm moved freely. He pulled open the collar of the blue cotton shirt he couldn't 

remember putting on to find pink new skin where the arrow wound had been. Worse, he 

saw that the bronze chain and locket were missing. Had Marco found it? He didn't know 

how he would explain his possession of it to his friend. 

At the sound of soft footsteps behind him, he stood up and turned. Magdalena. 

Gone were the beautiful dresses which had draped so exquisitely over her hips, replaced by 

men's clothing. Her long thick hair had been cut to just above her collarbone; now wet, it 
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hung in curls, the bangs clinging to her forehead. But it was the same eyes, the same 

smile .. .and the same lips. In silence, she closed the distance between them and gave him a 

brief, warm kiss on the cheek. It was only the second time he'd felt the touch of her lips, 

the first being the day he left Kaiy, and it set him on fire. 

She stepped back, but he grabbed her elbow and squeezed, ensuring himself that she 

was indeed real. 

"What are you doing here?" His voice was so hoarse, he was barely intelligible. 

She started to speak, but stopped, her eyes searching his face. Obviously, she 

didn't know what to say. "You need water." 

She pulled free, and walked back to the tent behind her to pick up a canteen and a 

saddlebag. "Maybe you should wake up Marco." 

For a moment, he couldn't move; too many emotions tugged at him. He was 

confused by his encounter with the sprites and tree, dismayed at the bizarre things he'd seen 

since his return, and upset that his own uncle had refused to acknowledge him. On top of 

that he was overjoyed to see Magdalena again ... but also angry, and he didn't want to be. As 

much as he hated the desert province of Koroneb, he would gladly have stayed with 

her-them-if she had asked. Instead, she'd been so adamant he go home to reconcile with 

his family as if she had a debt to repay. He resented being a debt owed, but had never 

voiced that feeling. He knew he was being selfish. Magdalena still needed time to recover 

from losing her husband. It wasn't his place to expect her to reciprocate his feelings. 

"What's wrong?" 

He hadn't moved from the spot he stood in. Magdalena held out the canteen. 

"What are you doing here?" he repeated. He tried to keep the anger out of his 

voice, but an edge remained. She heard it 

Magdalena blinked, looking hurt. 

Idiot, he called himself. 

She dropped the saddlebag and placed the canteen in his hands, then turned away 
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and walked toward the three horses just beyond the tent 

After a moment's indecision, Tergard drank the water-he was thirstier than he 

thought-and went after her. 

They stood silent for some minutes, he behind her, both facing Rost, each rubbing a 

hand along the horse's flank. Rost was happy to see him; he turned to nuzzle Tergard's 

wrist. The horse looked in good shape despite whatever might have happened to him while 

Tergard was unconscious. 

Tergard touched Magdalena's wet hair. "Why did you cut it?" It didn't seem like 

the most important question he should ask right now. 

"I thought it would help me fit in." 

Maybe it was. Her tone said the attempt had failed, said that she hated Koroneb 

even more than he did. 

"I'm sorry." 

She didn't ask what he was sony about; it didn't seem to matter. Turning, she 

rubbed a hand across his thick beard, then shook her head. "Doesn't suit you." 

They stood for another silent moment until Magdalena seemed startled to find her 

hand still on his cheek and broke contact. 

"I'll wake up Marco," he said and reluctantly turned away. 

''There's breakfast in the saddle bag." Magdalena gestured at the one on the 

ground where she'd left it. 

He clucked at Rost while Magdalena disappeared into the tent. Grabbing the 

saddlebag, he detoured to where Marco's coat hung on a tree near his own clothes. They 

looked like they'd been washed and hung out to dry. If he knew Marco .... 

As he found what he was looking for his fingers also touched the chain and locket. 

He started to pull it out, hesitated and let go of it. Marco had removed it for a 

reason-probably to hide it from Magdalena. He couldn't imagine her not having said 

something if she'd seen it. That would be for the two men to discuss later. 
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Rost obediently followed him and waited as Tergard carefully placed sugar cubes 

on Marco's forehead, chin and mouth. By the time Rost got to the last cube, Marco was 

awake, pushing the horse away and swearing. 

"If you ever do that again," Marco said as he sat up, "I'll leave your elven butt 

inside the damn tree." He grinned. 

Tergard flicked his index fingers against the tips of his ears-a rude gesture when 

directed at a human-and grasped Marco's hand to pull him to his feet After a moment of 

companionable backslapping, they sat down on a log to eat 

"Do you remember the tree?" Marco asked as Magdalena came out of the tent, 

pulled Tergard's shirt and jacket from their perch and sat down opposite them. She had a 

mending kit in her hand. 

"Mostly." He wasn't sure how to describe the experience, or even if what he 

remembered was real. 

"You were trapped. We got you out." 

He had a strange feeling that he hadn't been trapped, not in the sense that 

Magdalena used the word anyway. But he didn't want to suggest that his friends had made 

a mistake, so he just nodded. 

Holding up his shirt, Magdalena asked, "What happened to you?" She poked a 

finger through the jagged tear the arrow had opened. 

He took a bite of the sandwich Marco handed to him: a slice of bread wrapped 

around two slices of smoked meat with a smear of honey. "Me? What about you? How 

did you get here? Why? And ... " he chewed, "how did you keep the bread fresh?'' He 

knew the taste of Magdalena's baking. 

"We left Kaiy two weeks ago," Marco answered. 

Tergard stared at him in disbelief. 

"You're in danger," Magdalena blurted out. "We all are, I think. Something is 

terribly wrong. The earth, the weather ... " she trailed off as if searching for a better 
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explanation. 

"How do you know what's wrong here?" Tergard asked. "How did you get 

here?'' 

He didn't like Marco's answer. ''The dirgers." 

Tergard didn't so much as disrespect the hunchbacked cavern-dwellers as distrust 

and fear them, although not for the same reason as most humans. The Torumburs' magic 

was unique and singular, or so Tergard had been taught To discover that these dirger 

creatures possessed their own magic which, in some minor ways, seemed similar to theirs 

had ruptured his childhood belief system. Their power level and abilities, however, didn't 

appear to be equal to the Torumburs'; it felt unfocused and scattered, decentralized. He 

eventually had dismissed the dirgers as irrelevant 

Because he said nothing, Marco evidently felt he was waiting for more explanation 

so Marco continued, with Magdalena interjecting comments, to describe the strange 

southern weather, Magdalena's nightmares, what Betanya had told them, how Bodun had 

transported them into the forest and their encounter with Hingard. 

"He's been given his task," Tergard muttered to himself. By whom? he wondered. 

"Does that mean something to you?" Magdalena asked. "Where is your clan? 

What's wrong?" 

Her last question could have been directed at either the general events or at him as 

he sat thinking, digesting their words, not saying anything else. 

The dirgers worshipped the earth; it was ill, or so they said. Their concern would be 

logical and understandable. But he· couldn't see a connection to the Torumbur or to 

himself. 

"We don't control the weather," he finally told them. "The weather is too ... big. 

My people can't be responsible for that. The dirgers are mistaken." 

"But what about the earth? this poison or illness?" Magdalena persisted. ''Tell us 

what's happened to you." 
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Baring his newly healed shoulder for them, he spoke of his encounters with his 

people, where he'd been headed and why. Not wanting to sound delusional, he left out 

some details of the sprite and tree encounter. "I think the tree healed me." He knew of no 

other explanation. "And I think the tree is under my father's control." Their looks of 

disbelief rivaled his earlier one. 

''The tree was helping you?" Magdalena finally asked, her voice hushed. 

He shrugged. 

She and Marco looked at one another, clearly wondering if they had made a mistake 

in judgment 

"I know that I told you the Torumbur work their magic by controlling the air, but 

it's much more than that Too much for me to grasp. We can control living things, like 

people and plants, animals. But we don't control the earth, it controls us." He paused. 

"No, that's not the right word. It empowers us." 

"Empowers?" Marco asked. 

''The earth is our power source." That wasn't precisely correct, but the simplest 

explanation was the best for now. "We use the power. We don't poison it." Or could 

they? He realized he didn't know enough to truly answer that. 

"Power like that a miller's wheel provides?" Magdalena asked. 

He shook his head. "Our power is alive. It breathes life throughout the forest, 

shares its life force with us." 

''The dirgers believe the earth is alive too," Marco pointed out. 

"It isn't." Tergard's lessons had been very specific on that point. 

"But you said-" Magdalena started. 

Tergard stood up. ''This debate accomplishes nothing. None of us have the 

answers." 

Marco looked up at him. "What debate?" 

Tergard felt argumentative and knew it wasn't fair to his friends. "Before today, I 
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had a relatively simple task-find my clan. I thought once I do that, I will understand 

everything. Now, there are too many more questions. Now, I have you two to worry about. 

"I had one direction to go in-north. Now, you tell me I should go south. But I 

won't. What my uncle told you is correct: what others believe about our forest is 

irrelevant." 

"Uncle?" Marco asked. 

Tergard ignored him. "I am not the answer the dirgers seek to their problems. 

That is up to their priests and their religion." 

"But. .. " Magdalena stumbled over her words, "they believe so strongly ... and they 

brought us here-" 

He cut her off, rudely pointing a finger at her. ''You need to stop feeling obliged to 

everyone. Courtesy and friendship are not debts to repay." 

She blinked, looking close to tears. 

"The dirgers-like anyone else-have their own objectives. However mistaken 

they may be in their belief that I," he laughed, "could help them, they thought you could 

bring me to them. You are a means to their ends." 

Magdalena looked down at her hands, carelessly stabbing a needle and thread 

through the fabric ofTergard's shirt. 

He knelt in front of her and lifted her chin. Unshed tears glistened in her eyes. 

"Why did you come?" 

"I was afraid that you would die and that I would never see you again." 

He didn't contradict her by telling her they hadn't planned to see one another again. 

His mind flashed back to the time he'd awakened from yet another fever to find her sitting 

by his bed doing embroidery. He had asked her why she was always there when he woke 

up. Because, she said, she didn't want him to die alone. He wondered if staying in Kaiy, to 

Magdalena, was death and if she feared to die alone. 

"You are my friends; you've proven that to me, so I can't ask more of you, but it 
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would please me if you would accompany me on my journey." 

Ever practical, Marco asked, '7o where? Your hope of getting information out of 

that Wintermaple clan is gone." 

"Lake Arendal. Someone may be there. And Redleaf may have seen my clan; they 

live close to the lake so they see everyone who passes by." 

Magdalena wiped at her eyes. "I knew you wouldn't believe what the dirgers 

said." 

"I knew that if there were truly strange things going on in this forest that we'd 

never get him to leave it," Marco concluded. He pointed to his bundles of weapons and 

equipment. 

Tergard wasn't sure if he owed Magdalena an apology, so he said, '7here are 

answers to be found." 

"I think we can all agree to that," Marco replied. 

Magdalena set aside his shirt. "Do you want us to come with you?" 

"I told you friends don't ask." 

"I hear Lake Arendal is perfect for ice-skating this time of year," Marco quipped, 

finishing his sandwich. 
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CHAPfER9 

Lightning chased her, danced around her like the long-legged spiders of the 

Koroneb desert after they stunned their prey and were waiting for it to die. Folktales 

suggested the spiders were sentient, their dance a thanksgiving prayer to some god buried 

inside the earth. Some tales even suggested that lightning was alive. As Magdalena ran 

from the lightning she wondered if it was kin to the spiders, perhaps their spirit? 

The lightning announced the sandstorm bearing down on her, ready to engulf her 

just like it had buried the city of Kaiy. Magdalena tripped and fell, and golden-white 

spiders leapt upon her to dance gleefully across her back. They did not consume her, but 

grasped locks of hair and pulled her head up. She could see the sandstorm approaching 

from both sides. She lay in the middle and, astonishingly, Tergard stood in front of her. 

He was naked, his normally pale skin sunburned from months in the southern sun. He had 

no eyes with which to look at her. Fire streamed from the empty sockets, crawling across 

his flesh. Soon she could no longer see him through the flames. The sand around his feet 

rippled; Tergard disappeared, swallowed by the sand without a sound. 

She wept, tears and sand stinging her eyes and then her grief was overwhelmed by 

the storm sweeping over her. Full of groaning winds and the sounds of horses' hooves, the 

storm was over in only seconds. It confused her, but she realized it was not really a 

sandstorm. It was the Andaran and Koroneb armies clashing in the desert, the briefness 

symbolic of the non-importance of petty human conflicts when weighed against the life 

scale of the earth. She wept again, this time for the loss of her husband, only to open her 

eyes as new sounds assaulted her ears. 

A group of horses appeared-Andaran cavalry engaged in close combat. But the 

enemy was not present. The Andarans were at war with themselves. She spied the crest of 

House d'Fiornese on the shoulders of the uniforms and realized what would come next 
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Magdalena refused to see it She told herself to wake up, to end the nightmare. She could 

not watch Rodrigo die-not again. But her body was exhausted from the full day's ride 

north toward Lake Arendal and it rejected consciousness. 

This vision was like none other she'd had before. This one had taste and smell to it, 

qualities that told her this was the true death. All her previous nightmares were guesses; this 

was real. 

She saw Rodrigo's face for only a few seconds, confusion and fear in his eyes, the 

realization of betrayal. Rodrigo turned his horse, attempted to flee, but his house guards 

circled around him. In the center, he twisted about in the saddle, directing a pleading look at 

each man. But he did not beg for his life. He reached inside the tunic of his blue uniform. 

The others must have thought he was reaching for a weapon, but Magdalena knew he was 

only grasping the bronze locket around his neck, a way of saying goodbye to her. One of 

the men, whom she recognized as Captain d'Tolin, drove a caiban deep into Rodrigo's 

back. Of Koroneb manufacture, the caiban was a nasty weapon, broad with serrated edges, 

but with a triangular point sharpened to extremes. It was meant for quick penetration and 

ripping. 

Rodrigo's back arched as the blade punched through; his hands flailed helplessly as 

d'Tolin jerked diagonally upwards, slicing through kidneys, ribs and lungs. d'Tolin gave 

one more vicious thrust, his hand almost disappearing into the wound. The tip of the blade 

emerged from Rodrigo's chest with a spurt of blood-his heart punctured. 

Magdalena could taste the blood, like hot metal, feel its slickness as it sprayed upon 

Rodrigo's murderers. It was in her eyes, her throat, choking her. She couldn't breathe and 

had to concentrate to force fouled air from her lungs. She screamed. 

Hands grabbed her, pulled her into a hug. She tried to push away but the hands 

held tight. Voices called her name. With her heart dancing inside her chest, she forced her 

eyes open. Through tears she saw that Tergard held her while Marco hovered at the tent 

entrance. 
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"Nightmare?" Marco asked. 

Her teeth chattered as she tried to talk, "I saw .. .I saw him die." 

"Me?" 

Magdalena shook her head at Tergard's question, then nodded. "No. Both." She 

closed her eyes and leaned her head against his shoulder. "It was real." 

"I'm not dead," Tergard said gently, "and we don't know the details of how 

Rodrigo died. We never will." 

"You're letting your imaginat-" 

She cut her brother off. "Stop telling me that!" she snapped. She pushed away 

from Tergard and wiped her eyes. I'm tired and worried, yes, but you don't need to treat 

me as if I'm helpless." 

She knew, from the looks they exchanged, that neither man felt they had been 

treating her as helpless. Maybe she was exaggerating, but she felt no desire to apologize. 

"It seems you don't want to take what I have to say seriously." 

"How can you say that?'' Marco asked. "We're here because you believed 

Tergard was in danger, not because of what the dirgers said. Every nightmare you had 

ended with Tergard dead. That's our motivation." 

She glanced at Tergard, noting the worried look in his eyes. She wondered if she'd 

made a mistake by describing her nightmares to him during the previous day's ride. "I 

know what I saw in my mind. I saw how Rodrigo died." 

Renewed tears rolled down her cheeks and Magdalena wiped at them in frustration. 

She was tired of crying. She believed she had recovered from losing Rodrigo, but every 

time it seemed his ghost had loosened its grasp upon her heart some horrible nightmare 

tightened it again. His ghost should have been pleased that they had avenged his death 

upon d'Tolin, should have been pleased that she succeeded in sending home the lost 

Torumbur .... She didn't know what she was doing wrong. 

After a minute of silence, Marco said, "Maybe we should rest here for a bit. We 
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rode too hard yesterday." 

They were all tired, not to mention cranky, having left their little campsite by the 

river at noon and pushing north trying to make Lake Arendal by sunset. But the terrain had 

worked against them. Semi-recent earthquakes had caused upheavals in the ground, 

toppling trees and opening fissures. They had to search for new routes through the dense 

foliage. Exhausted, they had finally set up camp in a tiny clearing within earshot of the 

Trogstad but still some miles below where Tergard said the center of Redleaf ikarn was. 

"I'd like to get to the lake," Tergard objected. 

Marco shook his head. "I'm not so sure it's a good idea to meet up with Redleaf 

clan when we might be too tired to fight. If that's necessary, that is." 

"You also said this was a poorly defensible campsite," Tergard reminded him. 

Marco sighed. "Fine. I'll make breakfast and then we'llleave." 

Marco ducked out of the tent. 

Tergard sat, watching Magdalena. 

They hadn't talked that much yesterday, not just the two of them. It was as if 

neither knew what to say to the other. Five months ago, they'd said all the words they'd 

had for the other. Or did they? 

"I didn't realize how empty the house would be without you in it," she finally told 

him. 

"I almost turned around and came back," he confessed. 

"Why?" 

"I stopped for a night in Boralle, to visit d'Husan," the weaponsmith who'd taken 

him in years ago, "and he asked me why I was going home." Tergard paused. "He 

remembered how angry I was when he first knew me." 

"What did you tell him?" 

"I told him he was an excellent teacher, but a poor father. That I needed to find my 

real father. He told me I made a poor son. I told him he was right." 
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"You are not a poor son." 

"No? Do good sons run away?" 

"When the actions of their father drive them away, yes. Look what happened to 

Marco and me. All three of us were sent into exile not of our own making." 

He looked at her a long moment ''You could have stayed in Amar, accepted the 

marriages proposed by the other noble houses." 

She knew that As a woman of childbearing age, she could have escaped her 

father's ignominy by giving up all claims to either House d'Senese or House d'Fiomese. 

She could have married into another house, taken a new name, and she would have been 

forgiven. "Then I would have lost Marco. It wasn't an equitable trade." She'd also done 

nothing wrong for which she needed to be forgiven. She smiled sadly. "And you know 

me. I never could have kept my mouth shut I would have gotten myself into trouble 

sooner or later by asking too many questions." 

"And I could never have been happy here as a young man, not when my clan 

wouldn't accept me as an adult, not knowing how much I had disappointed my father." 

"I wouldn't have said this before, but I have to ask. Maybe your father wasn't a 

very good teacher?" 

"My father was one of the most respected elders our clan has ever had: a scholar, a 

teacher, and a judge-one of the few Torumbur allowed to cross traditional clan disciplines. 

Only he decided who would teach his sons. My brother learned well enough." 

Brother. She had long ago noted that the only family member he had ever named 

was Gunnard. No matter how she prompted, he wouldn't name anyone else. She wanted to 

ask again, but there was something more important to say. "We kept something from 

you." 

"What?" 

"Bodun referred to you as the last of the Goldleaf." When he opened his mouth to 

speak, she held up a hand to forestall him. "When I repeated this to the elder Hingard, he 
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didn't contradict me." 

Harsh expressions crossed his face. "My clan is not dead. My uncle would have 

told me." 

"Would he?" 

"Yes." He was quiet for several moments. "You said that he had been tasked to 

protect our magic. I told you that the Wintermaple man claimed Goldleaf had taken all their 

strong men, all their best magic users." 

"What does that mean?" 

"My clan possesses the most comprehensive knowledge of our magic. They have 

to because Goldleaf has seniority over all the other Autumn clans." 

''Yes, you told me. Goldleaf is the chief arbitrator, the chief lawmaker." 

"My uncle wouldn't accept tasking from my father, but he would accept it from my 

clan. Goldleaf is ... protecting the magic." 

"From what?" 

"Illness, poison," he repeated Betanya' s words, then shrugged. 

Magdalena blinked. "Could the illness affecting the earth be affecting your 

magic?'' Something he'd said before came to her. "If your power source is the earth, then 

it could be!" 

"But it isn't." 

"You said it was." 

The ground underneath them trembled, shifted. At first it seemed like a minor 

earthquake, but it was more localized than that, as if it was right underneath them. 

Tergard lifted Magdalena up as he rose to his feet and pulled her out of the tent, and 

then knocked it aside with one arm as he unsheathed his short sword. As the tent collapsed 

they saw eyes-or the impression of eyes-in the soil beneath where the tent had been. 

Tergard thrust his sword point into the ground, right between the eyes. The image dissolved 

and the trembling stopped. 
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Marco ran up to them. "What the hell was that?" 

Magdalena dropped to her knees and tried to sink her hands into the ground as 

she'd done when they saved Tergard, but the dirt was now solid rock. 

Tergard pulled at her arm. "What are you doing?" 

"Only the dirgers can do these things!" she said as she pounded on the ground. 

"I know those eyes!" Bodun. Anger at his apparent duplicity raged through her. "Those 

eyes saw Rodrigo die. The dirgers saw all the battles from below the desert. They saw 

everything." Somehow she knew she was right "How else could they have known when 

and where the armies needed their magical weapons?" She stared at her brother, saw 

realization dawn on his face. 

"Why would they share Rodrigo's death with you? Why now?" Tergard asked. 

"They used me." She looked at him. "You're right. I was just a means to an end. 

They want you." They thought they could get to Tergard through her. 

now." 

"What can Tergard do for the dirgers?" Marco asked. "He has no magic." 

"Betanya said he is magic." 

The ground rumbled again. "Pack the horses," Tergard ordered. "We leave 

Redleaf ikarn was abandoned. They reached it a little before sunset to find the 

sacred eyan gone-a circle of neat holes all that remained- and the longhouses ransacked. 

Blankets, clothing, cooking pots and personal items were strewn about the spaces between 

the longhouses and within. After the men surveyed the settlement to ensure themselves no 

one remained at home, they selected the least wrecked of the longhouses to spend the night 

in. 

Tergard cleared a smashed loom from the front porch as Marco tethered the horses . 

just outside the door. Magdalena began picking up blankets and pillows from the floor, 

admiring their multicolored, geometrical patterns. ''The women do this?" she asked 



Tergard as he came in and shed his jacket. 

''They do the dying and the weaving, design the patterns." 

''They're beautiful." 
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"You might find some clothes that fit you." He pushed aside a jumble of broken 

plates to reveal a long, low table which took up most of the front right comer. 

"Oh, I couldn't do that, take somebody's clothes." The idea made her shudder. 

Not just the idea of taking someone else's property, but the question of what had happened 

to the clothes' owners. Tergard shrugged at her refusal. Their cultural differences 

regarding personal property versus communal property had been discussed before-mostly 

in stories of how Tergard had gotten into trouble borrowing things before d'Husan taught 

him not to-and she didn't bring it up now. 

Picking up one jagged plate, he muttered, "Fireleaf." 

"Pardon?" 

He turned the plate around to show her the stylized geometrical red and gold leaf 

design. "Ceramics and pottery are made mostly by western clans; they have the resources. 

I recognize the design. We had some like this." 

Marco walked in, holding the rear legs of a small rabbit they'd found and killed on 

the ride here. "I'll clean this guy up, make sure he's not deformed or diseased, and roast 

him." 

"Please," Tergard said, and then muttered what sounded like ''fresh meat." 

Magdalena smiled, but didn't comment. Both men had had difficulty in finding 

game, let alone edible game. Looking around she spotted an odd chair shoved up against a 

bed. It had a leather seat, and a wide base, and looked a bit like a child's swing. She 

decided it must be more comfortable than a saddle and sat down, discovering it was a 

rocking chair. 

"Are you going to share your thoughts?" she asked Tergard. 

He set the plate down gently as if he were afraid to break it more. "Which 



thoughts?" 

"You were very quiet during our ride." 

"I've got a lot to think about." 

"Share it. Maybe I can help." 

He shook his head. "It's all jumbled. I don't know how to explain it." 

"Ideas? Solutions?" 

"I think your dirgers lied to you." 
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She was beginning to think so too, but she said, "When people believe what they're 

saying, even if it isn't true, is it still a lie?" 

"Is that directed at me or the dirgers?" 

She admired that Tergard wasn't blind to subtlety. "I wish you wouldn't keep 

things to yourself. I wish you wouldn't say things that contradict one another. And I think 

you know more aboutTorumbur magic than you claim." 

"Stories. Myths. Theories." He looked out the doorway toward Marco, who 

now had a fire going. "My father enchanted that tree, I know that much. It healed me. I 

think it was trying to tell me something but I couldn't understand it because I never learned 

how to read magic." 

She wasn't sure what she believed of enchanted trees. "Read magic? I thought the 

Torumbur language is oral only." 

"Magic is its own language, and it's not spoken. I think that's why I never 

mastered it. No matter how many times my father reminded me I couldn't hear it, I kept 

asking him to speak it, insisting that I could hear it in my dreams, in the background. He 

would get angry with me and tell me I was a foolish child with an imagination fit only for 

foolish humans." 

She saw the hurt child in his eyes. "I'm sorry." 

''They weren't your dreams." 

"I wish I had your dreams and not mine." 
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"I don't." After a moment he added, "Not that I wish you nightmares, but if that's 

what led you here I'm grateful." He turned toward the door. 

"Did you dream of flying as a boy?" 

He stopped in mid-stride. "Why do you ask?" he asked, his back still turned. 

"You ranted about it when you were sick. I thought you were delirious from the 

infections and fevers." 

"Did you ever feel," he pivoted around slowly to face her, ''you were dreaming 

someone else's dream? Like your mind had been invaded?" 

Unable to voice her horror at such a thing, she shook her head. 

"I was afraid of the dark for a very long time." He sounded like a little boy. 

"Strange thoughts and dreams came to me in the dark." 

"Flying?" 

"I dreamed of soaring far above the forest, far above the earth. I wanted to be free. 

Free of the forest, free of the Torumbur." 

A sudden insight came to her. ''That's why you left, part of the reason I mean." 

''The dreams stopped when I got south of the Stavangers." 

"Have they come again?" She worried that Tergard was being subject to 

influences she couldn't understand. 

He didn't answer the question. He gestured to her, the chair she sat in. ''Those 

rockers, they belong to the father except during the first year after a child's birth when it 

becomes the mother's nursing chair." He paused. "Or that's the way it's supposed to 

be." 

"I don't follow." 

"I was the last child born in my generation." 

They both had the same thought -last of the Goldleaf-but neither spoke it. 

Tergard went on. ''The mother also uses the chair to comfort a child during times 

of illness." 
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She sensed that he was trying to find words so she didn't interrupt with needless 

questions. 

"When I was ten, my brother pushed me out of a tree and I broke both my arms." 

She gasped. "It must've been an accident." 

"No, it was deliberate. He admitted it. I'd made the mistake of sharing my dreams 

with him; he wanted to see if I could really fly." 

Magdalena didn't know what to say. "He was just a child too. Maybe he didn't 

realize what he was doing was harmful." 

"Later he said he was sorry I hadn't landed on my head. So our father beat him, 

telling him over and over again that he could've killed me." 

Magdalena winced. She hadn't realized the level of animosity that existed between 

Tergard and his brother. "Sometimes punishment must be severe. I'm sure he learned a 

lesson from it." 

"By law, our most severe punishment for childhood offenses is to ostracize the 

offender. Physical punishment is forbidden. The other elders ordered our father to be 

silent for a month as his punishment. It was the only time anyone ever gave him an order." 

''Then your father must have loved you very much to do such a thing." 

He stared at her. "No." 

"You said he enchanted a tree that healed you. I think that's love." 

"Why would we drive me away? Why wouldn't he have left me a message in case 

I came back?" The old anger and frustration came back to the surface, showing in his face 

and voice. 

"I think those answers are somewhere in that jumble in your mind." 

She knew her words would drive him out the door, to find a quiet place to think, so 

she let him go. She hugged one of the beautiful blankets to her and closed her eyes. 

Magdalena's words reeled through his mind. Ideas, solutions, answers. Why 
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would Gunnard do any ofthis? He never could explain his father and he didn't think he'd 

have any better chance at it now having been absent for fifteen years. All he had was the 

top; he had to decipher it 

When he dug it out of his saddlebag, the symbols were still glowing. As he looked 

at it, he imagined it was trying to spin, but it was only his vision blurring. Other symbols 

seemed to float in the air before him. Runes, he thought He was seeing the runes Gunnard 

had tried to teach him and now recognized them for the symbols he'd seen while cocooned 

inside the tree. Absurdity. If his father had enchanted the tree, he would know Tergard 

didn't understand runes, and wouldn't have used them as the medium of communication. 

Unless the tree was trying to teach him .... 

Marco' sJootsteps distracted him and he quickly stuffed the top back into the 

saddlebag. Tergard glanced over his shoulder to see Marco stop several paces behind him. 

Reaching up to his collar, Marco asked, "Are you looking for this?" and pulled the 

bronze chain out of his shirt. 

Tergard knew this moment was coming. Marco would have instantly recognized the 

distinctive design incorporating the House d'Fiomese crest on the locket Marco had 

commissioned two of them, one for Magdalena, one for Rodrigo-as wedding presents. 

Inside were miniature portraits of the other spouse. Magdalena never took hers off. 

"Where did you get it?" Marco asked, his voice tight. 

''The only way to ambush the Andaran soldiers holding Magdalena was to hide-a 

difficult thing to do in an empty desert. I dug myself a hole next to Rodrigo's grave, 

remember?" He swallowed, wondering why he felt so nervous. "It was there with his 

bones and I saw no point in leaving it," he snapped. 

"You should've returned it to Magdalena, or me." 

Tergard told himself not to be ashamed of his feelings. "I wanted it." He held out 

his hand for it. 

Marco stared at him for several seconds, then tucked the chain back into his shirt. 
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"You can have it when you tell my sister how you feel about her." He turned and walked 

away, leaving Tergard with his hand outstretched. 
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CHAPrER 10 

Rost's hooves crashed down, driving the misshapen creature into the ground. 

Bones cracked; blood spattered. It squealed an ear-splitting screech, and thrashed about, 

trying to twist its head around. Its teeth snapped just inches from the horse's foreleg as 

Rost struck again. This blow broke its neck; its squeal dwindled to a strangled gasp as it 

quivered and died. 

Tergard slid from the saddle and kicked the dead badger off the trail into the 

overgrown brush between trees. Behind him, Marco did the same to two others Rost had 

trampled to death. 

As Marco shoved the last one aside, he asked, "What are wharf rats doing in the 

forest?" 

"Badgers," Tergard contradicted. "Wharf rats don't grow that big." These 

things were one and a half times the size of a normal adult badger, but with the exception of 

their rat-like tail and overgrown canines, they were unmistakably badgers. They had the 

temperament to match. 

"You never visited the right wharfs," Marco concluded as he remounted his horse. 

"See any more?" he asked his sister. 

Magdalena had kept watch while the men finished off the last of the more than two 

dozen badgers that had attacked them over a quarter mile's ride. "I don't think so ... " she 

trailed off thoughtfully, peering down the trail. 

"What is it?" Tergard asked as he walked over to stand by her gelding's side. 

She pointed. "Isn't that an oak tree?" 

In this borderland between Redleaf ikarn and Lake Arendal, they were surrounded 

by red maples and sugar maples. Here, between two red maples, stood a lone oak, looking 

as if someone had just shoved it there full-grown. Of the various oak species, divided 
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between white and red, common and sessile (two white varieties) were hard to distinguish 

from one another. But Tergard recognized this for a sessile oak, the same kind which 

populated Goldleaf iluun. Still, it wasn't unusual for tree species to be mixed in an arboreal 

forest 

Tergard walked toward it, expecting it to do ... what? It made no noise, no movement. 

It looked like any other oak tree, but then so did the trees his father had enchanted. Even 

Goldleafs eyan looked the same-before they came to life. Somehow, though, he felt 

drawn to this tree in a way he couldn't find words for. 

"Do you think it's wise to get too close?" Marco asked. 

Tergard had been unable to adequately explain his growing suspicion that the tree 

which had earlier entrapped him had been trying to teach him something. He tried sharing 

one of the Torumbur's popular legends: "When my people first emigrated to the forest we 

were ignorant of arboreallifeways. The ancient trees, the most wise, had to teach us how to 

properly care for them." He paused. "It was one of my father's favorite stories. He told 

it to me so many times I used to sit against trees with my ear to them, waiting for them to tell 

me things." Did his father remember that? 

A cacophony of high-pitched cackling and screeching rose from the north. The 

three of them had no sooner turned around when it stopped. 

"What was that?" Marco asked. 

"Not badgers," Tergard responded as he remounted. They could investigate the 

oak tree later. 

The sound picked up again, flowing toward them, bouncing from tree to tree. A 

foul, biting stench of ammonia and methane accompanied the sound, borne by a gust of 

wind that crested the steep hill blocking their view northward. This line of hills, thrust 

upward from an old fault line crossing the forest from east to wes4 separated the lower and 

upper halves of the inter-montane basin. 

As hinted by its brief passage through the Sylling Ravine, the Trogstad entered into 
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a steep-sided gorge where these hills began, and continued so for the next hundred miles. 

Because of this, the trail turned east at Redleaf ikam-away from the river-and then north 

so that they approached Lake Arendal directly from the south rather than the southwest 

As they rode uphill, a different sound underscored the first, but rapidly grew louder. 

In Tergard's most recent memory, he associated the new sound with the wind beating 

against the sails of vessels leaving Kaiy's harbor. Wings. Hundreds of them. 

He opened his mouth to shout a warning to duck, but the surrounding forest was 

suddenly filled by large, russet-colored birds with hooked beaks. Screeching in terror, they 

fled southward, flying dangerously close to the trees, people and each other. Madly 

flapping wings beat against their neighbors, knocking birds off course, into tree trunks, or 

even to the ground. 

Tergard tried to grab one as it thumped into his chest, but it was plainly wild, ripping 

at his gloves with deformed claws and batting at him with powerful wings. Afraid it would 

tum on him and take out an eye, he let it go. 

Marco swung his sword overhead to clear the air around him, taking out birds at 

random. Magdalena clung to the neck of her horse, keeping as low as possible, while still 

trying to maintain control. Of the three mounts, only Rost remained calm. The other two 

became more upset as the winged onslaught continued. The stallion bucked Marco off as 

Magdalena's gelding tried to wedge itself between trees. 

"What are they?" Marco yelled, wisely staying on the ground where he was mostly 

out of attack range. 

"Red-tailed hawks!" Tergard shouted back. Fierce predators, these carnivorous 

birds didn't frighten easily. 

Magdalena screamed as one hawk dove at her, hooking its claws into her thick hair. 

Knowing the bird was strong enough to pull the woman out of her saddle, Tergard moved to 

kill it, but before he could, Magdalena grabbed a dagger from her belt and stabbed upward 

into the hawk's belly. Blood splattered into her hair as the hawk let go and flopped onto the 
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ground. 

Moments later the last of the hawks passed and the air was clear except for bits of 

feathers fluttering in their wake. When the sound of their screeching had also passed 

everything was silent again. 

Marco ran after the stallion, which had raced up slope. 

"Are you all right?" Tergard asked Magdalena as she straightened up, pushing her 

hair away from her face. 

Straight-faced, she responded, 'Thank goodness for that I was beginning to think 

the only flying things in this forest were trees." 

Thinking she was using humor to alleviate the tension, he said, "You're trying to be 

funny." 

"With you, never." 

He wondered what that was supposed to mean, but Marco shouted from the crest of 

the hill, "Hey, is this supposed to be Lake Arendal?" 

The distant Hardenger Mountains rose into their view as Magdalena and Tergard 

moved to join Marco at the crest. Its peak partially shrouded by mist, Mount Ringsaker 

stood like a sentinel over the other, lesser mountains. A visual magnet, it drew their eyes to 

it, and most of all for Tergard, to its missing snow cap. All of the Hardengers' glacier fields 

seemed absent, an incongruity he couldn't explain after having seen the Trogstad running at 

full capacity. 

"Pillar of the sky," Magdalena said admiringly. 

"You remember." 

''The sky is a vault held up by four sacred mountains." 

"Name the other three," he challenged. 

A new wave of the noxious odor blew toward them; Magdalena gagged, but they'd 

eaten lunch several hours ago and she didn't bring up any food. 

Marco waved them on. At the crest, the large meadow containing Lake Arendal 
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spread out before them. 

Tergard saw the vista as he used to: the Hardengers reflected in Arendal's icy 

surface during winter or in its deep blue waters the rest of the year. But he knew he was 

only imagining things. Lake Arendal had become a festering swamp. Algae, molding 

leaves and rotting tree trunks blackened the water. A cluster of diseased maples stood in the 

center of the lake, where he never remembered trees growing before. Overflowing its 

shorelines, the lake now filled the entire meadow, eating away at the surrounding trees. He 

couldn't see the far shore, and wondered how far north the new swamp extended. The only 

thing preventing its southward expansion was the crest line, which rose forty feet high. The 

stench of decay was overpowering. 

Marco's stallion floundered in shallow water at the swamp's edge. 

"If there were a horse trader nearby ... " Marco muttered. 

Tergard put his hand out. Wordlessly, Marco grabbed it and swung on to Rost's 

back. Despite the two riders, Rost was easier to urge down into the murky water than the 

gelding who only followed after Magdalena jabbed her heels into his sides several times. 

The closer they got to the stallion, the farther it moved away until Tergard put Rost 

into a full gallop. It was a dangerous maneuver given they could not see the ground; Rost 

could easily misstep and break a leg. It also showered them with drops of the fouled water. 

But they caught the stallion. As Marco switched horses, Magdalena shouted a warning and 

pointed. 

Several dead bodies floated amongst the water-logged grass to their right. They lay 

face up, their eyes plucked out. Surveying the area ahead of them, Tergard saw more of the 

same. He couldn't see any faces clearly enough to recognize anyone. Was this Redleaf 

clan? He felt guilty hoping it was. He didn't want it to be his clan. 

"I say we retreat, find the edge of this mess and go around." 

He concurred with Marco's advice. There should be a better vantage point from 

which to examine the dead to determine who they were. 
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When they turned, caricatures ofTorumbur rose from the murky water to block 

their route. Translucent skin exposed bulging veins and sinew. Pointed ears were absurdly 

long, flopping about their heads. Distorted faces missed an eye, or both, or had a mouth 

turned gaping maw. Some had one or three arms instead of two. 

After a short expletive, Marco said, "150?" 

Tergard did a quick estimate of their numbers. "Close." 

The horde began to scream, that same high-pitched ear-splitting scream they'd 

heard earlier. 

Marco motioned Magdalena forward as they turned again, this time to run through 

the field of dead. The water wasn't deep, and their horses moved through it easily enough. 

One of the apparently lifeless bodies stood up as they passed: a female, her 

pockmarked breasts protruded from tears in her tunic. She opened her half-mouth/half

beak and shrieked at Marco, leaping at him. He swung around, bringing the point of his 

sword up and impaled her just as she was about to land on top of him. She dropped, almost 

pulling the sword out of his hands, but he held on to it as her body bounced off the 

stallion's rump and splashed back into the black water. 

The other dead now rose to their feet, surrounding Tergard and his friends. There 

were at least thirty of them within a twenty foot radius, too many to fight Tergard gave 

Marco the cavalry signal to protect an officer, and the two men took up flanking positions 

alongside Magdalena's horse. Together, the three horses plunged ahead straight through 

the circling Torumbur. Rost trampled over those too slow to get out of his way. 

They raced away, heading for the unseen northern edge of the swamp. Tergard 

paused only a moment to look back. The dead woman's companions were more interested 

in her remains than pursuing them. They tore her apart, blood and flesh spraying the water. 

The larger group of deformed Torumbur did not stop to partake in the bloodfeast. They 

swept around it like a breaking wave. 

Although he was out of practice as a bowman, it was Tergard's only choice if he 
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wanted to fight the onrushing horde from a distance. He kept the bow hanging from a 

saddlebag; one end of the string was permanently notched. The arrow quiver hung next to 

it It took him only seconds to grab the bow, notch the other end of the string and to ready 

an arrow. He let loose one arrow into the leader which hardly slowed the others down. 

They merely trampled the dead one. 

He kicked Rost into a faster run. Trained for combat, Rost was used to his rider 

wielding a sword while the reins were looped around the saddle hom, responding to 

commands from knees and feet But the weight of his rider shifting to fire a bow, especially 

one a bit too large to be a proper horsebow, was different. Rost stumbled twice before he 

adjusted and picked up speed. 

Tergard led them into the shallows of the lake itself, a tactic the humans probably 

thought was crazy. However, he trusted that Arendal's bottom configuration was still the 

same. It had extensive shallows in which he'd played many times as a child. He could even 

picture himself throwing his clothes at his indulgent mother and running into the 

water ... then almost drowning the time he'd wandered too far and found the drop-off into 

Arendal 's deep middle. 

The horses kicked up sulfurous-smelling mud from the bottom, the sharp stink 

banishing useless memories from Tergard's mind. The oily-feeling water soaked into his 

trousers, making his legs itch. 

Tergard looked back to see if his tactic was working. Sure enough, although the 

water slowed down both groups, the horses were less affected because they were bigger 

creatures with longer legs. And the water was too shallow here for adult Torumbur to swim. 

Dead fish, small branches and slime-covered leaves were their main obstacle here; 

the bigger detritus, like the tree trunks, floated in the center almost as if the clump of trees 

there had drawn them to it. Tergard still didn't remember those trees, but fast-growing flora 

was not uncommon. Sometimes it was necessary to use magic to restore parts of the forest. 

He would have missed the ripple in the water if it wasn't for the patch of moldy 
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leaves that sloshed toward them when Rost's passage caused the other surface material to 

move away. Tergard pointed the bow at the water, ready for whatever might emerge, then 

caught movement out of the comer of his eye. 

The twelve center trees undulated like sails in an erratic wind. Trunks rippled as the 

brown faded to a pasty gray. Orange leaves turned into tiny tentacles and thorns. It 

immediately reminded Tergard of the behavior of Goldleaf' s sacred trees when they were 

set on fire; were these Redleaf' s missing eyan? The trees' motion became a hypnotic 

swaying, their tips snapping back and forth, pulsing as if they were sniffing the air. 

The center trees separated from one another, some moving in their direction, the 

others bending to pick up the dead trunks. They flung the first trunk across the lake to land 

beyond Marco, showering the trio with putrid water and leaves. The second trunk landed in 

the midst of the crazed Torumbur horde, knocking several underwater. A third trunk also 

struck that same group. It seemed these strange trees had no particular target. 

Two of the tentacle-trees snaked through the water, both aimed more toward Tergard 

than Marco and Magdalena. He shot one with an arrow, but missed the other. The single 

arrow was enough. The trees began to wail. More vibration than sound, it resonated at a 

pitch which traveled through the horses' bodies, through their bones. Pain stabbed 

Tergard's ears and Rost nearly caught him off guard when he reared, snorting and pawing 

at the air. He had to drop the bow to hold onto the saddle. 

Marco and Magdalena seemed immune to the pain-inducing sound. The chase 

halted as the other Torumbur covered their absurd ears and howled. For whatever reason, 

Marco's stallion did not react, but Magdalena's gelding threw her. She landed on her back 

in the water and struggled to get to her feet as the ground started to shake. 

Sharp jolts heaved the ground back and forth, up and down. Around the lake, the 

trees-real ones-swayed and bent with the motion until some of them broke under the 

stress. The sound of cracking wood, like thunder, filled the air. 

The howling Torumbur panicked. Losing all interest in their prey, those not under 
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attack from flying tree trunks fled back toward the crest of hills and dry ground. 

"Let's follow their example!" Marco yelled as he tried to grab his sister. With the 

ground bucking like it was, his horse could not keep steady footing nor could Magdalena 

stay on her feet He almost pitched forward out of his saddle when she slipped from his 

grasp, a piece of her shirt ripping off in his hand. Her gelding ran off into the trees. 

Tergard had the same idea. He turned to help Magdalena when the water level 

suddenly began to drop. Somewhere in the lake, a fissure must have opened up, draining 

the water. 

Marco finally got his hand on Magdalena's arm just as the ground dropped out 

from underneath them with a massive heave. 

In the shower of mud, water and decayed foliage, Tergard lost sight of his friends. 

He and Rost were falling, carried downward at an angle by a mudslide. He yanked hard on 

the reins and kicked the horse to force Rost to fold in his hind legs. He hoped to take 

advantage of the slide by making the horse sit his rear down into it, slide with the debris. 

Maybe, just maybe, Rost's legs would not shatter when they landed. 

He could no longer see the sun. Mud and rocks pelted him. Something slapped the 

side of his face, a branch maybe or a small rock. That annoying, subsonic wail finally 

stopped as their fall ended in what felt and sounded like a pit of mud. 
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CHAPTER 11 

The impact threw Tergard backward off his horse, and he sank down into the 

yielding mud. Unsure of which was up or down, he chose a direction and kicked to push 

himself toward what he hoped was the surface. He hadn't had time to take a full breath 

before sinking and needed air. Just as he was about to give up and reverse directions, 

thinking he couldn't have sunk so far, his head broke clear. Opening his eyes did nothing 

but allow the greenish-brown muck dripping down his face to ooze into his eyes and blind 

him. 

A kick to the back pushed Tergard back down into the mud, knocking the just 

drawn breath from his lungs. Momentarily stunned, he reflexively tried to take a new 

breath, only to be choked by the foul-tasting mud. As he tried to cough it out, he got kicked 

again, but this time it was only a grazing blow to the shoulder. He realized it had to be Rost. 

He twisted in the direction from which the kicks came and groped blindly for anything, 

reins, saddle or mane. 

After getting kicked a third time he grabbed the offending limb, definitely equine, 

and traced it up the body and then to the saddle. Clutching his fingers around the leather 

edge, he pulled himself against the horse. He could feel the animal's heat; in his flailings 

about, Tergard hadn't noticed how cold the mud was. He also felt the horse's motions and 

realized Rost wasn't thrashing about in a panic. The horse was swimming, purposefully, in 

one direction. 

Careful not to lose his grip, he pulled himself higher until his head again broke the 

surface. He was even with Rost's flank. He spat out the mud he'd swallowed, finally 

getting a clean breath. His vision was still obscured, and trying to rub the substance from 

his eyes only made them sting. At least his eyes then began to tear, washing out some of it. 

Ahead of them he saw blurred shadows, outlines of darkness: caves? It had to be 
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some sort of solid ground or the horse would not be interested in it. He looked back and 

saw a figure struggling in the mud about forty feet away. He could not tell who it was. A 

horse floundered nearby. 

"Marco! Magdalena!" 

The figure stopped, waved an arm, but then dove under the surface-searching for 

their third member, he surmised. It had to be Marco. 

Rost lurched forward, scrabbling against something solid, trying to pull himself up. 

They had reached the shadows, Tergard saw, and it was a cave. He let go of the horse so 

Rost could scramble to safety unencumbered. Tergard then pulled himself up onto the cave 

floor. It felt like a nice, solid rock surface. 

· He immediately grabbed the coil of rope hanging from the saddle, one end always 

tied to the saddle hom. It was soggy, but he dido 't care. He gave Rost a "stay'' gesture 

and jumped back into the goop to help his friends. 

As he swam, he saw that the ground collapse had ceased, leaving them in a massive 

sinkhole. Blue sky shone above-way above. They must be at least two hundred feet 

below ground, probably more. The hole was twice that across. And, alarmingly, the mud 

level was still sinking. Currents and rivulets showed that it was draining to the southwest. 

The current wasn't too strong to fight against. .. yet. As the water continued to seep out of 

the mixture, the mud got thicker. There was no sign of those trees turned tentacles. 

When he was fifteen feet away, two people broke the surface, both coughing and 

spitting. He could hear Magdalena protesting that she couldn't swim in between coughs. 

''This way!" Tergard yelled, trying not to swallow mud at the same time. 

Marco wrapped an arm about Magdalena's shoulders and pulled her in his 

direction. 

Marco's stallion also reacted to Tergard's voice. It tossed its head about wildly, 

emitting shrill cries of pain. Rost responded, his clear equine voice floating out to them. 

The stallion kept swimming in circles. 
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When Tergard reached his friends Marco said, "Get the horse. I can pull her in." 

He was the stronger swimmer; Tergard had seen that often enough during outings to Kaiy's 

beautiful white sand beaches. Magdalena had always watched them from the beach. 

Tergard believed it might do no good to save the horse. Its behavior was likely 

caused by the pain of broken bones. But he did not say that as Marco and Magdalena 

swam past him. Instead he swam out to the horse, stay1ng clear of its flailing hooves. 

When he reached for its harness, it tried to· bite him, so he jerked his arm back. Swearing 

silently, he tread water, or mud rather, while he quickly tied a loop in the rope and tossed it 

around the animal's neck. He tugged and the stallion pulled back. 

Behind him, he could hear Marco yelling at Rost to back up, to take in the rope. 

The stallion suddenly lurched in his direction, and as a tentacle rose from the water 

he guessed why. It had been holding the horse in place and now sought a different 

victim-Tergard. He ducked, getting mud in his face and blinding himself again, but he still 

had hold of the rope. Both horses were now moving: Rost backed up inside the cave, the 

stallion swam toward the other horse. 

The tentacle rose up and smacked down again, sending a wave of mud over Tergard 

and the stallion. The thing was as big around as a one hundred year old oak tree, and 

rippled like a muscular snake. 

As he kept an eye on that one, he felt another tentacle grab his ankle. Before he 

could pull free, it yanked him under the surface. He lost his hold on the rope. 

The tentacle wrapped around him like the tree-dwelling constrictors that lived in the 

small forest south of the Stavangers. It wound its way around his body, slowly, like it was 

savoring the taste of his clothes and flesh. Then it reached his left shoulder blade. Tergard 

felt a surge of energy and the tentacle pulled its tip back as if it had been stung. But the rest 

of the tentacle was still wrapped around him, squeezing the oxygen from his lungs. He 

concentrated on the only thing he could-that energy-the pulsing in his shoulder blade. It 

must be the protective rune on his back. Gunnard told him it was a tool to make up for his 
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incompetence in magic, designed to draw upon the forest's energy; it had proved useless in 

human lands. 

He reached for the air, not the air in the sky above, but for the air in the watery mud 

around him. He pictured the air hardening, wanting to crush the creature like it was 

crushing him. Instead, he felt an opposing pressure building within himself, as if the air in 

his own body was expanding. His blood burned, his ears popped in a staccato rhythm. He 

was doing something wrong. He abruptly released the energy-something he learned 

firsthand as a child could be disastrous.... An explosion blew the tentacle apart and sent 

Tergard sailing up through the mud, into the air and back down into the mud about twenty 

feet away. 

Struggling back to the swface, he heard Marco calling his name and waved to show 

that he was okay. He looked back and saw pieces of tentacle scattered in a radial pattern 

from the blast site, all slowly sinking into the mud. Mraid another one would grab him if he 

hesitated too long, Tergard pushed toward the cave, noting the mud was even thicker now or 

he had expended nearly all his energy, probably both. 

As he got closer, Marco swam out to help him. Marco pushed him onto the ledge 

and together they tried to pull up the stallion, which was unable to climb. Magdalena sat on 

the ground, sprawled almost, coughing. Muddy water dripped from her hair. "Legs-" 

she coughed. 

While Tergard held the rope, Marco stretched out and felt the forelegs. ''These are 

fine." 

Tergard nodded, watching the animal move. ''The back legs are broken. It would 

be kinder to let it drown so it won't suffer." 

"No!" Magdalena protested. 

The men ignored her. "Get the supplies," Tergard told Marco. 

"I said no!" Magdalena stood up. "Maybe I can heal it. Bodun ... well, even if we 

don't know exactly why they're interested in you ... he did teach me some basic healing 
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techniques. When we found a bird with a broken wing during our trip," Marco nodded in 

agreement to her words, "I got to practice. And it worked." 

Tergard didn't want to waste time arguing about the dirgers' trustworthiness. They 

would be left with only one horse if this one was unsalvageable. "Let her try," he 

acquiesced. "Her gelding's long gone up top along with one third of our food." They'd 

split up their provisions in case of situations like this. 

"Marco, hold the horse steady. Tergard, get me some mud." 

He stared at her for a moment, then pointed to the soup they had climbed out of. 

"Not that disgusting stuff. I need some good soil." She gestured at the darkness 

behind them. "Maybe in this cave." 

He couldn't travel too far back before the sunlight didn't penetrate into the 

shadows. He did see that this wasn't a cave but an underground river channel. The sides 

dripped with water which pooled in small puddles on the rocky floor. Dying fish flopped 

about. 

He scooped handfuls of mud and returned to the others. While Magdalena washed 

the mud from her eyes with water from a canteen, he and Marco hauled the stallion onto dry 

ground. They turned it to lie on its side as it continued making its pain known in sharp 

vocalizations that echoed off the walls. Rost flared his nostrils and snorted in response. 

The stallion's rear legs were obviously broken. The bottom joints of both hung at odd 

angles; blood seeped from the wounds. It was a surprise the horse had not already bled to 

death. Maybe the cold mud had slowed the hemorrhaging. 

Magdalena carefully coated the mud onto the legs like casts. Then she put one hand 

on each leg and closed her eyes to concentrate. Her breathing slowed. The horse suddenly 

became quiet and stopped moving. Its breathing slowed too and soon fell into rhythm with 

the woman's. 

Tergard felt a surge of static which left the hair on his arms standing on end. Then 

he saw a glow surround Magdalena's hands. It spread up and down the horse's legs which 
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seemed to flow as if the flesh and bones were liquid, then resolidified in their correct form. 

A moment of perfect quiet passed, and then the stallion struggled out of their grasp 

and lunged to its feet-all four. It pranced about excitedly for a minute and then began 

rubbing its face on Magdalena's shoulder, almost knocking her off her feet 

Marco laughed. 

Tergard gaped at her. Except for petty tricks of light and shadow, he'd never 

personally witnessed anyone do anything he considered true magic except the Torumbur. 

What he'd seen of the dirgers • magic he placed in the same category; their control over 

desert creatures and dexterous capabilities with metals were nothing more than exquisite use 

of rare knowledge. He'd seen no evidence they could accomplish anything significant with 

the unfocused energy field he sensed. 

"How did you do .that?" he asked. 

Magdalena stood up and smiled at him. "I learn fast." Then she gave him a 

serious look. "I want to know how you did that." 

"What?" 

"Destroy that creature." 

"You blasted it apart," Marco added. 

"I want to know how she healed the horse." 

"Fine." Magdalena crossed her arms. "Do you remember what I told you about 

how Bodun brought us here?" She went on without waiting for his answer. ''Things are 

all made out of smaller things- particles-like the ground is made up of individual grains 

of sand or bits of soil. If one can control the individual pieces, one can control the whole. 

And in certain things that are alive, like the earth, all of these particles have an essence. Just 

as the dirgers learned to speak with each bit of soil to get the ground to do what they 

want-like move out of the way-they learned they can sometimes convince the soil to alter 

its form. It doesn't always work, because the earth may not want to cooperate. But in this 

case I asked the soil to transform itself into bone and it complied. I pictured it in my mind 
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and sent the image through me into the mud." 

He'd been disturbed by her explanation of dirger magic before; this was worse. 

This showed a magical knowledge nearly identical to that of the Torumbur. 

She must have noticed the concerned look on his face. "What's wrong? You 

don't believe me?" 

"Every thing that exists is made up of smaller components. The cohesion of these 

components can be reduced to anarchy if the power to ~ter the components can be 

obtained," he said slowly. ''To possess this power is to take responsibility for the 

existence of all things. But to do any of this is to promote disunity over unity." 

"Pardon?" 

"My father's first lesson in magic. He made me memorize it." 

"I don't understand." 

"By tunneling through the earth like you describe the dirgers doing, they disrupt 

and violate the very entity they claim to worship.'' 

"Can we discuss this later?" Marco asked, washing out his eyes with the canteen 

water. "We need to find a way out of here." 

''That kind of magic is not possible outside this forest." Even as Tergard said it, he 

knew he'd already been proven wrong. He turned away and began coiling up his rope. 

Marco was correct They had more immediate concerns. 

Magdalena clearly wanted to argue, but acquiesced. "I don't suppose either one of 

you can climb vertical walls while carrying horses on your backs?" she asked instead. 

"We're not going that way." Marco shook his head. "We're at least four 

hundred feet down." 

"I think we can get out this way." Tergard gestured at the darkness of the tunnel 

behind them. 

''Think?" Marco asked. 

"Lake Arendal has several underground feeder rivers. That's why it flooded the 
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meadow every spring when the snow melted." He almost added that the Torumbur had 

sought out and sealed off some of these underground rivers to reduce flood damage, but 

didn't think his friends would want to hear that right now. Maybe this wasn't one of them. 

"So you think we can walk out of here?" Magdalena asked. 

Tergard nodded. "I'm told the rivers eventually go above ground." 

"You don't know?" Magdalena asked. 

"How eventually?" came Marco's question. 

"No, I don't know. I've never been north of Lake Arendal." He wanted to 

appease his friends' concerns. ''The earthquake that created the sinkhole probably opened 

up new routes to the surface." 

"Before we go, I have a question." Marco handed Tergard the canteen so he could 

clean his face, then asked, "Was that your clan?" He pointed toward the sky with his 

thumb. 

Tergard paused after clearing the last of the mud from his eyes, and looked up at the 

sky. There was no sign of people. Only innocuous blue sky with not even a cloud. The 

sky was too blue really. The sun should be setting by now, darkening the eastern half of the 

sky. But it was still a uniform azure blue. He frowned and finally answered, "No, I think 

they were Redleaf." He hoped so. 

"We won't be able to get any information from them now," Magdalena pointed out 

needlessly. "Who next?" 

"I'm not sure." He had dim memories of playing with children from northern 

clans during lake festivals, but couldn't recall any names. 

"And if your clan isn't here, where are they?" she asked. 

Tergard watched the sky for another moment and saw a large bird flying over the 

sinkhole. He decided to ignore it. Turning to grab Rost's reins, he didn't look at 

Magdalena as he answered, "I don't know." 
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CHAPfER12 

Besides Magdalena's horse and a third of their food, they'd also lost Marco's best 

sword, one ofTergard's two bows, a rope, two blankets, a third of their medicines and 

bandages, and some miscellaneous supplies such as a frying pan. Then there were 

Magdalena's personal things: her spare clothes, her hair brush, hair pins, the soap she 

considered Kaiy's one excellent product-scented like a clean ocean breeze-and a small 

book of poems Rodrigo had written for her. She said nothing to the men, not wanting to 

complain, but the loss of the poems hurt. It severed yet another tie to her dead husband. 

She told herself she was foolish for having brought the book along, but it was one of the 

few items she escaped Andara with and she needed to have a piece of home with her. 

She tried to take her mind off the book by wishing for the soap. Caked with that 

foul mud, her hair, skin and clothes smelled terrible. They all did, horses included. As the 

mud dried they could peel off patches from their clothing, but it pulled painfully on any hair 

and remained fastened in place. It coated Tergard's five month old beard and, accompanied 

by the swollen purple bruise on his right cheek, made his face look ghoulish. She decided 

the beard definitely needed to go; she hated it. 

The torch Marco held, still a little damp as all their possessions were, gave off as 

much smoke as it did light. Her eyes watered and her throat itched, making her cough. 

"I can't see anything," she complained, "except your backs." She was in the rear, 

leading the two horses. 

"Sssh," Tergard hissed. She heard the whisper of metal on leather and then a 

frightened squeal that ended abruptly. Tergard swore. 

"It's just a river otter," she heard Marco say. 

Two other otters squeaked and scampered past them in the direction of the sinkhole. 

They appeared to be perfectly normal otters. She knew Tergard didn't like to kill animals 
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for no purpose, explaining why he swore after striking. 

''They were just trying to get to water," Tergard said quietly. ''They're frightened 

and confused." 

Magdalena peered around the men as Tergard pulled his short sword from the back 

of the slender brown creature. It looked normal with no distorted features or extra limbs. 

"We can't be too careful," she told him. "We should suspect every animal we 

come across." 

Tergard gently pushed the otter up against the wall with his boot In death it curled 

around itself, peaceful, oblivious to the blood pooling beneath it. 

Tergard took the torch from Marco. "Come on." 

The brief stop amplified their exhaustion. They'd been walking for hours, pausing 

to examine every crack in the wall or ceiling, without discovering a way out Despite 

Tergard's urging, even he was slow to start walking. 

"It must be near midnight," Magdalena objected. "We need to rest." 

''Those otters came from somewhere. We should follow their tracks," Tergard 

replied. "We're not likely to find fresh supplies down here. We can't ration indefinitely." 

"I agree with her." Marco stopped. "We need to sleep and we need to talk." 

''Talk?" Tergard turned around. 

"We have to discuss what we're going to do once we get out of here," Marco said 

pointedly. ''This isn't like you." 

"What isn't?" 

"Not to plan, not to talk." 

"He's right," Magdalena agreed. "It may seem like we've talked much these past 

few days, but we haven't-not like we used to." 

Tergard looked at her for several seconds, but didn't reply. She couldn't see his 

eyes clearly in the hazy smoke, couldn't guess what he was thinking. 

"Let's find a drier spot at least," he said, acquiescing. There were too may pools 
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of water dotting the tunnel floor here. 

The search took longer than any of them wanted, but finally they came upon a turn 

in the tunnel where years of erosion had exposed a patch of granite that stood higher than 

the rest of the floor. The water had run off to either side, leaving the patch dry and hard. 

Not the soft bed longed for, but better than damp dirt. 

Tergard set the torch into one of his bootprints in the mud, while Marco pulled a 

bag of dried oats for the horses from his saddlebag. Of all their supplies, the oats was 

lowest and would have to be conserved. 

''Think it's all right to drink any of this?" Marco gestured at the small pool of 

water just beyond the patch. "It doesn't look like that swamp muck." 

Tergard knelt and took off a glove. Cupping water in his hand, he took a cautious 

sip. ''Tastes okay." 

Rost bent his head, nuzzled Tergard for a moment, and then began drinking. 

Magdalena sat down and felt every muscle in her body stiffen. She groaned. "I 

don't think I've ever hurt so much." She tugged on a boot. "My blisters have burst." 

Tergard stopped her with a hand on her arm. "Don't. You'll never get them back 

on. Your feet will swell." 

He yawned and winced. He gingerly touched his bruised cheek. 

"I s~ould get the salves out and clean that," she said softly. The surface of the 

bruise was broken by a thin cut; a strip of dried blood crusted it. She reached up to touch it, 

their fingers connecting briefly before he withdrew his hand. 

"It can wait." He pointed to the scratches on her hands and lower arms, received 

who knows when. ''Take care of yourself." 

Marco tossed a blanket at them. Tergard caught it and handed it to her. "Get some 

sleep." 

Wrinkling her nose, she set the damp blanket aside. "I want you to tell me how 

you killed that swamp creature first." 
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He astonished her by saying, "I did the same thing you did, only I did it with the 

air." 

Even Marco looked surprised. He paused in his setting of a stake in the wall to tie 

up the horses. 

"But. .. but the air isn't alive." Bodun had told her that only the earth could be so 

manipulated because it was a living creature. She reminded herself that Bodun wasn't 

necessarily trustworthy. 

"It's not, but the air consists of particles too. They can be hardened, softened, 

expanded, so forth." 

"What is your source of power? The earth? One time you said it was, another you 

said it wasn't." 

''The dirgers are wrong. The earth isn't alive. It's simply a thing like the air." 

"But-" she didn't know what to say for a moment as she watched his eyes. She 

knew then that Tergard did know more about Torumbur magic than he claimed, and hadn't 

wanted to share it with her. In some ways, he still didn't. She could see that. 

He looked at both of them solemnly. ''The secret ofTorumbur magic isn't to be 

shared with outsiders." 

She waited until his gaze fell upon her so she could look into his eyes as she asked, 

"Do you consider us outsiders?" 

He didn't blink. "No. But my people would." 

''They're not here," Marco put in. He finished tying up the horses. "I've told 

Magdalena the story of how I came to trust you, but there are times when you stretch that 

trust by refusing to be forthcoming." 

The two men shared a look Magdalena didn't understand. 

"Don't get me wrong," Marco continued. "I'm not saying that you've given me 

reason to distrust you. I know that friends keep secrets from one another; it's the nature of 

life. But the secrets which can jeopardize us need to be shared." 
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Tergard stared at the torch. "It is the heart of the earth," he answered without 

looking up. 

"Heart?" Magdalena tapped her chest in question .. 

"Not like ours. What it is like .... " He shrugged. ''There are many stories, most 

of them exaggerated to entertain small children. But it does live deep beneath this forest." 

He pointed at the ground. ''The energy of the heart is greatest here. It's so great 

that excess energy is absorbed by the plant life which radiates it into the air. The sacred

trees, the eyan, are said to possess a special quality which makes them the best 

conduits-they bring the greatest levels of energy to the surface. This is what allows the 

Torumbur to manipulate all aspects of the forest environment. It's also why the dirgers 

shouldn't possess that ability." 

"What's the restriction?" 

''The mountains. They contain the energy inside the forest. It can't escape." 

Magdalena considered his words for a moment. "Don't you think it's possible 

that this energy radiates below ground as well?" 

Her suggestion clearly disturbed him. "You were taught absolutes, weren't you? 

That the Torumbur possess this magic and no one else does." 

He dido 't answer. 

''There are too many similarities between your magic and the dirgers"' The look 

on his face told her he knew she was right. "I'm sorry to ... to tear down things you've been 

taught as a child, but the dirgers must be using the same power source. Either they're 

confusing the earth with this earthheart or their belief that the earth is alive is blinding them 

to the difference. Or they lied to us about that belief." 

'7o what purpose?" He sat down next to her. 

"Perhaps it has to do with their religion." She thought back on some of the things 

Bodun and Betanya had told her. "Or maybe it's you. They said you radiate such strong 

magic they could detect your presence from miles below the city." 
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"Interesting detail, that," Marco said. "You say you don't know magic, but you 

can use it, and you somehow radiate it at the same time." He slowly sat down next to them, 

groaning in pain as he did so, and tried to rub his feet through his boots. 

"Every living Torumbur absorbs the earthheart's energy,just like the plants do." 

Tergard shrugged that detail off. "I wasn't surprised that anyone with magic sensitivity 

could detect me. I should have known better straying so far south out of the forest, but I 

dido 't think I would encounter magic users in the desert." 

''They say they can't detect you now," Marco pointed out. 

''They probably can't discern between me and the other Torumbur, or the earthheart 

for that matter. My father told me that all our life force signatures are the same." 

"If this energy gives life to the forest..." Magdalena trailed off, not knowing how to 

phrase what she was thinking. 

"Yes and no." 

Tergard's premature response wanted to make her scream. 

He must have seen the exasperated look on her face, because he said, ''The forest 

has its own life force. The energy from the earthheart amplifies it." 

"C ld . be . d . k?" ou It ... potsone ... or stc . 

Both Tergard and Marco looked confused, but Tergard just as quickly shook his 

head. ''There is nothing wrong with the energy level of the forest." 

"How do you know?" 

"I can feel it. I'm attuned to it now as I was when I was born. That's why I don't 

believe the dirgers' claim that the earth is ill." He paused. "Well, maybe the earth is ill, 

but the earthheart is not, the magic is not. That's why I don't understand what Hingard is 

protecting the magic from." 

''Then how do you explain what's going on?" Marco asked. ''The people and 

animals are obviously ill in some way." 

"I don't know," Tergard responded in frustration . 
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''Then let's get back to that tentacle creature," Magdalena interjected. "How did 

you kill it? I got the feeling you were almost as surprised as we were." 

"I never lied to you when I said I couldn't learn magic or that I never cast a 

successful spell." 

"I didn't accuse you of that." 

Tergard stood up. ''There was another reason my father chose to teach me 

himself." 

She knew he was referring to his earlier comment that his father's standing in 

Torumbur society allowed the man to make those choices. "Go on." 

"He told me he knew I would fail to understand anything other than the basics and 

he did not wish the family to be embarrassed." 

Magdalena saw that the admission embarrassed Tergard and felt for him. 

"He also tattooed a protective rune on my back when I was a child, telling me that 

only the most stupid Torumbur needed such aid." From the anger in his voice, she 

suspected there was more to that particular story. 

He continued, "I didn't believe him then because I never felt anything from it, not at 

any moment in any battle or even when I was about to bleed to death in the desert. But it's 

now active and accessing the energy for me so that I can manipulate magic on a base, 

instinctual level. It's not very precise and even though it's saved my life a couple of times, 

I'm not really in control of it. The spell effects don't come out like I intend .... just like when 

I was a kid. Too weak or too powerful, too inconsistent. My father called me dangerously 

incompetent." 

Magdalena had thought the intricate, four-colored design on his back was just a 

tattoo even though he said it wasn't a common practice among the Torumbur. She wanted 

to ask him more, but thought that further questions would be even more embarrassing. 

"Do you think your father was afraid of you?" Marco asked suddenly. 

Tergard seemed stunned by the suggestion. 
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"Some children are born with capabilities-intellectual, physical, magical-greater 

than those of the parents. That could be frightening." 

"My father was afraid of no one. Others were afraid of him." 

Magdalena gasped as an idea came to her. The two men looked at her expectantly. 

"If your inability to control your own magical capabilities was a threat to your clan ... what 

better way to control you than to make you hate magic ... to drive you away?" A 

psychological campaign conducted against a young boy by his father: the idea of it made 

her shudder. 

"You said the magical energy doesn't extend beyond the forest," Marco said 

thoughtfully. "You couldn't access it if you weren't here." 

From his expression, it was obvious that Tergard had never considered such a 

scenario. "If that were true, I'd still be a threat," he said slowly. ''They would've tried 

much harder to kill me when I first set foot in the forest." 

Marco, ever of a military mindset, suggested, "Or maybe they've laid an elaborate 

trap for you." 

The two men stared at one another in silence for a moment. She was certain they 

were both thinking of the fact that the one Wintermaple man had told Tergard that Goldleaf 

had taken all of their strongest magic users. 

"Are there any stories about Torumbur who've been punished or killed because 

they were out of control?" she asked. "Renegades?" 

Tergard gave a half shrug. "No ... !... we're not a crime-free society. People are 

punished ... but not on this scale." He flung his arms out, gesturing at the dark walls. "And 

I've committed no crime, not by human definition or Torumbur." 

She understood his frustration and confusion. "And even if you had, you've 

served your time. Your punishment was your fifteen year exile with us." 

He gave her a weak smile. ''They would find their punishment was actually a 

reward when they saw you." 
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She felt herself blushing and hoped the hazy light dido 't reveal the pinkness in her 

cheeks. 

Marco sighed. "I think we should all sleep on this. It's too much to digest in our 

exhaustion." He lay down next to Magdalena. 

Tergard leaned against the wall, saying, "I'll keep the first watch." 

Marco immediately began snoring, already fast asleep. Magdalena couldn't hold 

back a chuckle, then gave a start when Tergard joined in. 

She looked up. The light from the torch fell across his face, highlighting his green 

eyes. "I've never heard you laugh." 

"Is that why you said you would never joke with me?" he asked softly. 

''You hardly ever smiled. You never laughed. I thought maybe you had no sense 

of humor. Worse, I thought you'd never known what it was like to be happy." 

"I did." 

"When?" 

He stared at her for a moment as if he expected her to read his mind. Then he 

looked away. 

Frustrated, she sighed. He'd never been so hard to talk to. Why did they behave 

like near strangers to one another? The torch sputtered a bit, its light dimming. She could 

no longer see Tergard's face. 

"I have another question for you. Were you being forthcoming when you said you 

dido 't know what Hingard meant?" 

"When?" He sounded on the verge of sleep. 

"When he said I was the anchor to the solstice sky." 

"Yes." 

She heard an unspoken 'but' in his tone, just like before. "You have an idea 

though, don't you?" She thought for a moment. "Am I taking him too literally? Does it 

have to do with anotherTorumbur myth? I don't remember you telling me any stories 
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about solstice skies." 

The horses snuffled in their sleep. Water dripped somewhere down the tunnel. 

Had Tergard fallen asleep on his feet? 

Tergard remained silent for some time. Finally, his voice hesitant, he said, "I am the 

solstice sky." 

·~ 

~ ., 
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CHAPTER 13 

The winter solstice. The Torumbur did not celebrate it like other seasonal festivals; 

winter was a serious time for them because, for all their magical control of the forest, they 

couldn't control the harsh arctic winds which swept down over the Hardenger mountains. 

They could alleviate the conditions with solid air barriers to block some of the cold. They 

could not use magically-generated fire; their ancestors had tried and discovered its 

disastrous chain-reaction destruction of oxygen. Several clans had been lost that way in the 

early days of magic. 

Solstice festivities were somber preparations during which the related spring, 

summer and fall clans gathered with their caretaker winter clan. Supplies were redistributed; 

the women sewed blankets and warm clothing; the men finished curing meats to tide them 

over during the winter months. It was not a day for midwives to track through snow to 

deliver a baby more than a month overdue. But it was the day Tergard arrived to the world, 

to his surprised and often disappointed parents. He was one of a handful of winter-born 

Torumbur; he was the only one in their history to be born on the winter solstice. 

So he'd been named for the day of his birth, a fact he'd never told anyone until 

now. He didn't tell Magdalena willingly, but she beat him into it emotionally, asking him 

over and over again, "What do you mean, you're the solstice sky?" her voice getting 

sleepier with every repetition. He waited until she was almost asleep before whispering it to 

her. 

He was glad she was asleep now. He wouldn't have to explain why his own name 

was such an embarrassment. 

Gunnard, angry that Tergard had accidentally killed a tree for the second time 

during lessons on how to make them grow, had told him his inauspicious birth had signaled 

the beginning of a worthless and troublesome life. He'd gone on to tell him his name befit 
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him: to remind him how unlike other Torumbur he was, to let him know that he would never 

become a true Torumbur. As long as he could not make a tree grow from seed-the chief · 

rite of passage for any adolescent Torumbur-he would never be accepted as an adult, with 

all the accompanying clan-based rights and responsibilities. He wouldn't even be allowed 

to marry. That was the day Tergard realized his father was telling him that he had no future 

in the land in which he was born. 

While Tergard could never forget that incident, he'd worked hard to wipe his 

father's words from his mind. Now, all he could hear was Gunnard's voice ... and his own, 

yelling at Gunnard, cursing him for giving him his name. He hated his father; he hated his 

name for many years, until he lived among humans, that is. To them, his name was exotic. 

He used to make up meanings for it, sometimes on the spur of the moment. When he tired 

of that game, he just told people he couldn't reveal the meaning because it was forbidden to 

tell outsiders. Humans seemed to like mystery. After a while, he just began to use a human 

name (fomas)-a common thing among elves-since most of them thought he was an elf 

anyway. 

Why had Hingard told Magdalena about the solstice sky? Even more upsetting, 

why did his uncle share any information with her when he would not speak to him? Was it 

because he was a non-person to them? He was too old to be a child, but he wasn't an 

adult-not in the Torumburs' eyes-leaving him in some sort of limbo. Was that why they 

were afraid of him? 

Fear. He couldn't believe Marco' s suggestion that Gunnard feared him. But the 

others did. He didn't understand any of it. Magdalena's and Marco's words floated 

through his head, refusing to be quiet. He wished he had stayed in Kaiy. There, he'd been 

fifteen years away from all these emotions and questions. He'd been able to ignore his 

past. There, he'd been happy because he was with her. He'd been unable to tell her that. 

He sat on the driest spot he could find, his back to the cold wall, watching Marco 

and Magdalena as they slept. Marco had a protective arm wrapped around her. He longed 
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to trade places with his friend. If they were still in Kaiy he might have. 

There had been many afternoons, especially during the monsoon season when 

everyone stayed indoors, when a depressed Magdalena curled up next to him as he lay in 

bed. He'd been very ill then, his body fighting fevers that had been caused by wounds 

exposed and infected during his ordeal in the desert. He'd not been too ill to offer 

compassion and friendship to her. He remembered the first time he slid his hand across the 

blanket and grasped hers. She hesitated only a second and then entwined her fingers with 

his. After that, there was no hesitation at all. Each was equally as likely to reach for the 

other's hand. 

Tergard realized that was the missing element straining their relationship. She 

might have kissed his cheek twice or touched his elbow, but she had not held his hand. It 

was Magdalena's tum to reach out first; he was waiting for that 

He tried to stay awake, to guard his friends, but exhaustion claimed him. 

Mesmerized by remembered images of her slender hand in his on top of the old green and 

white patched quilt which covered his bed; he drifted to sleep. 

He awoke to complete darkness, uncertain just what had awoken him. The torch 

had gone out Marco still snored, drowning out the sound ofMagdalena'sbreathing. He 

groped his way toward the horses, whom he could also hear snuffling in their sleep. 

Blindly searching among the saddlebags, he found another torch and tinder. Now dry from 

its soaking, this torch flared brightly, lighting up the tunnel for fifty feet in each direction. 

Beyond the horses stood a fat oak tree. Because the tunnel ceiling was only twenty 

feet high, the tree had reshaped itself. Its squat trunk was almost as wide as the tunnel and 

its top third, the branches, hunched over waving in his direction. 

"Is that the tree?" Magdalena exclaimed from behind him. Woken up by the light, 

she and her brother got to their feet. "One of those enchanted onesT' 

"Sacred ones," Marco corrected her. 

Tergard shook his head at Marco as he and Magdalena came to stand by him. 
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"For one thing, trying to enchant an eyan would be sacrilege. For another, eyan aie 

the only trees in the forest which don't have sprite symbiotes, which my father had to kill as 

part of the process. And, I saw the glade from which this tree came-it wasn't our sacred: 

circle." 

"Do you think it changed itself into a bird like the other one, and flew down here?'' 

Magdalena. 

Tergard wondered if this was the bird he'd seen flying over the sinkhole. 

"What does this one want?" Marco asked. 

"I told you, I think the trees are trying to teach me something." 

"Because of some legend about trees being teachers in ancient days?" Marco 

asked skeptically. 

"I've been seeing runes in my mind ever since that other tree healed me. I think I 

even know what some of them mean." The images were still jumbled, and he wasn't 

entirely certain he was right. Maybe he was remembering childhood lessons, but he 

desperately wanted to understand the runes and the trees. If he could manage that, it might 

lead him to understand his father and the forest. 

The tree shuffled closer until it was only four feet away from Tergard. It reached 

out a slender branch and caressed his wounded cheek with a broad orange leaf. When it 

pulled back, the cut was gone and the bruise faded to a pale blue. 

Magdalena turned his face toward her to examine the newly healed wound. "You 

were right about its healing properties." 

Tergard handed Marco the torch. He gently disengaged Magdalena's hands and 

stepped up to the tree trunk. It opened before him; its heartwood pulsed with an inviting 

yellow warmth. He knew he was right. Looking back at his friends, he told them, "I'll be 
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all right," and stepped inside. 

Marco and Magdalena watched in silence as the tree closed around Tergard. An 

ache settled into Magdalena's gut, but not because of any premonition. She looked up at 

her brother. "Did we make a mistake?" 

"A mistake?" Marco wouldn't take his eyes from the tree. 

"If these enchanted trees are trying to teach him rune magic, then we should have 

left him inside the other tree. We shouldn't have rescued him." 

"You subscribe to Tergard's theory?" 

"Why not? I think the Torumbur knew Tergard would come home. Maybe this is 

a gift Tergard's father arranged to make up for his inability to teach Tergard properly, to 

heal the schism between them." 

"There's got to be a more logical way to teach him magic." 

"Logical to whom? us or the Torumbur?" 

Marco threw up one hand. "Okay, why teach him runes now?" 

''That, I don't know, but it certainly contradicts your theory that they're laying a 

trap for him." The ground began to rumble beneath them. 

The rumbling woke up the horses, who shifted about nervously. 

"Earthquake," Marco pronounced as he pulled Magdalena to him. Expecting 

falling debris, they looked up. The attack came from below. Dirt showered them as four 

thick tentacles like those of the swamp creature shot through the tunnel floor. 

Magdalena yelped as Marco shoved her to the ground with one hand and swung the 

torch at the nearest tentacle with the other. The flame touched it for only a second before it 

reared back and then snapped toward him, slapping him and knocking him down on top of 

Magdalena. He dropped the torch, which landed next to Magdalena's fingers; she jerked 

her hand away to avoid being burned as embers showered the ground. 

The tentacle did not attack them again. Instead, all four wrapped themselves around 
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the fat oak tree and pulled in opposing directions. The tree screamed as its trunk splintered, 

sharp reports of cracking wood echoing off the tunnel walls. 

Tergard spilled out of the tree's heart and sprawled on the ground. 

The tentacles instantly let go of the mangled tree and wrapped around the stunned 

Tergard. Marco got up and grabbed a sword, hacking at a tentacle but it was as tough as 

any tree trunk and the blade bounced off. 

Magdalena picked up the torch, prepared to bum a tentacle, but paused when she 

saw they weren't trying to tear Tergard apart. They were hugging him, caressing him, 

running up and down his torso, his arms, his legs, almost as if they were measuring him or 

tasting him, like they'd never touched anything with two arms and two legs before. 

Brother and sister shared an astonished glance as the tentacles threw Tergard down 

the tunnel, beyond the horses. They heard him land with a thud and a groan. 

The tentacles moved toward them. Marco pushed her behind him. "Go! Get 

Tergard and run!" 

"We're not going to leave you," she protested. 

Marco ignored her and raised his sword. Before the tentacles could grab him, the 

shattered tree transformed itself into a large bird with sharp talons at the end of its feet and a 

huge beak. It leapt upon the tentacles, claws and beak ripping, tearing. 

The two creatures thrashed about, striking walls and ceiling in their struggle. Dirt 

crumbled and rock cracked. 

''The tunnel's going to collapse!" Magdalena yelled as she untethered the horses. 

Marco sheathed his sword. He ran forward to pick up Tergard, who struggled to 

stand on his own two feet. He put a supporting arm around his friend and pulled him away 

as the ceiling collapsed on the combatants. 

"I'm destined to never get a good night's sleep in this damn forest," Marco 

grumbled. He followed the light of his sister's torch down the tunnel. 
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CHAPfER14 

Tergard was vaguely aware of being dragged away from the cave-in. His head 

throbbed from striking the ground after being thrown. His vision blurred and doubled. 

Marco had to support him to keep him on his feet after his right knee collapsed. Despite 

the pain, despite the disorientation caused by being ripped so abruptly from the tree, anger 

surged within him and became his focus. It wasn't anger at losing another opportunity to 

learn what the trees had to teach him, but for all the anguish and humiliation his father had 

deliberately perpetuated upon him as a child. Gunnard had lied to him, hidden-

"Come here!" Magdalena yelled from up ahead, cutting through his thoughts. 

"What is it?" Marco called to her. 

"There's an opening in the wall-a big one!-1 feel a warm breeze! It must be a 

way out." 

Marco picked up the pace, joining Magdalena at a large fracture in the wall. It was 

about four feet wide, and warm air definitely wafted its way out into the tunnel. Rocks 

littered the floor, which slanted up and away from the tunnel before curving out of range of 

the torch's light. 

Balancing herself on the rocks, Magdalena asked, "What do you think?" 

"It'll be tight for the horses, but I think we can fit them in one at a time." He 

propped Tergard against the wall. He motioned at her to take him. "I'll go first." 

Marco tied his stallion's reins to Rost's saddle and then took up Rost's reins and 

the torch. Even the warhorse needed to be encouraged, but eventually both horses 

proceeded up the slope, placing their feet carefully to avoid a wrong step. 

Magdalena put her arm around Tergard. "Are you all right?" 

Her voice sounded distant. "What?" 

"Did you hit your head?" She struggled to lead him over the uneven rubble. 

"Leave me be." He wanted to be alone with his anger. 
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Magdalena looked at him worriedly. She called up to Marco, "I think Tergard may 

have a concussion." 

''Then you'd better keep him moving and awake." Their voices echoed around 

them, making Tergard wince. "Hurry up, there's another curve up here and I don't want to 

be out of sight of each other." 

Already the light from the torch was fading around a bend in the wall. Magdalena 

tugged on Tergard's arm to keep him moving. "Do you think this is where the otters came 

from?" 

"Don't know." 

"How far do you think we've traveled underground?" 

He grunted at her obvious attempts to keep him engaged. 

"Say ... you promised to tell me more about that puppet we found at Redleaf ikam." 

A small, but intricately carved wooden puppet on strings, painted like an anthropomorphized 

mountain. 

"Mother ... taught me .... " Magdalena had been intrigued to hear that it is the women 

who petform musical versions of Torumbur myth with these puppets and to discover that it 

wasn't his father who taught him to carve. His mother had figured that if her son wasn't 

expected to follow traditional roles, she should be allowed to teach him the art of carving 

just as she taught her daughters. 

"Yes, you told me that, but you promised to explain more about the puppetry, or 

about why men don't petform." 

Her words buzzed at him, echoing. It took Tergard time to answer. "Men don't 

sing." 

"Why not?" she asked, and then asked again, but he ignored her and let his anger 

firm its grasp on his heart. He'd thought before that he couldn't hate his father more than 

the day he walked away from his clan, but he was wrong. He let his mind drift back to 

magic lessons and felt anew the frustration of a child unable to please his father, 
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remembered the tears of shame when he repeatedly failed to produce the desired results. 

He didn't know he cried now at the memory until he heard Magdalena's shocked 

voice. "What's wrong? Why are you crying?" 

He sank to his knees on a large flat stone. 

"Marco, we need to stop!" 

He didn't hear Marco's response, but the light began moving toward them instead 

of away. 

Magdalena helped him sit, his right leg, with its rapidly swelling knee, stretched out 

awkwardly. He had no energy left and cared about nothing except his anger. She took his 

face in her hands, but he didn't meet her gaze. Instead, he swung his fist and pounded the 

rock wall, swearing. 

She pulled on his ~leeve, trying to stop him, but he didn't, not until his hand was 

numb and his knuckles bled. 

Marco's boots clattered on the stone. "What is he saying?" 

"I don't know. I think he's speaking Torumbur." 

Had he really slipped into his childhood tongue? "Damn him!" he yelled, startling 

his friends. The words echoed, fading away around the twists and turns of the tunnel. 

"Who?" Magdalena asked. 

"My father!" he barked at her. She drew back from his gaze, frightened by his 

rage. 

He reached out, wanting to soothe her with a touch, but couldn't unbend his bloody 

fingers. "I'm sorry. I didn't mean to scare you." 

She looked at his hand and swallowed. "It's okay." 

"What about your father?" Marco inquired, squatting behind them. 

How to explain? "I lied to you." He couldn't look at either of them when he 

admitted that. "I lied to myself too." 

Magdalena made no recriminations. "About what?" she asked softly. 
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"I did want to learn magic when I was young. I wanted to be like my father. With 

his grasp of history and magic, he came to be the repository of knowledge. It's partly due 

to Gunnard's influence that Goldleaf holds its superior rank among other clans." He 

spoke so fast he wasn't sure if the words were making any sense. Stopping to take a 

breath, he finished, "But when it came to teaching me ... he deliberately distorted my 

lessons!" His own voice rang in his ears. 

It was a moment before she spoke. "I suggested yesterday-I think that was 

yesterday-that your father might have made you hate magic on purpose. Maybe it was a 

way to control your potential power." 

"It's not about power; it's about control. It's .... " How to explain the thoughts the 

tree shared with him? ''You can know all the words in your language, more words than 

anyone else, but if you don't understand how to form them into sentences everything you 

say is gibberish." 

"I'm not sure I understand your point." 

He blinked to clear his vision, but there were still two Magdalenas in front of him. 

"Close your eyes." 

"Pardon?" 

"Close your eyes." 

Clearly mystified, she did as instructed. With his good hand he pushed up her 

sleeve. "If I do this," he touched her ann with the tip of one finger, "and tell you it means 

you, and then do this," he pressed two fingers lengthwise against her ann, "and tell you 

that means hungry, what am I saying to you?" 

She hesitated briefly. "You're asking me if I'm hungry." 

"Correct." 

She opened her eyes. "A language for the blind and deaf. I've heard of the 

concept." 

''The earthheart has no eyes or ears; it's blind and deaf. But it has a skin, or a shell 
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you might call it, that feels emanations or vibrations we create on the surface. 

"Rune magic isn't magic. It's a language-the heart's language. And like any 

language it has grammar, the runes, and a syntax, rules for putting the runes together." 

Looks of comprehension dawned on her two faces. "By drawing or carving runes 

into the earth's surface or into a living thing such as a tree or into the air-which you say 

contains the heart's life energy, you transmit information to the earthheart." 

''That's a basic enough concept to grasp," Marco said. 

"If that's what you were taught!" Tergard snapped, anger rising to the surface 

again. He lashed out at the wall again, but stopped short of making contact when his 

· fingers spasmed in pain. 

''Then what was your father teaching you?" Magdalena asked. 

"First, that the runes and the heart's life energy were separate but related magical 

forces. He had me searching for a link which dido 't exist. The runes have no power in and 

of themselves. They're just a ... a control mechanism. 

"Second, he continually taught me the wrong syntax for the runes." He wasn't 

quite certain what was the right syntax-the tree hadn't enough time to communicate much 

more. "My father confused me by making the process harder than it was. Once, I accused 

him of changing the meanings of the runes from one lesson to the next. He told me I was 

too stupid to remember anything." 

Everyone was silent, not knowing what to say. 

Exhaustion, physical and mental, overwhelmed Tergard. His hand throbbed 

painfully. He leaned his head against the wall and closed his eyes. 

Marco patted his shoulder and spoke quietly. "I've got to check on the horses. 

Stay put and I'll bring another torch down." The light of his torch faded away around a 

curve. 

Magdalena leaned against him, offering warmth and comfort. "Your father 

wouldn't have done such a thing unless there was a purpose." 
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"Purpose?" he scoffed. ''To drive me away? To make his own son hate him? to 

hate being Torumbur?" 

Before she could speak, he added, "When we get out of here we'll go wherever you 

want to go." 

"What about your clan?" 

"I don't care." He raised his head and stared at the darkness. 

"I know that's not true. You still love your mother, don't you?" 

She let his father do all those things to him, but, "Yes," he answered. 

'vy'hink about seeing her again. And then think of why your father, who you believe 

hates you, would go so far as to kill sprites and enchant trees that heal you and teach you 

what he didn't or couldn't. He's aiding in absentia There has to be a reason, one he 

couldn't share with you as a child." 

He felt her draw nearer, her face just inches from his. He wished he could see her, 

but the darkness was too complete. It surprised him beyond words when she brushed his 

lips with hers. The contact was brief, electrifying, like being struck by lightning. 

She said nothing. He sensed she was as surprised as he by her actions. What had 

prompted the kiss? He couldn't speak. Should he kiss her back? At the precise moment 

he thought of it, Marco came running back, his torch light bouncing erratically off the walls. 

Breathless, he called to them, "You've got to see what the horses found!" 
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CHAPfER 15 

Marco and Magdalena helped Tergard climb the rubble-strewn slope as Marco 

babbled excitedly about the horses and their nose for fresh water. He made little sense until 

they reached their destination: a large underground cavern. 

Magdalena gasped in amazement. The torch light was inconsequential compared to 

the whitish-yellow glow coming from the walls and ceiling which illuminated the immense 

cavern. Stalagmites and stalactites-some of them broken off and lying shattered on the 

floor-and colorful rock formations dotted the cavern. fluorescent slime coated most 

surfaces. 

To their left, water ran down the wall like an opaque waterfall. Most of it 

disappeared into a large crack in the floor, the rest ran off down a slope into the cavern's 

lowest spot, forming a pool which the horses now drank from. Far off to the right, in the 

cavern's highest spot, steam rose from a series of small pools. 

Still excited, Marco pointed all this out, opining that what the horses drank was 

groundwater seeping downward-he'd already tasted it-and that the steaming pools must 

be a sign of hot springs nearby. 

Tergard shook his head at the mention of hot springs. ''The Kistrand geyser fields 

are to the east of Lake Arendal." 

''There were so many twists and turns in that tunnel we can't be sure what direction 

we've been traveling," Marco pointed out. 

"I mean miles-fifty or sixty. We can't possibly have walked that far." 

Walking further into the cavern, Tergard nearly pitched forward onto his face when 

his knee collapsed under him. Marco caught him as Magdalena asked if he was okay. 

"Just a little dizzy." 



Marco held up his hand in front ofTergard's face. "How many fingers?" 

Tergard squinted. "Four, uh, three. No~ four." 
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Marco sat him down on a stool-sized rock with, "Sit Stay." He handed him the 

torch and added, "Watch our backs. Divide any approaching enemy forces by two." 

''Tell me what happened," Tergard asked as Marco and Magdalena began 

exploring the cavern more thoroughly. He gingerly touched his sore right temple, 

discovering a bird's egg-sized lump. 

Magdalena gave him a curious look. "I did, when we ran from the cave-in." 

"I must not have heard you." An annoying ringing persisted in his ears. 

''Those tentacle things came up through the floor and ripped the tree in half to get 

to you. But instead of hurting you, it touched you, or felt you." Her face took on a funny 
-

expression. "Almost like a blind man who doesn't know what a person looks like and 

hasn't touched one before." 

Tergard stared at her, uncertain which of the two images was really her. He 

wondered if her description was biased by his earlier analogy with language. 

"Then it threw you on the ground, the tree turned into a nasty creature, attacked the 

tentacles and the tunnel collapsed." She recited the events as if such were everyday 

occurrences. That she did see the absurdity of it, however, was clear when she added, 

''Then the horses sprouted wings, we became giants ten feet tall, conquered all the evil in 

the land and lived happily ever after." 

Marco chuckled, but the implications of her words preoccupied Tergard. That tree 

and its knowledge were now lost to him. It left him feeling incomplete, with a sense that 

he'd nearly touched upon something more vital which his father had hidden from him. And 

that tentacled creature ... were its actions signs of intelligence? He wondered if the tentacles 

were a manifestation of their sacred trees that he'd been told nothing about. 

He remembered how his brother had taunted him with the fact that he knew the 

secret of the eyan and Tergard did not. His brother had been very good at that: making 
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clear he possessed knowledge without ever giving away the slightest of hints about what 

exactly it was he knew. In fact, his brother's last words to Tergard were, ''The eyan, little 

brother, you'll never discover their secret now that you've given up trying to be a man." 

The last thing Tergard did before departing his ikarn was to repeat the only magical spell 

he'd ever successfully performed twice-killing trees-upon the magnificent fifty foot oak 

his brother had grown in his manhood ceremony. He left it nothing but a pile of charcoal. 

While his friends searched the cavern, taking their time to examine every nook and 

cranny, Tergard decided he'd had enough of sitting alone with his thoughts. The ringing in 

his ears just got louder and his knee more swollen. He didn't want to think anymore. 

He limped over to the horses and after satisfying himself that his top was still safely 

tucked in the bottom of a saddlebag, he unfastened the bags and hobbled over to the steam 

pools with them. 

The clear water smelled clean. On his injured hand the water was hot enough to 

ease the cramping without burning so he could unbend his fingers; fortunately, he hadn't 

broken them. The dried blood on his knuckles washed away, revealing tom skin. 

"You shouldn't take out anger at your father against yourself," Magdalena said 

softly. He hadn't heard her approach. 

"I would rather hurt myself in releasing it than let its preoccupation cause me to 

make a mistake which might allow you to come to harm." He looked at her. His double 

vision cleared briefly and their eyes met for the first time since that whisper of a kiss in the 

darkness. 

They shared a silent acknowledgment, but there were questions in both their 

eyes-not the least of which was Rodrigo. Was he truly to rest in her mind? 

He saw her hesitation and knew this was not the time to ask. He brushed the back 

of his hand lightly across her cheek, his thumb caressing her lips. 

She smiled, a shy smile, then turned away and began rummaging through his 

saddlebags. "Do you have any soap left?" She'd packed some for him when he left Kaiy. 
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"Not much." 

She called out to Marco. "Do you think it's safe to relax? Clean up?" 

Marco stood at a large opening in the far wall-an adjoining chamber that had been 

hidden from their view when they first entered the cavern. "I thought this might be an exit, 

but it's just another dead end. I do hear steam blowing. I think there's geysers behind this 

wall." He paused, then shrugged his shoulders. "Well, we're not going anywhere 

without backtracking and it'll take time for the groundwater to build up in the back, so sure. 

I'll keep watch. We definitely need rest." He looked down at himself. "And cleaning." 

"And I thought I was the only one sick of smelling like some putrid dead thing," 

Magdalena quipped. 

Tergard pulled off his boots and wool coat, and climbed into the pool's near end. 

The bottom was smooth and the water came only to his chest when he stood up. The heat 

instantly began to soothe his swollen knee. He plugged his nose and sank his head below 

the water. When he stood up straight, muddy rivulets streamed from his hair and down his 

face. 

horse." 

With feigned shock, Magdalena exclaimed, "Your hair is blond!" 

He grinned. "Join me." 

She gave him another shy smile. "I'm going to see if there's any soap on Marco's 

"Your horse." 

She stopped in mid-tum and looked at him curiously. "My horse?" 

"After you healed it, it followed you down the tunnel, not Marco." He gestured at 

the two horses. His double vision had returned, but he was certain the unnamed stallion had 

stopped drinking and was watching Magdalena. 

"Horses are smart enough to recognize someone who's been kind to them. He's 

probably grateful." 

"Maybe." He shifted his weight to his non-injured leg. The right knee felt better, 
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She gave him a quizzical look before going to the horse; the stallion met her 

halfway, nuzzling her shoulder. 
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Tired of the double images and the buzzing in his ears, Tergard sank his head below 

the water again and stayed down until his lungs demanded air. 

"Don't drown yourself," he heard Marco say. 

"If I have to look at two of you the rest of my days, I will," he joked, pushing the 

hair out of his face. 

Marco stood next to Magdalena, helping her throw the blankets and extra clothes 

into the far pool. "I'll ignore that," he replied. "I'm going to see if there's something to 

make a fire with to dry out our stuff. Oh, and since you two are closer in size to each other 

than to me, it looks like you'll be sharing clothes." 

"How's the cavern look?" 

"Defensible. Only one exit." 

As she climbed into the pool opposite Tergard, Magdalena asked, "Have you 

decided what our next destination should be?" 

He was disappointed that she didn'tjoin him, but had known she'd do the proper 

thing. "The only place I can think of is Mount Ringsaker." . 

"Are you talking about those mountains to the north?" Marco asked. ''They've 

got to be at least three weeks away. We don't have the supplies." 

"I realize that, but Mount Ringsaker makes sense in a way. It's our ancestral 

home." He paused to organize his thoughts. "If what my uncle said about protecting the 

magic and assigned tasks is true ... maybe my clan never left the mountain after the autumnal 

equinox." It fit the time frame since Goldleaf ikarn appeared to have been inhabited. 

"Maybe Goldleaf was assigned a task there." Goldleaf had been the last clan to leave the 

mountain long ago; strange as it might seem because of the distances involved, Goldleaf 

was the protector clan of the mountain. The old gods had given them many miles to 
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traverse as the penitence they owed for being given magic. 

Marco muttered something to himself as he moved away to take care of the horses 

and seek fuel for a fire. 

''Tell me about Mount Ringsaker," Magdalena requested. 

Tergard started to tum toward her, then realized that she had taken off her clothing, 

and he~itated. Her back was to him, her pale skin glistening brightly with droplets of water. 

The glowing walls made her back look even paler than it was, a sharp contrast to her tanned 

face and arms. 

She glanced over her shoulder. ''Tergard?" 

He looked down, embarrassed to be caught staring. A bar of rough soap lay near 

him; he hadn't seen anyone lay it there. He picked it up and gripped it. "I told you I've 

never been there." 

''The hunters didn't tell you any of their stories?" She either didn't notice he'd 

been starting or didn't mind. 

"A few. What I remember most is that my father would take my brother on the 

annual pilgrimages, but not me." 

"I'm sorry." 

"Don't be. It's not your fault." 

"I understand now why you didn't want to talk much about your father." As she 

talked, he could see her hands and arms in motion, lathering herself with soap. 

To distract himself, he pulled off his shirt, dropping it into the water, and began 

soaping himself. "We always found other things to talk about." 

She paused and smiled. "Yes, we did." 

They'd had many opportunities for conversations of all sorts. They'd talked about 

Rodrigo, of course, and her childhood, and some of his childhood. They spent a lot of time 

discussing his experiences among humans, especially the early ones: the greedy fur trader 

who gave him transportation out of the forest, the Borallian farmer who was the first to offer 
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him shelter-but only because he'd recently lost his son and needed help with the harvest, 

and the farmer's brother who, as a weaponsmith, hired Tergard to work in his forge and set 

him on the path of training in the human art of war. 

The weaponsmith, d'Husan, had been kinder than his brother, and Tergard enjoyed 

his company, but the constant inquisitiveness of the elves inhabiting Boralle' s 

woodlands-who were convinced the Torumbur must be long lost relatives-eventually 

drove Tergard to leave Bora.lle to escape them. Only he escaped into the brewing 

Andara/Koroneb war and his single skill was being able to use the weapons the smith gave 

him as a parting gift. 

When he didn't reply, she asked, "Can I ask you something? What do you think it 

means-that Hingard said I was your anchor?" 

He looked at the water for a moment, unsure of how to say what he thought. "In 

our culture, anchors keep us from wandering away from home, they protect us from the 

unknown wilderness, from the dangers posed by non-Torumbur." 

She turned, her arms crossed over her breasts. When he looked up, he took a deep 

breath and tried to focus only on the bronze locket around her neck, but it dangled 

dangerously close to her dimpled cleavage. "A protector? I can' t think I could physically 

protect you," she said. 

''Then maybe you're here to protect my soul." 

"Does it need protection?" She sounded alarmed. 

Yes, he thought to himself. He smiled sadly at her. "You already know the answer 

to that. Why else would you be here?" 

She smiled too. "Finish bathing. I'm going to shave off that awful beard." 

He raised an eyebrow. 

"It hides your face and your smile." 

"Yes, rna' am." He knew better than to argue with her when he heard that 

determined tone. He finished scrubbing the last of the mud from his body, hair and 
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garments. He had no choice other than to redon his soggy clothes. 

Marco had succeeded in making a small fire with oily-looking liquid he scooped 

from the base of a stalagmite. Using small rocks, he made a pit for the fire in a shallow 

hollow. He'd spread out the newly washed blankets and clothes on the floor around it to 

dry. He had also dumped out the remaining contents of the saddlebags in a clear spot on 

the floor, where the items lay clean and drying. Some of the food looked as if it might not 

be salvageable, especially the bread. Marco was now cleaning the horses with a brush, 

using a hollowed-out rock to scoop and dump water over them. The animals seemed to be 

enjoying the attention and freedom from their saddles, which rested nearby. 

"How's the double vision?" Marco asked over his shoulder. 

"Gone." For the past few minutes anyway. His ears still buzzed and the lump on 

his temple remained. He rolled up his pant leg to look at his knee. Although black and 

blue, the swelling had gone down and the skin was unbroken. It would heal. 

"Good." 

Also in soggy clothes, Magdalena joined him where he sat amidst some flat rocks 

that he decided looked like mushrooms. She picked up a roll of bandages and frowned at 

them. ''Too wet to wrap up your hand." 

"Later." 

She grinned as she picked up Marco's shaving kit from among the items scattered 

on the ground. In a conspiratorial whisper, she said, "He carries this with him out of some 

stubborn pride and belief that he might actually grow a real beard one day." To Marco, she 

said, "Go clean yourself up." 

Magdalena had shaved Tergard before, when he was too weakto care for himself, so 

he relaxed and closed his eyes, leaning his back against a rock. He loved the feel of her 

hands spreading lather across his face. It was one of his earliest memories of her touch. 

''Tell me, Solstice Sky," she said softly, her breath cool on his cheek, "why winter 

babies are so rare among the Torumbur." She was a winter child herself, he knew, born 
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during a rare snowstorm in Amar. 

''Tradition. Winter babies are less likely to survive, and there's not much else to do 

in the winter besides ... conceiving children." He'd almost said, "have sex," since there'd 

been plenty of that among the adults in his clan, but no new babies. He remembered the 

dirgers' claim that he was the last Goldleaf. 

She seemed to understand his unspoken meaning; he felt her wet hair brush the side 

of his face as she nodded. "So, most babies are born in early fall?" She began near the 

fading bruise on his cheek, careful not to press on it 

"Late summer. The gestation cycle is only seven months." 

"Oh, so your parents got a late start that year." 

He waited until she paused to rinse the blade in the hollowed-out rock Marco had 

been using earlier before shaking his head and opening his eyes. "I was almost two 

months overdue. The midwives were convinced I would die in the womb and poison my 

mother. They wanted to remove me, but my father forbade it Later, he would say it was a 

sign I longed to be a human and not a Torumbur." 

Neither said anything for several moments. He longed to ask her a question he'd 

always been curious about, but was afraid to upset her or resurrect Rodrigo's ghost once 

again. He also longed to keep her talking, to renew their friendship. 

"May I ask you a question? Why did you and Rodrigo never have a child? You 

were married for four years." 

She paused in her motions, the blade trembling in her hand, but only for a moment. 

She focused on the blade as she continued scraping off the beard. "We did not wish to 

raise a child in the middle of a war. Things were always so uncertain every time he left to 

go to battle. When he left, he would stop at the door, kiss me and promise to return so we 

could start our family." She rinsed the blade and continued. "Then, after the truce, we 

couldn't conceive. I don't know why. We were going to consult a healer, and then 

Rodrigo died." 
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Maybe he shouldn't have asked. He could see the question saddened her. "I'm 

sorry." 

"Don't be. All the women in the d'Fiomese family kept telling me what a pity it 

was I did not have a child, a piece of Rodrigo's flesh to cherish. They told me what a 

tragedy it was to be a childless widow, but you know what? It didn't feel that way. I had 

something else that was just as much a part of Rodrigo's spirit-his books. I used to sit in 

his library for hours and feel his presence .... " She trailed off. 

"Now you don't even have those." 

Tears glistened in her eyes and she wiped them away with the back of her hand. 

He realized she must have had at least one book with her on the lost gelding. 

She shrugged. "Nothing will ever be the same. That, I've come to accept." 

"Life in Kaiy?" His skepticism came through clearly. 

She shook her head firmly. "Never." 

"Then what do you want? You can't say you've accepted change if you long for a 

home other than Kaiy." 

''True." She looked into his eyes. "The problem is that I don't know what to 

expect or want. Not now, not here." 

She finished scraping off the last of the beard and wiped away the excess lather with 

a wet hand. He reached up and placed a hand over hers to hold it in place. "I missed 

this." He could not keep the emotion from his voice. 

"Shaving?" she asked with humor. 

He grinned. 

"Now there's that smile I wanted to see." 

"I meant the talking, the sharing." Touching. ''Those things that friends do." 

"So did 1." She turned her hand so she could interlock her fingers with his and 

squeezed his hand. "Very much." 

''Then why did you send me away?" 
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He didn't want to ask such a hurtful question, but he'd always wanted to know how 

she could care for him and still insist he leave. He had to ask. 

home." 

She pulled her hand away, clearly surprised. "I didn't send you away. I sent you 

''This isn't my home." 

"Neither one of us could have foreseen this," she protested. 

''This forest has never been my home. It may be my identity, but not my home." 

"Oh please don't say that." 

He saw that she was truly distressed. "Why does that upset you so? You've been 

divided as to whether I should stay or go despite what your dirgers told you." 

She shook her head, tears coming to her eyes again. "No, not really. I do believe 

you belong here. It's important for you to be here. You must be reunited with your clan." 

"Why?" He knew her previously stated reasons: reconciling with his father, 

coming to terms with his identity. This seemed to be something more. 

"So that Rodrigo will not have died in vain." 

Her words struck him with the force of another blow to the head. His ears rang 

with the pounding of his blood. "What? What does Rodrigo have to do with this?" Sure, 

they wouldn't have met had Rodrigo not been murdered and if Marco hadn't hired him to 

protect her, but how did that connect to his clan? 

With tears spilling down her cheeks, she told him, "When I asked for his promise 

to come home that last time, he didn't kiss me, didn't even touch me, and he said ... he said 

'that which strays from home must be guided back, my love'." 

Tergard stared at her, horror creeping into his heart. 

"I didn't know why he would say such a thing ... and then I met you." She touched 

his chest with her fingertips. 

"Me?" The word came out hoarse. His throat felt constricted; he couldn't breathe. 

"Don't you understand? Rodrigo knew you somehow even though you'd never 
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met He knew you, knew that you were lost. He sent you home, Tergard." She pressed 

her palm against his chest, but pulled away, alarmed apparently at the rapid beating of 

Tergard's heart. 

He lurched to his feet. "I don't want to be responsible for your husband's death." 

''Tergard, no, that's not what I meant" 

"I caused you pain before you even knew me." 

Standing, she shook her head and reached out, but he backed away. 

"How did you think telling me this was going to make me feel?" 

"I wanted you to know there's a purpose to things, even death." 

"I'm a purpose? Why? What makes me so important? To whom could I possibly 

be that important?" 

He couldn't listen to anymore. Overwhelmed, by her words, the forest, his father, 

and his father's magic, Tergard turned away and limped toward the adjoining cavern. 

His sharp hearing caught Magdalena's whispered, "You're important to me." He 

didn't know if she meant him to hear it. 
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CHAPfER16 

Magdalena sat on the ground, the cold rock leeching away all the wannth of 

Tergard's _closeness. The sudden aloneness felt as if he'd never been there. It echoed the 

months of emptiness in her life following his departure from Kaiy. She'd thought that 

painful emptiness was caused by the loss of a friendship and the certainty that she'd never 

see Tergard again. Clearly, she had deluded herself. 

Tergard created an intensity of emotion within her she'd not felt since ... not even 

with her husband. She'd been blind to that, been blind to the powerful attraction Tergard 

held for her. He was a man to be loved, not a child to be looked after. That was why she 

came to this forest. She feared losing another piece of her heart if Tergard should perish. 

She thought of that brief kiss in the dark and knew she'd done it because she felt 

safe, not so exposed if he happened to tum away. But he wouldn't have done that, she 

knew. She'd seen the look in his eyes when he invited her to join him in the steam pool. 

He needed no words; his eyes were invitation enough. It had set her heart to 

pounding-suddenly afraid to commit to her feelings, afraid to dishonor Rodrigo. But if 

Rodrigo's death did bear a purpose, to join her fate with that of Tergard, her feelings for the 

Torumbur could never dishonor Rodrigo. In fact, she would dishonor Rodrigo's sacrifice 

by refusing to admit them. 

A revelation struck her: the certainty that Rodrigo and Tergard had met each other, 

and Tergard was hiding that fact. Why? She tried to think back on conversations, 

searching for a hint she missed, a slip of the tongue, but knew she'd find nothing. Tergard 

was too circumspect. 

She wasn't surprised to hear Marco approach and sit beside her, dripping water 

from his wet clothes. Sound carried well in this cavern; he'd probably heard their entire 

conversation. After giving time for her to collect herself, he came to make sure she was all 
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right. 

Before he could say anything, she turned to him and patted him on the cheek. "You 

are a wonderful brother." 

His eyebrow went up. ''Thank you." 

"Now, what words of wisdom do you wish to share?" 

He seemed taken aback by her confident tone, but said, "Rodrigo may be what 

brought you and Tergard together, but he's also what's keeping you apart" 

"Yes." 

"Have you laid him to rest?" 

She only had to think for a moment. Rodrigo's ghost hovered, but only to protect 

her, to guide her, not smother or restrain her. "Yes." 

"I'm so glad my carefully prepared brotherly advice was of such value to you," he 

said with a comically wry tone. His expression turned serious. "Did you expect Tergard 

to take that well?" 

She shook her head. "I have to make sense of the tragedy in my life. I do hope he 

would understand that." 

"He will. Now may not be the best time to expect that from him. There's a lot 

going on." 

"I know." 

He stood up, saying, "I'm going to go check on him. I don't think any of us 

should be separated for long." 

Her question stopped him. ''Tergard met Rodrigo, didn't he?" 

He looked away. "Once." 

"When? Under what circumstances?" 

Marco shrugged as he turned to her. ''Tergard wouldn't talk about it." 

''Then who told you?" 

"Rodrigo introduced us." 
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Magdalena stared at him, mouth open. She cleared her throat and accused, "You 

lied to me. You said you met in the cavalry." 

Marco sighed. '1'hat wasn't a lie, Megs. Rodrigo brought Tergard to my unit with 

a letter of introduction from the duke, requesting that I find a place for him and to watch out 

for him since he didn't know anyone." He paused and looked away. "It was the last time 

I saw Rodrigo." 

"Why dido 't you tell me?" She stood up, her feet kicking aside some of the items 

scattered on the ground. Something hit a nearby stalagmite with a tiny "tink." 

'1'ergard made me promise I wouldn't. It embarrassed him for some reason." 

Looking around to see what she had kicked, Magdalena spotted a small wooden top. 

"Where'd this come from?" she asked, picking it up. 

"It was in Tergard's saddle bag." 

Each of the four sides had a separate symbol on it. She stared at them, a memory 

trying to spark to life in her mind. '1'hese symbols .... " 

" .. .look a bit like his tattoo," Marco finished for her and gestured toward the 

adjoining chamber, indicating he was going to go look for Tergard. 

She nodded absently, temporarily preoccupied with this new thing. The symbols 

were reminiscent ofTergard's tattoo, as Marco said. On a flat-topped rock, she set the top 

spinning. The white-painted symbols blurred into one another almost like clouds obscuring 

the sky. Maybe more like a blizzard. It was hypnotic. When she rested her hand on the 

rock, the top spun back into her palm. 

Lighting in the adjoining chamber-a tenth the size ofthe main cavern-was 

intermittent; segments of the phosphorescent wall were cracked, chipped and scratched, 

creating a patchwork effect on the floor, ceiling and inhabitants. Tergard sat on the ground, 

his back against a large floor-to-ceiling limestone pillar. His body, criss-crossed by veins 

of the golden light, looked like a child's puzzle not put together quite right. 
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He could easily hear Marco approaching-the human's boots squeaked as he 

walked- but he waited until Marco appeared from around the pillar. ''You should have let 

your socks dry before putting your boots back on," he said by way of greeting. 

Marco grinned. "I never could sneak up on you." 

Few humans could and only then if they first drugged Tergard's food. That's what 

allowed d'Tolin and his men to ambush and nearly kill Tergard before their ill-fated attempt 

to murder Magdalena. Tergard suspected they actually meant to kill him by way of 

poisoning, but misjudged the dosage needed for non-human metabolism, and had to resort 

to cruder methods. 

The two men looked at each other in silence for a moment. 

Marco sat down next to him. "You are not responsible for Rodrigo's death." 

"I know." 

"And Magdalena does not believe so either." 

Tergard nodded. "But I will be forever linked to his death in her mind." 

"Memories fade with time and help, but that will have to be your doing." 

Tergard blinked, uncertain what Marco meant. 

"Make her happy. Give her happy memories. The more there are of those, the 

weaker the bad ones become." 

"I thought you didn't approve of my feelings for her." 

"What?" 

"You took the locket." He gestured at Marco's neck where he could see the chain 

through his open shirt collar. 

Marco sighed. "I took it because I thought it would be awkward for her to find it." 

He paused. "And, I admit I resented at first that you had what was my wedding present to 

them. I genuinely liked Rodrigo, accepted him as a brother and trusted him to take care of 

my sister. The locket was his and I thought it had been buried with him; I gave it up for 

lost." He reached up and pulled the chain over his head, and flipped open the locket. He 
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held his sister's portrait so that it shone in the light. "If it wasn't lost I wanted the right to 

present it to the next man I entrusted to care for my sister. You took that away from me." 

"I'm sorry." He hadn't realized he'd hurt his friend's feelings. He should have. 

He knew the lengths to which Marco had gone to protect Magdalena. "I can be very 

selfish." 

"Yes," Marco agreed. "Selfish, stubborn, recalcitrant. .. but you're a damn good 

friend." He held the chain out to Tergard, who hesitated to take it. 

Marco gave a low sigh. "Do you think I'm here just for you? You forget that I 

was there after you left I watched Magdalena become more and more depressed. Your 

absence hurt me because it hurt her. I could not rid myself of that pain until she either 

forgot you or the two of you were together again." He looped the chain around Tergard's 

neck, snapping shut the locket as it settled on his chest. 

''Thank you." Tergard knew Marco had just given him his blessing to pursue his 

interest in Magdalena. His selfish side never thought it would matter, but it did. The act 

made him less of an outsider, solidified a place for him that was centered neither upon his 

identity as a Torumbur or as a pseudo-human. It finally made him feel as if he belonged 

somewhere. 

The two men shook hands and Marco pulled him to his feet. 

"She's going to think something's happened to us or that you're still 

stewing-" he stopped in mid-sentence and pointed at the wall. "What's that?" 

Golden white symbols etched themselves into the slick surface of the oozing cave 

wall as the two men watched. Each disappeared seconds after it appeared, the color 

dripping down an inch or two to reform the same symbol again. A string of them appeared, 

again and again, until the symbols had run out of wall space, the color puddling on the 

ground at their feet. 

"Runes?" Marco asked unnecessarily. 

Yes, Tergard thought to himself. A message. A repetition of the same string of 
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"Who's doing it?" Marco looked around as if expecting a sneak attack. 

Ay. 

Hot. 

Ay. 
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Tergard's vision blurred, but not like before, not when he hit his head, but like when 

he daydreamed. He felt as if the symbols were pulling him toward the wall. 

"Is it you?" Marco turned toward him. "Are you doing it somehow?" 

"Not my dreams, not my dreams," was all he could say. 

"What?" Marco shook him by the shoulder. 

The air around them rippled like a heat wave in the Koroneb desert and the stone 

beneath them shifted subtly to the right The effect nauseated both men and they swayed on 

their feet Tergard leaned against the wall for support because his swollen knee couldn't 

support him when his weight shifted to the right. 

Marco swore and ran back into the main cavern, calling his sister's name. 

At Tergard's limping pace, by the time he joined them Marco and Magdalena were 

already in the process of stuffing all their possessions into the saddlebags. 

The light from the cavern walls blinked and rippled in the same nauseating fashion. 

The air reeked of burnt earth. It was like no magic spell Tergard had ever witnessed. 

"What is it?" Tergard threw his saddle on Rost. The warhorse rolled his eyes and 

stomped his hooves nervously, making cinching the saddle difficult. 

"It feels like that displacement spell Bodun used to transport us here," Magdalena 

said as she dipped a canteen in the shallow pool of cold water below the waterfall. 

On the other side of the cavern, the steam pools began to bubble and hiss like 

boiling cauldrons. 

"Are the dirgers trying to get into the cavern?" he asked, finally cinching the 

saddle. 
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She refilled another canteen. "Bodun told me they never use these spells when and 

where other persons might be displaced. But he may have been lying." 

"Or else it's the sinkhole," Marco put in while trying to saddle the uncooperative 

stallion. "Bodun indicated they couldn't penetrate the forest except where there's been 

some ground disturbance. Maybe they've discovered what happened to Lake Arendal and 

they're mounting an invasion." 

Invasion-the word alarmed Tergard. Would the dirgers take advantage of the 

situation in the forest? If, as Magdalena suggested, their power source was the same

Turning around, Magdalena stumbled into him when the ground started to shake 

harder. She looked up, her face full of questions neither had the time to address. He gave 

her a quick smile that seemed to allay her concerns. 

"Help Marco with the horse," he told her, pushing her gently in that direction. 

As hoped, her touch calmed the stallion immediately. Tergard pulled on his 

weapons, boots and coat. 

"I don't want to get trapped if this all collapses," Marco urged, then asked, "Do 

we have everything?" just as the water in the steam pools began boiling over. Bubbles 

~urst, releasing a sharp, sulfurous odor that stung their nostrils. 

The horses snorted and huffed, trying to keep the smell out; the people covered their 

mouths and noses. 

Tergard turned to climb into the saddle, and nearly missed catching the movement 

out of the comer of his eye. Something grayish-white and man-sized emerged from the 

nearest steam pool and lunged toward him. It had four appendages that looked neither like 

arms or flippers but something in between. It spread these out as if to embrace its prey, but 

Tergard whirled with his weapons in hand. 

Fighting with two blades allowed him to strike an opponent while parrying or to 

simply do more damage. The disadvantage was that his blades were shorter than both 

longswords and these flipper-arms. So he usually struck quickly, deadly, and retreated as 
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he did now. He wasted no time in spearing one flipper-ann with the point of his short 

sword while slashing another with the dagger. 

That was enough to disann a human opponent, but this thing used its lower set of 

flipper-arms to strike his legs, knocking him off balance. He hopped backward on his good 

leg to avoid falling and slashed again, this time at the creature's torso. The blade barely 

made a scratch. The creature roared, opening its mouth for the first time to reveal tiny sharp 

teeth and a long tongue that flicked out and grazed his hair. It had no eyes. 

Tergard stabbed again with his short sword, but the skin on its torso was too tough 

to penetrate more than an inch. 

It kept slapping at his legs with its lower flipper-arms, hitting his swollen knee. 

Tergard gasped and locked the knee to keep from falling even though it hurt terribly to do 

so. 

He saw Marco behind the creature, balancing precariously on a ledge between two 

of the bubbling steam pools, sword raised. Tergard kept the creature's attention on him, 

hoping its eyes weren't in the back of its head. He slashed and stabbed at the flipper-arms 

as Marco rammed the point of his sword into its neck. The blade sank halfway in and the 

creature screeched, thrashing and lurching about, knocking Marco backward into the boiling 

water. The creature toppled over, landing with a liquid splat, gray ooze running from its 

wounds. 

Tergard hopped over the body as Magdalena ran forward. They grabbed Marco's 

hands and hauled him out of the water. His skin red and blistering, Marco groaned. He 

swayed, looking as if he were going to faint. 

"We don't have enough medicine to treat bums like this," Magdalena said, 

anguished. 

Tergard knew of ways to treat bums. One of his aunts had been severely burned 

when he was a child. But would the forest still provide the needed substance in its current 

state? 

,, 
( 
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The cavern walls pulsated and shook. Stalactites began to break off from the 

ceiling, shattering on the floor. "We can't treat him until we get out of here," he told her. 

Careful not to touch burned skin, they lifted Marco into Rost's saddle and Tergard 

climbed on behind him. Moaning, Marco slumped forward, resting his head on the horse's 

neck. 

Magdalena pulled Marco's sword from the creature's body and seated herself on 

the stallion. The horses were eager to escape the mad world in the cavern and bolted toward 

the narrow crevasse which had led them in here. 

The luminescent swface of the cavern walls shimmered and melted, flowing down in 

rivulets of molten gold, stealing away the light. Darkness surrounded them as the earth 

began to dance and sing, tumbling them in its embrace. It was a sweet song, but sad, 

unfulfilled and unfinished. The earth cried of a journey left incomplete, a universe unseen. 

It cried for the stars and for the dark night sky. It longed for the cold blackness of 

freedom. It begged to be awakened. 
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CHAPTER 17 

Magdalena awoke to the mingled scents of tangy salt air and sweet pine. She lay 

face down on an uncomfortable bed of dried pine needles. Her limbs trembled as she got to 

her hands and knees. She'djust missed being crushed by a massive pine tree which lay to 

her left. Other trees lay scattered, forming a semicircle around a patch of cracked earth. 

Another tree leaned against one still standing, creaking as the two battled one another. 

Mraid they would both fall, she scrambled away over the nearest tree, and slipped on a 

narrow expanse of rocky ledge, her feet coming out from underneath her. A wave of vertigo 

swept over her as she threw herself backward, landing on her rear and slamming her back 

against the fallen tree. Her legs dangled over the edge of a cliff. 

Hundreds of feet below, white surf furiously pounded a series of jagged, worn 

pinnacles jutting from the water. To her left. the coastline curved northeast, all covered with 

thick pines. In the hazy distance, she could see mountain peaks-presumably the 

Hardengers. Even though Tergard had told her Lake Arendal was two hundred miles from 

the coastline, this must be the Rimstad Sea-as the Torumbur called it The humans and 

dwarves called it the Ocean of Jeadi, named for an early dwarven explorer who first 

successfully crossed it to the eastern lands of the Huikugy. 

Slowly, she turned, grabbed onto a branch, and pulled herself upright, then back 

over the tree. She moved her way clear of immediate danger from both the cliff edge and 

the teetering trees. Calling for Marco and Tergard, she pushed past branches thick with 

needles. Coming upon a depression of soft earth with ridges of broken dirt radiating 

outward from it, she picked up the stink of burnt earth and ozone. 

Doubtless this was her emergence spot-the unforewamed displacement spell 

ejecting her roughly from the earth's interior. The spell's effects were too recognizable to 

be anything but the work of dirgers. Bodun 's apparent betrayal rankled. He, and Betanya, 
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had clearly lied about the reasons for their interest in the forest and Tergard. She guessed 

that Tergard's father was preparing him for some unknown purpose and that the dirgers 

wanted him to fail, thus the reason for their attempt to convince her to get him out of the 

forest 

She called for the men again, but the densely packed trees muffled her voice. 

Neither of the two men or the horses were anywhere in sight, but they could be close by; 

she wasn't able to see more than a few feet away. The fourth time she yelled, a faint 

neighing rewarded her efforts. Following the sound, she pushed her way through the trees. 

The neighing stopped, but now she could hear something large thrashing about to 

her right It was the stallion; his reins had become tangled in branches, trapping him. 

Panicked, his efforts to free himself only entangled him further. It looked like he was 

beginning to choke. 

She approached cautiously, but the stallion calmed down the moment he spotted her. 

She pulled free his reins and rubbed him gently, noting the numerous scratches covering his 

body. Her arms were covered with the same, her sleeves tom; her left cheek stung as well. 

She could not run a hand through her still wet hair. It was too tangled and had too many 

pine needles in it 

She called for the men yet again, worry gnawing at her. What if they'd been 

purposefully separated? She knew little of wilderness survival and Tergard knew little of 

medicine. Marco needed a healer. 

Pulling on the reins, she turned back the way she came, calling. It was becoming 

harder to see as the available light grew dimmer. The sun must be setting. The prospect of 

being completely lost frightened her so she endeavored to travel in as straight a line as 

possible, but was positive she'd traveled beyond her emergence zone. 

If they'd put any torches on the stallion, they were now lost. Knowing how 

haphazardly she had repacked the saddlebags, she searched them for any flint or tinder, but 

found none. Hoping she might have stuffed them in her pockets instead, she found what 

... 
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turned out to be Tergard's top. Wanning her palm, it glowed a white light, illuminating 

several feet ahead of her. She wondered why Tergard had not told them of this tiny marvel. 

Using it as a beacon, she held it out in front of her to light her way. 

A voice, muffled by the trees, called her name. The top glowed more brightly for a 

moment each time the voice called. 

''Tergard!" 

Sounds of movement stopped. "Magdalena?" 

''Tergard! Over here!" 

She saw first the glow from his torch, then his faint outline, pushing through the 

trees. Then he was next to her, wrapping an arm around her, holding her, whispering 

something she didn't catch. His embrace was so tight she nearly couldn't breathe. 

"Where's Marco? Is he all right?" she gasped. 

Looking chagrinned, Tergard let her go. He started to answer, but noticed the tiny 

bulb in her hand. With what seemed like a contented sigh, the top ceased glowing-now 

just an ordinary child's toy. 

"When I repacked I put it in my pocket," she explained with a shrug. She put it 

back. 

He grabbed her other hand. "Marco's this way." He pulled her through the trees, 

the stallion peacefully following. 

"Are you injured?" he asked her. 

"Just scratches. How's Marco?" 

"Unconscious. I'll build a sled out of tree branches so we can move him more 

easily." 

''To where?" She gestured behind her. "We've been transported quite some 

distance from where we were." 

"I know. We're on the seacoast." 

"Have you been here?'' He didn't have to answer the question. His expression 



told her no. Tergard knew as much about where they were as she did. 

"How many clans live in this territory?'' she asked. 

"Not sure." 
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They broke through into a recently made clearing centered upon a mound of erupted 

earth, and ringed by downed trees. Rost stood guard over the prone Marco. The man was 

in shock. His limbs trembled and twitched; his reddened face glistened with a sickening, 

clammy sheen. Underneath the beaded sweat, blisters covered his face. His eyelids were 

swollen shut 

Tergard propped the torch in a rut of cracked earth, then lit another and placed it on 

the opposite side of the clearing. Then he pulled the axe from its strap on Rost's saddle. 

"Where are the medicines?" Magdalena asked as she knelt next to her brother. 

Tergard set both saddlebags near her in response, then began gathering broken branches 

and stripping them of their needles. 

Magdalena searched through the bags, finding only two pouches of herbs and three 

vials of ointment As she opened the first vial and sniffed at its contents, she happened to 

look up toward the edge of the broken tree line. The shadows there moved and at first she 

thought it was merely the flickering of the torches in the slight breeze. 

''Tergard," she called and pointed. 

He paused, the axe poised to strike a branch too long for his purposes, looked 

where she pointed and stopped moving. She blinked at him, at his tense stance and 

wondered why he did not lower the axe or grab the sword at his hip. Then she felt it. Slow, 

thick air like invisible fog crawled over her. Her skin tingled, her tangled hair stood on end. 

It was comfortably warm, not cold, like a pleasant day on the beach in Kaiy where Tergard 

had pestered her with offers of swimming lessons. The pleasantness of the sensation 

should have relaxed her, but her muscles coiled in fear. With the exception of being able to 

move her eyes she was completely frozen in a kneeling position. 

The shadows entered the clearing: Torumbur, dressed in loose fitting, brown and 
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white fur clothing, all looking perfectly nonnal. She saw fourteen in front of her and heard 

more behind her. This shell of air did not muffle sound. An elder, a white-haired male with 

pale, wrinkled skin, seemed to be their leader. The others, a mixture of men and women of 

various ages, stayed behind him as he walked up to Tergard. 

The elder was tall for a Torumbur, maybe as tall as Marco. He looked down at 

Tergard with a sneer on his face, a mixture of contempt and fear, and studied the younger 

man. Now that the elder stood clearly in the torch light she saw he looked emaciated. They 

all did, Magdalena decided, as if the poisoned forest was no longer capable of sustaining 

them. 

The elder plucked the axe from Tergard's hand and tossed it aside. He did the 

same with the weapons on Tergard's belt He gestured at two of the others who stepped 

forward and proceeded to strip Tergard to the waist, careful to not actually touch him. The 

elder walked around the half-naked man, momentarily blocking her view of him. 

When he stepped out of the way, still silent, Magdalena saw it-the tattoo covering 

Tergard's left shoulder blade. It wasn't the first time she'd seen it, of course, having 

bathed him when he was ill, but the first time since her discovery of the top. She realized 

the four symbols in the center of the intricate design matched the tiny symbols on the top, 

and that the border of the rune was a series of overlapping images of one of those symbols. 

She also saw the bronze chain around his neck, the one that matched hers; the style of the 

chainlinks was too distinctive to be mistaken. Where did he get it? He was not wearing it 

when they found him at the river-unless that's what Marco had secretively stuffed into his 

pocket. 

Her thoughts were interrupted when the elder finally spoke, but she understood not 

a word because he spoke in Torumbur. His voice was hoarse, rough, like a throat raw from 

coughing. 

Slowly, Tergard's limbs turned supple and he pulled his anns in toward his body, 

flexing his fingers. He looked over his shoulder at Magdalena. 
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She tried to copy his movement. She couldn't even open her mouth to ask for help. 

She looked at Tergard, her eyes being the only part of her body she could move. 

"Release her," he said, turning back to the elder. He pulled his shirt back on. 

The elder again said something in his own language, but Tergard refused to 

converse in his native tongue, probably for her benefit. "Release her," he repeated. 

The elder frowned. "Come with us. The humans are of no consequence." The 

words sounded familiar to him; he obviously knew the human language well. "You belittle 

yourself by speaking their words. Forget them and come with us." Even though his words 

were condescending in themselves, his tone was flat, emotionless. 

"No." Tergard stooped to retrieve his weapons. ''They are my friends. The man 

is severely injured and needs the attention of healers." 

''The humans are unnecessary." The elder beckoned at him impatiently. 

Tergard redonned his coat, then picked up the axe. He knelt and returned to work 

on the sled. Without looking up, he said, "I take no orders from you. If there is something 

you want of me, you will welcome my friends and treat the wounded." 

"You are a guest Goldleaf; guests do not make demands." 

'1'hen leave. We will find a more hospitable clan." 

'1'here is no other for many miles." 

"Distance does not concern me. Surely your neighbors-whereever they are-will 

welcome us." 

This seemed to greatly aggravate the elder. His left eye ticked nervously and he 

clenched his hands into fists. 

"You obviously deem me of some importance, elder. Otherwise you would not 

have sought me out." He chopped a branch in half. 

"We sought out the disturbance in the forest!" the elder snapped. 

'1'hen how do you know who I am? I wear no clan insignia." 

Neither did these Torumbur, Magdalena noticed. She believed Tergard was digging 
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for infonnation. Had they received one of those air bubble messages he told her about? 

"Your return to the forest has been foretold." 

Tergard looked up. "By whom?" 

"Your father." 

"Is he here?" 

"No." The elder cocked his head and gave Tergard a sly, triumphant look. "It 

would seem you are in greater need than we. But you do not show the appropriate gratitude 

for my invitation. The offer is withdrawn." 

The Torumbur stepped out of the circle of light and into the darkness of the trees. 

Tergard laid down the axe, then hurried to Magdalena's side. 

With a brief caress of her face, and a sharp, not completely unpleasant tingling 

sensation, the thick air imprisoning her dissipated. 

She'd been unconsciously holding her breath and let it out with a gasp. "Why 

didn't you release me before if you knew how?" 

"I wasn't sure I could and didn't want to look foolish." 

She looked down at Marco as he moaned softly. "Now what? They'll be no 

help." Her voice filled with anguish. "And what if he wasn't lying? Marco can't survive 

a long journey to another ilcarn." 

"We're going to follow them to their ikarn and make them treat him." 

''There will be no need for deception or force," a new voice said from their left. 

They looked up to see that another elder had joined the first. Slightly younger, his 

hair had not gone completely white, but he looked more gaunt and wrinkled. His voice was 

stronger. The two elders stood together at the edge of the torch light. 

"I am Atosh of Fallingpine Clan. The son of Gunnard of Goldleaf Clan is 

welcome," he gestured with a gnarled hand, "and so are his friends. We often treat 

careless dwarven and human sailors who shipwreck themselves on the pinnacles below." 

Tergard seemed to not know what to say for a moment. Clearly, he'd come to 
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expect a less than hospitable reception from his own people. ''Thank you, elder." 

Atosh looked at the other elder who seemed unhappy at being usurped. "Have the 

men make a litter for the wounded. Treat our guests well." He turned and disappeared 

from the light 
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CHAPfER 18 

The dark forest enveloped Fallingpine ikarn like a smothering, yet protective 

blanket Trees and bushes grew so thickly as to nearly hide the clan's longhouses; sounds 

of life were so muffled their origins were indiscernible. The pine scent, mixed with myriad 

smells of bushes and plants, was overwhelming. 

For the first time since returning to the forest, Tergard thought "Home." This was 

the forest he remembered-the life of the greenery so evident one could almost see and hear 

the trees breathing. But the contrast between this ikarn and the rest of the forest disturbed 

him. It'd been like crossing an invisible barrier separating two different worlds. Where 

one was stagnant or succumbing to disease, the other appeared ready to burst into 

springtime blooms. 

In stark contrast to that were the Torumbur themselves; their hosts looked like 

shadows fluttering in the torch light. Tergard wondered if they would cease to exist should 

he extinguish his torch. The Fallingpine Clan members were so thin and insubstantial they 

reminded him of the nebulous tree sprites. Their muffled whispers amongst themselves, 

undoubtedly discussing him and the two humans, reminded him of how the sprites had first 

spoken to him that one day. He briefly wondered if they, too, would tell him he was an 

outcast. 

He put that thought out of his mind as they approached one of the longhouses. In 

yet another contrast, while the Torumbur were well-groomed and well-dressed in new

looking leathers and furs, the building needed repair. Boards were worn, stained, cracked 

or, in some places, missing-letting the interior light spill out, reflecting off the trees. The 

wooden steps creaked under the heels ofTergard's boots. 

Muffled voices filtered out through the cracks, accompanied by more subtle noises: 

the scrape of furniture being moved, the rhythmic tapping that likely came from a drammen 
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(a percussion instrument made from deer bones and hide), and above it all-a soft female 

voice singing a lullaby about gathering summertime flowers. The unknown woman 

sounded so much like his mother, Tergard felt the first true pangs of homesickness. She 

used to sing this song to him while she wove a wreath of flowers to place on his head when 

he slept 

But it wasn't his mother, nor was the lullaby being sung for a sleepy child. When 

Derjash, the tall, unwelcoming elder, opened the door Tergard saw the entire front half of 

the longhouse had been converted to a sick room. At least thirty adult Torumbur lay on 

pallets crowded together, with a half dozen gaunt women tending to them. The sick looked 

to be little more than skeletons held together by paper-thin skin stretched tight over bones. 

The singing woman looked up first She dropped the hand of the elderly man she 

sung to and stared. Her voice caught in her throat and all the other voices stopped instantly. 

Faces turned. Magdalena peered around him and gasped. Derjash grunted, gesturing at 

Tergard to enter. 

Too much this reminded him of that dream of his clan at Lake Arendal: the starving 

reaching out with clawed hands. He looked at Derjash. "Why do your people starve?" 

Derjash didn't answer; he remained as uncommunicative as he'd been the entire 

walk here. He gestured again, looking as if he might resort to shoving Tergard through the 

door. 

The middle-aged men who had led the horses for them tied their reins to a broken 

piece of railing. If the horses gave one tug it would probably splinter. 

''Tell them to feed the horses," Tergard instructed, and walked inside. Carefully, he 

stepped over blankets, legs, outstretched arms, bowls of water, and headed toward the 

curtain of blankets hung across the middle. Back there was an empty space; Marco's litter 

bearers followed him and Magdalena. The sick and dying, those conscious and able, 

followed him with their gazes. He thought it was his imagination, but a second glance told 

him it was not. 
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As Marco was laid on the floor, the litter-made of hardened air-dissolved beneath 

him. Atosh stepped through the curtains, followed by a petite woman who was not only 

striking because of her beauty but because of her fullness. She bore none of the gaunt, 

hungry appearance of the others. 

"Gera is a healer of the Evergreen Clan," Atosh explained. "We are very isolated 

here on the coast, far from Evergreen and our caretaker winter clan. She lives with us much 

of the year." 

Without a word, Gera began peeling Marco's clothes gently from his body to reveal 

angry red, pus-filled blisters. Magdalena knelt opposite to help only to be pushed away by 

Gera. She started to protest, so Tergard pulled her to her feet "Gera will take caie of 

him," he said quietly. "It's her duty." 

She wanted to stay with her brother; he could see it in her face. He wanted her with 

him and knew there was little she could do for Marco anyway. With a hand on her elbow, 

he gently guided her through the curtains. "Marco will be taken care of, just as the healers 

cared for one of my aunts whose legs had been badly burned when she fell asleep next to a 

cooking fire." He didn't make any promises, hoping she knew him well enough to see 

them in his eyes. She nodded. 

Atosh and Derjash, along with six other adults, waited on the other side of the 

curtains-a small area backed by another set of curtains behind which could be heard 

murmurs and the beating of the drammen-its melancholy rhythm heard more clearly now. 

Nowhere did Tergard see or hear any signs of children nor any adults younger than 

himself. Fallingpine was an autumn clan, like Goldleaf, making him silently wonder about 

the dirgers' claim that Goldleaf no longer bore children. Did it pertain to other autumn 

clans as well? 

Furnished with piles of large, brightly colored pillows, this space appeared to be for 

communal meetings. Two lamps, fueled by deer fat, sat on opposite sides. The light they 

cast didn't quite reach the center of the room, leaving a strip of shadow which split Atosh' s 
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face in half after he seated himself in the middle. Derjash sat to his left; the other six sat 

behind them. 

Tergard sat opposite the two elders, his swollen right knee still giving him difficulty 

as he awkwardly lowered himself, trying not to fall down. Magdalena sat to his right, next 

to the opening between curtains where she could watch Gera administer to Marco. 

Atosh glanced at Tergard's leg as he propped a pillow underneath it for support, but 

said nothing. He took a moment to appraise Magdalena, then asked, "You wish the human 

to be included?" 

Tergard was thankful the elder did not object to conversing in Magdalena's 

language. To be truthful with himself, after so many years among the humans, he didn't 

trust his ability to speak Torumbur without sounding like an idiot. "Please." 

Atosh nodded, then remained quiet for several minutes, studying Tergard's face. 

Tergard waited for him to say more. Despite Derjash's obvious seniority age-wise, 

Atosh clearly held the senior position as Oan Elder. Grateful for Atosh' s gracious 

welcome, Tergard now observed protocol by waiting for the Elder to ask the questions. If it 

had been Derjash, he. might not have bothered playing the junior role. He did not hide his 

suppressed irritation well. 

Derjash gave a knowing sneer. "He's been too long among the humans. Showing 

us the proper courtesy makes him impatient." 

"My time among the humans has not invalidated my right to proper guest 

courtesy," Tergard responded pointedly. 

Derjash glared; Atosh showed a brief flicker of a smile. He called back to the 

unseen voices behind the far curtains to bring food and drink. 

Magdalena looked at Tergard inquiringly, but he didn't really need to explain 

because Torumbur custom was much like that of humans. They should have been offered 

refreshment as soon as they sat down, and he should have been promised medical treatment 

after Gera finished with the more critically wounded. Given the health of the Fallingpine 



Oan, the food would be of poor quality, but the offer had to be made. 

"How many years have you been absent from the forest?" Atosh asked. 

"Fifteen." 
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"What did you learn from the humans?" Derjash's tone clearly indicated his 

belief that humans had nothing to offer. 

Tergard didn't disillusion him. "How to kill them. How to love them." He felt 

Magdalena shift position, turning from watching Marco to him, but he dared not look at her 

just now. "Either of which was more valuable than anything my father taught me." 

Both elders were clearly offended by this remark, as he knew they would be, but it 

was the best way to attack the questions he wanted answered. 

"A man who criticizes his father is no son," Derjash snapped. 

"Perhaps not," Tergard conceded with a bitter tone. "Why else would my clan 

desert their ilcarn without leaving a message for me? It has long been our tradition to leave 

signs for the lost, the wanderers." He needn't repeat the stories for them. 

The ensuing silence stretched on until Tergard began to think he'd directed the 

conversation onto a tangent they couldn't follow, that Fallingpine was so isolated they knew 

little of what was happening in the outside forest. 

Slowly, Atosh said, "Goldleaf Clan has made the pilgrimage to Mount Ringsaker." 

Satisfaction! He refrained from letting a smile show on his lips or in his eyes. 

Magdalena squeezed his elbow in a 'you were right' gesture. "How do you know 

this?" she asked Atosh. 

"It is improper for the human to speak," Derjash interjected. 

Atosh ignored that outburst. "Gera brings us more than just healing: news, 

rumors." 

Tergard's satisfaction lost some of its assuredness. "Is it only a rumor?" 

A woman bearing two large bowls stepped through the curtains. She quickly, 

almost furtively, set them in front of the two guests, and dashed into the back room again. 
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Tergard stared down at the bowls, full of beautifully ripe fruit: strawberries, apples, 

grapes, even oranges. This kind of fruit didn't grow in winter; oranges were impossible to 

grow this far north. ''This is an illusion." 

As he spoke Magdalena pushed her bowl toward the elders. "You should be eating 

this yourselv~s." 

"We do not starve for lack of food," Atosh said simply, as if that were all the 

explanation needed. 

"But-" 

"Eat." Atosh pushed the bowl back to her. "We have given our life forces to our 

trees so that they may survive this scourge which plagues the forest. It requires all we have, 

all that we are. In tum, the forest has provided for us: We share a symbiosis." 

A symbiosis that was killing Fallingpine Clan, Tergard saw. He also saw, in 

Atosh's eyes, that the elder didn't intend to explain further. But he did see a new opening 

to pursue his questions. "Gera has brought you news of what is ailing the forest?" 

"It dies," Derjash said, sounding old and defeated. 

"Why? And what does it have to do with my clan going to Mount Ringsaker?" 

"You ask too many questions," Derjash accused. "You have learned rudeness 

from the humans." 

He ignored the insult and gave Magdalena a look instructing her to do so too. "I 

ask questions because I deserve answers. I came home to reconcile with my father, but find 

my clan has vanished. I have been threatened, shot, chased. I have seen animals go insane, 

people turning into animals. I've seen trees that tum into tentacles and trees that can fly. I 

don't know what to call it." 

"It is stagnation," Atosh intoned, his voice reverent, almost religious. "It is a time 

of nothing, of death. It is Autumn." 

Childhood memories flooded back. "Autumn is a time of promise that winter will 

not kill us: a promise upheld by the utilization of knowledge to attain our survival." 
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''You quote your lessons well, but it is winter that is a time of promise ... the promise 

of snow and water and life. Knowledge .. .is worthless. It does not solve our problems." 

No one in the room contradicted Atosh even though what he spoke blasphemed 

their religious beliefs. 

"Do you teach this to your clan?" 

"Have you seen anything since your return to contradict what I have said?'' 

"The sun's position says that it is almost winter." 

"It has been Autumn for over a year. We had no winter, no spring, no summer, 

only an eternal Autumn. This is what has driven the animals insane, what has caused clans 

to tum upon one another. Worse, those that do not make war amongst themselves or with 

neighboring clans, have declared war upon the forest. They now poison the earth as if 

killing the forest would make winter come again." 

Kaiy's murder rate doubled during the monsoon season, followed by a subsequent 

increase in the birthrate, due to the pressures of close quarter, indoor-living during those 

months. But that was in Koroneb. He'd come to expect such periodic madness from the 

humans because they were overly sensitive to adverse weather conditions. He did not 

expect such from his people. Mass insanity because of a ... a drought? 

''The destruction of the forest appalls us," Atosh said. "Our duty is to protect it. 

We could not allow the insanity to spread here," he gestured around him with one hand and 

continued fervently, ''this is one of the oldest sections of the forest. Our trees are ancient 

beyond memory-they must live." 

Tergard found Atosh's tone vaguely disturbing, but couldn't say precisely why. 

"How have you done this? Erected a magical barrier around the ikarn?" As he asked it, he 

knew that to be the case. He remembered two things about their unexpected magical tninsit: 

the earthheart singing to him in a language he couldn't understand and the sensation of 

slamming against a solid wall-shattering the song just as comprehension was within his 

grasp. It wasn't bedrock he'd struck, but a barrier of pure magic so strong it had ripped the 
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song from his memory. 

Atosh nodded. '"The trees must live," he repeated. 

So the dirgers had not intended to deliver them into the hands of Fallingpine Oan. 

He suspected the dirgers had directed them toward the cliffs so they would go plunging to 

their deaths on the rocks below; but Fallingpine's barricade had ruined their plans. He 

voiced none of those thoughts. To bring up the subject of the dirgers would only distract 

the conversation further. 

"We've found that we can trust no other clan," Atosh continued, "not after our 

cyan were stolen from us, not after the search party we sent out was murdered. The barrier 

protects us, our trees." 

Tergard had difficulty suppressing all the questions that leaped into his mind. 

Why-how-would cyan be stolen? But then again, he couldn't explain their apparent 

transformation into tentacles. For a moment he was on the verge of asking Atosh to explain 

the secret nature of cyan to him. Then he thought better of it To do so would expose the 

fact that he'd never passed the rite of adulthood, which they appeared to be unaware of. 

Most of all, he wanted his father to be the one to explain it. Instead, he asked, "If you've 

isolated yourselves in such a way, how do you really know my clan has gone to Mount 

Ringsaker?" 

"It was decided long ago," Atosh answered cryptically. 

"What was decided?" 

"Upon your homecoming, all of Goldleaf was to return to the ancestral city." 

"Why?" 

"Such was discussed among all the elders of the Autumn clans. We are the judges. 

We decide, we choose." 

"Choose what? me?" 

"You-the earthheart chose, but you must know that already. Otherwise you 

wouldn't have been able to harness its energy to travel here as you did." 
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Tergard stared at the elder. His statement explained why they hadn't questioned 

their emergence from the earth, but brought up so many more questions. 

"He knows nothing," Derjash snorted contemptuously. "Look at his face full of 

dumb blindness. He hears, but he does not see. He uses the earthheart's power, but does 

not understand it He is no true son of Gunnard." Derjash lurched to his feet, his age and 

weakness making him unsteady. He teetered momentarily, coming dangerously close to 

falling on top ofTergard. Panicking, he found his footing and disappeared behind the 

curtains. 

Atosh let him go, intent on studying Tergard. "How can you harness the 

earthheart's power if you know so little? How can you be a son of Gunnard if you do not 

know your father? How can you be Goldleaf if you know not why they have gone to the 

ancestral home?" 

"I am the son of Gunnard," Tergard said defensively, surprised at his own reaction. 

"I hope that you are. All I do know is that you are the last of the Goldleaf: your 

tattoo marks you so." 

Tergard stood up, astonished to hear the dirgers' claim echoed by one of his own 

people. "What?" 

"All our magic, transformed unto you-the winter solstice-has rendered all 

Autumn clans barren." Atosh's face turned angry. "We die because of you. If you can 

not bring winter to us as your father promised, the forest will die as well." 

Abruptly, he got up and left, followed by the other adults. Tergard and Magdalena 

were alone among the pillows and untouched bowls of fruit. 

"I am winter?" Tergard asked himself. It sounded like Fallingpine Clan's magical 

barrier did not protect them from insanity, but Tergard somehow knew even if he didn't 

understand all of it that there was truth in much of what Atosh said. 

Magdalena stood, putting a hand on his arm. "Is that it? Is that your purpose 

here?'' 
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"What if it is?'' He looked down at her, amazed at how beautiful she was in the 

flickering light and with pine needles stuck in her hair. "How am I supposed to do that? 

Would it not have been simpler for my father to tell me, instruct me? What did I need to 

learn from humans that was so important I spend half my life away from the forest?" 

Magdalena, too, was full of questions. "Couldn't Atosh have given you more direct 

answers? What about the other elders? Why didn't they speak?" 

''The other elders are dead," came a soft, lilting female voice behind them. 

He and Magdalena turned simultaneously to see Gera peering at them through the 

curtains. She had paused in her wrapping of Marco's right leg in coarse brown cloth. His 

left leg, not yet wrapped, was slathered in pale green goo. The rest of him looked like a 

desert mummy. 

"And they have no answers to give. Atosh and Derjash were not the seniors on the 

Elder Council. They know little and hide their ignorance poorly." She turned away to 

finish wrapping. 

"Excuse me-" Magdalena began. 

"This human will live," Gera interrupted. "It will take several days for the bums to 

heal and there will be few scars. I have given him a potion that will make him sleep for 

most of those days." She kept wrapping, switching to the left leg. 

''Thank you. I know my brother will be very grateful." Tergard could hear her 

gratitude in her voice. "But I would like to ask-" 

Gera interrupted again, this time by thrusting a jar of green goo, some poultices and 

bandages into Magdalena's hands. "These should be sufficient for the Goldlears 

wounds." 

"Thank you, but I am not a healer." 

"I can not touch him," Gera said, her back to them once again. 

Tergard shushed Magdalena as she was about to speak. "What?" Images of 

encounters wherein other Torumbur panicked at his touch came to mind. "Why?" 
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Gera shrugged. "I don't know. I didn't ask." With that, she finished her work 

on Marco, then moved away to check upon one of the dying Torumbur. 

''They won't touch you? And they won't address you by name?" Magdalena 

turned to him, her eyes asking more questions. 

He had no answers. "Stay with Marco. I'm going to look around and see if 

anyone else wishes to offer free thoughts." He squeezed her shoulder lightly, comforted 

simply by touching her, and pulled a pine needle from her hair. 

"Your knee," she protested. 

Before he could reply, lamps throughout the longhouse were extinguished 

simultaneously, almost like a well-rehearsed dance, leaving them in near darkness. The two 

lamps in the communal space were rapidly running out of fuel and would soon die as well. 

Around them they could hear the rustling of blankets and clothes as the clan bedded down 

for the night. A low moan in the comer preceded the smell of death. 
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CHAPfER 19 

Tergard danced upon the night air, stars swirling madly about him like snowflakes 

in a maelstrom. They sang to him, a star song of light and energy, an invitation to join them 

on their endless journey through the universe. The yearning to answer their call, to follow 

them into the comforting cold blackness of space, was like none he'd ever felt before. It 

made his soul ache. 

But as hard as he danced, as fast as he spun his body, he could not climb higher into 

the sky. He could not break the hot bond of the earth. That heat pulled him inexorably 

downward, falling, his dance lost as he tumbled, his arms and legs twisted. He could not 

stop his descent; the earth's heat pulled him, burned him. The stars called to him, "Awake! 

Away!" He tried to answer, tried to fly, unfolding his newfound wings, but he did not 

know how to use them. The stars called again, "Awake! Away!" His wings crumpled 

from the heat; he plummeted to the earth. "Awake!" the stars cried. 

Tergard's eyes snapped open; he gasped soundlessly, searching for air to replace 

the breath knocked from him. He felt as if he'd fallen from a great height, sharp pain 

flooding his back. It seemed minutes before he could draw a new breath, but knew it was 

only seconds. He also knew the images in his mind were only hallucinations caused by 

whatever drug the Fallingpine Clan had soaked the fruit in. He couldn't explain the pain in 

his back. He'd had a similar dream over a year ago as he lay half-buried near Rodrigo's 

grave. Coincidence or irony? He'd been drugged before that long night too. 

He sat with his back to the wall, a small pillow snugged between his head and the 

wooden boards. Magdalena lay with her head in his lap, exactly where she'd fallen asleep 

so abruptly-his first clue that there was something wrong with the food. No strange taste 

or scent had alerted him to it. He'd already eaten the other half of the orange unfortunately; 

hunger had overtaken them both as they sat down to treat his wounds before he went 
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exploring. He should have insisted upon the simple precaution of only one of them eating, 

but it had been half a year since he'd seen an orange. 

He touched Magdalena's cheeks with the back of his hand. Her breath was cool, 

but her skin was warm as if she had a slight fever. With his other hand he reached for 

Marco who lay a foot away. To keep an eye on him they had sat down next to the curtain, 

opening it a few inches. Marco breathed evenly as does one in deep sleep. Satisfied his 

companions were all right, he looked around. 

The two lamps had burned out some time ago, but Tergard's eyes adjusted quickly 

to the darkness. If there was a moon out tonight, no light filtered through the thick forest 

canopy. He could hear no movement, only breathing, some of it labored. Fallingpine did 

not stir and looked as if they hadn't during the time he slept He wondered how long that 

had been, but decided it couldn't have been more than an hour or two. It had already been 

night when they arrived and must now be nearing dawn even though any hint of a rising sun 

was as absent as the moon. 

He assumed Fallingpine drugged them to keep them from asking too many 

questions or keep them from exploring while the clan slept Atosh, knowing who he was, 

could easily have made his own assumptions-that Tergard would be querulous and expect 

traditional hospitality-and prearranged the drugged food so it could be done without any 

unnecessary hints. It was a good reason for Atosh to have so hastily preceded them to the 

longhouse rather than acting the part of guide as was proper for the host who issued the 

invitation. 

Exploring seemed like a good idea to him, especially since Fallingpine showed no 

sign of awakening. But he did not wish to disturb Magdalena. He looked down to where 

his hand still rested on her cheek. The bandage she had wrapped around his tom knuckles 

extended from mid-finger to mid-palm, preventing direct contact so he brushed his 

fingertips from her brow, down her cheek to her jaw and back again. The movement 

mesmerized him, her warmth drawing him and all his senses in. An echo of his dream came 
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to him: the heat of the earth pulling him ever downward, trapping him. But Magdalena was 

no trap; she did not bum him, nor bind him. She was the warmth of a comforting fire, a 

glowing star in the cold of space. 

The sudden sensation of warmth crawling up his arm and into his chest startled him 

into stillness. His fingertips glowed where they made contact with Magdalena's cheek. In 

their weak light he saw her skin pale, felt her shudder. He jerked his hand away as he 

realized he was somehow stealing her body heat He stared at his hand, unable to 

comprehend how he'd done it The glow slowly faded, but she shuddered again as if a 

deep chill was settling into her bones. 

Desperate to reverse whatever he'd done, he placed both hands on her cheeks and 

imagined the extra heat making his heart throb, flowing back into her. The sensation of the 

reverse flow was unpleasant and too quick. He pulled his hands away just as he felt a tingle 

of chill himself. 

Magdalena's eyelids fluttered open, confusion plain on her face. Had she felt what 

he'd done? 

''Tergard? Where?" She stopped, blinked, then asked, "What's wrong?" 

"Nothing," he blurted out in a hoarse whisper. 

"Marco-" She sat up, almost knocking heads with him, and leaned over to check 

on her brother. 

He hardly noticed her actions, too busy wondering if this was the reason why the 

other Torumbur feared his touch. He dismissed it as a ridiculous notion, the product of a 

hyperactive mind influenced by drugs. That refusal to touch him was what he and 

Magdalena had been discussing when the drug took effect. Asleep, his unconscious mind 

grasped for anything to explain his experiences. A wake, the aftereffects of the drug 

combined with tricks that the mind plays on the eyes in the absence of light. He'd simply 

seen things that weren't there. 

"You've been dreaming again, haven't you?" 
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Her voice brought him back to the present. Her face was colorless in the darkness. 

He nodded. "I think they soaked the fruit in some sort of hallucinogenic." 

"Why? To keep us out of trouble?" 

"And not asking questions." 

She nodded, rubbing her cheeks. "I dreamed I was a bear hibernating through the 

coldest of winter-" she cut off her words and glanced at him. "Sorry." 

He shrugged off the apology. "We were talking about winter at one point." 

Her face was blank for a moment. "Oh, yes." 

He sighed. "I am not a snowmaker. I don't know what these people expect of me. 

I don't know why they fear me." 

''There are rainmakers among the Koroneb." 

He snorted. "Frauds." 

"No. I saw one at work in a neighbor's garden. He said he could sense moisture 

in the air whenever he had a fever, and draw it to him. Besides, didn't you say you've seen 

snow twice? Once on the southern side of the Stavangers when you were feeling ill, and 

then again after your encounter with the sprites. Maybe there's a commonality to those 

incidents." 

He remembered. Had he caused those bizarre blizzards himself? "I have used 

magic without understanding more than the basics." 

"Maybe the trees are teaching you what you need to know to bring winter back to 

the forest." 

''That makes no sense. What does winter have to do with our source of magic, the 

earthheart?" He paused. "Unless, the rune magic is somehow preventing winter from 

occurring .... " 

"How would it do that?" 

Shrugging, he said, "I don't know." He again felt the absence of magical training. 

He thought of the runes the trees had taught him, but all he could see were words, 

I ., 
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incomplete sentences ... an incomplete journey. He wondered where that last thought came 

from, but decided talking about it would solve nothing. He needed more information. 

"Stay with Marco. I'm going to explore the ikarn." 

"It must be almost morning. What if they wake up and find you snooping?" 

"I can take care of myself. You need to stay with Marco in case something 

happens." 

"Will something happen?" 

Standing, he said, "Yes. There is more to this symbiosis than they spoke of, but I 

don't know what it is. The forest is too alive, yet they are dying. And part of the life of a 

forest is its animals, but they've apparently made no attempt to preserve any. I heard this 

part of the forest was heavily populated by snow monkeys. Where are they?" 

Several pieces of clothing hung from pegs on the wall, mostly soft leather pullover 

tunics and some pants. He pulled off his shirt, which was white and highly visible in the 

darkness. 

Magdalena rose as he selected a tunic. Before he could put it on, she grasped the 

locket which hung from the chain around his neck. Her other palm was warm against his 

bare chest, her pulse beating in rhythm to his heart. 

"Were you not going to tell me about this?" 

Her face was unreadable, her tone neutral. She was not judging his possession of 

it-not yet. 

"Marco found it on me at the river and hid it from you. He dido 't think you'd 

understand at the time." 

"But where did you get it?" 

"I found it in the desert. I kept it to have something to remember you by." 

She clearly did not know what to say. 

He took her hands, the locket falling free from her fingers, and raised them to his 

face. "I needed to remember you." Softly, slowly, he kissed each of her palms and then 
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folded her fingers over the warm moistness as if to seal it in. 

She blinked rapidly, as if she was holding back tears. 

"Stay with Marco," he said softly. "Get your daggers from your coat," which lay 

on the floor next to her feet, "and be ready." Reluctantly, he let go of her and pulled the 

tunic over his head. He pulled off his boots, carrying them in his hand. 

He slipped through the curtains and over the sleeping Torumbur. When he looked 

back, she was kneeling next to Marco's pallet, holding his shirt He wasn't certain, but he 

thought she was crying. 

Tergard's shirt was warm to the touch. Despite the weeks of dirt and sweat, it 

carried his distinct musky scent She came to love that smell of comforting masculinity 

during the months she cared for him. She had long denied that she'd come to love him as 

well, partly out of guilt that she should still mourn for Rodrigo and partly out of fear to love 

again. It had taken time to fall in love with Rodrigo only to have him taken from her. Gone 

with Rodrigo was her culture, her place in society, the security of knowing who she was and 

what was expected of her as the wife of the duke's cousin. 

Today, she could not imagine agreeing to a politically arranged marriage, as were all 

upper class unions in Andara. Before today she could not imagine making her own 

decisions. Not that she'd been a weak, silly girl who couldn't make a choice. She had, by 

process of rejecting other noble suitors, chosen Rodrigo by default. Other young women 

of the upper classes had not considered Rodrigo a suitable match because he wasn't quite 

handsome enough nor ambitious enough. She hadn't cared about those qualities, wanting 

only someone she could talk to in case love failed to grow. But love had come, and so had 

pain and loss. 

That was why she cried as she knelt next to her brother. It wasn't sadness so much 

as anger, anger that she had to suffer so much loss to find love. It was unfair. She'd been 

a good child, a good wife. She'd given all of her to Tergard during his illness. Well, not 
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all. 

The rustle of blankets interrupted her thoughts. Someone else was awake. A 

shadow rose from a pallet on the far side of the room. Short, but full-figured, she sunnised 

it was a woman wearing a skirt, a healthy woman from the smooth, easy movements. Could 

it be the healer, Gera? Magdalena had paid no attention to where the woman laid down to 

sleep. Whoever it was, the shadow moved to the door and slipped outside, probably to 

follow Tergard. 

Magdalena looked at her brother, sleeping deeply beneath the bandages. She 

needed to make a quick decision. She could intercept the person before he or she had a 

chance to sneak up on Tergard, but she didn't wish to leave Marco unguarded. There was, 

however, a shortcut. One of the boards in the far wall was missing and, if she remembered 

correctly, that was the side of the longhouse which was clear of foliage. She grabbed her 

coat and one of the daggers, and waded through the pillows covering the floor. Tergard 

could not have squeezed through the narrow opening, but she did, and just in time. 

She head a sharp gasp to her left and reacted instinctively. She raised the dagger, 

pointing it in the direction of the sound while pulling Tergard's top out of her pocket. The 

soft glow blinded both women momentarily, but Torumbur were more sensitive to light so it 

took Magdalena less time to recover. 

throat. 

Gera stood before her, a hand shielding her squinting eyes. 

Before Magdalena could speak, Gera hissed, "Do not interfere with me, human." 

"I will not let you harm him." Magdalena leveled the dagger at the other woman's 

"I do not seek the last of the Goldleaf. I seek freedom." With a move too fast for 

Magdalena to follow she reached out and grabbed Magdalena's hand-but only to muffle 

the light emitted from the top. 

Belatedly, Magdalena noticed the healer was fully dressed and had a large bag made 

from hide thrown over her shoulder. 
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"Let me go," Gera said, her eyes determined. 

"Why would you run away from a clan who needs you?'' 

''fhere is nothing I can do to prevent their deaths. The sprites have claimed the 

flesh and blood of Fallingpine. I do not wish to be next." 

An unsettling fear struck her. "What does that mean?'' 
' 

"I suggest you leave before dawn." 

"What will happen if we don't?" 

"Perhaps nothing. But if you do flee you. can distract them for me. They 'II think 

I've gone with you and not search for a lone woman." 

Magdalena stared at her, but lowered the dagger. She became aware of the faint 

stench of scorched flesh. 

Gera let go; the woman's palm had been seared by the top. Paying the wound no 

heed, she turned and ran away. 

The abrupt increase in light startled Magdalena and she stuffed the top back in her 

pocket. She rubbed her palms, wondering why the light did not bum her. Hurrying, she 

squeezed through the gap in the wall, intent on packing their things- to be ready to go on a 

moment's notice. Marco was gone. 
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CHAPfER20 

Luminescent moss coated the interior walls of the nearby longhouse; the bones 

scattered across the floor reflected its pale green glow. Tergard knelt down on his good 

knee to examine a pile close to the doorway. The remains were indisputably Torumbur: the 

long bones of the anns and legs were thicker, stockier than those of humans, the back of the 

skull distinctly flatter with no external protuberance, and the eye sockets were more oval 

than round. He picked up two pieces of a broken femur and found that the marrow had 

been sucked out The sight sickened him. 

He grimaced, dropped the bones and wiped his hands on his trousers. He'd never 

heard of cannibalism among the Torumbur. Humans also considered the practice an 

abomination. Just last year, during the cease-fire, the Koroneb army had hunted down and 

exterminated an obscure religious sect living in the deep desert because they'd been 

kidnapping silica harvesters from their work camps to feed upon. 

Even if there was some other explanation for the removal of the marrow, although he 

saw no tooth marks to indicate animal scavenging, the sheer fact of improper disposal was 

appalling. Torumbur did not cremate nor bury their dead. Bodies were placed in the 

hollows of diseased or injured trees to serve as a natural fertilizer-an offer of healing. It 

was the one non-magical method they used to revitalize the trees. Once the flesh had 

decayed, the clean bones were separated by type and buried in family ossuaries. 

There would be no waiting for Marco to regain consciousness, Tergard decided. 

They must leave while it was still dark. He rose to go, but noticed smaller bones near the 

wall. Thinking these might be the missing children, he walked over and picked up a skull 

only to discover it was that of a monkey. There were more such skulls littered throughout 

the longhouse, scattered amongst those of the people. Almost all of the monkey skulls were 

smashed in-probably the cause of death. But the Torumbur remains showed only post

mortem damage; he saw nothing to indicate what had killed them. 
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He heard a rustling sound, accompanied by the musical clinking of bones being 

shifted about He turned to see slim branches poking through the gaps in the broken left 

wall, their thick, full needles whispering against the wood. The tips of the branches 

searched among the bones, pushing them around. One limb picked up a broken humerus 

and wrapped itself around it, making sucking noises. One limb poked its way through an 

eye socket, out the bottom of the cranium, and snaked its way toward where he stood. 

As it snaked closer to his foot, Tergard stepped back carefully, but heard a soft 

scraping noise behind him. He whirled, nearly unbalancing himself because his bandaged 

knee lacked good maneuverability, and swung his elbow into something. The short, lumpy 

creature flattened out, then swelled and reshaped itself into the imitation of a humanoid with 

no eyes or nose-only a mouth rimmed with needle sharp teeth. But the tree limb growing 

out of the top of its head betrayed its true identity. 

He instinctively knew this was not the same effect which he'd seen with the sacred 

eyan. This was something else-the pine trees come to life, manifesting themselves in new 

ways because of whatever Fallingpine had done to keep them from dying. 

Tergard pulled out his weapons and struck repeatedly until he severed the limb just 

above its makeshift head. Tree sap sprayed over his clothes. The limb reared back, 

slamming against the wall. He swung downward just as another limb wrapped about his 

ankle. Severing that limb, he kicked it loose. 

He turned toward the open door, but thick branches entered through it, aiming for 

him. Lumber cracked as more limbs poked through the holes in the wall behind him, 

smashing the remaining boards to reveal a row of angry trees, screaming for him, for his 

blood. 

Tergard pivoted, locked his injured knee to keep from falling and kicked hard at the 

opposite wall with his good leg. The solid heel of his boot connected with the weakened 

boards, splintering them. He pushed his way through the broken wall as the trees lunged 

for him, just missing. 
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He ran back toward the longhouse where he'd left Magdalena. Even before he 

reached it he could hear her yelling, "No! You can't have him!" 

He thudded up the stairs and kicked open the door. Marco lay on a blanket on the 

floor, like he'd been dropped there. Magdalena stood over him, one foot on each side, 

brandishing a dagger in each hand. The pallets of the sick were empty except for one who 

had died during the night Naked, looking like desiccated husks, they surrounded 

Magdalena, claw-like hands grabbing at her, plucking at her hair and clothes. Five of them 

were on their knees, pulling at Marco's wrappings. 

She knocked the hands away, poking and stabbing. Although the points of her 

blades penetrated the filmy dry flesh, she drew no blood. She kicked at those on the floor 

to keep them away from her brother. 

Tergard rushed to aid her, kicking aside blankets and sleeping mats. Reaching the 

first two Torumbur, he grabbed the only things available-their wild shock of gray hair. 

Brittle, the hairs broke off in his hand with the crack of dead twigs being stepped on, but not 

before he pulled them off balance. They fell to the floor like a bag of bones. 

Magdalena stabbed at another, the dagger going deep into the chest. The elderly 

man collapsed, but still no blood issued from the wound. 

Tergard pulled two more down, kicked one of those trying to grab Marco. The 

women flew backward, crumpling. None of them had any real weight or strength to defeat 

either him or Magdalena except in terms of numbers. There were still twenty of them 

standing, blocking him from reaching her. 

He kept pulling and punching, and so did she. 

"Where are the elders?" he yelled at her over the sighs and moans. 

"Gone!" She yelped as one of the grasping hands pinched her. She delivered a 

vicious jab to the offender. 

"Gera ran away," Magdalena said, sounding breathless. "She warned us to." 

Tergard knocked over three more and chopped at another's arm, finally clearing a 
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path to his friends. He left his weapons sheathed, not needing them against these helpless 

oldsters, and grabbed Marco's left leg. Hauling the injured man backward out of the fray, 

he yelled to her, "Go untie the horses!" 

He slung Marco over his shoulder, grunting under the strain of the larger man's 

weight Those still standing turned and reached for him but he easily backed away. 

Magdalena shoved her daggers in her belt and ran out the door. 

Spotting a lit lantern hanging on the wall, Tergard pulled it down and tossed it into 

the midst of the Torumbur who were clearly already dead, or should have been. They 

suffered needlessly. Burning them and the longhouse would end that, but he did feel guilty 

to not be giving their remains to the trees as was natural. He reminded himself the trees in 

this ikam were unnatural. They did not need the dead; they took from the living. 

Aames spread quickly with the spilled fuel, finding even more catalysts in the 

blankets and dry, papery flesh. The Torumbur made no sound as they died, nor tried to 

escape the flames. Instead they seemed to welcome them. 

Tergard slung Marco over the stallion's saddle, while Magdalena got their one 

remaining rope to lash Marco in place. She tied the knots as he took a quick look around 

the sides of the burning longhouse. There was no sign of Atosh, Derjash or the rest of the 

supposed elders. He could hear the crazed trees tearing apart the other longhouse as boards 

snapped like whips cracking. Perhaps they thought he was still in it. 

He thought he detected a golden glow through the trees, but the foliage was so thick 

it twinkled, disappeared, twinkled and disappeared again. The pine trees seemed to pulse, 

bubbles of golden light popping free from the bark, flowing upward to fill the air overhead. 

Now he knew what Fallingpine had done, why Atosh's fanaticism had disturbed him. 

''Tergard! What's wrong?" Magdalena called to him as she climbed into the 

saddle behind Marco's limp form. "Let's go!" 

He spurred himself into action, jumping onto Rost and swung him around. 

''They've given themselves to the sprites." He couldn't believe it as he said it, and 
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shuddered at the memory of the sprites that had invaded his mind. He had refused them, 

refused to acknowledge their vengeful desire to consume the Torumbur. 

"Gera told me," she said. 

They dug their heels into their horses' flanks, but the animals stopped short of 

breaking into a run. 

Fallingpine Clan members dropped out of the trees, soundlessly surrounding them. 

A dozen or so nebulous golden sprites flew toward them, nimbly darting in and out of tree 

branches. They stopped, hovering over the heads of Atosh and Deijash, who stepped closer 

to the horses. 

Rost snorted and pawed at the air with one hoof. 

This time, Tergard was ready for Fallingpine to try imprisoning them with air but, 

for whatever reason, they didn't even try. The ground trembled briefly, the first quake 

they'd felt since their experience in the cavern. He hoped it was not a sign of the dirgers. 

"There is no need to run," Atosh said softly, his voice wheedling. "We would not 

have harmed you, cannot harm the last of the Goldleaf." 

Tergard saw how he trembled when he spoke. Fear? Fighting control? "I see you 

don't include my friends." 

"Human blood will do just as well as 'torumbur to sustain the trees," Derjash said. 

''To sustain the sprites you mean." Before Derjash could reply, he went on, "How 

could you be so stupid? I recognized the sprites as parasites when I was only a child. 

You've given them your entire clan-for nothing!" 

''The trees must live!" Atosh cried. 

"If the trees die, they can be regrown. You do not have to let the sprites feed off of 

you." 

Atosh moaned. "You will never understand. We were the first," he swayed on his 

feet, ''the first to come down from the mountains because we loved the trees so much. 

Goldleaf was the last to abandon Mount Ringsaker. No Goldleaf will ever understand our 
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love." 

"And what happens to your precious trees once you are all dead?" Tergard hissed. 

"You've unleashed a new force into the forest-one that has the ability to take over our 

bodies and minds." 

''You are wrong!" Derjash screamed, raking the empty air before him with his 

hands. "We have discovered the truth! This is the sprite's forest They were here 

millennia before us, prevented us from inhabiting it They killed thousands of us before we 

learned how to control them with the earthheart's magic. We transformed the sprites into 

gaseous entities that couldn't penetrate our magical defenses unless we allowed them to do 

so. Now that the earthheart is dying, the sprites have been freed from our control." 

"Dying?" The earthheart was the forest, its magic. It couldn't be dying; he'd be 

able to feel it if it were: the magic would feel different, the energy weaker. But it felt no 

different to him than when he was a child. Maybe his flawed magical abilities affected his 

ability to detect such changes. 

"It dies because of you, because you came home one year too late!" Derjash 

wailed, clutching at his chest. He fell forward; the ground shuddered briefly as he hit 

facedown. Two of the sprites dove and disappeared into his body. Tergard imagined he 

heard a tiny shout of glee. 

The pine trees surrounding them bent over, their branches intertwining to create a 

solid canopy overhead. To Tergard, they seemed hungry. 

"Give us your injured friend," Atosh pleaded, stepping even closer to Rost, 

completely ignoring Derjash's death. "He will die anyway and here his blood will sustain 

our trees a little while longer." 

"Bastard!" Magdalena cursed at him, then began floating up from her saddle. She 

clutched onto the reins and tried to jam her feet into the stirrups, but missed the left one. 

Atosh's hands had not moved. It was one of the women behind him, trying to steal 

Magdalena while Atosh argued for Marco. 
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Tergard nudged Rost with his good knee, a subtle signal unnoticed by anyone. 

Rost reared and flailed out with his front hooves, knocking Atosh backward. 

Another signal sent Rost charging forward, through and over the other Torumbur, including 

the woman casting the spell. Magdalena dropped into her saddle with a grunt, then kicked 

the stallion into action. But the pines pressed their trunks together, blocking their escape. 

Those Torumbur still standing chased after them, the sprites flying along overhead. 

The ground trembled again and one of the pines exploded in flames. The dirgers? 

Eight grayish-black tentacles burst through the soil. 

"The eyan!" he heard someone yell behind them. 

One tentacle wrapped around another pine, flames erupting along the edges of 

where it gripped. The sprites screamed, a hideous noise. They dove at the tentacle, but 

could not penetrate it 

Tergard whirled Rost around to flee in the opposite direction, astonished to find the 

Torumbur kneeling before him. 

"You've brought them back to us," one woman said, weeping. 

Magdalena shouted a wordless warning. Before he could react, one of the tentacles 

struck him in the back-an electric shock zapping his left shoulder. But no fire. 

His ears buzzing, he swore he heard words. "Awake! Away!" 

Another pine burst into flame as a tentacle grabbed it, uprooted it and threw it at the 

prostrate Torumbur. A sprite flew toward the tip of this tentacle, zapping itself into 

nonexistence as it made contact; golden glitter fluttered to the ground. The tentacle then 

reached over Tergard and Magdalena, grabbed one of the Torumbur-a middle-aged 

woman-and ripped in her half. The two pieces fell to the ground nearby with a splat. 

Those Torumbur who could, ran screaming. Magdalena moaned. Tergard had seen 

enough. "Awake! Away!" He'd heard enough too-a voice in his head that was not his 

own. 

The attack by the eyan had left a gap in the trees. Soon, Tergard and Magdalena 
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were crashing through the forest in almost complete darkness, the horses instinctively 

changing course to find clearer paths. They could not hear signs of pursuit or of the 

strange battle they'd fled, but after several minutes of silent running, they could hear 

something approaching from the opposite direction- something big. 

The horses shied away, but Magdalena called a halt. "Wait! I know that sound! 

It's like the tree that ran away with you." 

"What?" 

In answer to his question, the trees ahead split apart, leaning almost to the ground, as 

a giant oak tree appeared. It stopped, its surface becoming fluid, changing too rapidly for 

their eyes to keep up. A massive winged bird stood before them. Its skin was bark, its eyes 

like pale knots in a board, its beaked mouth like two dugout canoes inverted upon one 

another, its claws giant tree thorns; humongous acorns sprouted from its crown like comical 

horns. Tergard didn't know whether to laugh or scream. 

''The cavalry has arrived," Magdalena quipped. 

Tergard stared at her, then at the beast. 

Shouts from behind alarmed them and it. Massive green wings spread wide; it 

hopped forward, grasping at them with its claws. It snagged Magdalena and the stallion 

with one, but missed Tergard and Rost because the warhorse sidestepped what he obviously 

viewed as an attack. The stallion screamed wildly as the creature launched itself into the air; 

Tergard thought he could hear Magdalena's smaller voice screaming too. 

Six Torumbur had survived the eyan's attack and now chased after him, their hands 

and fingers moving erratically-apparently casting unsuccessful spells. Tergard spurred 

Rost on, following the sound of the screaming stallion, unable to see the creature through 

the tree canopy. 

The hungry and weakened Torumbur showed surprising stamina in the chase, 

especially considering that he was on a horse. A glance back told him why: each of those 

still in the chase, including Atosh, was enveloped by a golden glow. The sprites had melded 
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with them, infusing them with the necessary energy. Atosh must have forgotten his claim 

that he could not hurt the last of the Goldleaf. 

Knowing he hadn't succeeded in controlling his magic before, Tergard tried 

anyway. He mentally formed a solid wave of air to sweep over his pursuers. He flung out 

his left arm to direct the energy and felt, rather than saw, a burst of light erupt from his back. 

His aim was wild, gouging holes in the ground, and blasting apart two of the Torumbur. 

Severed body parts and flying chunks of soil knocked down the others. Atosh tumbled 

head over heels before jumping up and running after him again. 

His defective attack stole the breath from him, leaving his body tingling and his left 

arm completely numb. Spotting a clearing up ahead, Tergard drove Rost harder. As he 

burst out of the trees, a claw snatched him and the horse from the ground. 

Atosh howled as he rose out of the elder's reach. Rost's very vocal displeasure 

soon drowned out Atosh. Tergard couldn't suppress his own surprised yell. He'd only 

imagined flying in unbidden dreams. The ground fell away with dizzying speed, the trees 

becoming nothing more than bushes. Cold air beat at his face where he peered out between 

the talons clutching him, tears stinging his eyes as he tried to look for Magdalena. 

The bird's other claw was empty. Panicking, he looked up into the dark brown 

belly. There he could detect a faint warm glow outlining legs and arms. Magdalena and 

Marco were safely inside the creature, just as he'd been protected by the earlier tree. He 

realized he was about to join them as the creature began to fold in its legs. 

Just before he, too, was enveloped by the warm slumber, he looked to the east and 

south. The dawn that had seemed like it would never arrive was only now beginning to 

break the horizon. But the glow to the south was even brighter. His last vision was of the 

lower forest valley, awash in flames. 
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Tergard awoke to a blinding headache, not knowing where he was and not caring. 

He lay on something hard and cold, but the discomfort was minimal compared to the pain in 

his head. Groaning, he tried to roll over, but the slightest motion nauseated him. He lay still 

for what seemed a great while as images of white hot runes pounded at his temples. The 

symbols demanded something of him that he did not comprehend. There was no pattern to 

be discerned in their movement through his mind; they fla5hed randomly. 

Finally, he understood. The runes were not just symbols, they were living things 

themselves-a language which had come to life. Like all life, the runes were chaotic, willful. 

To learn the rune language, one had to learn to control it, to form it into a coherent structure. 

Disunity versus unity! His father's first lesson in magic. The shock that his father 

truly had given him the key to understanding rune magic chilled him momentarily, then 

excited him. Gunnard had couched that particular lesson in words emphasizing the 

responsibility of possessing power, so he had not recognized it for what it was. The runes 

were in the air they breathed and, because of that, they permeated the essence of all living 

things. They became the components of life. With them, Tergard could promote unity or 

disunity of all that surrounded him. All he needed was an order, a pattern. But the language 

was its own pattern. Had this tree given him what he needed to finally understand it? 

He tried to think of something simple, but the headache hadn't subside and his 

concentration faltered. He focused on the cold rock against his back and thought 'cold, 

snow, winter.' Slowly, the runes stopped swirling in his mind and the pain eased. He 

opened his eyes to see afterimages of the runes forming a chain, link by link, above his face. 

They vanished in one brief blast of wind; a smattering of snowflakes dusted him. 

He heard an ex~himation of surprise to his right, Magdalena's, and smiled to 

himself. He closed his eyes with a contented sigh, ready to try again. 
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Magdalena pounced on him with "Are you all right?" She patted his cheek. 

"What are you doing? Wake up!" 

He opened his eyes to see her sitting across his chest, and gave her a mischievous 

grin. "You forget. Marco and I are the cavalry." 

She gaped at him, clearly trying to decide whether he'd hit his head again or had 

just lost his senses. 

He decided she was even more beautiful with snowflakes melting in her black hair, 

which had come completely undone and hung in a tangled mess to her shoulders. 

"Marco was in the cavalry. You were just a scout," she said, apparently 

overcoming her consternation, tapping his chest with a finger. 

''You have snow in your hair," he said by way of reply, content to lie here forever 

with her gazing down upon him, her physical warmth enveloping his body. 

"Did you make that snow?" 

"I think-" Magic wasn't what he was thinking about just now. Holding her 

arms, he sat up while shifting her weight backward so that she ended up sitting in his lap. 

The momentary surprise in her eyes changed to something softer, warmer, inviting. 

It gave him the courage to take a chance. He took her face in his hands and kissed her. The 

first kiss was tentative, passive, but she tasted of the fresh earth newly turned after the 

harvest and it made him hungry for more of her. When he kissed her the second time, she 

wrapped her arms around him, hugging him so closely he could not tell whose heartbeat 

was whose. 

"I don't suppose the two of you could untangle yourselves long enough to help 

me?" came Marco's wry voice behind them. 

Embarrassed but relieved that Marco sounded all right, Tergard reluctantly let go of 

Magdalena, pleased to see the smile on her face and in her eyes. Trying to stand up at the 

same time, they really were tangled for several seconds. When he did stand, a brief wave of 

dizziness rushed over him so quickly the others didn't notice. He shrugged it off as an 
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aftereffect of the receding headache. 

Marco sat half-upright, leaning against a rock outcrop jutting from the hillside, 

trying to unwrap himself. His head and face were free already, showing reddened skin as if 

he'd suffered only a bad sunburn. 

"Marco regained consciousness first," Magdalena explained as she went to her 

brother to help pull the bandages from his arms. "I was so astonished to hear his voice I 

thought I was asleep and dreaming, but then he began to curse at being wrapped like a 

festival gift and I knew it was no dream." 

Tergard nodded as he looked around. ''The tree must have been able to provide 

him healing even though he's human." His own wounds were gone, except for scars 

across his right knuckles and some residual stiffness in his right knee. 

"He's still weak," Magdalena explained, "and there's scarring on his arms." 

Tergard looked as she held out one arm to demonstrate. The skin was puckered with white 

zigzag lines across it 

"Just more battle scars to go with the old ones," Marco said dismissively. "Where 

are we?" 

Tergard heard the forced strength in his friend's voice. "In the lower Hardengers, 

west of the coast." 

The high peaks, still showing no signs of snow caps, rose directly behind them. 

They were in a clearing on a steep slope surrounded by stands of spruce and fir trees. 

Patches of bare rock shone through where centuries of erosion had stolen away the soil. 

Old wood, decomposing needles and other debris lay scattered about. A stiff wind, the first 

real wind he'd felt in the forest, blew-but from the south and not the north as it should this 

time of year. 

"I started to tell him what's happened since the attack in the cavern-" 

"Yes, much has happened, hasn't it?" Marco quipped, raising an eyebrow at 

Tergard. 
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He chose to ignore that. "Where are the horses and the oak tree?" 

"I can hear Rost." Magdalena pointed downslope. "He sounds agitated." 

Both men whistled and Rost responded immediately, charging out of the trees. The 

stallion followed meekly. 

"Intimidating others again, you cantankerous coot!" Marco called out cheerfully. 

Rost snorted and turned to nip at the stallion, who backed off until Rost was 

satisfied with the distance between them. 

"Jealous of the younger horse," Marco said quietly. 

Tergard could hear Marco's sadness. He'd parted with a faithful companion to 

help a friend and to save the horse from disposal, but he still missed Rost. Tergard 

wondered if Marco thought he was selfish for not trading mounts. 

Magdalena returned to Tergard' s previous question. "I've not seen any sign of the 

tree." 

"Actually .... " Having noticed there were scattered leaves in the debris, Tergard 

knelt and sifted through it. '"This is a boreal forest up here-conifers, evergreens-no leaf

bearing species." He held up a crumbly oak leaf. "I think this is part of it." 

"Did something destroy it?" Magdalena asked, picking up a handful of leaves. "I 

don't remember any such sensation, only warmth and-" She stopped, a furious blush 

reddening her cheeks. 

"And what?" Marco asked. 

"Nothing." 

He started to press for more, but as Magdalena returned to unwrapping his legs, it 

must have dawned on him that he was naked underneath. "Hey, how about some clothes!" 

Tergard couldn' t help grinning at the human's modesty-a source of jokes in the 

cavalry ... until the other humans realized Tergard was even more reluctant to disrobe than 

Marco. 

Magdalena sighed, and went chasing off after the stallion for Marco's clothes. 
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Tergard sifted through more of the debris: shredded bark, withered roots, limp 

branches, desiccated leaves. The impression was almost too faint, but he thought he 

detected a tiny spark of life, of energy, that was rapidly dying. So this was the oak tree. It 

had given all that it had, more really, to complete its task. 

He remembered his last conscious thought, a wish to be carried to Mount 

Ringsaker, which he mentally communicated to the tree. It had tried to fulfill that request, 

but its nature was of healing and teaching. In its need to impart its knowledge to him, it 

could not fully heal him or Marco and take them to their destination. But it had tried. 

He silently thanked it and surprised himself by doing the same for his father, for 

having such foresight Spotting a healthy brown acorn, he picked it up and stuffed it into 

his pocket. 

"What did you say?" 

Tergard turned to see Marco watching him. 

"I was just thinking. The tree did what it could for us, but it was overwhelmed. 

The demands of transportation and healing took more energy than it had." 

"So it just dissolved?" Magdalena asked as she rejoined them, carrying a bundle of 

clothes. 

"We drained it of its essence. It could no longer survive as a whole entity. Its 

cohesiveness was lost." 'Disunity versus unity' echoed in his head. The overuse of 

power: the lesson his father had tried to teach him. 

"Well, are we close to Mount Ringsaker?" Marco asked. 

"Closer," he pointed to the highest peak, about one hundred miles to the west of 

them, "but the city is just above the tree line. It's quite a climb." 

They followed his finger. Marco groaned. "I hate rock climbing." 

"He's in no shape for it either," Magdalena said. 

"He'll have to. From what I'm told, some of the trails are not suitable for mounts. 

Sooner or later, we'll have to leave the horses behind." 
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Marco made a face and closed his eyes. 

"There are many caves along the route, used as way stations. At least we'll have 

shelter." It was small compensation for the walking they'd have to do. He didn't tell them 

he dido 't know how to find the main trail up the mountain from their current location, but 

they could probably guess that for themselves. 

Bowing as if she were his valet, Magdalena handed Marco his clothes and asked, 

"Would you like some assistance, sir?" 

Tergard looked over in time to see the lizard-like scaly patches of skin on Marco's 

chest and stomach before he covered up. Marco would likely be disfigured for life, he 

realized, and decided not to embarrass his friend by looking longer. 

Aware that he still wore the leather tunic he'd taken from Fallingpine, he pulled it 

off and threw it away behind a rock. ''The clothing of fools," he muttered. 

Magdalena handed him his own shirt, the patched green one, as if she'd known 

what he would do. Without a word, she put two fingers to her own lips, then pressed the 

fingertips against his lips. 

Marco said nothing. 

"I'm going to see what remains of our food." She turned away. 

"Move into the shelter of the trees first, and get a fire started to cook the hare." 

"What hare?" 

''The one I'm going to hunt," he said, taking his bow from Rost. The boreal 

forests were supposed to be filled with hare, porcupine and moose. He didn't particularly 

care for porcupine, nor did he have the firepower to take down a moose, especially if he ran 

across a thousand-pound bull. 

"Be careful to clear the area of old needles," he told her, "or you'll have a much 

bigger fire than you can handle." He gestured to the south. 

Magdalena looked at the white shroud blanketing the lower valley with a puzzled 

expression. ''That's just fog, isn't it?" The summer fog in Amar was legendary. 
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"Look more closely. You'll see tiny bursts of orange beneath the smoke layer." 

"Oh! Everything is burning. Your ikarn, all those clans ... " she trailed off. 

''They'll survive. Some of them will survive." 

He didn't know what else to say. He could smell the burning trees in the bizarre 

southerly wind and it made him sick. Sick-because he didn't know whether or not he 

cared. 
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"The acid had eaten away her bones, but the tannins preserved her skin, hair and 

clothes. Her hair was braided, coiled upon the top of her head just as it had been before 

death. The hunters who found her thought at first she was a magical illusion, but they 

dispatched messages with a description and eventually discovered she was a lost member of 

Goldleaf-given up for dead over 500 years ago." 

Magdalena shuddered at Tergard's description of the bog body he'd seen as a 

child. To be nothing more than a tanned hide .... 

"Is that possible?" Marco asked. 

•'Things do not rot in a bog," Tergard said matter-of-factly. He gestured at the 

clearing before them, "and it's very difficult to get out once you fall through." As proof, 

they could see a pair of moose antlers off in the distance, poking above the carpet of dense 

brown moss. Beyond the moose was a large pool of open water turned brown by the 

tannins leaching into the water, one of the identifying characteristics of a bog. 

"Then we go around," Marco said with a sigh. Even on horseback, the traveling 

was hard on him. The friction from riding in a saddle had rubbed off sections of dead skin 

on his inner thighs, which oozed blood and stained his trousers a darker brown. Walking 

was no better, so he stayed in the saddle. They had run out of salves to put on his wounds. 

"I'll lead," Tergard said, turning to a small spruce tree and hacking off a long, slim 

branch. 

As he stripped it of its needles, Magdalena objected. "You should ride for awhile. 

Your knee is bothering you." 

"No, it isn't. It's loosening up." 

She knew he was lying, but he wouldn't relent in his decision to let his friends ride. 

"A man on foot weighs much less than one on horseback. I'll be less likely to fall 
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through and, besides, I know what an unstable surface feels like. It quakes sort of like an 

earthquake, but not quite the same." 

"Can't we tell by the tree line?" Marco asked. The ring of spruce and tamarack, 

edged by dense shrubs on the inside of the clearing, was what had caused Tergard to call a 

halt in the first place. 

"Not necessarily. Bog conditions can extend into the trees." He turned to the 

north and, using the branch as a walking stick to test the ground ahead of him. continued on. 

They had been working their way northwestward for several hours, climbing the 

lower hills into a high valley. The Hardengers towered to their right-their jagged bare 

peaks threatening like shark's teeth. Magdalena had hoped for some sort of welcoming 

feeling, an "you're almost there" sense of accomplishment, but she felt none of that, only 

pangs of worry and guilt. 

If the earthheart was dying because Tergard came home a year too late, she was at 

fault Saving her life had cost him precious time-time she wasn't sure she could justify 

over the needs of the entire Torumbur race. She had asked Tergard what he thought of 

Fallingpine's claim, but he only dismissed it as the nonsense of crazed fools. 

She wanted to ask again, but decided to return to his story. "So, who was she?" 

"Who?" His voice floated back to her. 

''The bog woman." 

"My grandmother fourteen times removed. They used to tattoo the ankles of 

newborns. She bore the mark of our clan and my father's patriline. My father told us the 

story of how she, Yizgar, was betrothed to a man of Wintermaple Clan following the death 

of her first husband, but instead ran away to Mount Ringsaker saying that the mountain 

called her home. Both clans sent watchers to wait for her, to bring her back, but they never 

found her." 

He was quiet for a moment, poking at the moss ahead of him. "I heard my mother 

whispering that some believed she had committed suicide-distraught over 4er husband's 
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death-but my father got very angry with my mother, telling her not to say things that 

tainted his patriline." 

"Suicide is considered immoral?" 

"All living things must complete their natural cycle of life. To not do so is to 

violate the order of nature." He looked back at her. ''That's another reason why I think 

Fallingpine and their stories are nonsense. They may not label what they're doing as 

suicide, but it is." 

They were all quiet for a long while, concentrating on picking a safe route through 

the trees, until Marco asked, "Why did they stop tattooing newborns?" 

"Humans." 

"Us?" 

"About a century ago, a human trader compared us to livestock: property to be 

branded. A council of all clan elders decided the practice humiliated us, made us look weak. 

They did not wish the humans to feel invited to invade our forest and claim us." 

"Yet your father tattooed you," Marco pointed out needlessly. 

"And don't think I wasn't taunted for it," Tergard snapped, probably not even 

realizing how he sounded. "Name calling, especially from my brother." 

Magdalena expected him to say more, but he wouldn't continue even after she 

asked him to tell them more about his siblings, a subject he'd always avoided. He stayed 

silent 

"Well, at least your brother has a name," she prompted. 

"Yes," was all he said. 

Magdalena gave up on that topic and silently reflected upon the tattoo. She had 

sensed it embarrassed him, but not known why. She'd been led to believe it was due to his 

long-term residence in Amar. The Andarans did not view tattoos or other forms of body 

decoration as uncouth, but rather as a sign of allegiance to Koroneb where they were quite 

common. Despite Tergard's dislike for the desert province, he'd finally been able to feel 
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comfortable removing his shirt in public such as during their beach excursions. 

Suddenly she was in the past: images ofKaiy's white sand beach and blue waters 

filling her mind. She remembered how Tergard and Marco would roughhouse in the surf, 

how Tergard would smile one of his rare smiles as he offered those never accepted 

swimming lessons, his strong arms wrapped about her waist the one time he dared dragging 

her into the water. She'd been momentarily frightened by that, taken by surprise, but never 

truly afraid. Those arms, those hands, promised safety with just a touch. No words were 

ever necessary. 

He needed no words at all to convey his feelings. He said much simply by the way 

he had eyes only for her during their afternoon walks through the fruit market, oblivious to 

the humans staring at his pointed ears. Oblivious, indeed! She deserved that label. How 

could she have been so blind? 

She wanted to ask him if her failure to recognize the love he projected had hurt him, 

but then, she didn't need to. She already knew the answer was yes. No wonder he'd been 

distant, treating her as a stranger when she first showed up in the forest. She couldn't say 

she blamed him. Magdalena resolved to tell Tergard she was sorry for pushing him away. 

She wanted to kiss him again, and to run her fingers over the tattoo: trace its design, 

figure out how it protected him, feel its power. 

Power. She wasn't sure why she focused on that word. But he did have a power, 

didn't he? One that, despite his lack of control, was capable of defeating others. He said it 

was the tattoo that gave him that. Or was it Tergard himself? Maybe it was the Torumbur 

themselves who were magical. If this excess energy the earthheart radiated energized the 

forest, then there was no reason why it couldn't also energize them. It made more sense if 

the Torumburs' mass insanity was caused by fluctuations in the earthheart's energy 

level-which one might suppose would happen if it was dying- than for the cause to be 

weather related. A decrease or increase in the energy level could make them ill, mentally and 

physically. 
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The same could be said of the dirgers, she realized. This, of course, depended on 

whether her supposition that the dirgers utilized the same power source was correct If it 

was driving the Torumbur insane, then it was driving the dirgers insane. Everything they 

said or did was suspect from the very beginning. 

Her ideas excited her and she wanted to share them, but she held back, wanting to 

be able to explain more-what it all had to do with Fallingpine's claim that the earthheart 

had chosen Tergard for some purpose, or why the other Torumbur were afraid to touch him, 

or what' part the tattoo played. 

Earlier, when she folded up her coat to place it in a saddlebag, the top had fallen out 

of a pocket. Looking at it, she had confinned her belief that the same seasonal symbols 

from the tattoo appeared on the top. 

On a hunch, she called out to Tergard, "Does the earthheart have its own rune 

symbol, or a name?" 

He stopped and turned around. "A name? We don't name creatures as if they 

were pets, like humans do." 

"A symbol then?" 

He nodded. 

"Is it the one on your back?" 

"One of them." 

''Then there is a connection between the earthheart and the seasons?" 

"Only in stories." 

"Such as?" 

He walked back toward her and rubbed the stallion's nose, who jerked back as if 

shocked. After giving it a curious glance, he asked, "Why do you want to know?" 

"And why now?" Marco asked. 

She ignored her brother. "I'm trying to put things together in my mind." 

"One story says the earthheart has its own seasons, but not like ours. Another 
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story says the earthheart is a sentient creature who has moods that mimic our seasons; 

another says it is a creature who can become sentient but only once a year when it has 

completed its cycle of seasons and is then reborn to its ignorant state year after year. Yet 

another story says that after it has passed through a certain number of cycles .... " He 

stopped, a strange look crossing his face, then continued, "it will awaken to sentience." 

"What happens when it wakes up?" Marco asked, interest plain in his voice. 

"It's just a story," but Tergard's voice betrayed what he was thinking: it wasn't all 

just a story. 

He turned, muttering to himself, "Awake, away." 

She didn't know the significance of those words. She repeated Marco's question. 

Tergard looked over his shoulder. "It destroys us." 

With that, he kept on walking and promptly broke through the moss carpeting and 

disappeared. 

Tergard's friends pulled him from the bog again and again. Three days and five 

plunges later, Tergard was sick of the stinky brown water that had soaked into all his clothes 

and made his boots squeak. He was tired of plodding through this stupid bog, of trying to 

find a: way around. They were traveling at half their capable speed even considering one of 

them was now always on foot His knee ached constantly; he limped if he didn't 

concentrate. 

It was taking them too long to reach Mount Ringsaker; he felt time pulling at him. 

As much as he questioned the information they'd learned from Fallingpine, he recognized, 

at some base level of consciousness, that he was late. So they kept pushing, kept heading 

northwest over the crest of the lower mountains, trying to avoid the worst part of the bog. It 

was bigger than any he'd ever heard tales of, and they did not finally clear it until the 

beginning of the fourth day. 

They had at least a few things to be thankful for: no crazed animals or sprites 

' l 
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bothered them, there was plenty of game to kill and eat-even if it was half-grown 

porcupines-and they were all so exhausted each slept soundly, feeling refreshed the next 

day. That feeling didn't last long, but the illusion was satisfying. 

It allied to little conversation, for which Tergard was grateful. He preferred to think 

about what he'd learned and heard, about the thoughts which Magdalena had shared with 

him, and to think of her, of kissing her. 

While looking for firewood on the second evening, he'd been completely wrapped 

up in a silly reminiscence about Magdalena-watching her plant flowers outside his 

bedroom window so he would have something colorful to look at during his 

convalescence-when he encountered a skunk. Even though he avoided being completely 

doused by its spray, he returned to camp smelling badly enough they made him sleep 

several feet away. By the fourth day, they were still following him at a distance. 

"You know, I don't smell that bad anymore," he yelled back at them. "The odor is 

wearing off!" 

"We'll be the judge of that!" Marco yelled with a grin. 

It pleased him to see that Marco was feeling better. He was obviously still in some 

pain but the dead skin on his face and arms was beginning to peel away as it should, leaving 

behind pink new skin. The worst spots on his legs had stopped bleeding, but weren't 

healing well, and probably wouldn't until he could avoid walking or riding. Rost seemed to 

sense his former owner's discomfort, walking at a sedate pace. Tergard had watched with 

amusement as the old warhorse transformed from a heavy-footed charger to a dainty

stepping show horse. Rost demonstrated a grace that Tergard never suspected he 

possessed. 

"I think you should be the judge of that," Magdalena said with her own grin. "Go 

sniff him." 

Marco gave her a look of mock horror which quickly segued into a devilish smile 

that went from her to Tergard. He nodded his head toward his sister. 
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It took Tergard only a second to pick up on Marco's meaning. He dropped the 

walking stick and advanced on Magdalena's position. 

Her eyes widened in understanding and she ordered the stallion to retreat But she 

was boxed in by trees and Rost, as her brother played co-conspirator. 

Tergard pulled her from the saddle and kissed her, a long kiss to make sure she 

would have to take a breath. 

She pulled away, glared at him, then made a show of pinching her nose shut She 

walked away, nose still pinched, saying, "I'll lead the way. You two stinkers can ride 

together." She picked up Tergard's walking stick and disappeared through the trees. 

"Uh ... sister dear, you're going the wrong way!" 

She didn't answer. 

"My kiss has made her dizzy with excitement." Tergard tried to sound serious, 

but knew it didn't quite come out that way. 

"No," Marco said slowly, leaning over and sniffing, "I think it's your smell. 

Pew!" Marco rode off, calling, "Magdalena!" 

Tergard grabbed the stallion's reins and followed. 

The two men found her just a short distance away, frozen, staring up into a tree 

branch. Tergard grabbed her arm, fearing an unseen assailant had caught her with a spell. 

She raised the walking stick and pointed. 

His eyes followed. Hovering, almost hidden by the browning needles, was a golden 

nebulous sprite. 

"It's watching us," Magdalena whispered. "I saw it as soon as I entered the trees. 

It backed away when I approached." 

Marco slid gingerly from his saddle. "I thought the sprites weren't bothering us 

any longer." 

"We assumed that because we hadn't seen any," Magdalena corrected. 

"My mistake," Tergard admitted. "I thought, maybe, they had learned they 
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couldn't harm me." 

"What about us?" Marco asked. 

''They may not view humans as a threat." Tergard frowned, thinking. "Let me try 

something." Before exhaustion dragged him into sleep each night he'd been practicing 

with the rune magic: forming links in his mind, varying combinations of syntax, gauging the 

outcomes. He was fairly competent at small things like pushing light objects around or 

blowing Magdalena's hair in her face-much to her annoyance-but he had difficulty 

maintaining control over larger effects. He had no idea how to duplicate the powerful 

surges which had saved his life on occasion, and didn't want to experiment for fear of 

harming his friends by mistake. 

The sprite, he reasoned, was just another light object. He pictured the symbols in 

his mind, linked them together in a chain, and pushed. Nothing happened. He tried it again, 

this time 'drawing' the symbols in the air, which left a trail of sparkly gold particles in its 

wake. Nothing. As those particles faded away, he did it again and this time added a 

"begone" gesture. 

The sprite laughed. 

"I somehow get the feeling it's not very impressed." 

Tergard glared at Marco, ready to retort. 

"You still have not learned our magic, mud brain." 

The voice was like his father's, but younger and stronger. Childish fear squeezed 

Tergard's heart. A child's shame burned the tips of his ears red. 

"I've been waiting for you, little one. I should have known you were lost." 

All emotions quickly boiled into one: anger. He drew his sword, warmed by the 

cold metal in his hand. He wanted to strike. 

"And what do you intend to do with that?" The sprite danced upon the branch. 

Gleefully, it called, "Catch me if you can!" and darted off through the trees. 

Tergard bellowed one word, "Rothgard!" and ran after it, crashing his way through 
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the trees. He heeded nothing in his path, went over or under fallen logs at full speed. His 

knee burned; he ignored it Magdalena and Marco, in pursuit, yelled at him; he ignored 

them. All he wanted was to find the person controlling the sprite-to strike him, to break 

his arms, to hold his head underwater until all breath escaped. 

Hatred raged through him. He never told his mother or father that it was his brother 
,. 

who nearly caused him to drown that day at Lake Arendal. Rothgard had hid under the 

water, grabbed his ankles and yanked his feet out from underneath him. He'd been only 

five, young enough to be easily intimidated with threats of repercussions from the ten-year

old Rothgard if he dared tell. 

He thought he had conquered his feelings toward his brothe.r, but he'd only been 

fooling himself. All he could picture in his mind was Rothgard standing next to Gunnard 

the day he left the forest His brother called him a coward, a simpleton who was useful only 

for physical labor, taunting him for failing the rite of adulthood, calling him less than a man. 

Better if Rothgard had followed their parents' and sisters' examples of silence. 

Now the sprite called him those same names, mocking him, leading him on. He 

dido 't stop to consider whether or not he was being lured into a trap. If it led him into 

satisfying his need for revenge, all would be served. 

He burst into a clearing with several tiny log cabins. Just a few yards away, the 

main course of the Trogstad thundered down the hillside in a massive cascade. He'd been 

so enraged he didn't even notice the sound until now. 

The view from the clearing was spectacular. The air sparkled with spray from the 

river; the shroud of smoke carpeting the lower valley was slowly spreading its fingers 

toward the mountains in the strange southerly wind. He paid little attention to the scene in 

his pursuit of the sprite. The nebulous form flew across the river. 

Having heard descriptions, he recognized this as the main way station before the 

mountain trail narrowed into a sharp ascent. Two huge trees, felled ages ago, formed a 

bridge over the one-hundred-foot-wide river. Tergard leapt onto the logs and darted across 
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to the small, crescent-shaped clearing on the opposite bank. Jumping down, he stumbled to 

a halt and stared at the sight before him. 
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Eight bodies-each impaled through the chest on a broken, jagged branch-hung 

from an ancient fir tree. Ripped and shredded, their fancifully embroidered clothing flapped 

about in the wind; the golden threads of its geometrically stylized leaf pattern sparkled in the 

sunlight Dried, dark-red blood caked any exposed skin. Their heads lolled forward, long 

blond hair obscuring the faces. They all appeared to be males. 

Tergard ignored the clumping of feet and hooves on the logs behind him, and 

Magdalena's squeaked "Oh!" of surprise. Had the sprite entered one of the bodies? 

He marched forward, shadowed on his right by Marco. 

''This isn't how you dispose of your dead, is it?" 

He shook his head once and kept walking. 

"Who's Rothgard?" 

Tergard stopped at the foot of the tree and looked up at the lowest hanging body. 

He knew him instantly despite the passage of years, because they looked so much alike. 

"He is." 

Rothgard's green eyes were open, but sightless. Dried red tears stained his cheeks; 

more bloody residue crusted beneath his nose and ears, but otherwise his face was 

unmarred. 

Standing on his left, Magdalena gasped. He glanced over to see her looking from 

him to Rothgard and back again. 

''Twins?" she managed. 

"No." 

"But he is your brother?" Marco asked, but it wasn't really a question. They could 

see the relationship for themselves in the two men's faces. 

Brother in name only, never in heart. Tergard looked at his friend. "No, you are." 
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A sudden fury swept over him at knowing how he'd had to lose his home and his 

identity, and travel 3000 miles just to find such a brother when Rothgard should have been 

his by right of birth. He pulled his dagger from his belt and flung it-hard. With a thunk, 

it sank, quivering, into Rothgard's chest just below the projecting end of the branch. 

Shocked silence followed. 

Finally, Marco said, "Well, other than making you feel better, I don't think it had 

much of an impact on him." 

"Marco!" Magdalena admonished. 

"Do not chide Marco for being honest," Tergard said quietly. 

"But your brother ... shouldn't you .... " 

He saw in her eyes how his actions disturbed her. He'd just shown her a glimpse 

of the coldness in his heart, the coldness everyone possessed but rarely let out. She clearly 

did not comprehend where his coldness originated. "Shouldn't I what? Respect him? 

Show his dead body the proper courtesy?" 

"Well ... yes." 

He looked down at her. "Why? I told you how he deliberately pushed me from 

the tree." 

"One childhood prank-" 

'"That's the one incident my parents know about. He tried to kill me two other 

times that they don't." 

She blinked in astonishment. "Why would he do that?" 

"Because Tergard was different," Marco answered for him. ''Their father gave 

him special treatment." Marco turned his gaze from Magdalena to Tergard. "Even if that 

treatment was negative, it became a form of favoritism. By freeing you from the obligation 

to learn magic, your father placed you in a class that did not have to follow your own 

cultural norms. You were set apart from everyone else. The rules didn't apply to you." 

Tergard knew Marco was right. As painful as segments of his childhood had been, 
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the rest had been carefree and indulgent. He performed no chores, ran off to join the 

hunters whenever he got bored, sought out the rare human visitors ... all without 

repercussion .... 

"That's his father's fault. The man should have realized the burden he was placing 

on his children to accept broken rules with no explanation." 

"My father never tried to kill me." 

"No," she said, turning back to him, "he only effectively exiled you, which strikes 

me now as a mistake, one of many. Your brother was a child-" 

"He was the eldest!" 

"Still a child!" 

Tergard stopped to catch his breath, realized he was clenching his fist around the hilt 

of his sword and loosened his grip. "Why are you arguing against me?" He put as much 

hurt in his voice as he could; he wanted her to understand his feelings, but he didn't know 

the right words. 

"I'm not,-" she said, softly, taking his free hand in hers. "I can see that you won't 

admit how much finding your brother dead hurts you. I'm trying to make you see past the 

hate." She smiled sadly. "Remember, you did love him once. You told me stories of 

those cold winter nights when you all snuggled together to keep warm. Remember?" 

Yes, he did, but that was long ago before childhood jealousies claimed any brotherly 

love and threw it away. He didn't have the heart to tell her that the only thing he was sorry 

about was that Rothgard was already dead, depriving him of revenge. 

He gave her a weak smile and squeezed her hand, finally saying, "I remember a 

great deal." 

''That's ambiguous." 

"Magdalena, you and I grew up in different worlds. There are things you aren't 

going to understand about me." 

"I realize that, but I'd like to believe you were raised to feel compassion for your 
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defeated enemies." The sentiment of a war widow. 

"She's right," Marco said, looking up at the dead, "We should at least take them 

down and bury them, or whatever it is you do. An examination of the bodies might reveal 

who or what killed them." 

"The impaling killed them," Tergard said, letting go of Magdalena's hand and 

pointing up. "Look at the edges of the wound, the blood. They weren't hung up there after 

death." There was far too much blood coating the tree for it to be the result of anything 

other than a punctured heart pumping out its remaining supply of life fluids. 

Marco nodded thoughtfully. Tergard knew he had enough war experience to 

recognize the difference between violence done to a body before and after death. 

"Who left them here?'' Magdalena wanted to know. "And when? They haven't 

begun to decompose." 

Tergard did not know the who. "I can't imagine this is my father's doing." 

Maybe this was yet another result of the crazy interclan warfare going on in the forest, but 

intuition told him to seek other answers. 

''They haven't been here long," Marco opined. "Whoever did this may still be 

near." 

"Maybe not," Tergard contradicted. "Whole sections of the forest appear to be in 

a state of arrested decay, and I've seen several well-preserved bodies that not even 

scavenging animals would touch." 

"What about the sprite?" Magdalena asked, looking around. "I don't see it 

anywhere." 

"I suspect it's in one of them," but he nodded his head toward only Rothgard. 

"His voice." 

"He's joined with the sprites? Like Fallingpine?" Magdalena blanched. 

"If he is, neither the tree or sprite seem to be feeding off of him." He thought 

about it for a moment. "On the other hand, for the sprite to speak in his voice, for it to 
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recognize me, implies control over it on his part. But I didn't know it was possible to do 

that after death." 

"Maybe when you die, especially if you die in direct contact with a tree like this, the 

sprite can take you over, assume your identity," Magdalena suggested, "or maybe consume 

would be a better word." 

Tergard looked up at his brother, silent, wondering. He realized the hatred was 

gone-Magdalena's doing?-but no other emotion replaced it He felt nothing, which he 

thought might be an even worse condemnation of their filial relationship. 

He looked at Marco. "Let's see what happens when we take the bodies down." It 

might anger the sprites or those who hung them to die. 

Marco knelt to give Tergard a boost, but Tergard shook his head and motioned for 

him to get up, unwilling to burden him with extra weight. Instead, he climbed onto Rost' s 

saddle, balancing carefully while Marco kept the horse steady. 

As he reached for his brother's legs, he searched the other faces for signs of 

familiarity. He should know these men, his clansmen, who appeared to be about the same 

age as Rothgard. He thought maybe the man hanging above and to the right might be his 

second cousin, Kinnard, but he wasn't certain. 

"Problem?" Marco asked. 

He shook his head and grabbed Rothgard's ankles. He'd cleared away battlefield 

dead before, but he was still surprised by the coldness of the flesh. He told himself it did 

not matter who this body used to be. He tensed his arms, preparing to pull back and down, 

but one leg popped free of his grasp. Before he could react, the foot kicked at him and 

smashed his nose. Pain flooded through his face as he lost his balance and fell off Rost. 

Several things happened at once: he sprawled on his back, Marco "hawed" at Rost 

to get the horse to move out of the way, Magdalena shouted a warning, and the ground 

began to shake. 

Temporarily blinded by tears of pain, Tergard groaned, rolling over onto his hands 
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and knees. Magdalena ran to his side, pointing and shouting something he dido 't 

understand through the ringing in his ears. He blinked to clear his eyes and saw the fir tree 

descending into the ground like it was being yanked from below by someone with 

incredible strength. 

A high-pitched whistling filled the air. Branches snapped off with loud, staccato 

cracks as they struck the ground. Smoke generated from the friction of the tree's passage 

billowed upward, obscuring the dead bodies. But they reappeared, springing from their 

perches with ripping sounds like pulling a meaty leg off an animal carcass. 

Their skin shimmered with a golden sheen. Their eyes were open, but cold and 

unseeing like white stones inset with dull green gems. They stepped lightly, nearly 

bouncing, as if they were weightless. They fanned out to surround Tergard, Marco and 

Magdalena, who took up a defensive stance with their backs to one another in the center. 

"They're not armed," Marco said underneath his breath. 

Except for Rothgard. Stopping several feet away, he faced Tergard, his dead eyes 

unblinking, and reached up to pull the dagger from his chest. The wound, tiny compared to 

the gaping hole above, did not bleed. 

Tergard gripped the hilt of his short sword harder, cursing himself for the stupidity 

of throwing away the dagger. Rothgard turned it over in his hand as if trying to decide what 

it was for. He remembered that Rothgard disdained weapons, preferring magic or, in some 

cases, his bare hands. Metal always seemed to offend him for some reason, as if it violated 

his ethics. But now, in death, he clenched the dagger in his fist and charged toward Tergard 

with it raised. 

Tergard braced himself, but for a magical assault. His brother's charge was a feint; 

the other Torumbur made no move except to throw their heads back and howl. He felt the 

wave of air sweep over him; static crackled along his skin, raising the hair on his arms. 

Burnt ozone stung his bleeding nostrils, making it almost impossible to breathe without 

opening his mouth. His mind seized upon the crackling sensation, realizing that as long as 
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that continued the air had not solidified around him. That meant he could break it. A new 

idea came to him. Picturing the appropriate rune symbols in his mind, he forced them into 

the cracks in the air instead of linking them in a chain. 

An explosive whoosh popped his ears and pulled the air from his lungs. He gasped, 

heard Magdalena and Marco gasping too. The air encircling them shattered like a crystal 

vase. Shards of frozen air exploded outward. Hundreds of these miniature projectiles 

struck three of the Torumbur who burst into fine gold dust that littered the grass. The 

others dropped to the ground, avoiding getting hit. 

Rothgard crouched three feet from Tergard, staring silently. His hands were empty; 

the dagger lay on the ground behind him. The remaining four Torumbur reformed a circle. 

''They're sprites!" Magdalena said, still trying to catch her breath. 

''Their bodies have been taken over, I think." 

"Why don't they say anything?" Marco asked. 

Rothgard complied. "You are too late to save the forest, little one, too late to save 

the earthheart from withering in its grave." His voice would have been like Tergard's 

except it came from a dead throat, raw and dry. 

On the outside of the circle, Rost charged. Rothgard raised an arm and flicked his 

hand in a careless gesture toward the warhorse. Rost stopped in mid-motion, shuddered 

and sank to his knees. 

Marco growled an obscenity. Tergard could feel him tensing, preparing to strike 

out, and placed a hand on his elbow to stop him. "He's only stunned," he whispered. 

Even now, Rost was already shaking his head, snorting. 

The stallion was nowhere to be seen. Marco and Magdalena must have left him on 

the other side of the river. 

"Why won't you speak to me, little one? Are you still afraid of me?" It was that 

same taunting tone which used to drive Tergard crazy. 

"No." 
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Rothgard cocked his head to the side quizzically. "I thought you would have much 

to say to me after so many years." 

Truthfully, Tergard did not know what to say. He had never considered what he 

would say or do when he encountered his older brother, only what he wanted to say to 

Gunnard. So, he asked, "Why are you waiting for me? Who left you here like a rotten 

piece of meatT 

"Our father sent me to find you;• was his only answer. 

"Why?" 

''To fulfill his dream:• 

"Specify." 

"No!" Rothgard hissed. 

The other four Torumbur advanced. Sword raised, Marco stepped forward to 

distract them from Tergard and Magdalena. She pressed her back against Tergard's. 

"Your companions have no magical skills, little one. You can't protect them." 

''Then try to use your magic again," Tergard challenged. "Let's see who's 

stronger." 

"Strength is not as important as control in the matters of magic." 

How did Rothgard know the problems he was having trying to learn the rune 

magic? 

Rothgard also seemed to know what he was thinking. He laughed, cackling like 

someone stepping on dead twigs. "I've been spying on you for days, little one. Didn't 

you see me twinkling in the night sky? Perhaps you thought I was your birth star, bringing 

you luck?" 

Marco swung at his opponents, but his steel could not penetrate what must be an 

invisible barrier around their bodies. They made no serious attempt to actually attack him, 

only an occasional feint at going around him. Surprisingly nimble despite his injuries, 

Marco kept moving, and kept them from advancing upon Tergard. Fearing Marco's 
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opponents were toying with him by forcing him to exhaust himself while holding back their 

magic-he'd seen his people play with human fur trappers the same way-he opened his 

mouth to shout a warning. 

Rothgard interrupted with a taunt "Do you have the ability to handle multiple 

attacks?" 

Two of the Torumbur surrounding Marco leapt over him, but didn't attack him from 

behind. With a combined gesture and a sharp slap of air, they shoved Magdalena away 

from Tergard. She sprawled on the ground, exposed. 

Tergard pivoted, attempting to re-establish a position to keep Magdalena between 

him and Marco, but Rothgard jumped him and knocked him down. Rothgard landed with a 

knee planted painfully on his chest, hands around Tergard's neck. ButTergard still held 

his sword and Rothgard found the sharp point at his throat. 

Rothgard grinned wickedly. "Remember this, little brother? How I nearly choked 

you to death on that warm spring night when you'd gone to watch the nesting owlets, 

thinking you were all alone?" 

Tergard remembered all too well. If the mother owl had not become agitated by the 

commotion and attacked Rothgard, he would be dead. He banished the memory from his 

mind. "This time I'm armed. And I can run this sword through your neck faster than you 

can squeeze mine." 

"I'm already dead." 

Dead and smelly. Despite the lack of visual decay, the smell of it was overwhelming 

up close. "Do you intend to keep fighting after I hack you into little pieces?" 

Rothgard laughed and bit his sword arm. Tergard yowled, yanking his arm away. 

Rothgard spit blood at him as Tergard arched his back and bucked, sending his brother 

rolling off of him. 

Rothgard landed on his rear, bearing a smile rimmed with blood. "Ah, the taste of 

you. It would kill me if I wasn't already dead." 
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"The dead should stay dead," Magdalena yelled, rolling away from the advancing 

Torumbur, scrambling to her feet and lunging at Rothgard from the other side. Her dagger 

sliced his ann as he pushed her away and jumped to his feet, but it did not slow him down. 

Backing away, Rothgard looked from Tergard to her. ''The taste of love." 

The way Rothgard said it made Tergard shudder and he knew instantly that his 

feelings had placed Magdalena in mortal danger. He tried to create an air shell around her 

while running forward to attack Rothgard. But his brother was right; he didn't have the 

skill to handle multiple attacks. The shield collapsed around her like a breaking wave before 

it was even half-formed. 

With gestures from the two Torumbur behind her, two golden sprites popped out of 

the nearest tree and slammed into Magdalena's chest, knocking her down again as they 

vanished into her body. 

"No!" Tergard swung wildly at his brother, who danced away. 

"Oh!" Rothgard hooted with delight. "Our father has been such a fool! He 

should have chosen me as the earthheart's consort, but instead he chose a child, tried to 

make you something you aren't, something other than a man, something more than 

Torumbur, and he's failed because you failed!" 

Reigning in his anger, Tergard backed away from what would be a fool's rush 

attack. He knelt next to Magdalena She lay, her eyes wide open, twitching violently, 

obviously fighting the sprites' attempt to take control of her. He wasn't sure what he could 

do; it might be a fight only she could win for herself. He brushed a hand against her cheek, 

willing her to keep up that struggle. 

He looked up to see Rothgard making incomprehensible gestures at the two 

Torumbur who now stood between him and Marco. 

"Our father did not chose me, the earthheart did." He said it forcefully, to try to 

make Rothgard think he knew more than he did. 

"A myth that our father misinterpreted! He chose you because he actually believed 
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in that silly prophesy without realizing it's become so distorted by the passing millennia 

that most of it is no longer true!" 

A cry of triumph came from Marco; Tergard spared him a glance. Apparently the 

Torumburs' shields could not sustain themselves against a prolonged barrage. His sword 

sliced repeatedly through his two opponents, and they crumpled to the ground just as the 

· other two jumped at him. They stopped short by one sword-length and began taking turns 

swatting at him with air, batting him about as if he were a toy. 

Tergard grabbed Magdalena by the collar and began dragging her clear of the battle. 

"None of you can do multiple attacks either, can you?" 

Beyond Rothgard, Rost finally struggled to his feet while the stallion, appearing 

seemingly out of nowhere, raced mindlessly back and forth. 

Rothgard ignored his question. ''There was no reason to send you away, little one. 

No reason to make your childhood such a painful one." 

Tergard stopped in mid-stride, Rothgard's words hurting with excruciating agony. 

He angrily spat out, "I don't believe you." 

"Everything I've said to you is truth." He managed to sound offended. 

''Truth is a commodity to be bartered, nothing more." An Andaran saying. He lay 

Magdalena, still twitching, down where she would not be in danger of getting stepped on. 

"Our father was wrong," Rothgard hissed, advancing upon him slowly. 

Tergard glared at him, but his mind was elsewhere, forming runes. Imitating 

Rothgard's earlier gesture, he flicked the runes with seeming carelessness in Marco's 

direction. Their spells disrupted, the two Torumbur stopped their swatting and started 

groping at the air. It distracted them long enough for Marco to regain his balance and begin 

swinging. Now on the defensive, the Torumbur weren't able to attack with magic. 

"Very good, little brother." 

"I have a name. Use it!" 

"Never. I will never acknowledge you as the coming of winter. It should have been 
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me." 

Unsure of when he came to believe it, Tergard said, "But I am." All those dreams 

and songs suddenly made sense to him. They were the cries of the earthheart, its pleas for 

freedom. He really could hear the magic; his father had been wrong about that. "It's time 

for the stagnation of autumn to end, time for the forest to sleep. It's time for us to evolve 

beyond gardening and petty magic. And it's time for the earthheart to evolve, to become 

more than just the tool of earthbound creatures. It sings to me, begs me-" 

Rothgard growled at him. ''The earthheart is our power, our life." 

"But it dies." Fallingpine Clan was correct. Everything the earthheart had 

communicated told him so even though he still couldn't detect any difference in the forest's 

magical energy level. 

"Not if it is prevented from fully awakening. Not if it can be reclaimed." 

"Claimed by whom? Us? The humans? The elves? The dwarves?" The dirgers. 

Magdalena's suspicions were correct. The dirgers had discovered the forest's source of 

magic, and now they fought to claim it for their own. "Who killed you?" he asked 

suddenly. 

Rothgard refused to answer. "If I let you continue on up the mountain you will 

destroy us." 

Magdalena stopped twitching. Panicked, Tergard dropped to his knees and shook 

her. "Magdalena! You must resist!" 

The setting sun cast Rothgard's shadow over him as he tried to take advantage of 

the distraction by lunging at him. But Rothgard could not know how well-trained he'd 

been, or how well-honed his reflexes. Tergard pivoted at the waist, bringing the short sword 

around and up, thrusting it into Rothgard's belly below the gaping hole. 

Rothgard's weight and momentum carried him over Tergard's head as they both 

toppled to the ground. Tergard kept rolling while pulling on the sword, but it was stuck. 

Rothgard scooped up the loose dagger as they rolled past it and slashed at his cheek, 
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drawing a thin line of blood. 

Tergard ignored the sting, kicking at his brother's knees, trying to knock him 

backward and free the sword. It worked, but not before his brother's fist made contact with 

his broken nose. Blood spurted and pain roared through his face, blinding him again. 

Rothgard kicked out at him. His aim was poor, but he grazed the side ofTergard's 

bad knee just as he stood up. It folded under him and he went down. 

Rothgard jumped on him again, slashing with the dagger, but he was either too 

crazed or unskilled to do much damage and Tergard easily blocked his blows with his free 

arm. Rothgard swore, which was what he was waiting for. Inches from where the voice 

originated was a throat. He stabbed up and Rothgard's words cut off with a gurgle. 

He shoved Rothgard off of him and stood up. His brother lay on his back, looking 

up at him with those dead eyes. 

As he raised the sword for a final blow, Rothgard tried to speak, his mouth working 

soundlessly. 

"I'm sick of your words." 

Golden blood bubbled from his lips. "Tergard." 

He stopped in mid-swing. It was the first time he'd heard his name spoken by 

another Torumbur in fifteen years. 

''Two meanings." Rothgard was barely understandable. "Earth destroyer .... " He 

gasped, choking on the gold fluid filling his mouth. "You will kill us all." 

Magdalena was turning blue. "I have no more time for your lies." He finished his 

swing, neatly severing Rothgard's head. He did not watch it roll away, bouncing until it 

shattered into gold dust, but dropped the sword and knelt by Magdalena, unsure of what to 

do. 

She was cold, like stone, but she still breathed. He thought 

frantically ... cold ... warmth ... body heat! He placed his hands on her chest and sent his body 

heat surging into her just as he'd mistakenly stolen it from her the other night. 
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But it wasn't enough. He wasn't doing something right The sprites were inside 

her. He could feel them. He needed to draw them out. He spoke to them in his mind, 

inviting them to join him, lying to them with promises of a willing host, telling them a 

human could not sustain them as long as a Torumbur. 

The sprites reversed their takeover of Magdalena so suddenly he was almost caught 

unprepared. They slammed into his mind, turning his vision golden. He barely had time to 

raise a mental shield. Pushing them out of his mind, he held them prisoner as a second skin 

shimmering upon his like a thin layer of glittery paint Then he did what his father had 

done long ago in that glade. He pulled the sprite-skin off over his head, crumpled it into a 

ball and squeezed until it turned into fine dust in his hands. He blew the dust from his 

fingers and looked down at Magdalena. She blinked up at him, confused. 

He gave her a quick smile, then looked up to see that Marco was finishing off his 

last opponent. He heard Rost trumpet a warning, heard that warning become a scream of 

pain. Turning his head, he saw the stallion running away from Rost, who lay on the ground, 

blood streaming from a gash in his left side. 

Before Marco could tum, before Tergard could get to his feet or even yell, the 

stallion reared onto its hind legs and transformed into something hideous: gray, with 

grotesquely long arms tipped with gleaming talons. It screamed and slashed with its 

powerful claws, first one, then the other, with lightning speed. The first claw ripped into 

Marco's back, spun him around in an awkward dance, the second tore open his face and 

neck. The sound of flesh being ripped from splintering bones was sickening, Marco's 

surprised cry even more horrifying for the way it ended so abruptly. 

Tergard yelled, finally, but knew not what he yelled. 

Marco fell to the ground with a heart-wrenching thud. 

His first reaction was to go to his friend, but he knew, from far too many battlefield 

experiences, that Marco was already dead. 

The creature lunged forward, stepping on Marco, breaking bones with a crunch, and 
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slashed its claws at Tergard as he stood up. He barely managed to stumble back out of 

range, almost tripping over Magdalena. 

Anger, shame, fear-he didn't know which emotion was strongest Wielding them 

all in his desperation, he seized the air, pulling it into him, pulling too much. Wind 

screamed inside his head and threatened to pull apart his insides. It was more than he could 

control and it would destroy him if he did not release it immediately. 

He shoved the air out of him, away, spinning with the force of the release. But it 

was the air that was spinning free of his hands in the form of miniature cyclones. Leaving 

his palms, they burst open like flowers, giving birth to full-grown tornados. The two 

funnels flew away from him, picking up the stallion-creature and flinging it away over the 

trees. 

Tergard dropped to the ground, holding onto Magdalena as the funnels thundered 

across the clearing, ripping into the forest. The roar of wind and smashing trees went on 

forever as Magdalena screamed Marco's name. 
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CHAPfER24 

Trees that stood for centuries lay flattened by Tergard's hand. Acres of fallen trees 

ringed the clearing in concentric circles like thousands of accusing arrows all pointing to 

him: the destroyer. But he did not regret his anger or desperation. The flattened forest was 

a suitable epitaph for Marco. His friend deserved no less grand a gesture. 

His friend ... he'd only ever had two in his life. Now one was dead, the other 

shattered by her losses, all because they were trying to help him. The pain in his heart could 

only be made worse by one thing: watching the woman he loved weeping, draped across her 

brother's body as if she would remain there to die as well. He could offer no solace, no 

remedy for the sorrow that ailed them both. 

You were supposed to be the remedy, he told himself. You were supposed to be the 

cure for the forest's ills. But all you've done is destroy. Despair numbed his limbs, 

making them feel as dead as the trees. He couldn't make himself stand and go to 

Magdalena. He should be holding her, sharing her tears, but his inertia was too strong to 

overcome. 

Rost, whom he thought dead, staggered to his feet first He ambled unsteadily over 

to Tergard and gave him a weak head-butt Tergard patted Rost's muzzle with a leaden 

hand, giving the animal silent thanks for breaking the stillness. New tears, those of relief 

that the animal still lived, sprang to his eyes. They surprised him, but only momentarily. 

Rost was a part of Marco and of himself, a bond between the two men. So, too, was 

Magdalena. 

He could no longer sit apart from her. If all he could do was put his arms around 

her, then he would do it He needed to do far more. Those responsible for setting this trap, 

for using Rothgard as a weapon against him, were still a danger to them and the forest. 

He sniffled painfully, wiping tears from his face. It was impossible to breathe 
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through his broken nose so he braced himself mentally for more pain. He shoved hard on 

both sides of his nose, wrenching the cartilage back into a more or less straight line. His 

gasped "Yow!" brought no reaction from Magdalena. 

Holding onto Rost's bridle, he pulled himself to his feet, careful not to take down 

the wobbly horse. He looked over the wound, but dido 't probe it because he dido 't want to 

disturb the clotted blood covering it. It was wide for an animal bite, but not deep. The blow 

had evidently been blunted by the tough leather saddle. It now lay several feet away, ripped 

in half. 

Magdalena did not react when he knelt behind her and placed his hands on her 

shoulders. He called her name and leaned over, pressing against her back. She still did not 

react. He tried to pry her fingers loose from Marco's coat. 

"We have to leave," he whispered. 

"No!" She wouldn't tum her head to look at him. 

"We aren't safe here." The dirgers might come after them, or the sprites might try 

to avenge his destruction of the trees. He thought the latter would have attacked already, but 

maybe the tornados had blown them away. 

She sobbed silently, her back shaking. 

"Magdalena, please, get up, please .... " 

"We have to bury him." She finally looked at him, her eyes dark and puffy. "He 

needs a proper burial," she said through clenched teeth. "I will not .. .leave him to rot or let 

someone else do it." She shook her head. "I won' t have that again. It should've been my 

right to bury Rodrigo!" 

"We will. Not here." 

She rubbed a hand across her face, smearing tears and dirt, making her look like a 

mad raccoon. "Where? At home? Alongside our mother as he should be?" 

He knew her anger was not directed at him even though he deserved it. He had 

plunged headlong into a trap when his training should have made him cautious. "I'm 
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sorry-" He choked up before he could get anything else out. 

"Sorry! I've lost everything! My home, my husband, my brother!" 

He could think of no response except to pull her to him and hold her. No words 

could heal either of them right now, so they sat, silent, in each other's arms. 

After a time, he said, ''We need to move on up the mountain. We'll bury him there 

in one of the caves." 

"But it'll be dark soon." 

He understood her objection. Andaran dead were never buried in the dark-a 

practice dating back to pre-colonial days and an ancient fear of the dead. Andarans believed 

that souls of the unburied dead walked at night, resulting in a mistaken separation of body 

and soul if the person was buried in the dark when no one would be able to see if the soul 

was wandering. Much of the difficulty Magdalena had had laying Rodrigo to rest was that 

she was convinced he'd been buried in the dark and that his soul would forever wander. No 

one could give her proof it had been otherwise. Similarly, she could never disinter his 

bones for burial elsewhere for fear that his soul might return to the original burial site, 

making her guilty of permanently separating body and soul. 

"We'll bury him at dawn." 

He felt her nod, her hair brushing his cheek. 

Letting her go, he took off his coat, wrapping it carefully around Marco's head and 

neck. He could not bring himself to look upon Marco's ruined face for more than a few 

seconds; the claws had sliced through flesh and bone, rendering him unrecognizable. 

Tergard's stomach ached, but he had no food to bring up, only the taste of acid. 

"Who did this to us?" she asked quietly, looking away. "Your brother? Did he 

hate you that much?" 

"Yes and no." He pulled her to her feet, guiding her to the small pile of ruined 

saddle and bags, all the possessions they now had left. Her movements were stiff, slow. 

"Put the pieces together in your head. You already know who's responsible." 
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She blinked, frowning. 

"My brother's jealousies were used as a weapon. They killed him and allowed the 

sprites to further poison his heart." 

"Bodun." It was nearly a whisper. She looked at him wide-eyed. ''The Koroneb 

children tell horror stories about dirger abilities to reanimate the dead, but adults say that's 

all nonsense." 

''There are no sprites in Koroneb." 

She gasped. "The sprite replaces the soul, possesses the flesh ... " she trailed off, 

" ... but if that were true, the Torumbur would have discovered it long ago." 

''The power of the earthheart has kept the sprites under our control for millennia." 

She looked back at her brother's body. ''Yes, we should bury him in a cave away 

from trees ... away from the sprites." 

He handed her one of the two canteens. "Drink." 

"I'm not thirsty." 

"Drink now. I don't know how closely the trail follows the river." He took the 

saddle blanket and carried it to Marco, wrapping his torso. 

When he returned to Magdalena, she was standing still, staring off into the distance, 

apparently deep in thought. Rost wobbled over to them. Tergard flushed the horse's 

wound with water from the other canteen, then pulled a spare shirt from the saddlebag and 

tore it in half. Soaking one half, he bunched it into the wound. 

"I don't understand how ... " Magdalena finally said, taking a stop to drink. 

"Where did the creature come from? I didn't see anything emerge from the earth." 

Tergard realized she hadn't seen the stallion's transformation; she'd been facing 

the wrong direction. 

"It was the stallion." 

"But-" She pointed across the river. "We left it.. .. " A slow look of horror 

crossed her face. "Oh, oh .. .l healed it. .. with dirger magic. I-" 
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She began to tremble so violently Tergard feared she might fall down. He took her 

by the shoulders. "Do not blame yourself," he said sternly. 

"But .. but...I ... must have infected it!" she wailed and began to cry again. 

He pulled the canteen from her hand and splashed the water in her face. "No. You 

don't have that kind of power." His tone was harsher than it really needed to be, but he 

wanted her mind clear of doubt and guilt. "Do you really think Bodun would teach you 

that kind of magic? More than parlor tricks? More than simple healing? That would not 

have fit into their plans." 

To soothe his words, he gently rubbed her face, wiping away the dirt. "Besides, 

who's to say he didn't corrupt the stallion during your transport to the forest?" It, and the 

gelding, had just been purchased. Any changes in personalities would have gone unnoticed 

by the two humans. "And I think it's obvious that they lied to you about their tracking 

abilities. Maybe they can't discern between my life force and the earthheart's, but they 

probably can track you. They've found us at least twice before." 

She sat down, sniffling. Rost nuzzled her hair. "Why did I ever trust them?" 

"Because they told you what you wanted to hear. They gave you a reason to come 

look for me, for us to be together again." 

She looked up. 

"I would've trusted them too if they'd given me any excuse to return to Kaiy." 

A brief smile flickered across her face. ''Thank you." 

He nodded and handed her the other half of the tom shirt. ''The fallen trees will be 

oozing sap. Spread some on the edges of that. It'll act as a glue." 

He picked up the canteens and walked to the river, drinking his fill of one on the 

way. 

The Trogstad was bright and clear, reflecting the setting sun. It would be a beautiful 

night in the forest, but he was in no mood to enjoy it. Plunging his face into the cold water, 

Tergard let it wash away the blood and numb the broken nose. And, as promised by his 

--
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mother years ago, it numbed the pain in his soul. She always told him to go to the river if 

he was unhappy-to let it carry away his sorrow to someone else. It dido 't matter whether 

the recipient deserved the pain for they could pass it on to yet another. All who knew the 

Trogstad understood. It was a bargaining: endure someone else's unhappiness for the 

freedom of ridding yourself of your own. This time, he truly wanted the recipient to suffer. 

When he returned to Magdalena, she was placing the· makeshift bandage over 

Rost's wound, holding down the edges until the sap adhered to the hair. 

Tergard pulled the bags loose from the ruined saddle and tossed it away. Only one 

torch remained; the moonlight would have to be sufficient. 

He turned to retrieve Marco's body, but Magdalena stopped him. She had reserved 

two strips of cloth and now strapped them across his nose to hold the cartilage in place. He 

kissed her on the cheek in thanks. 

"We can't stay any longer." 

"Do you think they'll come after us?" she asked as he picked up Marco. 

"Maybe. But I think it's more likely they've gone ahead of us to claim the 

earthheart for their own." 

"Is that what this is all about?" 

He nodded. "Perhaps they've been driven insane by the earthheart's power 

fluctuations as the Torumbur have been, but yes." He carefully laid Marco across Rost's 

back, watching the horse's knees for signs of buckling, but he held steady. Rost snorted at 

him defiantly, some of his old spirit returning. 

"We need to warn your clan." 

"I think they already know. It might explain why they journeyed to Mount 

Ringsaker." Checking the snugness of Rost's bridle, he picked up the reins and pointed 

Magdillena north. He wondered just how long the dirgers had known about the earthheart. 

Had they discovered it by sensing its vibrations beneath the surface? If so, they'd known 

about it for hundreds of years and it made no sense for them to have waited all this time 
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before invading the forest Or, a worse scenario: his own presence in Koroneb had alerted 

them to a mystery, or clued them in to the fact that the power they attributed to the earth had 

a central source. Now, the forest and the Torumbur were in jeopardy because he'd followed 

the woman he loved into a strange land. 

Tergard picked up Marco's fallen longsword, promising himself he would use it on 

that nasty, withered dirger. 
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CHAPTER25 

Following the trail through the ruined forest took some time and a little 

backtracking, but with luck they were headed up the mountainside well before the moon 

reached its apex in the night sky. The trail was narrow, steep at times, but dry and finn, 

showing signs of recent passage. 

Unsure whether or not to expect more dirger traps or surprise visits from clanmates, 

Tergard kept an eye out, but was soon too tired to be vigilant 

When it became clear Rost could not continue to cany the extra weight, Tergard was 

forced to shoulder Marco's corpse, increasing his weariness. The body's gradual 

stiffening made the task more difficult; its coldness made his skin crawl and stomach sour, 

sensations he never experienced on the battlefield. But what had he cared about those other 

dead? They were just humans-a hint of his own inborn prejudices-this one was a friend. 

He tried to distract himself by looking at the few stars shining through the moon's 

brilliance. That caused a strange longing deep inside his chest that he did not understand. 

He wished the emotion away, but it wouldn't dissipate until he fixed an image of Magdalena 

in his mind. 

Neither of them had the energy or even the desire to talk, each wrapped in solitary 

misery. Magdalena was also busy contemplating revenge, as he could see from the dark 

and dangerous look in her eyes. It would be a concept alien to her, but he would not 

dissuade her from coming to an acceptance of its need. 

Soon he couldn't think of anything except his sore feet, aching back and growling 

stomach. They continued upward, stopping only to redress Rost's wound, until it was 

nearly moonset. Finally, the shadows in the mountainside hinted at a cave too small to be a 

way station. It was tall enough to stand up in, except for the rear where it gently sloped to 

less than three feet high. Damp, too, but not as damp or cold as it would be during a nonnal 
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winter. There were no signs of animal habitation. Quite likely, the hibernation cycle of 

bears had been completely disrupted by the abnormal weather patterns. 

In the cave's shallow rear, Tergard covered Marco with enough rocks to prevent him 

from being dragged away by a scavenger, but few enough so Magdalena felt satisfied his 

wandering soul would be able to find its body. 

They ate two pieces of stale bread between them, while Rost halfheartedly nibbled at 

the last oats. Tergard did not want to waste the only torch, so he made a small fire from 

wood debris he found outside the cave, and sat down next to Magdalena who merely stared 

at the bread crumbs in her hand. For awhile the only sounds were the popping of the 

burning twigs and the river's muted roar. 

Magdalena rubbed her palms on her dirty trousers, then slowly examined both 

hands. Her eyes brimmed with tears as if she were dismayed to find her hands still dirty. 

"I'm sorry," he said again. "I should've known it was a trap." 

She shook her head, sniffling. "A trap set by your brother?" It was more a 

statement than a question, showing how well she did know him. "You thought you were 

equal to Rothgard, and you were, but not to Bodun or Betanya. You," she paused to correct 

herself, "we underestimated them and their intentions." 

She was right, but it didn't make him feel any better. 

She held up a hand before he could think of anything to say. "No more talking. 

I'm too tired, too angry, and too sad." She folded herself against him, tucking her head 

under his chin. 

He wrapped his arms around her and held her while she cried herself to sleep. 

Tergard slept, too, though fitfully, plagued by dreams of being buried alive, suffocating as 

dirt filled his mouth and lungs. Panic, fear that he was about to bury Marco when he wasn't 

really dead, was followed by a surge of inexplicable joy as he hurled himself from the top of 

Mount Ringsaker to fly like a bird. 

The conflicting images and emotions drove him back to wakefulness. The fire was 
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almost out and the sky beyond the cave entrance was completely dark. He guessed maybe a 

couple hours had passed; the moon had set, but in the winter there was a long time between 

that and sunrise. This would be the time, if Magdalena's beliefs were true, that Marco's 

soul would wander, lost and confused. 

He looked to the back of the cave, to the pile of rocks, but saw nothing. He wasn't 

sure what to expect The human concept of a soul was different than the Torumbur's and 

he'd never quite understood it He never conceived of the soul as a separate entity which 

could leave the body. 

His movements woke Magdalena. She stirred and raised her face, watching him 

intently. 

Puzzled, he asked, "What are you thinking?" 

"Kiss me." 

"What?" 

"Kiss me. In case we die tomorrow, or the next day." Her cheeks flushed. "I 

don't mean to sound so fatalistic .. .Ijust..want to know what it's like to be loved by you." 

He looked toward Marco; she turned his head back with a hand on his cheek. 

"Marco would wish to know his hopes for us were not futile. We won't offend him." 

Tergard stuttered through a response, not even sure what he was saying. His 

heartbeat suddenly doubled when she took the initiative and kissed him, her lips full of the 

promise of her body. 

"Don't be afraid of your passion, Tergard. Share it with me, please." 

This woman was the only one he'd ever wanted to know or have, but didn't know 

how to show her or tell her. He returned the kiss, experiencing softness and warmth like 

never before ... more intense in its urgency ... more intimate. But what she was experiencing 

was his hesitancy. 

She broke the kiss and looked at him. "I'm not fragile. You can't hurt me by 

loving me, you can only heal me." 
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He knew that. "I-" He felt his eartips flush in embarrassment. 

She blinked, obviously baffled, until a look of surprised comprehension crossed her 

face. "Oh ... you're .. .inexperienced with women." 

"I hadn't passed the rite of adulthood before leaving home. It would have been 

inappropriate." An inadequate explanation for complicated cultural mores. 

He knew she wouldn't laugh at him. They respected each other as friends too much 

for that. But her intrigued look did surprise him. "Didn't human women appeal to you?" 

Everything human had appealed to him, especially when it was all so new. "At first, 

but they were either prejudiced against non-humans or they propositioned me because they 

thought I was an elf, like they wished to bed some strange creature so they could bmg about 

it at court It was offensive." 

He should have shut up and kissed her, just blundering forward whether he knew 

what he was doing or not, but the need to make her understand spurred him on. "And, then, 

I saw you, and you were so beautiful in that blue dress. I wanted you and no one else." 

Magdalena smiled, but then a slow, confused frown took over. "Blue dress?" 

"A blue like Amar Bay, with pale lace on the collar and the lattice work of pearls 

covering the bodice .... " He trailed off, realizing he'd said too much. 

"The d'Molem design? I left that gown behind in Amar. How could you have 

seen it?" 

He looked away. 

Magdalena sighed. "I know you met Rodrigo; Marco told me." 

"He pledged to keep that a secret," Tergard growled under his breath. 

She heard anyway. "I think that hardly matters now. Look at me and teJI me where 

we met, and how I could be so mudbmined as to not remember." 

He couldn't help but smile at her use of his slang. "You aren't." He rubbed her 

cheek with his fingers, then kissed her very lightly, just enough to make his lips tingle. 

'7he duke sent me to your estate with a letter of introduction. He wanted Rodrigo to escort 
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me to the cavalry, to Marco." 

She nodded. ''That would be the last time Marco saw Rodrigo." 

"We spoke briefly in the entryway to his study, under that overhang from where 

you can look up at persons on the opposite stair-" 

"-but they can't see you because of the shadow cast by the overhang," she 

finished for him. 

"You were speaking to another woman, not a servant I think. You laughed." He 

paused, remembering the sound. "I wanted to just stand there and listen." 

but-" 

"I understand you're embarrassed to have had feelings for another man's wife, 

"He knew," Tergard said with emphasis. 

"What do you mean?" 

"Rodrigo knew. I didn't have to say anything. He saw it in my eyes. I saw it in 

his eyes. But he said nothing. He looked at you with a sad expression and then closed the 

door." 

They were both silent, alone with their thoughts, listening to the faint crackles of the 

dying fire. 

"It must have been very hard for you to escort me to Kaiy after his death." 

"I did not mean to be so arrogant and aloof, but I couldn't.. .. " He couldn't finish. 

It was too painful a memory: having her so near and wanting her, and feeling ashamed for 

his feelings. She might not understand that for his people it was not so much a taboo to 

want, or even have, a married woman, but it was a grave social mistake if she was married to 

your benefactor or patron. Although he and Rodrigo had only met once, the duke had 

painstakingly disassociated himself with the mercenary Torumbur by placing Tergard under 

the stewardship of House d'Fiomese-Rodrigo's estate. 

"I understand," Magdalena said softly. Her eyes took on a faraway, misty look. 

"I wonder if that's when Rodrigo saw our fates." 
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He was afraid the mist would tum into fresh tears. "Please, I don't want to make 

you cry." 

"I've never cried because of you. You've given me life and hope, and someone 

who loves me so much he waited for only me. I'm honored." She kissed him, a lingering, 

playful kiss while tugging at his shirt hem. It didn't take him long to figure out her 

intentions and they managed to remove the garment with little fuss. 

She looked at him expectantly. 

"l...um ... don't know .... " But that didn't stop him from taking off Magdalena's 

shirt or enjoying the rising anticipation setting his blood on fire as he caressed her warm 

breasts. 

She leaned forward to kiss him, entwining her fingers in the chain around his neck. 

"I'll teach you everything you need to know." 
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CHAPfER26 

Magdalena awoke after dawn. A broad stream of sunlight filled the center of the 

cave, leaving the other two thirds in a shadowy twilight On the other side, 

Tergard-dressed only in pants-tended to Rost When she sat up, he was facing away 

from her which left his bare back in the sunbeam. His colored tattoo sparkled, making her 

think the light was catching beads of sweat, but it wasn't that warm in the cave. 

They'd found two blankets in the saddlebags: one to cover the rock floor, one to 

cover them after their lovemaking. She draped one around herself, ignoring the dirty clothes 

nearby, and got to her feet "How's he doing?" 

Pausing in his stroking of the horse's neck, he turned to look at her, his grim 

expression giving her a silent answer. His movement shifted his left shoulder out of the 

light, making the tattoo's muted glow obvious. It intrigued her, but she was more concerned 

about the horse. 

She walked around to Rost's left side, dismayed by what she found. The area 

around the wound was swollen; the jagged edges had turned a sickening gray-green while 

pale yellow ooze drained down Rost's flank. The aging warhorse hung his head down as if . 
he didn't have enough energy to lift it to look them in the eye. She detected the slightest of 

trembles in Rost' s once strong legs. 

"Didn't we clean it well enough?'' she asked, hesitant to touch the ruined 

horseflesh. 

"We did the best we could." Tergard's voice carried his emotion at the prospect of 

losing yet another friend. "Maybe the creature transmitted a toxin .... " He entwined his 

fingers in Rost's tangled mane. "I've tried cleaning it again. He won't eat either." 

She looked at Tergard for a moment, then grasped his hand where it lay on Rost's 

neck. She tried to smile, but couldn't quite get one to form. Not at any moment since she 

had known him, even when he'd been ready to give up and die in the desert, had he looked 
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so completely defeated. Then it had just been his own life, but now he was losing the lives 

of the loved ones around him. Oearly, it was an experience Tergard didn't know how to 

deal with. 

Standing on her tiptoes, she leaned across Rost and kissed Tergard's chin. It was 

one of the few unmarred spots on his face. A large bluish-black bruise had spread from his 

swollen nose to his cheekbones and around his eyes. 

"Perhaps Rost simply wishes to be with Marco." It was the only comforting thing 

she could think to say. "I've heard that horses have souls; theirs were joined for many 

years, so be it in the afterdark too." 

She saw a hint of tears rising in his eyes. She also saw that he already anticipated a 

joint burial. Two graves had been dug in front of the sloping overhang in the rear of the 

cave. Memories of air being hurled about while she hovered between sleeping and waking 

came to her; Tergard had used his magic to dig the graves, used it angrily. 

"He was never truly mine," Tergard said. 

"Yes, he was. When Marco wasn't there to be your friend, Rost was." 

The warhorse trembled under their hands; a deep congested-sounding sigh rumbled 

through his chest. But Rost stood fast, refusing to surrender. 

Tergard gave her hand a squeeze and said, "We've some more dried meat in the 

saddlebags. Get yourself some breakfast." 

"I'm not hungry," Magdalena said, letting go of his hand and moving back to the 

pile of clothes. 

"You need to eat." 

She changed the subject. "Your tattoo is glowing. Can you feel it?" 

Tergard frowned. "My whole back is sore. All I feel are aches." 

With a sudden thought she picked up her coat and dug the top out of a pocket It, 

too, glowed, warming her hand the same as if she held a small, furry mouse. 

Tergard held out his hand and the top surprised them both by leaping from her palm 



to his. 

"Are you sure the top is made out of wood?" 

He nodded, examining it. "I carved it myself ... but.. .. " 

"But what?" Magdalena asked, dressing herself. 

"My father never identified the source of wood." 

From his tone, she sensed that was out of the ordinary. "And?" 
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"My mother taught me it was proper custom to thank the source tree, even if it was 

a naturally broken branch. Gunnard wouldn't show me the tree." 

"What kind of tree wouldn't he want to identify?" From his stories, Magdalena 

believed she already knew the answer: ''the eyan?" 

Tergard gazed at the top as it began spinning of its own accord. "Its behavior isn't 

like that of the sacred trees." 

"But it could be? It all depends on the nature of the eyan, I suppose." 

Tergard sighed, pocketing the top and turning back to Rost. He began untangling 

the horse's mane with his fingers. "I already told you. I don't know how or why certain 

trees are chosen for the sacred circle. Each clan has different stories about their origin. 

And-" He stopped abruptly. 

Magdalena understood his reluctance to continue. It had been quite difficult to get 

him to discuss what her culture called the 'ceremonies of life': those transitions in a 

person's life which altered his or her status in society. "And you haven't earned the right 

to know their secret?" she asked softly. 

He didn't answer. 

She watched his back, watched the tattoo sparkle in the sunlight She wanted it to be 

last night, wanted to only think of how much she had enjoyed his lovemaking. His 

inexperience had given them unexpected pleasure in discovering how much fun, and funny, 

sex could be. And she had forgotten how joyous it could be for a man to be so fascinated 

by exploring her body. She imagined she could still feel his fingers lingering along her 
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breasts and her inner thighs. Magdalena allowed herself a smile as she remembered how 

much she had enjoyed exploring his body. She was no longer a nurse, bathing a wounded 

friend, but a lover, and she reveled in the role. 

Magdalena shook her head to force away the daydream. She was putting off 

dealing with the reality of this particular morning. She had a duty to peifonn. Walking 

over to kneel by her brother's body, she asked, "How long will it take us to reach the 

city?" 

"I've never made the climb, you know that It depends on who or what gets in our 

way." He gave her a serious look. 

She was silent for a moment, stroking the jacket covering Marco's face. "If it is 

Bodun or Betanya, we will kill them, yes?" 

"Yes." His voice was strong and sure. 

She almost pulled the jacket away, but couldn't bring herself to look upon the 

devastation wreaked by the creature. Instead, she sat back on her heels and, without looking 

at Tergard, asked, "You are good at that, aren't you? Killing?" 

If he was surprised by her question, his tone didn't show it. "I was trained well, 

yes." 

"Do you blame my people for that?" 

''Turning me into a soldier?" He was quiet for a moment, stroking Rost's neck 

with one hand, trying to encourage the horse to lift his head with the other. "No. I had 

very few skills and I was best at hunting animals." 

"So they taught you to hunt humans instead?" 

"In effect." 

She was silent again, unable to take her eyes off Marco, the last of her family. Her 

spinster aunt would die childless; she considered her father dead. In some dark part of her 

heart she hoped he had been executed for his treason. She would never forgive him, even 

after death-
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She looked up as Rost neighed, or tried to; it sounded more like a high-pitched 

gasp. He threw his head up, his one good eye looking at Tergard as his rear legs collapsed 

underneath him. Tergard had to jump back to avoid being caught when Rost crashed to the 

ground. She expected ... something .. .for Rost to shudder or flail his legs or groan, but the 

old warhorse lay silent and dead. 

Tergard's shoulders sagged. He knelt and gently unfastened Rost's bridle. 

"Marco and Rost belong together," she said through her own tears. She went to 

Tergard and hugged him from behind. "Allow Rost his final duty of guarding Marco's 

soul and let us not feel sorrow because he left us. We have each other." 

He threw the bridle against the wall. 

She felt his back muscles tense as if he was preparing to shut himself off, to hide 

away his emotions. She feared losing the intimacy they had shared, and refused to let death 

step between them again. ''Tell me you love me." 

Tergard turned around, but before he could reply she took his hand and kissed his 

scarred knuckles. "I cannot imagine falling in love with a man who was not first my friend; 

you were and are. I cannot imagine loving a man who is more at home on a battlefield than 

in a library, but you are also that. I can't explain away the contradiction." 

"You love me because I am a lost soul, like you. Neither of us is complete without 

the other. Marco recognized that." 

She smiled. "I wish, of all things, that we were on the beach in Kaiy and that there 

was no one else around so you could make love to me in the warm sand." 

"You know I hate the sand," he said quietly. 

''Then in your bed, under the green and white quilt." 

He kissed her. "If you wish it to be on the beach then it shall be." He kissed her 

again, longer this time. "I love you, Magdalena, because you have courage. You challenged 

your society for answers they wouldn't give you, and you traveled thousands of miles to 

help a friend. And because you have the strength to bravely bid farewell to your brother." 
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Did she? She could feel the tears welling as she realized he was gently urging her 

to move on. They could not dally all day, speaking of love and emotions. Marco must be 

buried, and so must Rost; she and Tergard needed to accept their losses and say their 

goodbyes. Magdalena nodded. 

Those tears flowed as she undressed Marco, discarding his clothing. His body bad 

relaxed enough so the task was not too difficult She was thankful for the blurred vision 

because she could not bear to look at the dried blood and tom flesh. 

The smell of burnt air filled the cave as Tergard experimented using his magic to 

push the massive warhorse into his grave. It wasn't the most graceful way to treat the dead, 

but she knew that Tergard could not lift or drag the horse by himself. He straightened out 

Rost's legs, covered him with dirt and then piled rocks on top. 

After Rost had been laid to rest, Tergard helped Magdalena fold Marco's arms 

across his chest and lay him face down in the grave. This was done so that if his soul tried 

to wander it would only do so inside the earth where it was difficult to travel far, even for a 

soul. This way it could not get lost nor would it mistakenly find its way above ground to 

disturb the living. Eventually, both soul and body would disintegrate, together, its memories 

lost to the people but retained by the earth. 

Tergard refilled the grave while Magdalena sang the song of goodbyes. It was 

similar to the bride's song, wishing her well on her new journey and new home. She 

stopped to cry several times, grief overwhelming her, for herself as much as for Marco. It 

was her brother, not father, who sang her bridal song, who drove her carriage to the 

d'Fiomese estate, who set her off on her new life. Ironically, he'd given her yet another 

new life with his death. How many brothers would do that? 

Tergard surprised her by filling in the words when she became too choked up to 

continue. Not because he knew the words-he'd probably attended many military 

funerals-but because he said that Torumbur men didn't sing, and yet his voice was 

beautiful, capturing the mournful arrangement so perfectly. 
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When they were finished, the rocks re-piled alx>ve the grave to further deter 

predators, they sat silently for a moment 

Wiping her tears, she asked, "If men aren't supposed to sing, who taught you?" 

"My mother: she occasionally did things my father disapproved of. I think it was a 

way of expressing her unhappiness. She only taught me a few songs, but I would hear her 

sing sad melodies every night before her bedtime when she thought we were asleep. I 

sometimes sang those to myself when I was homesick." 

"Why was she so unhappy?" 

"She missed her own family, her own clan. I could see that" 

"Your mother wasn't Goldleafl" The revelation astonished Magdalena for its 

sheer simplicity. He'd never even suggested his mother was one of the exchanged brides 

he spoke of during his explanations of Torumbur social structure. 

"She was Fireleaf, from the western edge of the forest, very far away." 

"Very lonely," Magdalena could surmise. 

He nodded and sighed. 

"What's wrong?" 

"I regret that I can sing for a human burial, but not for a Torumbur." He got up, 

re-donned his shirt and began repacking the saddle bags. 

Magdalena slid Marco's longsword into its scabbard and slung it diagonally across 

her back just as he had carried it It was heavy and awkward for someone of her diminutive 

height, but it was a burden she was willing to bear. She exited the cave first because the 

deceased's closest kin always walked away from the graveside first Tergard slung the 

saddlebags over his shoulder and joined her outside in the sunshine. He took her offered 

hand and led her up the mountain. 
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CHAPfER27 

The bubble fonned on his fingertips and slowly grew to the size of his palm. 

Tergard raised his hand to his mouth, prepared to speak into the message bubble-the first 

he'd ever made successfully-but stopped. After a moment's indecision, he popped the 

bubble with his thumb, and watched as flakes of dry air fell from between his fingers. 

"Why did you do that?" Magdalena asked. 

He did it because he didn't know what to say to his father: I'm here? help? please 

come get us? Rothgard is dead? He gave Magdalena a different answer. "I'm not sure it's 

a good idea to alert my clan to our presence just yet How do we know they haven't been 

affected like Fallingpine?" There was truth to that statement, so he wasn't lying to her. 

How did they know it wasn't a trap, as Marco had suspected? 

Tergard pulled the acorn he'd found with the last enchanted oak from his pocket 

and contemplated it for a moment as he wondered where all those words he had wanted to 

say to Gunnard had fled. 

"A new good luck charm?" 

"A gift for my father." Here-pocketed the acorn and took Magdalena's hand to 

help her to her feet. He knew she was tired, nearing exhaustion, but they had so much 

further to go. And the increasing number of tremblers they'd been experiencing was 

worrisome. Magdalena had not been comforted by his explanation that Mount 

Ringsaker-an extinct volcano-might be disturbed by whatever ailed the earthheart which, 

according to legend, was buried at the bottom of the old caldera. She seemed more at ease 

with the idea it might be the work of the dirgers. 

Another tremor rocked the ground as they climbed onto yet another log bridge 

crossing yet another of the Trogstad's feeder rivers. 

"I know it's them," she said, sounding convinced. 
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"You said their own movement through the earth doesn't cause a disturbance." 

"Not normally, but maybe they're too close to the earthheart, or maybe .... " She 

stopped, then shook her head. 

"What?" 

''That idea doesn't make any sense-they wouldn't be attacking it." She paused. 

"Could they move itT' 

"It's too big," he responded, dismissing the idea. 

On the far side of the small river, the trail revealed itself to be a series of 

switchbacks. The well-trod dirt was lined by weathered stones with faint impressions of 

ancient carvings, some cracked or shattered and strewn across the path. "We must be near 

one of the caves used as way stations," Tergard thought out loud. He couldn't think of 

another reason for the trail to be landscaped. 

"How big?" 

"Huh?" 

''The earthheart: how big is it?" 

''The size of a longhouse or the size of a mountain or a lake. I've heard it 

compared to many things. Although ... " he pulled the top out of his pocket, " ... one time my 

father told me it could even be this small." As he spoke, the absurd idea that he held the 

earthheart in his hand came to him. But then, maybe it wasn't so absurd. Assuming the 

wood comprising the top had been cut from the eyan.... He turned to look at Magdalena, 

the realization that the eyan might be the earthheart-was that their secret?-forming in his 

mind. 

As she looked at him questioningly, the top began to vibrate in his hand. A 

powerful pain seized his chest as the ground beneath his feet trembled. Gasping, feeling as 

if his heart had stopped, he dropped to his knees. 

The ground cracked as if a tremendous weight had fallen upon it, broken ridges 

radiating outward from Tergard. For a brief moment, he imagined he knelt on the frozen 
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swface of Lake Arendal, its ice breaking while its cold waters called to him. But the illusion 

vanished as fonts of steam erupted from the cracks around him. An eerie moan filled the 

air. He heard Magdalena, to his left, shout a warning, but he could not see through the 

steam. Squinting, he barely discerned the pale, gnarled hand as it shot up from the nearest 

crack and wrapped itself around his hand-and the top. 

He fumbled for a weapon, but his arms and hands cramped with the same pain 

gripping his torso. Tergard threw himself backward to keep from getting pulled 

underground. As he made another grab for his short sword, Magdalena appeared through 

the steam, Marco's sword gripped in both hands. She sliced down, barely missing 

Tergard's fingers, and severed the other hand just above its wrist 

The ground screamed and Tergard scrambled to his feet, shaking loose the blood

spattered hand still clinging to his. Inexplicably, Magdalena pried the top from his fingers 

and stuffed it into her pocket 

The pain vanished so suddenly it was as if he'd never felt it. He could feel his heart 

beating normally. He stared at Magdalena. 

"A guess. Your tattoo pulsed so brightly when you held out the top I could see it 

through your coat." 

The earthquake dwindled into nothingness, but then the ground shivered beneath 

them in a familiar nauseating sensation. Magdalena recognized it first "Displacement 

spell!" 

Tergard grabbed her arm, turning to run up the trail but they slid backward when the 

ground tilted toward the river. The water roiled and boiled, hissing fingers lashing out at 

them. It was all too much like the scene in the cave where Marco was burned. 

Tergard did not know how to stop a displacement spell, nor did he know how to 

make the air heavy enough to dig through rock. Making air heavy was different than 

making it solid, requiring more energy than a lone man could generate. 

The river, however, gave him an idea. He hastily linked runes together and formed a 
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bridge of air, but not to cross the river. It was just a flat square slab hanging waist high off 

the ground, barely visible against the air surrounding it He jumped on, hauling Magdalena 

up behind him. 

The ground continued to shiver and roll, trees swaying back and forth, their dry 

needles singing an unhappy tune as they jostled one another. It all ended abruptly. A 

dozen dirgers erupted from the ground around them, probably sensing their quarry had 

retreated out of reach. Magdalena hissed and pointed at one in particular, but they all 

looked alike to Tergard: old, bent and ugly. 

The dirgers rose on individual fountains of earth, rapidly closing the distance. Their 

faces were contorted by rage and angry red blisters; similar blisters appeared on their bare 

arms and legs. 

Magdalena muttered something about recognizing the blisters, but Tergard didn't 

ask what she meant. Quickly formulating a new strategy, he created a series of steps from 

the air. They climbed higher; he froze and shattered each stair as they stepped off of it. 

Each shower of icy missiles slowed down the dirgers, cutting some, but did not stop them. 

He had no other projectiles; the bow and arrows had been lost 

Shifting strategy again, he grabbed handfuls of air, solidifying them into cannon 

balls. Handing them to Magdalena with instructions to throw them at the dirgers on her 

side, he tried to form shells around those closest to him. But there was something 

preventing the air from solidifying: an energy field radiating from them repulsed the air 

particles. With a start, he recognized it as the same ambient energy that gave life to the 

forest, the same energy possessed by every living Torumbur. It had a vague scent similar to 

the ozone that accompanied Torumbur magic, and his skin prickled the same way it had 

when he'd been near group magical displays as a child. But the dirgers' energy was rank 

and poisoned. Just the feel of it, flowing back to him along the air particles he tried to 

manipulate, nauseated him. 

Magdalena was right; the dirgers utilized the same power source as the 
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Torumbur-the earthheart. Forming more cannonballs, he followed Magdalena's lead and 

aimed for the fountains of dirt rather than the dirgers themselves. Four dirgers tumbled to 

the ground when the pillars disintegrated beneath them, their limbs twisted unnaturally 

around their bodies. The others kept rising. Tergard was loath to climb any higher himself; 

they were already too far up. Falling off their little platform would seriously injure either of 

them. However, they had another avenue of escape: the trees. 

When Tergard took a second to survey their options, he discovered he had 

unintentionally angled his stairs toward the treetops. He now ~led to the nearest tree, to 

the air around it, and manipulated the branches the same way Hingard had used the vines to 

entrap him weeks ago. A slender branch whipped in his direction. 

As the remaining dirgers reached the height of the platform, Tergard wrapped one 

ann around Magdalena's waist and reached for his chosen branch with the other. It snaked 

tightly about his forearm, its dry needles poking through the woolen sleeve of his coat 

Magdalena squeaked in surprise as he leapt from the platform, but recovered 

quickly and wrapped herself about his body, holding on tightly. He shouted at her to not let 

go, freed his arm from her waist, and reached for another branch as the first swung them 

through the air and deeper into the trees. 

Howling, the dirgers came after them, burrowing into the ground and racing through 

the forest soil like angry moles. 

Assuming the dirgers could suck any tree down into the ground, Tergard kept 

moving. His pace was awkward at first, as he learned how to manipulate one branch and 

then use their swinging momentum to propel them to the next tree instead of continuing to 

manipulate that branch. In this fashion, he gave himself enough time, a mental breather, to 

refocus on the next branch rather than attempting to concentrate on two at once-something 

he still had difficulty achieving. 

"It's almost like dancing!" Magdalena yelled in delight as they settled into a 

rhythmic, whistling swing through the trees. She looked up into his face, her eyes shining 
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with happy memories of court dances in Amar, or perhaps with the memory of the one time 

she had offered him a dancing lesson-but like his swimming lessons, the offer had never 

been accepted. Her heart beat excitedly against his chest 

Concentrating on his magic, he could not spare enough thought to form a reply. He 

smiled instead, although that quickly changed into a grimace when he glanced toward the 

forest floor. Several undulating ridges of earth were moving past him. Anticipating his 

direction, the dirgers had split up and were attempting to surround them, cut them off. 

He altered his trajectory, zigzagging through the trees, but this cost him momentum. 

He and Magdalena soon found themselves a figurative step ahead Of the dirgers. The tree 

he had just let go of vanished into the ground with a pop, sucked down with surprising 

swiftness. And the next, and the next Sprites, angered by the destruction of their host 

trees, dove into the cracked earth. An unseen battle erupted below the swface, evidenced 

only by the roiling ground and muffled screams. 

"Seems like the sprites spare no one," Magdalena commented wryly. 

Saved for the moment, as ironic as it might be, by the sprites' intervention, Tergard 

paused to reorient himself. 

"Parasites don't have the intelligence to make allies." His arms ached as he spun 

them around, scanning the surrounding forest. A river of air flowed down the mountainside 

toward them, plowing a furrow between rows of trees. 

"Lucky for-" Magdalena began. 

That stream of fast-moving air hit them. Cold and silent, it stole their breath, making 

them both gasp and shudder. The trees trembled and swayed, bending as the mass of air 

moved over them and changed directions: downward. 

The air struck the ground with explosive force, gouging out a crater and destroying 

both dirgers and sprites. The screams turned to wails of fright, which cut off abruptly when 

dismembered body parts and gold dust flew in all directions. 

Magdalena buried her face in Tergard's shirt He swung them into the shelter of 
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the closest tree and deposited them on a thick branch, wide enough to sit comfortably. 

He was anything but comfortable, of course; his arms and back ached fiercely. He 

felt suddenly tired, exhausted to the point of falling asleep right then and there. He shook 

off the weariness and cast a wary eye on the massive crater below. He saw nothing to 

indicate that any of the dirgers survived the assault 

''Your clan?" Magdalena asked, peeking down at the destruction herself, still 

holding tightly onto his waist 

"I assume." 

"We protect the earthheart from thieves," a familiar voice said from just behind 

them. 

Startled, they turned to see a nebulous golden sprite shaped like a Torumbur head. 

Its substance flowed continuously, blurring features momentarily, then resolidifying into the 

aged, yet recognizable face of Gunnard. 

Wondering if this was another sprite trick, Tergard hesitated before speaking. He 

raised a hand, palm out, prepared to defend himself. 

"Do not underestimate the intelligence of the sprites," the voice continued. "They 

do, indeed, form alliances .. .if only to achieve their own goal." 

"Which is?" 

"'To kill me, of course. 'They desire my death above all else, for I have killed more 

of them than any other Torumbur." 

Tergard could not begin to imagine the kind of mental strength his father must 

possess in order to control and use this creature for his purposes while thwarting its own 

intentions. 

"But such alliances have a price. The sprites know me, know my voice. I've seen 

their memories and how they have used it trick you, almost kill you." 

There were too many questions, and emotions, swirling through Tergard's mind, but 

one question was foremost. ''Then how do we know this isn't another deception?" 
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"Because sprites have not the capacity to wield magic. They are a group mind, their 

intelligence diffused throughout the whole body of their species. Magic requires 

concentrated intelligence and individual will." 

The river of air, lain dormant since its explosive strike, rose to swirl around them in 

a warm, comforting embrace. 

"Wielding such power, however, taxes even us. We cannot sustain ourselves in two 

locations like this for much longer." The blanket of air wrapped itself around them tighter, 

like a cocoon, plucking them from their perch as if they weighed no more than a couple of 

leaves. ''The earthheart awakens. It is past time for you to make it sleep again." 
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CHAPfER28 

The cocoon of air unwrapped itself from their bodies with the speed of a lethargic 

tree snake after digesting a big meal, leaving Tergard and Magdalena standing upon a worn 

cobbled stone floor in a small courtyard. Surrounding them, sixteen Torumbur knelt in a 

circle. Appearing to be in some sort of deep trance, they did not move or open their eyes. 

A deep pounding resonated throughout the courtyard as if the city were being beat 

by a giant fist; the floor shook in rhythm to it Dust, disturbed from the crevices and 

comers where it had lain for centuries, filled the air, swirling in a pale golden light that 

emanated from the surrounding buildings. 

Those drab one-story buildings were nothing that Tergard dreamed of as a child: his 

imagination filled with visions of grand architecture-a testament to the spirit of the 

Torumbur people in the time before magic and their ability to carve a majestic stone city out 

of the very mountain it sat upon. The city was nothing but an ancient ruin of crudely-hewn 

hovels, slowly crumbling under the demands of time and gravity. Tergard thought he would 

be overawed standing in his ancestors' home for the very first time, but instead felt 

disappointed having wasted so much childhood emotion envying those chosen for the 

annual pilgrimages. 

Magdalena gave him a quizzical look so he squeezed her hand in reassurance. He'd 

seen Torumbur exhausted to the point of sleep because they had extended themselves too 

far in dangerous magical acts. An ordinary transportation spell would not tax the combined 

power of sixteen healthy adults, but it had neither been ordinary nor were these people in 

good physical condition. He and Magdalena had been transported quite a distance-farther 

than he'd heard stories about. And these Torumbur were ill: pale, emaciated, skin rubbed to 

a raw texture, some missing hair, some with sores on arms and faces. They reminded him 

uncomfortably of the dirgers. 
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Magdalena, too, saw the similarities. ''They're all affected by it, the earthheart's 

sickness." Her voice dropped to a whisper. "Have they been driven mad too?" 

He hoped not, and doubted that Gunnard, who was strong-willed enough to resist 

long-term contact with sprites, had lost his mind. And where was Gunnard? 

Taking Magdalena by the hand, he slowly walked the circle, studying faces. Eyes 

began opening, following him. Exhausted sighs arose; they appeared too tired to speak. 

No one reacted as if they recognized him. 

As he looked closely, Tergard realized that not all the Torumbur were Goldleaf. 

Each clan, despite intermarriage, had dominating, identifying physical characteristics if only 

a slight change in eye shape, nose length, or in the hands with slim fingers or stumpy ones. 

Who were they all? A couple of men were Blackoak, he was certain, and one of the women 

was definitely Wintermaple. 

The Torumbur slowly helped one another stumble to their feet, muttering amongst 

themselves in dry, raspy voices. They watched as he and Magdalena reached the north side 

of the circle. Chipped and stained with age, a fountain in the shape of Mount Ringsaker 

dominated the north end of the courtyard. Devoid of water, the basin sported a large crack 

which was getting bigger with each strike of the unseen fist pounding the city. 

Dwarfed by the fountain, an ancient-looking man still knelt, head bent in utter 

exhaustion. An old woman tended to him, gently shaking his shoulders with thin hands 

bent into claws. 

With a start, Tergard recognized the woman as his sister, Y asmer, only three years 

his senior. Her hair had gone completely white and brittle. The wrinkles in her face partly 

obscured a patchwork of bums. The man- he slowly raised his head to look first at 

Yasmer, then Tergard-was Gunnard! He looked thrice his age, his face woven into deep 

crags, which also hid bums. His once thick long blond hair was a mixture of gray and 

white, cropped close to his head, standing up like the bristles in Magdalena's brush. One 

eye was its usual bright and intelligent green, the other reddish and dead-looking. 
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Gunnard sighed deeply when his good eye came to rest upon Tergard. ''The 

solstice sky is welcomed," his once commanding voice rang hollow, "to Mount 

Ringsaker." He placed his left hand, missing its two outer fingers, across his eyes and 

bowed his head. 

This formal greeting both pleased and appalled Tergard. When given by a father to 

a son, it recognized him as successfully risen to manhood, honoring his deeds and 

accomplishments. But Tergard was not yet a man, and he had accomplished little in his 

life-certainly nothing his father would wish to honor. Worse, Gunnard had not addressed 

him in their own language, the same as he might a human trapper visiting their ikarn ... a 

stranger. 

He let go of Magdalena's hand and stepped fotward so that he was looking down 

upon the older man. "I wish to be recognized for the man I have become, not whatever you 

designed me to be." 

Y asmer frowned up at him in clear disapproval of his tone. 

"I cannot," Gunnard replied with little emotion as he looked up. "I do not know 

you." 

In one motion, Tergard pulled the acorn from his pocket, sent it airborne with a 

sideways toss and then grabbed a streamer of air. Imitating what he'd seen used against the 

dirgers, he hardened this streamer and drove it downward to blast through the cobblestones 

and form a small hole. The acorn dropped neatly into the hole and split open, tiny little root 

tendrils searching for soil. There was little of the necessary soil beneath the cobblestones, 

so Tergard bent down and touched one of the tender shoots, giving it some of his own life 

energy just as he'd done for Magdalena. 

He stepped back as a sapling emerged, growing upward, branches forming, leaves 

unfurling. The sound of cracking rock filled the air as roots thrust outward, breaking and 

dislodging the cobblestones, their paths revealed by the ripple of broken stones radiating out 

from the thickening trunk. 
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Gunnard and Y asmer had to scramble out of the way as pressure from the growing 

oak and its roots toppled the fountain. The miniature version of Mount Ringsaker broke 

apart as it hit the cobblestones; pieces of it rolled or bounced away with reports echoing 

around the courtyard. 

Tergard felt Magdalena's hands on his ann, pulling him back out of the way of the 

expanding oak, but kept his concentration on the new life he had created. Growing a tree 

was just as hard as he remembered; his new found magical abilities hadn't made it any 

easier, only more .. .logical-he couldn't think of a better word. He was acutely aware of 

every particle that made up the oak, of the life energy which bound them together, of the 

energy with which he had infused it and how that competed with the tree's energy. Unity 

versus disunity: the cause of his previous failures when trying to pass this test He hadn't 

controlled the interaction of the two competing energies, had instead allowed his energy to 

overwhelm the tree and kill it, tear it apart particle from particle. 

Not in words, or in any way he could readily identify, the tree told him it had 

reached its limit. He felt it groan under the stress. He slowly reduced the amount of energy 

he was channeling into it, then let go. His oak, nearly seventy feet tall, stood strong and 

steady before him .. 

Whispered comments flew from Torumbur to Torumbur, but all he heard clearly 

was Magdalena's soft, ·~congratulations." All he saw was Yasmer's glimmer of a proud 

smile, quickly hidden, and Gunnard's expressionless face. 

"Uchor ey ben." I am a man. 

Gunnard did not reply as Y asmer tried to pull him to his feet. He pulled his ann 

from her grasp and blinked up at Tergard. 

"Say it!" Tergard growled. 

For the first time Tergard could ever remember, Gunnard looked around at the 

others as if seeking advice ... or maybe consent. It used to be others who sought Gunnard's 

approval. 
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The nods came slowly, reluctantly. More than one Torumbur in the circle looked 

displeased, especially a man that Tergard belatedly recognized as Sigurd, one of the other 

Goldleaf elders. He didn't care if his elevation to manhood pleased them or not; all he 

wanted was the recognition. 

"Uker ey ben." You are a man. Despite his weak voice, Gunnard managed to put 

enough force into the words to make them carry across the courtyard. 

The words did not make Tergard feel as satisfied as he thought they would. Was it 

because they'd been given so reluctantly? or because Tergard didn't need to be told he was 

a man in order to know it? He • d earned his manhood on a different battlefield, amidst the 

blood of others, but that didn't make it any less real than the Torumbur definition. Maybe it 

just didn't matter anymore what his own people thought of him. Of all things, the last 

thought saddened him. He thought being accepted into the rank of adult Torumbur would 

heal the wounds caused by his separation from their society, thought it would resolve the 

breach between his two lives. But the words did nothing. They were simply spoken, and 

died away in the air. The words had no power, and he was suddenly unwilling to give it to 

them. 

He looked at Magdalena and tried to hide his disappointment, but knew she sensed 

it because she leaned forward and kissed him. It left his lips tingling with memories of 

more, memories of being a man, and knew that the only person whose judgment he truly 

valued was Magdalena 

That kiss silenced the whispering Torumbur, but not for long. 

Gunnard gestured at them to be quiet. ''There is little time. The thieves are close to 

breaching our barrier around the mountain." 

The others dispersed into the surrounding buildings, some quickly, others not. 

Sigurd was the last to go, pausing to exchange looks with Gunnard that Tergard could not 

decipher. The pale glow in the air must be the barrier Gunnard spoke of: a magical force 

field erected to protect the earthheart. 
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Gunnard stood with Y asmer' s help. Tergard thought he should offer assistance, but 

when he stepped forward, they backed away. 

"Do not touch him," Yasmer spoke sharply. "He's too ill; you will kill him." 

Tergard loved Magdalena, the touch of her hands, her lips, but what he needed now 

was the touch of his family: maybe that would give him the feeling of acceptance that was 

still missing. Denied the opportunity, he clenched his fists and yelled, "Why? What is it 

you've done to me to tum me into a poison? Why did you lie to your own child? Why did 

you make me hate you?'' 

"There is no time for explanations you do not need," Gunnard snapped 

impatiently. ''The four oaks have taught you all." He gestured to a narrow alleyway 

between the buildings in the northeast comer. ''You must get to the observatory-" 

Tergard cut him off. "I have only encountered three of your trees." He couldn't 

say what had happened to the fourth-destroyed by the dirgers or the sprites perhaps. 

''You should know that You seem to know everything else." 

Gunnard's knees buckled beneath him and he sagged, held up by only Y asmer. 

"Incomplete ... " he muttered, "you-" His eyes rolled and he collapsed. 

Magdalena darted forward to help Y asmer support his weight Y asmer stared at the 

human woman momentarily, but seemed to make a quick decision. "We must get him to 

the sick room. Herbs may sustain him a while longer." 

"I want answers!" Tergard yelled at his sister. 

She looked at Tergard, her eyes imploring him to have patience with a sick old man. 

"You can not get all of them from me, little brother." Her face showed her worry, her care. 

"Our father is strong, but he can't withstand the combined influences of the sprites and the 

earthheart's sickness much longer." 

''Then let me carry him to the sickroom," Tergard argued as the two women began 

to half-drag/half-carry Gunnard toward a nearby building, its leaf-shaped doorway 

crumbling into near unrecognizability. "It'll be faster." 
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Y asmer cast him a harsh look. "Your touch will kill him assuredly. I told you that 

and I do not lie." She changed her tone when his reaction was of obvious distress. "I'm 

sorry we can't give you what you want, little brother, but it's the price we all pay for our 

ancestors' choice." She paused. ''The price you pay." Her face radiated the sisterly 

affection he remembered, her tolerance for a pesky, spoiled youngster. 

Inside the sickroom, dozens ofTorumbur rested or slept on dusty blankets or just 

the debris-covered floor. Those not asleep moaned in pain, aggravated by the incessant 

pounding that rattled the city; the moaning followed the pounding in a bizarre syncopation. 

Three lamps hung from cracks in the ceiling, swinging rhythmically back and forth. 

As they laid Gunnard down in the nearest comer, Magdalena questioned the 

absence of caretakers. "Where are the healers?" 

Yasmer shook her head. "We can spare few from the defense of the earthheart. 

Those that are not actively linked to the barrier must sleep, not worry about others." She 

moved away to a set of baskets in the center of the room to retrieve the needed medicines. 

Tergard could only watch as Magdalena knelt next to his father, watch as she 

listened to him breathe, felt his heartbeat 

"He's very weak-" she said, a strange look crossing her face as she placed her 

hands on his chest. 

"What is it?" 

She looked up at Tergard, her eyes wide. ''There's a sprite in him. I can feel its 

presence." Magdalena seemed astonished that she possessed such sensitivity; Tergard was 

curious, too, as to how it was possible. 

"He is always joined with the sprites now," Yasmer said as she rejoined them, "It 

is how he maintains watch over the forest." She looked at Magdalena quizzically for a 

moment, and then stuffed two dark, dried leaves in Gunnard's mouth. 

"You have a name I presume?" Yasmer asked without looking up. 

"Magdalena." 
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"You have been joined with a sprite, Magdalena?" 

"Unfortunately," she answered quietly, obviously disturbed by the memories of the 

accompanying events. "Tergard removed them." 

Y asmer looked at him. "You can do that?" 

"If you'd let me touch him, yes." Tergard crouched, his elbows on his knees, 

hands dangling inches from Gunnard's head. "Perhaps if I could do that for him, do 

something, he'd recognize me as his son." 

His sister wasn't blind or deaf; she could pick up on his desperation, his 

dissatisfaction at being called a man but not recognized by Gunnard as a son, and his 

loneliness at being as far apart from his family as he'd ever been. 

She held out her hand. ''Touch me, briefly please." 

He looked in Yasmer's eyes and saw that she understood him as a man who needed 

proof. He did as she asked, touching the back of her hand with two fingers. As quickly as 

he drew back, she was quicker. She yelped, her hand spasming in pain as she pulled it 

away. After taking a deep breath, she turned the hand for them to see: there were two clear 

bum marks in the shape ofTergard's fingers on her skin. 

Tergard sat down, stunned. "How could I do this? I don't understand." They had 

grown up together, played, kept each other warm, touched hundreds of times. 

Y asmer smiled at him compassionately, but first asked Magdalena to get some salve 

from the baskets. "You were such a child when you left, angry, unfulfilled, searching for 

what I did not know. Did you find it in her?" 

They both glanced after Magdalena. He didn't need to ask what she meant. "Yes. 

But I still search for the answer to myself." 

"It's your tattoo," Y asmer explained, loud enough for the returning Magdalena to 

hear. ''The ink was made of the earthheart's blood and," she paused while Magdalena 

slathered green goo on her hand, "there are wood strips from the sacred trees woven into 

the design." 
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She looked down at Gunnard and stuffed another leaf into his mouth with her free 

hand. "He explained this to me, to all of us, when Blackoak sent word of your return." 

''The tattoo was done when I was a child," Tergard refuted. "I did not kill any of 

you." He'd been told the tattoo immediately became infected and that it had taken some 

weeks for him to recover. He did not voice his discomfiture at having bark and alien blood 

inside his skin. His back itched furiously, but he told himself it was just his imagination. 

"Its components needed time to be absorbed, to become integrated with you. You 

had to mature away from the earthheart for your body to become its own power source and 

for you to remain an individual mind. You dido 't radiate this energy then. It's also one of 

the reasons why you couldn't accurately wield magic; being made blood kin to the 

earthheart-a being which matures very slowly-caused you to also mature slowly, 

especially in the area of magic." 

Tergard could think of nothing to say. Blood kin to the earthheart? Is that why he 

always felt he belonged nowhere? with neither his own kind nor among humans? 

In a way it gratified him that his father's machinations were not the sole reason for 

his failures but, on the other hand, anything his father did ... he did on purpose, not through 

an accident of biology. 

"His touch doesn't harm me," Magdalena interjected. 

"You are not of the forest The energy signature of the earthheart is not carried in 

your skin and bones. The Torumbur have become so infused with the earthheart's power 

we can't live without it, or with too much of it." She gave Tergard a meaningful look. 

''Those of us who've been in prolonged proximity to Mount Ringsaker are immediately 

affected by your touch. Others you may have touched will suffer lingering deaths." 

"Why?" Tergard repeated. "Why did our father do this to me?" His voice 

verged on a wail. He now knew why that one Wintermaple man he touched had been killed 

by his clanmates: to prevent that suffering. Could his father not have foreseen Tergard 

would suffer when he found out he could never touch another Torumbur for even a 
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moment's sharing of friendship/fealty? or how he would suffer with the thought that a 

moment's touch had probably condemned his own uncle? And what of Y asmer? Now that 

she had allowed him to touch her, he wondered how long it would be before she died and if 

he would have to watch. 

His sister seemed to know his thoughts. "I've not long left anyhow, little brother. 

Look at me." 

He couldn't look at Y asmer. He closed his eyes as Magdalena knelt behind him, 

wrapped her anns around his shoulders and pressed her face cheek to cheek with his. She 

hugged him tightly, trying to make her touch all that he would ever need, assuring him that 

she would always be there when he reached out 

It was almost enough. would have been enough, in any other place or time. He 

squeezed her hand as he finally brought himself to look at Y asmer, tears in his eyes. 

"I wanted to be a good son," he said in a choked voice. "I wanted to learn magic, 

to be a clan elder-" Dreams that died early. 

"I wanted you to fulfill prophecy," Gunnard said, his voice shaky, his eyes still 

closed. 

"What?" Tergard looked down at his father, wondering how long he'd been 

awake. 

"It was prophesied the last of the Goldleaf would be born on the winter solstice, 

that it would be he or she to satisfy the debt our ancestors placed upon us." 

Gunnard opened his eyes and tried to sit up, but was too weak. He lay back with a 

deep sigh. ''That is why I have done these things." 

"You made my touch deadly to my own people?" He couldn't hold back his 

anger, regardless of how sick Gunnard was. 

"Your flesh needed to be joined with the earthheart so that it would recognize you, 

accept you. Otherwise it would kill you before you can complete your task." 

Tergard started to object again, but Gunnard gestured him to silence, then 
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commanded Y asmer and Magdalena to help him sit up. 

He pointed a finger at his son. "Listen to me. Do not interrupt." He paused to 

swallow some water from a bowl handed to him by Y asmer. ''The earthheart is not just a 

living entity, it is a creature of the night sky. It is of a species who lay their eggs on worlds 

spread throughout the stars. Our mountain gods called to its parents and here to Mount 

Ringsaker they came to deposit their youngling in the safe haven the gods promised. 

Because their species takes centuries to mature, to hatch, its parents flew away into the 

sky-never knowing of the ruse our gods had played upon them." 

Awake! Away! Tergard thought, a longing for the coldness of space filling his 

mind. He was blood kin to the earthheart; he dreamed its dreams. Would he have been 

swallowed by those dreams had he stayed in the forest? 

"Our ancestors judged this creature and its power to be a gift from the gods-a 

way to gain control over the forest and the sprites. Life on the mountain was harsh, our 

people were dying; they were desperate to live down among the trees." He gestured at the 

faded relief carvings on the crumbling walls: trees and trees everywhere. 

"Even in its embryonic stage, it possessed a primitive intelligence which allowed 

our ancestors to communicate with it. They decided to trick the creature into teaching them 

the secrets behind its energy field-whose particles manifest themselves as the rune 

language saturating the very air- by promising to nurture it until it was of hatching age and 

ready to join its kin among the stars. 

"Goldleaf clan imprisoned the creature, encased it in a shell of its own magic so 

strong that only an adult of its kind could break it. They camouflaged its 

umbilicals-meant to feed solar energy to the earthheart-as our sacred trees, which also 

carried its energy to the earth's surface. The entire forest became one giant field of magical 

energy. The sprites were altered, controlled; our society was revitalized." 

So the eyan were not the earthheart as Tergard briefly suspected, only a part of it. 

Gunnard's gaze became unfocused as he looked off into the distance at who knew 
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what. "For centuries most of us have not known any of these truths. We've come to 

accept the forest as our right, the earthheart as a gift from our old gods. Even I knew no 

better until I became an elder and learned the difference between history and myth. 

"I wished for none of it to be true-especially the predictions that the time of magic 

would come to an end or that the earthheart would one day awaken and take its revenge 

upon us for our lies." His eyes refocused upon Tergard. ''Then you were born on the 

winter solstice, the same day on which the earthheart had been given to us. I knew then that 

you would be the sacrifice, the payment for Goldleafs decision." 

"Sacrifice?" Magdalena exclaimed, alarmed. "You're giving him to the earthheart 

as a sacrifice?" 

Gunnard grimaced. "A poor choice of words. In truth, I am not sure what will 

happen when he goes to communicate our wishes to it I only know that he can, if he 

learned enough from the three trees. It has refused to speak to any Torumbur for a very 

long time, but it will recognize its blood in him, sense his kinship." 

None of this comforted Tergard, nor Magdalena, who clutched his shirt tightly. 

"What if he didn't learn enough?" she asked. 

"I don't know." Gunnard shook his head and closed his eyes, exhausted. 

"It already recognizes me," Tergard said quietly. "I have been dreaming its 

dreams for weeks-ever since I returned to the forest." 

Gunnard's eyes snapped open, a sparkle of excitement in his clear eye. "Why did 

you not say so?" He gestured for help in standing. "We must get you to the 

observatory." 

Tergard remained sitting, overwhelmed and exhausted himself. He didn't know 

what to think or what to feel. And he certainly didn't know what to do. 

He looked at his father. "Answer two questions. Why was it necessary to drive me 

away? And where is my mother, and Sumar?" His other sister. 

Gunnard looked at Y asmer, who answered for him. "Sumar is maintaining the 
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protective barrier. Mother is gone. She went home to her natal clan several years ago." 

Tergard stared at her. The one person whom he truly longed to see, the one person 

who would call him son without reservation, was thousands of miles away on the western 

edge of the forest. His heart ached anew. He'd come home to nothing. There was no 

family here, only strangers who wanted something from him just like the hwnans who only 

wanted him to play a soldier and otherwise had no use for him. He was to play a part, do a 

job. 

"Why did she leave?" Magdalena asked for him. 

"She was always unhappy with me," Gunnard said quietly. "She did not wish to 

marry a Goldleaf. Our two clans were once close, but Fireleaf disagreed with Goldleaf's 

judgments where the earthheart was concerned. So Fireleaf broke the bond of closeness 

and moved as far away from us as they could. That created an animosity between us that 

still survives. But Goldleaf does not make decisions regarding intermarriages." Blackoak 

and Redmaple did. "Neither of us had a choice." 

Gunnard sighed. "She blamed me for your leaving. I had no defense against her 

charges for they were all true." 

'1'hen why did you do it?" Tergard returned to his first question. 

"It was said, that when the earthheart awakened in its mature state, it would be 

powerful enough to circumvent our control of its energy flow and be able to fulfill its 

promise of revenge by poisoning the rune magic and us. As you've learned, this has 

happened. If you'd remained in the forest, you would have been poisoned faster than any 

of us. It would've killed you." 

'1'hen why am I not dead now?" 

'1'orumbur mature much faster than the star creatures. Even though the piece of 

the earthheart you carry within you caused you to mature slowly in our terms, you have 

already evolved into an entity separate from the earthheart. You are immune to it; you 

cannot feel its sickness like we do. More importantly, you have become its equal in ability. 
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you are the only one who can put the earthheart back to sleep." 

Sleep? The earthheart dreamed not of sleep, nor of revenge. It dreamed only of 

freedom, of how its kind were m.eant to fly among the cold stats, not sleep within the hot 

earth. It was suffocating. Recalling his own nightmares of being buried alive made him 

shudder. 

"I had to drive you away," Gunnard said with finality, "for you to live, for you to 

return and fulfill your duty." 

He repeated the word "duty" to himself silently. He'd learned the concept from 

the humans, not from his father. He'd learned about duty from Marco. He did not need to 

ask what Marco would do in this situation; his friend never said no to duty or necessity. 

''You must put the earthheart back to sleep," his father repeated, "or convince it to 

remain willingly. Our society will collapse without it." 

"The earthheart is ill; it's dying. You just said so-" 

"You can heal it," his father interrupted insistently. ''There are stories which say it 

is possible. The time of magic can not end, it must begin anew -otherwise time itself has 

no meaning." It became clear to Tergard that his father wanted to interpret the prophecies 

his own way. 

The incessant pounding increased in frequency, becoming an irritating rattling in 

their bones. 

''The thieves grow desperate, or stronger." Leaning heavily on Y asmer and 

Magdalena, Gunnard pulled himself to his feet. "We must hurry." 

Tergard tried to object, tried to tell his father that he might not be able to do what he 

wanted, but he couldn't force the words from his throat His brother had been right about 

one thing: their father believed in his own vision so strongly he couldn't even begin to 

reconcile conflicts between belief and reality. Gunnard could not understand, or even see, 

that the earthheart might die. He could not conceive that the poisonous energy was a natural 

by-product of its illness, not a conscious desire by the creature to harm them. Tergard did 
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not know how to tell this to his father, not only unable to explain how he knew, but unable 

to disappoint him as well. 

Leaning on Y asmer, Gunnard hobbled back out into the courtyard. The pale yellow 

glow had turned into bright golden rays, looking like daylight trying to burst free from 

inside the walls. 

"The protectors are expending too much energy," Yasmer said worriedly. ''They 

can't maintain this strength level on the barrier for long." 

it." 

Stepping over broken masonry, Gunnard and Y asmer led them down a narrow alley. 

''You don't know how to do what your father asks," Magdalena whispered. 

"Worse," he whispered back, "I don't think I can." 

"It's foolish to proceed." 

"You felt I had a purpose here." He kissed her cheek. "Let me find it and I'll do 

To his father's back, he said, "You must explain what you expect me to do." 

"I am uncertain. This past year ... these thieves ... have changed everything." 

Tergard understood immediately. The stories Gunnard spoke of did not account for 

the presence of the dirgers; they were not a predicted part of the equation. They had 

disrupted the natural course of events, somehow accelerated the earthheart's illness, perhaps 

even awakening it prematurely. 

Gunnard voiced similar thoughts. ''The prophecy said the earthheart would not 

awaken for many more years-not until the solstice sky had reached the winter of his 

years," when Tergard was an old nian, ''time plenty enough for you to mature properly, 

learn the magic, time enough for you to come home of your own free will. I knew that you 

would eventually." 

"But something went wrong," Magdalena said, holding Tergard's hand as they 

navigated their way through more rubble and narrow, twisting alleys. 

''The dirgers," Tergard grumbled beneath his breath. 
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''The weather went wrong," Y asmer answered. 

Gunnard continued, "Last year, we received news from clans in the foothills that the 

Hardenger snow caps had disappeared, that the winter winds had not come. I sent 

Rothgard, your brother, here to investigate. He reported that the earthheart appeared to be 

sick. Its energy had burned through the mountain, obliterating the observatory, opening a 

conduit from which poured so much energy in an uncontrolled state that it created its own 

buffer zone above the mountains that is diverting the normal wind patterns around the forest 

valley." 

"Weather all over the continent has been disrupted," Magdalena interjected. 

"As we suspected. Rothgard's team could not get close enough to the earthheart to 

determine the problem. So he sent word that they would instead carve canals to redirect the 

snowmelt from the north side of the Hardengers, where glaciers do remain, so that our rivers 

ran full as they should, preventing a drought that could have killed us before the year's end. 

"But shortly after that was accomplished, he sent word that strange underground 

creatures had invaded the forest. Rothgard's group began a surveillance of these creatures, 

but soon disappeared. It has been months; I presume him dead." 

Gunnard and Yasmer paused so that Gunnard could look back at Tergard. "I know 

you hated your brother, but I will have you know that he saved the forest, for a time at 

least." 

Magdalena and Tergard looked at each other uneasily. He wondered if his failure to 

inquire about Rothgard made his father suspect anything. Had the sprites tokl Gunnard 

what happened in that glade? 

"He preserved the forest," Gunnard continued, "until my messages could reach 

you and bring you home." 

"Messages? I received no messages." 

Gunnard blinked, and a smile touched his craggy face for the first time. ''Then 

why? Did you truly come home of your own free will?" 
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"Well," he looked at Magdalena, "mostly. She convinced me it was time to 

reconcile with you." 

Gunnard stared at him, long-suppressed emotions warring with each other in his 

eyes until tears began to spill down his cheeks. He looked at Magdalena, blinking curiously 

and probably wondering just who she was and how she had accomplished this. Finally, he 

looked back at his son. "I am sorry I placed such a burden upon you. I had come to 

accept the fact that you would hate me forever. I never thought you would come home to 

see me." 

Yasmer, too, was crying, but she tugged urgently on Gunnard's arm. They resumed 

their maze-like journey through twisted alleys. 

Every part ofTergard hurt, wanting to know what Gunnard would have been like as 

a real father. He squeezed Magdalena's hand-too tightly-but she did not complain. She 

only squeezed back, sharing his pain. He could think of nothing to say. It did make him 

happy to know his father was actually glad to see him, but that wasn't enough to make up 

for the pain of his childhood. He was overwhelmed by the faith his father placed in 

him-sending for him as if he could make everything all right, maybe rock the earthheart 

back to sleep with one of his mother's lullabies. 

He dido 't know what to say about Rothgard. He still felt no remorse for his 

actions, Rothgard had already been dead after all, but his lack of emotion would likely 

disturb Gunnard and Y asmer. 

Magdalena delayed his dilemma by asking, "So what have you learned about these 

thieves? these invaders?" 

"Little, except that they are maddened beyond any reasoning," Y asmer responded. 

"We tried to speak with them, even negotiate, but they want the earthheart for 

themselves," Gunnard continued. "Battling them proved futile; any direct assault we 

mounted only caused them to penetrate deeper into the earth beyond our reach. Our 

casualties were high. Many clans were forced to abandon their {karns and kill their sacred 
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trees so the thieves could not make use of them." 

"We already had to gird many of them," Yasmer added, "to hurt them, to reduce 

their energy output to keep the ikam livable." 

"Blackoak killed our eyan," Tergard contradicted. 

Gunnard nodded. "They were instructed to do so if they encountered you or any 

of the thieves in the vicinity. The action made a statement either way: it told you to seek us 

elsewhere; it told them that we woUld destroy the earthheart ourselves rather than let them 

have it." 

"What have the thieves accomplished then?" Magdalena asked. 

''fhey've cracked its shell, causing more energy to leak out below ground, 

poisoning us further. But that was all they could manage because it poisons them too. 

They now die if they approach it too closely. This is why they are attempting to penetrate 

the city. They have somehow learned we guard the only accessible portal-the original 

birth shaft dug by its parents to lay their egg." 

The pounding on the city abruptly ceased, leaving a strange silent stillness in its 

wake. The four of them stared at each other for a moment before distant explosions began 

sharply peppering the silence. 

"Are they breaking down the walls?" Magdalena asked. 

"No." Tergard remembered the sounds from long ago in his childhood. "The 

heat is causing trees to explode." Some species were notorious for that-making a forest 

fire even more devastating. 

The golden glow saturating the city flared even brighter for a moment, then 

dwindled to near-nothingness. Muffled shouts sounded behind them; the only word 

Tergard understood translated as "retreat." 

"The defenders are pulling in the perimeter," Y asmer announced, her voice 

reaching an alarmed pitch. She grabbed Gunnard's arm and dragged him over the cracked 

cobblestones. "Hurry!" she yelled at her brother. 
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A whistling sound, followed by the breaking of stone, came from somewhere behind 

them. 

"What was that?" Magdalena asked as she and Tergard trotted along behind his 

father and sister. 

He shrugged just as another high-pitched whistling sounded, closer this time. They 

looked up to see an enormous pine tree flying through the air like an arrow and then crash 

into the rootless building to their left The four of them ran from the alley just in time to 

avoid the outer wall as it toppled over upon where they'd been, leaving them cornered in a 

dead-end alcove. It seemed the dirgers were using the trees as missiles. 

"We have to get to the observatory," Gunnard said with a groan. What strength 

he'd managed to gather was waning; his knees trembled and he leaned against the nearest 

wall as if he couldn't stand without it. 

Tergard made a quick decision. "No, you have to help the others. And you have to 

kill that sprite inside you." 

"It is my spy," Gunnard said through half-closed eyes. In that brief moment, 

Tergard saw that his father knew exactly what had happened to Rothgard and what had 

transpired between the two brothers, but had said nothing, perhaps out of consideration for 

Yasmer. That was why he hadn't questioned Tergard's lack of inquiry about his brother. 

"You don't need your spy anymore, and the Torumbur don't need this city-it's 

nothing but a relic of our past Forget trying to defend it with a static shield. Fight!" 

"We can't!" Yasmer cried. "They know our magic, our tricks. They just run 

away, take the ground out from under our feet, or-" 

He cut her off. "Your barrier isn't working! If you really want to save the 

earthheart, you'll have to attack the dirgers directly ... even if it means you die. You said you 

were going to die anyway." It was apparent his people hadn't made a full and concerted 

effort to defeat this enemy. They'd been stalling for time while counting on him to solve all 

their problems for them. 
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"Dirgers?" Sigurd asked as he climbed down from the toppled wall. He was 

breathing heavily and looked tired, but that didn't keep him from projecting an aura of 

strength. Tergard remembered that it was Sigurd who always won the long distance 

footraces at festivals. Another tree whisked by overhead, aimed somewhere beyond them. 

''The others sent me to check on your progress," Sigurd said pointedly to 

Gunnard, then turned to Tergard. "You know these creatures? Allies? Your vanguard?" 

Y asmer gasped. 

"How dare you!" Magdalena exclaimed, swinging her right hand. ''They 

murdered my broth-" Her voice choked; her hand, palm open, froze in midair. 

Sigurd wasn't quite fast enough to make magic and avoid being struck. Being fleet 

of foot did not make him fleet of hand. With the quickness he had learned on the 

battlefield, Tergard grabbed his dagger and stabbed Sigurd through the palm. The elder's 

waggling fingers spasmed in pain. Magdalena's hand dropped and she staggered backward 

two steps, taking in a deep breath. 

''That was a warning," Tergard growled. "Next time you try to harm her, I'll 

choke you with my bare hands while listening to the sound of your flesh sizzling beneath 

mine." He'd had enough of his people mistreating his friends, not to mention making 

baseless, paranoid accusations against him. 

Sigurd tried to pretend the threat didn't scare him, but Tergard saw it in his eyes. 

He slowly wrapped the edge of his tunic around his bleeding palm as if he had nothing else 

important to do. 

"How do you know these creatures?" Gunnard asked, looking horrified at the idea 

of his son betraying him. 

"Because of you, father. You drove me away from home, remember? Into the 

lands of the humans ... and other unknown races. You exposed the earthheart to them, 

through me." 

"You learned this painful bluntness from the humans?" Gunnard asked, sinking to 
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his knees. 

"No. I learned it from you." 

"Fool!" Sigurd cursed at Gunnard. "When we agreed to let you transform your 

son, I warned you about the dangers of variables we could not predict I warned you against 

relying on prophecy." 

"Do not criticize Gunnard," Tergard said, coming to his father's defense much to 

the surprise of everyone. "When I was ten, I came to you for advice on how I could 

improve relations with my father. All you said to me was that sometimes fathers were better 

off if their sons had died at birth." He paused to slip his hand into Magdalena's. "You 

helped drive me away, and so did every other member of our clan." 

These words had little effect on Sigurd. The elders of Goldleaf clan had made their 

choices concerning him a long time ago. Sigurd turned his back on him, and looked down 

at Gunnard. "And now that you've declared him to be an adult, we can not force him to do 

as we wish without facing punishment from the clan." His tone held a challenge for 

Gunnard, one that said Sigurd wanted to risk it. 

Magdalena tugged on Tergard's arm in a wordless warning. Marco's voice 

whispered inside his head: "trap." 

Tergard pivoted, took Magdalena by the waist, and lifted her so that she could grab 

the edge of the adjacent building's slab roof and scramble up. He jumped, grabbed the 

edge and hoisted himself up. 

"Look!" Magdalena pointed toward the city center where a swirling column of 

golden white energy shot up into the twilight sky. 

The light called to him, begging, crying. It seemed to ensnare him, made him feel as 

if it were pulling him off his feet. 

He barely heard Magdalena calling his name. When he shook his head to clear his 

mind he found that he was leaning dangerously over the edge and Magdalena was pulling 

him back. 



"Please, you must save us," Gunnard begged to him. 

''The earthheart is awake, father." 
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Sigurd's angry face looked up at him. "We chose you, not the earthheart. You will 

follow our decisions:· 

"fm awake now, too." 

He turned away from them and took Magdalena by the hand. Crossing the roof, 

they slid down the opposite wall and into another alley. 

"What do they think they can force you into?" Magdalena asked. 

"I don't know." He believed it might be dangerous to find out. "If they really 

expected that I could heal the earthheart or put it back to sleep, they'd give me instructions, 

don't you think?'' He headed down the alley in the direction of the city center. 

to do." 

"Maybe your father doesn't know. He only believes; he has faith." 

"In me?" 

"I do." 

H~ stopped in his tracks, and turned to look at her. 

Magdalena smiled. "I always have." 

Despite everything, he smiled back. ''That's not true." 

"I'm a liar?" 

''There was a time, in the desert, when you doubted me." 

"fve already forgotten." 

He pulled her into his arms and kissed her. "Let's find out what it is I'm supposed 
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CHAPfER29 

Walking into the observatory courtyard was like wading into a sea of starshine. So 

bright it brought tears to Tergard's eyes, the light starkly revealed the city's age and 

disrepair while caressing him with such warmth he imagined this was how he must have felt 

inside his mother's womb. He again felt more than disappointed she was not here to see 

the man he'd become. 

The swirling column of energy emanated from a pond-sized crater in the middle of 

the courtyard, hovering and spinning above them. It was like standing at the bottom of a 

whirlpool. So little remained of the observatory, an outsider would never have known it 

once stood here. The largest standing fragment was a section of curved wall, about 

Magdalena's height. 

Tergard quashed the mental image of his mother and carefully opened his mind, 

seeking the earthheart's thoughts, its dreams. Pain flooded through him; a cacophony of 

sounds filled his ears. He never dreamed that magic could be so loud. He tried to close it 

off, tried to reduce it to those whispers he remembered from childhood. 

In response; the fountain of light flared brighter, hotter, driving them both back 

against the nearest wall. Tergard took off his coat to cover their faces, filtering the light so it 

wasn't quite as blinding. 

"Your tattoo-" Magdalena began. 

"I can feel it" It burned, itched, as if his back were melting. He was sure she 

could easily see it through his shirt. He tried his best to ignore it. 

The ground heaved, shuddering like a horse struck a backbreaking blow by a 

vengeful owner. The light flickered, then dimmed to half its previous strength. In the 

diminished glow Tergard could see the image of a tree: not of any one species, but all of 

them-the original sacred tree from which one myth said all their sacred trees had been 
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born as saplings carried down into the forest when the clans emigrated from the city. 

He knew no tree had ever been planted here. To torment him, Rothgard had 

described the old observatory to him in great detail. It had been built and designed after the 

birth of magic so the Torumbur could observe and worship the star gods who had given up 

one of their own to the mountain gods. He could only guess that this image was meant to 

convey some particular meaning, perhaps the earthheart's way of saying it recognized itself 

as the Torumbur's 'tree of life' -the power by which the Torumbur had reinvented 

themselves and their society. 

Many of the courtyard's cobblestones were missing, others cracked or overturned, 

uprooted to point at the sky, and making for treacherous footing. Those gaps glowed as the 

column of light returned to its original brightness. A wave of heat rolled over them, leaving 

both feeling a bit nauseated. The cobblestones themselves began to glow a dull red. A low, 

almost sub-audible moaning filled the air; it came from everywhere and nowhere. 

"It's burning the earth." He recognized the hesitancy in Magdalena's voice. She 

was guessing. 

"One of the stories says that when the earthheart awakens it will bum all that lives 

until nothing remains but cinders." It would not only bum the forest, but human lands as 

well. It was too late to put the earthheart back to sleep, too late to preserve the magic or the 

Torumbur way of life. 

Magdalena yelped as her coat pocket burst into flame. She ripped the coat off and 

threw it on the ground. When Tergard stomped on it, the top broke through the weakened 

fabric and rolled up against the toe of his other boot It glowed white hot. Suddenly, 

neither one of them was willing to pick it up. 

"I wouldn't trust it," she said. 

"It is only an eyan root, watered with your blood," came Sigurd's voice from an 

alleyway to their left. "It knows both you and the earthheart. It will introduce you to one 

another." 
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"I wouldn't trust him either." Tergard liked to hear such strength in Magdalena's 

voice. 

He looked over at Sigurd as he took a step closer to the swirling column. "Join me. 

Teach me what it's supposed to do." He was betting that Sigurd, who looked very 

unsteady on his feet and was sweating heavily, couldn't come much closer to the energy 

field. Now behind his heel, the top began to melt. 

"Do not listen to Sigurd, little brother," Y asmer said, gasping for air, as she 

hobbled into view behind the elder. She held up Gunnard who appeared to be nearly 

unconscious. She looked little better herself. 

"It is made of a hardened resin that the eyan began to secrete around the time of 

your birth. Fearing that it is an enzyme which is meant to dissolve the earthheart's shell at 

hatching time, our people have been collecting and destroying it." Her face turned red as 

they watched, the skin on her forehead blistering. 

"Why give it to Tergard?" Magdalena asked, but she didn't have to. 

The golden-white puddle that once had been the top flowed along the cracks in the 

cobblestones and encircled Tergard's boots. Defying gravity, the substance slowly began 

creeping up over the leather. He looked down when Magdalena gasped, but when he tried 

to lift his feet he found himself rooted in place. 

"No!" Magdalena tugged on his arm, trying to pull him to her. 

For some reason, he didn't feel panic. He didn't know what he felt, except a small 

hope that this was how he was meant to communicate with the earthheart. Maybe if he 

delivered the resin to it, shared the substance, it would free the earthheart. It wouldn't be 

what his father had intended, but that hardly mattered now. 

He pulled the chain with the locket off over his head and put it around her neck. 

''Take care of this for me." Then he took off his weapons belt and handed it to her. "You 

may need these." 

A renewed, frenzied pounding shook the city. Old stone creaked and rattled; dust 
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scattered in the air, mingling with the golden-white whirlpool, muting its glow. 

He kissed Magdalena, the touch of her lips warming him in a way the earthheart's 

energy never could. The taste of her was sheer life, something beyond any magic. It 

saddened him to think that any other Torumbur would not understand this sensation, nor 

believe it to be important They knew nothing but magic-a magic that had not saved this 

woman's brother. Marco had, rather, died because of magic, because of the dangers 

inherent in its possession and control, a lesson his father should be able to understand as 

well as teach. 

He pushed her away as the pool of white liquid flowed up his legs. 

She refused to back off. She grabbed his hands. ''Tergard!" 

"Don't worry. I'll be okay. I'm just going to have a conversation with it." That 

had to be his purpose. Any other was unthinkable. He pulled his hands free, but continued 

to look into Magdalena's eyes. She was his anchor, he reminded himself. He would come 

back to her. 

When the liquid reached his knees, he began to feel as if he were being wrapped up 

in lightning. His skin tingled, his hair stood on end. But it did not bum him. 

Ever so slowly, the whirling column of energy began leaning, bending toward him. 

He forced himself to ~rn away from Magdalena, to look to the task placed upon him by his 

people. The nearer the column got to him he realized its substance was more than particles 

of energy: each was a tiny rune symbol, dancing about one another, weaving delicate 

patterns as they flowed upward into the whirlpool where upon they dissolved into chaos. 

He stared hard at the patterns, letting them sear themselves into his eyeballs and into 

his brain. He knew this language ... knew it all along. Tergard had never needed to learn it; 

the lessons were a ruse. The rune language was in his blood, an "infection" introduced 

when his father carved the tattoo. It was a language that the other Torumbur could see, but 

only he could hear. 

He strained to understand what the earthheart was saying to him-not saying, 
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singing! It was a song, sung for its own kind, crying for them, seeking, begging them to 

come and release it from this prison before life ended. Tergard could see the nuances 

within the symbols, hear its desperation and despair. It had been singing for some time and 

no one had answered. The earthheart was not simply dying because it was trapped, but 

because it was lonely. 

Tergard wept, but the heat dried his tears the moment they touched his cheeks. He, 

more than anyone else, understood the pain in the earthheart's soul. He had lived that pain 

in his own life, separate from all those around him. 

He knew then that freeing the earthheart was the right thing to do, not only to save it, 

but to heal his own soul. This was what he was meant to do. 

He reached out a hand to touch the column as it bent even closer, but just as his 

fingertips made contact with what felt strangely like a cool flame, the pool of liquid 

enveloping his body reached his waist. Suddenly unable to maintain his balance, he fell to 

the ground, landing on his back. 

He looked up and, just before Magdalena obscured his vision, he saw that the runes 

in the column had ceased their elegant dance. They swirled about in mad confusion, trying 

to make sense of the brief alien intrusion into their midst. 

Magdalena loomed over him, holding his face, saying something, but he could 

neither feel her hands nor hear her voice. Every piece of him except his left shoulder blade 

burned with pain. He couldn't breathe. He felt as if his insides were being rearranged. 

The whirlpool swooped down and batted Magdalena aside as if she weighed as little 

as a hummingbird. It hovered over him, just barely making contact with his skin-its touch 

as light as a feather. It was smelling him or tasting him. It sought recognition, sought its 

own kind. Its touch ran up and down his torso, up and down his arms and legs, like an 

anny of ants running up and down. 

Tergard could feel its curiosity as well as its rage. The earthheart was uncertain if 

this strange being with whom it had come into contact was like itself or unlike itself, or if 
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this were the being it had been sharing its dreams with. 

The runes swirled in indecision, waiting for him to talk back to it But he wasn't 

certain how to do that He couldn't form runes into a coherent mental structure-not when 

he was in this much pain and not with the confusing mass of runes in front of his face. Or 

could he? He forced one arm up, forced uncooperative fingers to work, and plucked at 

individual runes, taking its own words to form new ones. 

"I am your kind, and not," he told it. "My people have imprisoned you because 

they were desperate to save themselves. We are sorry." 

It raged in anger and sadness for a moment, the golden color shifting from red to 

black to white to black again. Tergard imagined he was being bathed by the night sky. 

"I know you not," the earthheart finally responded-individual runes stopped their 

dance for just a moment to form words before his eyes, then swirled away, "but I taste my 

dreams in your blood." It seemed sad. He knew that it had hoped the being it sensed 

nearby was a true kin, not some hybrid. 

"I am the one you have been singing to. I was made to communicate with you, to 

apologize, to ask for your help." 

The earthheart's anger flared again, this time showering him with white hot runes, 

like sparks flying from a campfire, that burned his face. "Release me! Awake! Away!" 

With each rune came a tiny whisper of sound, or what he thought was sound, but might 

have been only in his mind. 

His vision filled with sights of the cold blackness of space. He knew a yearning for 

the freedom of flight he never imagined could be so strong. 

"Save my people and I will set you free." 

"You know not how to do that." 

"Teach me." 

Tergard thought there would be more questions, more demands, but as great as he 

sensed the earthheart's desire for freedom to be, he underestimated its desperation for it. 
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Knowledge flooded into him, the rune language in all its complexity, in all its possible 

combinations, in all its potential power-all far greater than even the most ambitious 

Torumbur had ever dreamed or talked about His people had only learned to use one 

quarter of what the runes could do for them. It was a waste, a waste that angered the 

earthheart nearly as much as its imprisonment As this creature had grown and learned, it 

knew its capabilities were being under utilized, knew it and despaired that its strange captors 

had not the capacity to evolve. 

Linked with the earthheart as he now was, Tergard could feel the jolts caused by the 

dirgers chipping away at its shell. He could even feel them dying as the tremendous flood 

of energy below ground incinerated them. The dirgers were so crazed they were willing to 

commit mass suicide trying to claim their prize. Soon there would be none of them left, but 

he could sense a sufficient number of life forces waiting to attack to know they didn't have 

the time to wait. If enough of the shell was destroyed, the earthheart would hatch in place, 

tearing the earth apart from the inside. 

He knew what he had to do and how to do it The top had already begun 

transforming him. Tergard now accelerated the process, dissolving his limbs, and then the 

rest of his body into its own field of energy separate from the earthheart's. He formed 

himself into particles of air, and became a wave front of massive wind power. He whirled 

once about the courtyard, blowing past Magdalena, reaching out with his particle-fingers to 

touch her, to comfort her as she knelt, screaming his name. Then he dove into the crater 

after the retreating column of energy, blowing apart the rest of the observatory floor, 

burrowing deep into the earth, drilling an escape route. 
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CHAPfER30 

It appeared to Magdalena that the column of energy had swallowed Tergard, or 

dissolved him. Just as she recovered from being knocked aside by the bending whirlpool, 

stunned from hitting her head on a jutting cobblestone, she saw him vanish. 

She called his name, only to have it drowned out by a roar of wind as a courtyard

sized cyclone formed before her eyes. She screamed, more in surprise than from fear, as 

she felt Tergard's soul touch her with a gentle stirring of wind, twisting her hair much as 

he'd done during his magic practice. She reached out to touch the wind, but it blew away 

from her, toward the center of the courtyard. She climbed to her feet, wanting to chase it, to 

feel the essence of him, but was driven back by the shower of exploding stones. 

Magdalena dropped to the ground on her stomach, covering her head with her 

hands. The ground beneath her began to buck and jump, making it impossible for her to 

regain her feet She didn't know whether this was caused by the dirgers or by Tergard. 

As suddenly as it began, the ground quake ended; everything became deathly still 

and silent. The ]ow-pitched hum of the Torumbur magical force field was gone. Had they 

won? Were they dead? 

She could hear Y asmer sobbing, calling Gunnard' s name. Magdalena ran over to 

the three Torumbur. Sigurd sat with his back to the wall, moaning and gasping for breath. 

Gunnard lay on the ground; Y asmer knelt over him, shaking his shoulders. Red and white 

blisters covered their faces. 

"We must ... move away," Sigurd moaned. "Help us." 

"Help yourself!" she snapped at him. "You had no right to do this to Tergard. 

No right to make him a sacrifice!" 

"We had ... every right ... " came Gunnard's papery-thin voice. 

"He's ... Torumbur ... not human." His eyes rolled. 
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Y asmer begged him to kill the sprite, even begged the sprite to leave her father's 

body. 

"Payment.. .for 900 years more of magic," Sigurd finished. 

"He will die here," Yasmer begged her. "Please help carry my father away, 

please!" She had so little strength she could only futilely lift one arm. 

Only pity for the other woman made Magdalena move. She bent to lift Gunnard to 

his feet The cobblestones in front of them erupted, pelting her with more debris and raising 

welts on her arms and face. Letting go of Gunnard, Magdalena watched as Betanya rose 

from the ground. 

His burnt black skin was peeling from his body like a pepper left too long on the 

coals. All body hair had been singed off. He stood completely naked, bent over nearly 

double. But his eyes shone with a powerful malevolence. He made barely a gesture before 

the stones beneath them turned into quicksand. 

Magdalena pushed Gunnard and Y asmer away. "Run!" She jumped off the sand 

pit before it could do more than suck at her boots. 

Y asmer and Gunnard stumbled out of range, but Sigurd could not move fast 

enough. Out of the comer of her eye, she could see the elder floundering, sinking. 

She drew Tergard's short sword from his weapons belt, threw the belt toward 

Y asmer, and stabbed at the dirger. The sword passed through Betanya' s body as if he were 

only a semi-cohesive collection of dirt particles, then crumbled into metallic dust. She threw 

away the hilt and pulled her brother's sword from the sheath on her back. If she could 

transform mud into bone as she had for the injured stallion, she could transform a metal 

sword into something lethal to Betanya. 

Betanya slapped a hand against the cobblestones, creating a trail of rippling, tripping 

stones which followed her as she ran around the courtyard, nipping at her heels. Knowing 

she couldn't stay on the ground with him while she concocted a plan, Magdalena took 

advantage of the cracks in the walls of the surrounding houses, using them as toe and finger 
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holes. Oambering onto the roof, she looked down at Betanya who simply glowered at her 

without following. Why? 

Instead, five other dirgers-one of them Bodun-erupted from the cobblestones. 

Paying her no heed, these five dove into the hole Tergard had burrowed into the earth. 

Magdalena cried, ''Tergard!" knowing he could not hear her, and realizing Betanya 

had purposely driven her up on the roof. He stared at her, daring her to come down, 

guarding against her interference. 

As much as she had threatened or thought about it, she'd never truly felt the desire 

to kill another being ... until now. Betanya had put into motion all the events which caused 

her brother to die. He'd lied to her, used her as a tool, or a fool, she should say. 

Looking at the sword in her hand she decided it would be fitting for Betanya to die 

by it Not really knowing if her idea would work, she stared at the stone roof beneath her 

feet, envisioning it as just another field of dirt, its particles packed more tightly together. 

Grasping it hard, she jammed the sword into the stone up to its hilt. Together, stone and 

sword rang like a bell chiming the dinner hour in Amar. 

Betanya's expression turned to alarm. She ignored him, mentally taking the stone's 

solid particles and coating the sword with them, telling herself she had learned enough from 

the dirgers and had absorbed enough ofTergard's magic-why else would she echo it? 

She made a silent promise to the earth to use the sword to kill those who were 

hurting it The dirgers had never truly worshipped it, only its apparent power, violating it 

with every act of magic they performed. The earth may not be a sentient creature like the 

earthheart, but it understood the primal need of survival and the desire for revenge. 

The sword rang louder as she pulled it from the stone roof and straightened up. 

Betanya's alarm turned to fear, his eyes rolling wildly as he tried to ward her off by 

slapping his hands on the wall of the building she stood upon. The wall collapsed slowly 

inward; grinding, the roof slid toward the gaping hole in the courtyard. Magdalena waited 

until the roof's tilt was almost too great to keep her footing and jumped sideways to land 
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clear of the falling slab. It crashed and broke in half, partially blocking the crater. She 

turned her back on the stone and stalked deliberately toward Betanya; he backed away. 

Before she could get within striking distance, a gush of dirt and mud erupted from 

the crater, splattering her. She realized it was blood, not mud, as dirger body parts rained 

down upon the courtyard. A deep tremble began inside the earth, rising slowly at first, and 

picking up speed. 

Betanya froze, staring at his dismembered kin. Magdalena felt no sympathy, no 

compassion. Taking advantage of his distraction, she quickly closed the distance between 

them. Her brother's sword was too long and too heavy for her to wield correctly, but she 

only needed it once. And this time, its essence, its particles, were of the same consistency as 

Betanya. She cleaved him in two, and then speared his face after his upper body toppled to 

the ground. Her whole body vibrated with the thrust, and when she let go of the sword, her 

hands shook. The sword, pinning Betanya's head to the cobblestones, twanged with 

satisfaction. 

"For Marco." 

She wanted to yell in triumph, or cry for her brother, but couldn't decide which to 

do first when a shaft of light shot up from the crater, blinding her. For a disheartening 

moment she believed Tergard had failed. Then the light winked out and the rising trembler 

exploded onto the surface in a gush of air that threw the fallen roof pieces through the air 

and away as if they were nothing more than pebbles. 

The shock waves expanded, knocking her down, then lashed out at the walls. From 

all around her, she could hear the city falling apart, each wall taking out the next wall, 

tumbling outward from the epicenter. Granite upon granite, the blows thundered in a stone 

cacophony, seeming to go on forever. 

Before it was quiet again, Magdalena watched as a diaphanous shape, a shifting of 

blackness speckled with stars, emerged from the widened crater. It was huge, taking nearly 

as long to fully emerge as it took the city to shake itself apart. A thing of plain 
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magnificence, as cold as it was beautiful, it rose into the night sky, trailing hundreds of 

tentacles behind it The earthheart, or whatever its kind were truly called, floated free of its 

earthly bonds. 

Then the cold black shape exploded, shaking the mountain. Discarded tentacles 

shot through the sky like brilliant post-monsoon fireworks in Kaiy, striking down into the 

forest When the afterimages cleared from her vision, Magdalena looked up to see the most 

beautiful creature she'd ever imagined. The closest name she could call it was buttertly, but 

that did not do it justice. Four wings slowly unfolded from a round central body as black as 

the sky. Rippling in some planetary wind, each wing was miles in diameter; reflected 

starlight and moonlight sparkled in reds and blues and whites and golds, their patterns both 

beautiful and incomprehensible. 

It did not fly swiftly away into space as she imagined it would. It appeared to be 

waiting. Waiting forTergard, she realized with fear in her heart, as a new form emerged 

from the well. This one was smaller, hotter and more condensed than the first, but just as 

beautiful. Four golden wings unfurled, turning toward the stars, rising into the night sky. 

She ran after it, jumping onto a shattered wall, calling Tergard's name. He had to 

hear her, had to know that his place was here, with her ... his anchor! Now, she understood 

what Hingard meant. Without her, without her love, there was nothing on this earth for 

Tergard. When Gunnard altered his son, he created a new being: something neither 

Torumbur nor ... earthbound ... or .... She couldn't make sense of all her thoughts. All she 

knew was that she was the only reason he would stay. ''Tergard!" 

He heard her caJiing him, heard the love filling her voice, even see her tears, despite 

his lack of ears or eyes. But he aJso felt the yearning for freedom, for the comforting 

coldness of space, for the companionship of his kind. 

No-not his kind. He knew that too. He was of the earthheart, but not, even if he 

carried its language in his blood. He would no more belong with it and its brethren than he 
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did among the Torumbur or the humans. The only one with whom he truly belonged was 

Magdalena. She was his kind-his soul-the missing piece of himself for which he'd 

sought for so long. 

Words as Tergard knew them were not the way of communication between adults of 

the earthheart's species. But neither was it what he believed pure telepathy would be like. It 

was more like mental images cast forth as waves to be caught by their wings-creating a 

rippling sensation along his skin, something akin to what he imagined being hit by one of 

his father's message air bubbles would feel like-and absorbed into the body, into the 

blood and fed directly to the brain. 

In this way, he bade farewell to the earthheart while it begged him to join it on its 

endless journey. He was not the one to ease its loneliness. He told it to seek its own kind, 

assuring it that it could find them now that it was free. It begged him again, but he could not 

go. He told it to look at the tiny figure below them and shared the love he felt It seemed to 

understand at last and rose away, toward the stars meant to be its home. 

Still, Tergard did not return to Magdalena. He watched as the earthheart dwindled 

until it was indistinguishable from the rest of the night sky. Then he lingered awhile longer, 

tasting the air. With the weather interference created by the earthheart gone, the winds 

would change course in due time, but not soon enough to begin the forest's healing 

process. 

He stretched out his wings until they nearly lost their cohesiveness. He gathered 

wind particles to him, coaxing others to follow. He drew the wind from the north side of the 

Hardengers, called the rain and the snow. When he felt himself begin to chill, he pulled his 

wings in and slowly descended. 

Magdalena's face was upturned, her hands outstretched to welcome him. He tried 

to transform his wings back into arms and legs, but found it more difficult than he thought. 

Whatever substance the top had infected him with had altered the particles which made up 

his physical self, dissolved his shell so that the winged version of himself could emerge. 
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But his winged-self could feel that this wasn't his natural fonn-every particle yearned to 

return to the shape they once knew. He realized he could not simply transfonn from one to 

the other; he must reverse the process. Tergard disrupted the cohesiveness of his wings so 

they were nothing but loose particles flowing around Magdalena He became a golden 

shimmering that enveloped her, and found that he could sense-taste-her in ways he never 

thought possible. Every individual piece of him resonated with her heartbeat He could 

taste her life, her blood, her.... Tergard loved her now more than ever. She sensed that 

somehow, a smile growing upon her face. 

He yearned to stay like this, but he could feel the wind tugging at him, threatening to 

float his essence away on the wind. Unwinding himself from her body, he called to the 

memory contained within each particle of himself. His body, his arms and legs, torso, head, 

all seemed to refonn of their own accord. It was a strange sensation that he didn't think he 

would ever be able to describe to anyone, almost as if he was wrapping himself in so many 

layers of thick clothing he wouldn't be able to move. He imagined himself as a mummy, 

like Mateo in those bandages, but was pleased to see normal skin when he wrapped his 

arms around Magdalena. Smiling, he kissed her as snowflakes drifted down, dusting their 

hair. 

"You're naked'," she said with a twinkle in her eye. 

"And it's snowing. Not a good combination," he said with equal humor. 

He kissed her again. "You're pregnant." 

She blinked. "Excuse me?" Her hand went to her abdomen. 

"I felt it," he said. That extra spark of heat, another life announcing its imminency, 

that he'd tasted within her. But tasting would be too hard to explain. 

Hot red-orange lava lit up the courtyard as it began to bubble out of the crater, 

flowing around the tumbled masonry. Digging the earthheart free had reawakened the 

ancient volcano. 

"We have no time to talk. I need to get you off the mountain." 
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"Your clan." She pointed to where Y asmer and Gunnard could be seen lying in the 

alley. The top of Sigurd's head and one lifeless arm were all that protruded from the 

cobblestone quicksand. 

"Everyone." 

Once more, Tergard became a river of wind, sweeping up Magdalena, then searching 

for the other survivors, the few of them that there were, and swept them up too. Even though 

he had seen his father's body, he could not feel Gunnard 's presence and knew that he had 

died. It created an emptiness in him that he knew could never be healed, but he tried to find 

solace in feeling the presence of Y asmer and Sumar. Some of his family still lived. 

He carried everyone away to the west, to Mount Asker, as Mount Ringsak.er erupted 

in a furious hail of hot mud and ash that blasted down trees for miles, and buried the 

surrounding forest. A torrent of newly melted ice from the northern slope overtlowed the 

Trogstad, sending a wall of water thundering downriver to drown everything below. The 

winter storm coming from behind, unleashed through the gap which used to be Mount 

Ringsaker, soon blanketed the forest and made the ashfall indistinguishable from the 

snowfall. 
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EPILOGUE 

In the shelter of a cave on Mount Asker, dressed in ill-fitting borrowed clothes, 

Tergard watched Y asmer die. Sumar, who once had been the most beautiful of the four 

children, held her baby sister in her arms and sobbed. 

None of the other survivors, less than fifty of them, made a sound. They simply sat, 

exhausted and dazed. 

When Sumar looked up at him, tears running in rivulets around the bums on her 

face, he saw some of Rothgard 's hatred and some of Y asmer' s compassion. 

"You could have brought our father's body at least. So we could lay them in the 

same tree, together." 

"His life was tied to Mount Ringsaker, so was his death." His words weren't as 

gentle as we wanted, but emotions warred within Tergard. He pitied Gunnard for his blind 

fanaticism but he still felt a kernel of hatred that would never go away. All that he sought, 

reconciliation with his father and his childhood, he wound never find. It had been a futile 

quest from the start, doomed before he even departed Kaiy. He wondered if he would have 

made the journey had he known that But then what would have happened to the forest? to 

the earthheart? To preserve them, he'd had to let go of any notions that he could become 

the son he'd never been to a father who never was. Tergard could have either the past or the 

future, not both. 

Sumar stroked Yasmer's hair; her tears became sobs when the brittle strands broke 

off in her fingers. 

"I'm sorry. I didn't mean for Yasmer to die." Another piece of his family gone. 

He wished he could touch Sumar, give her some comfort. She would soon discover another 

pain- that of belonging nowhere- his pain. 

"And what of the rest of us?" an old man said from the back of the cave. "Are we 
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to die along with our magic and our way of life?" As Rothgard predicted, Tergard had 

destroyed the Torumbur. But saved them as well. Their lives would go on; their culture 

would not 

"Most of the forest will be uninhabitable for a time. The earthheart killed the 

sprites as a gift for setting it free, but the poisoned energy is still present. We 'II have to go 

elsewhere until it's safe to return." He had the feeling that the Torumbur had been through 

this before, searching for a new homeland, for a safe place to live. They were migrants like 

himself, never knowing where they would be welcomed. 

"We can't go back to Amar or Kaiy," Magdalena said. "Those lives are gone for 

us." With a bemused look on her face, she rubbed her abdomen with one hand and put the 

other arm around his waist, hugging him close. He wondered if she could feel the tiny 

spark of life growing within her as he had. 

''Then we'll find someplace else. Maybe we'll go west." His mother was there, 

perhaps she still lived. He hoped the western forest hadn't been so badly poisoned. 

"Can you get us there?" Sumar asked. 

"Maybe." Could he? Y asmer and Gunnard had both said he was his own, 

separate, power source. Did that mean his magic would continue even after the earthheart's 

energy field had dissipated from the forest? 

"We'll have to send word to the surviving clans in the forest below," the old man 

said. 

Tergard nodded. ''The volcano should quiet down in a day or too, then it'll be safe 

to travel." 

He turned toward the cave entrance to watch the smoke billowing from Mount 

Ringsaker. He wondered if the cave where they had buried Marco and Rost was far enough 

down the mountainside to have withstood the eruption. If not, he hoped their scattered 

ashes would bring new life to the forest just as the Torumbur believed the dead should. 

Glancing at Magdalena, he told her, "All we have to know is that we belong wherever the 
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other is. You are the only home that I need." 

Her lips tasted of fresh snowflakes when she kissed him. "You will not be the last 

of the Goldleaf." 

THE END 
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